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Preface
It is my great pleasure to write this preface on the 10th International Joint
Conference on Mechanics, Design Engineering and Advanced Manufacturing
(JCM 2020) proceedings.
The pleasure is even more important regarding the current world situation that
reminds us how important humans, societies and earth are. This situation unique,
unexpected, unprecedented with no known solution has highlighted human
behaviors and values face to the emergency. While advanced IT technologies are
used as real support for collaboration and health equipment manufacturing, the
world economy and society are strongly impacted.
What can we learn from that situation? What can we learn to extend and imagine
the future of our teaching and research activities?
H2020 program and Industry 4.0 roadmap have been defining our current
research roadmap. It is now time to assess if these expectations have become reality
or not. System, engineering, PLM, robotics, virtual and augmented reality, artificial
intelligence and sustainability are the current topics of scientific conferences.
The JCM 2020 proceedings presents 65 papers that present the maturity level of
those technologies and organizations in the academic and industrial world.
Nevertheless, we also have to think of what could be those topics in the next
future and the next conferences. What could we expect for 2040? Other daily
human behaviors, other industrial technologies or other industrial and world
economy? What is the future world expected today by the young generation in the
next 10, 20 or 30 years? From our side, how we can imagine academic activities,
new curriculum, new syllabus, what could be new teaching modalities, what could
be scientific research to provide a result to society?
We have, certainly, to think of new equilibriums between earth, human and
technology. How frugality and technologies can be mixed and think together? How
do we have to provide new engineering industrial technologies and services? How
v
do we have to think about human values and organizations? How do we have to
think about environmental and planetary concerns?
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Manufacturing Engineering
Designing Powder Metallurgy Process - The
Influence of High Sintering Temperature
on Dimensional and Geometrical Precision
Marco Zago(B), Ilaria Cristofolini, and Sasan Amirabdollahian
Department of Industrial Engineering, University of Trento, Via Sommarive 9,
38123 Trento, Italy
marco.zago-1@unitn.it
Abstract. The precision of parts produced by Powder Metallurgy (PM) strongly
depends on the careful design of PM process parameters. Among them, high sin-
tering temperature is generally considered as detrimental for dimensional and geo-
metrical precision, and therefore neglected in industrial production. Nevertheless,
high sintering temperature would strongly improve mechanical characteristics of
PM parts, so that the real influence of high sintering temperature on dimensional
and geometrical precision is of great interest for PM companies. This study inves-
tigates the influence of sintering temperature (up to 1350 °C) on dimensional and
geometrical precision of real parts. Dimensional changes on sintering and the
effect of sintering temperature have been evaluated. Geometrical characteristics
have been measured both in the green and in the sintered state, and the real influ-
ence of sintering temperature has been highlighted. As a conclusion, it has been
demonstrated that the larger shrinkage due to the high sintering temperature is not
detrimental with respect to the dimensional precision, being it reliably predictable.
Moreover, the influence on geometrical characteristics is unexpectedly low. The
encouraging results of this study convinced the main PM companies in Europe
to further investigate the influence of high sintering temperature, as partners in a
Club Project within the European Powder Metallurgy Association (EPMA).
Keywords: Dimensional and geometrical precision · Product development ·
Precision engineering · Design for powder metallurgy · High temperature
sintering process
1 Introduction
Dimensional and geometrical precision is one of the most interesting characteristics of
Powder Metallurgy (PM) parts, strongly depending on the proper design of the PM pro-
cess parameters [1–3]. In the conventional press and sinter technology, the green parts
are produced by cold compaction in rigid dies and sintered in controlled atmosphere.
Dimensional and geometrical precision of green parts is generally very good and may
get worse during sintering. Sintering temperature is one of the most critical variables,
determining the shrinkage (or swelling) of green parts [4, 5]. On increasing sintering
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temperature, the larger shrinkage combined with the possible deformation of the parts
due to the phenomena occurring at high temperature (creep, viscous flow, phase transfor-
mation…) may negatively influence the dimensional and geometrical precision. On the
other hand, the positive effect of high sintering temperature on the mechanical properties
of porous steels, resulting from the enhanced densification and from the improvement of
pore morphology, is well known [6–8]. Better understanding the real effect of high sin-
tering temperature on dimensional and geometrical precision is consequently a priority
for PM companies.
This work investigates the influence of high and very high sintering temperature
on the dimensional and geometrical precision of industrial Cr steel parts. Sintering
temperatures are higher than those conventionally used in the industrial practice. The
shrinkage of dimensions perpendicular and parallel to the compaction direction has been
firstly evaluated, aiming at checking any anisotropy of dimensional changes, which is
expected on the basis of previous work [1]. Geometrical characteristics in the green
and sintered state have been also compared, aiming at distinguishing the influence of the
different process steps. Aim of the work is demonstrating that high sintering temperature
is not significantly detrimental for dimensional and geometrical precision.
2 Experimental Procedure
The dimensions and the geometrical characteristics of the parts studied are shown in
Fig. 1. From here on, the parts will be identified as Part 1, the smaller, and Part 2, the
larger.
Fig. 1. Parts studied.
The parts were produced compacting a commercial water atomized iron powder
pre-alloyed with 3%wt Cr and 1.5%wt Mo, to which 0.8%wt lubricant and 0.55%wt C
(graphite) were added. Parts were compacted up to 7.0 g/cm3 and sintered in vacuum
furnace at four different sintering temperatures, higher than the standard ones (1200 °C,
1250 °C, 1300 °C, and 1350 °C).
Due to confidentiality reasons, neither minor details nor exact dimensions are explic-
itly reported. The two parts allowed investigating a broad range of dimensions (5 to
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70 mm for diameters, 4 to 20 mm for heights), so that the influence of both sintering
temperature and size was highlighted.
Parts were measured both in the green and in the sintered state by a Coordinate Mea-
suring Machine (CMM), scanning mode. Acquired data were processed by MATLAB
to calculate the features, from which dimensions and geometrical characteristics were
derived, according to the procedure for data processing explained in depth in [9].
3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Dimensional Precision
Dimensions were grouped in diameters (orthogonal to compaction force), and heights
(parallel to compaction force). Dimensional change on sintering was calculated by
Eqs. (1) and (2) for diameters and heights, where subscript g and subscript s refer
to green and sintered state, respectively.
εD = Ds − Dg
Dg
(1)
εH = Hs − Hg
Hg
(2)
Dimensional change of diameters and heights vs. size are reported in Fig. 2, as
affected by sintering temperature.
Dimensional change increases on increasing sintering temperature, as expected, both
for diameters and for heights [10]. Anisotropy of dimensional changes is also confirmed,
in all the cases dimensional change of diameter is different than dimensional change of
height.
Dimensional change is almost unaffected by size for diameters, while for height
dimensional change tends to increase on increasing height, and the trend is particularly
evident in Part 1 (the smallest one). Further study might prove the role of powder com-
paction (triaxial stress field, density gradient and ejection procedure) on the different
height shrinkage, as proposed in [11]. Nevertheless, dimensional changes can be reliably
predicted according to the design procedure defined in previous work [10, 12].
3.2 Geometrical Precision
Firstly, considering individual features, flatness and cylindricity are evaluated. Results
are shown in Fig. 3, where the values measured in the green state and after sintering at
the different temperatures are shown. From here on, the green bars will be related to the
geometrical characteristics measured in the green state, the blue bars to the geometrical
characteristics measured after sintering at the different temperatures, and the red bar to
the tolerance.
Flatness slightly worsens on increasing sintering temperature, and same for cylin-
dricity. Larger scatter bands are observed for Part 2, mainly due to the higher geometrical
complexity, which makes homogeneous filling more difficult. Nevertheless, measured
values are kept lower than tolerances in all the cases.
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Fig. 2. Dimensional change of diameters (upper) and heights (lower) vs. size at the different
sintering temperatures.
Fig. 3. Flatness and cylindricity in the green state and at the different sintering temperatures for
the two parts studied – comparison with the tolerance.
Parallelism, perpendicularity, and co-axiality, both in the green state and at the dif-
ferent sintering temperatures, are shown in Fig. 4. In all the cases, bottom surface in
compaction (that is the surface contacting parts holder on sintering) has been considered
as primary datum feature. In part 1, according to the drawing shown in Fig. 1, the flatness
is identified by the height determining the corresponding surface, and the coaxiality (as
by the position tolerance) is identified by the diameter of the corresponding cylindrical
surface.
In Part 1, parallelism slightly worsens on increasing the sintering temperature, while
perpendicularity is almost unaffected. Coaxiality slightly worsens considering the sur-
face defined by diameter 3, while no influence is observed for the surface defined by
diameter 4. In all the cases, tolerance is never exceeded.
In part 2, measured values of parallelism are largely scattered, and this is mainly
due to the uneven filling sometimes occurring in large parts, given that same scatter
is observed in the green part. Tolerance, in terms of mean values, is never exceeded.
Perpendicularity is almost unaffected by sintering temperature, but tolerance is exceeded.
However, this comes from compaction step, given that perpendicularity measured in the
green parts is only slightly worse after sintering. No significant influence of sintering
temperature on coaxiality is observed, and tolerance is never exceeded.
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Fig. 4. Parallelism, perpendicularity and coaxiality in the green state and at the different sintering
temperatures for the two parts studied – comparison with the tolerance.
Considering Part 2, it can be observed that effort could be required in the compaction
step, aiming at improving geometrical characteristics, while the influence of sintering
temperature is lower than expected.
4 Conclusions
The influence of high sintering temperature, up to 1350 °C, on the dimensional and
geometrical precision of low alloyed steel parts has been investigated in this work. Main
results are hereafter summarized.
• Dimensional change of diameters increases on increasing sintering temperature, irre-
spective on size, while dimensional change of height increases on increasing sintering
temperature and size, and the effect is more evident for small sizes. As by the design
procedure previously developed, this result does not represent an obstacle to sintering
at high and very high temperature.
• The influence of high sintering temperature on geometrical characteristics is surpris-
ingly low. The worsening, if any, never determines tolerance exceeding.
• High sintering temperature, determining noticeable improvement in the mechanical
properties of sintered parts, can be used without significant detriment of dimensional
and geometrical precision.
Further work is in progress within the EPMA Design for Sintering project.
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Abstract. Among Additive Manufacturing technologies, Wire and Arc Additive
Manufacturing process is strongly dependent of deposition conditions such as
welding parameters, substrate temperature, trajectory. In this research, geometry
and temperature evolutions of single beads have been investigated according to
process parameters modifications. For our experiment, a heating device have been
used in order to control the substrate temperature from room temperature up to
400 °C. Considering the Cold Metal Transfer technology, welding parameters,
Wire Feed Speed (WFS) and Travel Speed (TS), have beenmodifiedwhile keeping
a constant ratio λ (WFS/TS). Results indicate that weld bead geometry, height (h)
and width (w), is influenced by substrate temperature and welding parameters. It
has been shown that substrate temperature, itself influenced by process parameters,
tends to produce thicker and lower weld beads while it increases.
Keywords: Wire and Arc Additive Manufacturing · Additive Manufacturing ·
Cold Metal Transfer · Single weld bead · Thermal effect
1 Introduction
Additive Manufacturing (AM) technologies build up materials layer by layer, allowing
complex shapes to be produced. Among various processes in AM, wire-base techniques
show a lower energy requirement, about 85%, than those based on powder [1, 2]. For
Wire and Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM) technology, several modes of energy
distribution are available according to suppliers.
Cold Metal Transfer (CMT) is one of them and is very popular for arc welding. In
effect, CMT process requires much less energy to work than tungsten inert gas (TIG) or
plasma processes. Thanks to this lower energy, thin plates and low cladding of aluminum
alloys have been possible. This specificity have been exploited inWAAMas, for example,
several studies have shown its interest to be able to produce parts with maximize density
[3–5]. Moreover, various study have shown that temperature and thermal accumulation
in WAAM strongly influence parts geometry [6, 7]. As CMT technology uses a lower
amount of energy compared to other techniques, it allows to minimize these deformation
induced by heat accumulation. Unfortunately, when it comes to parts with complex
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shapes, it is difficult to predict nor control the temperature and its influence on the final
geometry. This study places the first steps aiming at this understanding. It has been
proposed to focus, at first, on weld bead as it constitutes the elementary brick of any
volumic parts manufacturing.
This study investigates the interacting influences between the substrate temperature
and the geometry evolution base on welding parameters of weld beads.
2 Experimental Setup
AYASKAWAMA1440 Robot and a Fronius TPS CMT 4000 Advanced welding station
(Fronius, Pettenach, Austria) have been used in order to produce the different weld
beads of 80 mm length. A 1.2 mm diameter aluminum wire, 5356 alloy, have been
involved with a working distance of 15 mm. An argon shielding gas was used with a
flow rate of 13 L/min. Weld beads have been deposited on a ER5356 Al alloy substrate
whose dimensions were 350 mm × 350 mm × 5 mm (w * l * h). Then, using the 875
CMT synergic law provided by Fronius, Wire Feed Speed (WFS) and Travel Speed (TS)
have been modified while their ratio λ = WFS/TS was kept constant at a value of 8.33
because at previous of the research experiment, these things use WFS = 5 m/min, TS
= 0.60 m/min and ratio = 8.33. Therefore, adding four different sets of parameter have
thus been fixed as detailed in Table 1.
Table 1. Process parameters for experiment
Symbol WFS (m/min) TS (m/min) Ratio




In order to control precisely the substrate temperature (Tsub) of our constructions, a
specific equipment has been designed. It is composed by 3 heating resistances (6 kW)
allowing temperature regulation up to 500 °C thanks to an electrical controller. For the
experiment needs, several substrate temperatures have been applied to all conditions A,
B, C and D. Starting at room temperature (25 °C), tests have been thus led at 100, 200,
300 and 400 °C. As shown in Fig. 1. Smaller temperature increase have been revealed
insufficient in our previous experiments to involve significant geometry evolutions. Dur-
ing production, evolutions of substrate temperature have been recorded thanks to four
thermocouples (k type) placed along with the welding direction at a distance of 10 mm
from weld beads and spread by 20 mm. In the end, a 3D laser scanner (Artec Space
Spider), with a resolution of 0.10 mm, was used to acquire a precise numerical model
of weld beads geometry from which height and width have been extracted.
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Fig. 1. Installation device and experiment set up
3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Temperature Evolution
The recording system previously describe is able to give various information on substrate
temperature during welding and its evolution. In this way, the maximum temperature
peak (Tmax) reached during the process can be easily obtained for each conditioned as
well as the cooling time (tcool) needed to come back to the initial condition. All results
have been compiled Table 2.
Table 2. Temperature evolution according to process parameters
Tsub (°C) Tmax (°C) tcool. (s) ΔT = Tmax − Tsub (°C) (Tmax− Tsub)/Tsub (%)
A B C D A B C D A B C D A B C D
25 107 121 126 148 88 102 112 121 82 96 101 123 328 384 404 492
100 178 183 186 207 73 91 93 114 78 83 86 107 78 83 86 107
200 251 263 276 306 62 72 86 110 51 63 76 106 26 32 38 53
300 344 355 370 373 45 53 62 69 44 45 70 73 15 18 23 24
400 452 458 467 484 34 38 42 45 52 58 67 84 13 15 17 21
From these data, several ascertainments can be pulled. It appears that Tmax increase
for higherWFS for each conditions,which seems logical as the deposited energy is driven
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by the amount of matter needed to be melted (WFS). As well, the rise of Tsub induces
obviously a rise in the recorded Tmax but in different proportions between a weld at
room temperature and another one done at 100, 200, 300 and 400 °C. In this sense, even
if Tmax is increasing with WFS, conversely, tcool is decreasing and the temperature is
stabilizing rather faster. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the difference
in temperature ΔT (Tmax − Tsub) is smaller.
4 Geometry Evolution
Using the numerical model provided by the 3D scanner, beads dimensions have been
extracted. At first, the height has been measured as the average maximum highness. For
this, the full bead length have been considered without both first and final 10mm in order
to not be influenced by arc ignition and extinction. From here, the width is measured as
the average largeness extracted from a cross-section placed at mid-height and parallel to
the substrate. Results are shown in Fig. 2 according to welding conditions and substrate
temperature.
Fig. 2. Evolution of weld beads dimensions: (a) Height, h and (b) Width, w.
As we initially fixed a constant λ ratio, height and width are strongly linked and their
product remain constant. Thus, while height is increasing or decreasing, width decreases
or increases in the opposite way.
Considering this, mainly two parameters lead geometry evolutions of weld beads as
can be observed in Fig. 2. In effect, as WFS and Tsub rise, height decreases and width
increases. This flattening ofweld beads can be explained by the fact that these two factors
are responsible for a general increase in temperature and leads to improve the wetting
angle and fluidity of aluminum [8].
These geometrical evolutions can be important as for example, considering a constant
WFS, there is a difference of 1 mm in height and almost 2 mm in width between a
weld bead done at room temperature and another one welded on a 400 °C hot substrate.
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Equally, for a constantTsub, aWFS increase by a factor of 2 is responsible for a dimension
variation about 1 mm in height and width.
These evolutions, bring back to the dimension of a weld bead, could be disastrous
for parts construction if not taken into account.
5 Conclusion
This experiment has investigated some process parameters of Wire and Arc Additive
Manufacturing process and their influences on geometry evolution of weld beads. An
experiment was performed in order to track the evolution of temperature and weld beads
dimensions. It has revealed that, for a constant amount of deposited material, the main
parameters driving geometrical evolutions are WFS and Tsub. Whether by the fact that
they directly control the input energy or by their nature, they both contribute to the
general increase in temperature. In turn, this temperature rise leads to a better wetting
angle and decreases the aluminum viscosity. In the end, weld beads tend to be lower and
larger.
Those geometrical evolutions, potentially being driven, have to be imperatively con-
sidered as the temperature during the WAAM process is difficult to manage, especially
on parts with complex shapes. Thus, a small difference on a weld bead can lead to
important derives with a stack of dozens and dozens of layers.
The future work will study a single wall bead and kept constants temperature respec-
tive of deposition a new layer. It will provide important information for process planning
WAAM.
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Abstract. Additive Manufacturing has proven to be an economically and indus-
trially attractive process in building or repairing parts. However, the major issue of
this new process is to guarantee a mechanical behavior identical to the subtractive
manufacturing methodologies. The work, presented in this paper, is centered on
the Laser Wire Metal Deposition (LMD-w) method with the metallic alloy TA6V.
Its working principle is to fuse a coaxial wire on a substrate with a laser as a
heat source. To better understand the interaction between the input parameters
(Laser Power, Wire Feed Speed and Tool Speed) and the clad geometry output
variables (Height, Width and Contact Angle) and the substrate displacement, we
have realized an experimentation. We printed 9 clads according Taguchi’s exper-
imental design. Pearson correlation coefficient and Fisher test performed on the
experimental measures showed as main result: Tool Speed is the parameter with
the most significant influence on the output variables.
Keywords: Parameters influences · Clads geometry · Clads characterization ·
Taguchi’s experimental design · Statistical analysis
1 Introduction
American Society for Testing Material (ASTM) has defined additive manufacturing
(AM) as “a process of joining materials to make objects from 3D model data, usually
layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing methodologies” [1]. AM has
proven to be an economically and industrially attractive process. It achieves a buy-to-
fly ratio, weight ratio between the raw material used for a part and the weight of the
part, of 1:1 [2]. The wire processes allow to obtain a 99,6% deposit yield [3]. From
the 7 categories of additive manufacturing processes [4] our work focuses on the Laser
Wire Metal Deposition (LMD-w). Moreover, three alloys of materials are used in AM:
Inconel, 316L steel and TA6V. Among them, the titanium alloy (TA6V) has low resis-
tance to oxidation but presents the advantages of low density and high resistance to
corrosion [5, 6]; that is why we have chosen to work with TA6V wire.
One major issue of AM process is to guarantee a mechanical behavior identical
to the subtractive manufacturing methodologies. In this paper, we present our study
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about the influences of first order input parameters on the geometric aspects and on
the displacement of the substrate, metal part on which the molten wire is deposited to
print the geometry [7]. To do so, we have performed an experimental campaign and
have analyzed resulting data. The analysis consisted of two stages: the analysis of the
correlation with the Pearson coefficient and an analysis of the variance with the Fisher
test.
2 Protocol of Experiments
2.1 Model and Variables
Following the LMD-w process, the TA6V wire is deposited on the substrate, into the
melting pool with a speedWFS coaxially to the laser at a power P while the robotic head
is moving at a speed TS, Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the LMD-w process input parameters
Table 1. LMD-W input parameters and measured outputs studied
Nature Name Representation Units Domain
Input parameters Laser power P W [1680; 2000]
Wire feed speed WFS m/min [1,5; 2,1]
Tool speed TS m/min [0,2; 0,8]
Outputs Clad height hc mm Measured
Dilution height hd mm
Clad width wc mm
Dilution width wd mm
Contact angle α °
Substrate displacement d mm
The LMD-w process is modeled with input and output variables presented in
Table 1. The objective of the experiments is to define relations between the outputs and
the inputs in order to predict the clad’s geometry according to a parameter combination.
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2.2 Methods
We used, as substrates, plates of TA6V of dimensions 150 mm× 60 mm× 5 mmwhich
have been sanded with orbital grinder (grain P60) and degreased with isopropyl alcohol
(IPA). This surface treatment helps to improve surface laser absorptivity and to remove
dusts. The deposit wire material is TA6V of 1.2 mm. The substrate and wire are made
of titanium because of its weldability properties [8]. The substrate is bridled preventing
any translational movements in the plan (x, y). TA6V is supplied by Technalloy. To
protect the melting pool from oxidation, we have built the clads in an inert chamber with
a protective gas: argon as recommended [6].
The inert chamber is part of a robotized cell. The cell is composed of a 6-axis robot
(KUKA KR60-HA) with its controller (KUKA KRC4). The energy is bringing by a
laser head (PRECITEC CoaxPrinter) fixed on the robot. As described in Fig. 1, the wire
deposition is coaxial to the laser.
Fig. 2. Cross sectionmicrographyofTA6Vdeposit (×5).Outputs: red: clad height, green: dilution
height, blue: clad width and white: dilution width.
Nine clads of 100 mm length have been deposited on each substrate. Three cuts have
been made on each substrate (i.e. ¼ cord length, ½ cord length and ¾ cord length) using
a silicon disc and a cutting wheel. Subsequently, the samples are coated, mirror polished
and then chemically attacked with Kroll’s reagent. The measurements will be carried
out under a microscope (LEICA DM1750 M) and its software Leica Application Suite
(see example in Fig. 2).
2.3 Taguchi’s Experimental Design
Weknowaccording to [7] the interactions between the input parameters can be neglected.
The model is a linear expression of the outputs based on the input parameters. The
coefficients of the model can be calculated only after performing the experiments. In
absence of these coefficients, we write the model symbolically in order to clarify the
parameters inputs considered. Thus, we obtained the studied model described by the
Eq. (1), with y an output and M the average of the output’s values as the constant term.
As we would like to know if there are (non-)linearity between the input and the output
variables, we defined three levels for the input parameters P, WFS and TS. To determine
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the number of experiments, we used Taguchi’s experimental design based on the use of
orthogonal tables.
y = M+ P+WFS+ TS (1)
Following the Taguchi rules, we must know the total degree of freedom (tfd) of our
model (Eq. (1)) and the Least Common Multiple (LCM). With our model, we obtained
tfd equals 8 and LCM equals 9. So, the chosen table contains 9 experiments (L9(33)).
The Table 2 gathers the input parameters and measured outputs.
Table 2. Inputs parameters and measured responses
N Input parameters Outputs
P (W) WFS (m/min) TS (m/min) d (mm) hc(mm) hd(mm) wc(mm) wd(mm) α (°)
1 1680 1.5 0.2 1.978 2.148 2.2033 5.151 6.939 75
2 1680 1.8 0.4 0.892 1.742 1.2847 3.832 4.873 76
3 1680 2.1 0.6 1.357 1.533 0.9797 3.493 4.067 87
4 1840 1.5 0.4 1.235 1.353 1.5443 4.480 5.633 55
5 1840 1.8 0.6 1.125 1.213 1.1723 3.878 4.826 56
6 1840 2.1 0.2 1.910 3.038 2.0567 4.306 6.320 103
7 2000 1.5 0.6 0.443 0.960 1.2713 4.345 5.232 39
8 2000 1.8 0.2 1.635 2.361 2.6157 5.726 7.592 72
9 2000 2.1 0.4 1.177 1.783 1.4057 4.493 5.571 71
3 Results and Analysis
3.1 Correlation Coefficient
The correlation coefficient was calculated using the Pearson’s method with R software.
We used it to determine whether the relationship between an input parameter and a
measured output is linear or not and if it is positive or negative. If |r| > 0.6, the two
studied variables tend to have a linear relationship [9]. Table 3 presents the correlation
coefficients and their significance.
Table 3. Pearson’s coefficient between the input parameters and the outputswith their significance
Input parameters Outputs
hc hd wc wd d α
P −0.05 0.21 0.42* 0.32 −0.27 0.40*
WFS 0.45* −0.11 −0.31 −0.20 0.26 0.69***
TS −0.86*** −0.91*** −0.73*** −0.87*** −0.77*** −0.50**
P-value (0; 0.001; 0.01; 0.05; 0.1) – Respective Symbols (;***; **; *;).
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The analysis establishes WFS and α follow a positive linear law with r = 0.69 and
p-value < 0.001. The results allow to conclude to negative linear relationships between
TS and bead’s geometries (hc and wc), TS and dilution’s geometries (hd and wd) and TS
and the substrate’s displacement (d).
3.2 Variance Analysis
The Fisher-Snedecor test compares the variance. It has been performed between each
input parameters’ levels and output variables. The null hypothesis saying the variables
are not independent would be rejected if the F value calculated (F) is superior to the F
value read in the Snedecor table (FSNEDECOR). F > FSNEDECOR(2, 3) with a p-value <
0,05. The Table 4 gathers the results of Fisher-Snedecor Test coefficients. If the value
of F(2, 3) is above 9.55 then the p-value < 0,05 and we can reject statistical hypothesis
H0. Thus, for the model (1) the results allow concluding TS is the only input parameter
to exert a significant influence on all the responses observed. However, hc also depends
significantly on the WFS input parameter. Only the contact angle α is significantly
dependent on the three input parameters.
Table 4. Fisher test results and their p-values
Input hc hd wc wd α d
P F 0.94 3.60 4.63 9.25 15.63 1.45
p-value 0.4811 0.1594 0.1210 0.0521 0.0259 0.3617
WFS F 13.27 2.53 2.57 5.17 42.14 0.92
p-value 0.0324 0.2269 0.2236 0.1068 0.0064 0.4882
TS F 57.21 67.48 10.93 68.14 23.50 8.70
p-value 0.0041 0.0032 0.0419 0.0032 0.0147 0.0564
4 Conclusion
The study carried out on the LMD-W process analyses the influence of the input param-
eters (Power, Wire Feed Speed and Tool Speed) on the clad geometry output variables.
According to Taguchi’s experimental design, 9 clads were printed. The correlation coef-
ficients and the Fisher test allow to conclude Tool Speed is the parameter with the most
significant influence on the clads geometry. Five out of six measured output variables
follow a linear law with Tool Speed. The clad height is also dependent on the Wire Feed
Speed parameter. However, the contact angle is the only response to dependent on the
three input parameters. It is therefore possible to model all these responses according to
a multiple linear regression using the Least Squares method .
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Abstract. Abrasive water jet machining (AWJM) is an interesting solution for
the production of shallow pockets in metal sheets made of titanium alloys. Indeed,
it produces low cutting forces and heat generation and prevents deformation of
these parts after machining. In addition, it has the advantage of only using two raw
materials: sand and water. It is possible to generate pocket edges with an imposed
geometry using AWJM, but it is necessary to tilt the axis of the jet. The material
removalmechanism is then a function of the inclination angle. The presented study
propose an improved model for modelling the pocket profile in TiAl6V parts. The
experimental results shows that the model is efficient as the precision is around
5%.
Keywords: Abrasive water jet machining (AWJM) · Titanium alloy · Alloy
cutting depth model
1 Introduction
Titanium alloys, and the most used one Ti6Al4V, presents several advantages compared
to other metallic materials, such as lightweight, excellent fatigue performance and high
resistance to the aggressive environment. These advantages are the reasons of its wide
employability material in industry, especially in aerospace. However, its machinability
is affected by other properties as high strength, low thermal conductivity and chemical
reactivity with cutting tool materials, so it is challenging to choose conventional machin-
ing processes in this case. Particularly, pylon components in the aeronautical structure
have thin and large shape. Choosing conventional milling process for those parts causes
dramatically reduction of the tool life due to galling tendency and deformation of parts
due to heat generation caused by high cutting forces. All these restrictions led to the
rapid development of machining titanium alloys by non-conventional process like laser,
chemical and electrical discharge and abrasive water jet machining (AWJM). Among
non-conventional machiningmethods, AWJM is a promising techniquewith outstanding
characteristics in comparison with conventional machining. AWJ uses a simple tooling
(pure water and abrasive particles), it imposes minimum forces on the workpiece and it
© The Author(s) 2021
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does not produce any heat-affected zone.Also in the aspect of impact on the environment,
it could be considered to be the least harmful.
Due to these advantages,AWJprocess has been applied formachiningwith controlled
depth of metals [1–3]. Some reports [4–6] has shown that the desired 3D complex
geometry milled by AWJ process can be achieved by governing different slopes which
are equal to the local slope of that desired 3D geometry, obtained by changing the angle
between the jet axis and the target surface.
However, many studies have shown that there is a wide kind of process parameters in
the AWJ process [7–9]. It makes difficult to control the amount of the material removal
volume. A small variation in the characteristic of the jet plume causes a fluctuation
of eroded material mass along the trajectory of the jet plume. This raises a significant
issue for controlled-depth milling in AWJ machining. For those reasons, controlling
the jet footprint geometry plays the most important role in generating desirable surface
geometries. Thus, a predictive geometrical surface profile model is very importance to
fulfil these challenges and improve the advantages of abrasive water jet technology.
The present work develops an efficient and simple geometrical milling model, taking
into account the inclination jet angle (α) (Fig. 1-a). As shown by the study presented
in [10], only the inclination angle variation is relevant to be considered. Impingement
angle (Fig. 1-b) and 5-axis combination are intent to be studied in further work. It makes
an effort to insight the kerf generation process with respect to a key kinematic process
parameter (α) as a basis to develop strategies for machining controllable pocket shape
and further for complex geometries in abrasive water jet technology.
Fig. 1. Definition of jet angle
To enable this, several works are conducted as follows:
• (i) Introduction of an extended model [10] of the profile for the pocket machined
taking into account the inclination angles of the jet (α).
• (ii) Experimentations with different inclination angles of the jet.
2 Proposed Model with the Inclination Angle of the Jet
The energy distribution in theAWJ is identified experimentally as aGaussian distribution
[9, 11], which means that at any cross-section of the jet plume (perpendicular to the jet
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axis), the velocity profile of water follows nearly Gaussian distribution [12]. Moving of
the jet plume over a workpiece surface generates an elementary pass with bell shape as a
result of Gaussian distribution. The model of the kerf profile of the elementary pass and
pocket milled by abrasive water jet process have been introduced [10, 13]. Thus an open
pocket can be generated by using several successive elementary passes with a suitable










Fig. 2. Schematic of open pocket profile generated by successive elementary passes correspond-
ing to the jet inclination angle at α
In addition, in order to narrow the influence of complex operating parameters, a
given configuration of the machine is defined by dividing into two categories: (i) the
setting parameters and (ii) controlled parameters. The setting parameters are not easily
modifiable during milling including: pressure (P), grade of abrasive particle, abrasive
flow rate (ma), and standoff distance (SOD). The controlled parameters are defined as
the ones that could be modified during machining by the NC program. Considering an
elementary pass, in this present study, the only controlled parameter is the traverse speed
(Vf).
The modelling of kerf profile of elementary pass, taking into account the influence
of the jet inclination angle (Fig. 2), has been developed in the previous works [10]. The
present model (Eq. 1) is developed further to predict the open pocket on abrasive water
jet milling and it workswith the open pocket generated at different focusing tube inclined
angles corresponding to a specific machine configuration:
Y (x) =
∑n






] + cot(α).x (1)
where Ke(α) is the erosion factor which depends on the jet inclination angle and it
allows the governing the equation to be more suitable. Ke(α) is identified analytically
to find the specific erosion rate on the target material. He(α) factor consider the effect
of a succession of elementary passes depending on the real inclination angle of the jet.
The maximum depth H(Vf) and the width factor B(Vf) of the corresponding elementary
pass generated at the jet inclination angle of 90◦, these factors have been introduced in
[10, 13] and defined using Eq. 2 and Eq. 3.
H (Vf ) = Ho × Vf Hv (2)
B(Vf ) = Bo × Bf Bv (3)
Ho, Hv, Bo, and Bv are coefficients that are determined experimentally.
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3 Experiment
The experiments for model validation are conducted on a five-axis AWJ machining sys-
tem (FLOW MACH4C). All input parameters are selected as it was done in previous
works [10, 13] which play the role of the setting parameters in a given machine con-
figuration. In addition, the results from previous works [10, 13, 14] has demonstrated
the efficiency of the model to predict the geometrical characteristics of the kerf pro-
file of both the elementary pass and pocket for various values of traverse speed. The
present work only consider the influence of the jet inclination angle (α) on the milling
process. The tests were implemented using a specific value of the traverse speed, Vf =
1000 mm/min, with different jet inclination angles.
In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the model (Eq. 1), the effect of the jet
inclination angles in pocket generation is performed (Fig. 3-a by varying the angle α in
the range of 50◦–90◦ with two pitch values (0.7 mm and 1.1 mm).
(a) 
(b)
Fig. 3. Experimental setup and measurement employed for machining open pocket by AWJ
The identification of the dimensional characteristics of the pocket are extracted from
the outcome of measuring on an ALICONA IF optical profilometer (Fig. 3-b). This
apparatus is able to measure 1000 curves, distributed regularly over 2 mm, using.
4 Result
Based on the experimental result of milling elementary passes with three levels of the
traverse speed (Vf) presented in Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 [10, 13], the coefficients Ho = 336.074,
Hv = −1.000, Bo = 1.224, Bv = −0.066 were determined. Besides, the erosion factor
Ke(α)was determined by the experiments and given in [10]. It should be noted that once
the erosion coefficient He(α) is taken into account in the model (Eq. 1), there is a good
agreement between the model predictions and the measured profiles with a mean error
which is computed by Eq. 4.
Error = DepthModeled − DepthMeasured
DepthMeasured
(4)
The mean errors (Table 1) are always negative values and all the absolute values are
smaller than 5%; the maximum mean value is observed at the inclination angles of 70◦
and also 80◦ for both two cases of the pitch.
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Table. 1. Modeled and measured depth.
α Pitch = 0.7 mm Pitch = 1.1 mm
Experiment
(mm)
Model (mm) Error (%) Experiment
(mm)
Model (mm) Error (%)
90◦ 0.868 0.844 −1.63% 0.497 0.488 −1.84%
80◦ 0.789 0.772 −2.04% 0.485 0.466 −4.09%
70◦ 0.752 0.740 −1.56% 0.466 0.459 −3.35%
60◦ 0.709 0.706 −0.36% 0.470 0.453 −2.43%











































Fig. 4. A comparison measured and modelled profiles corresponding to the jet inclination angle
at α = 60◦; (a) - Pitch = 0.7 mm and (b) - Pitch = 1.1 mm.
Furthermore, Fig. 4 indicates a good fitting ofmeasured profile withmodelled profile
at 60◦ of the jet inclination angle for the pitch = 0.7 (mm) and 1.1 (mm).
Figure 5 shows the value of He(α) factor which defined by experiment at a given
jet inclination angle for two values of the pitch steps. In both cases, the He(α) factor is
a function of the jet inclination angle and dependence of He(α) fully matches with the
linear trendline (dot lines is the best-fit line).
Fig. 5. He(α) factor defined experimentally as a function of jet inclination angle. The dot line
represents the best fit line: a) Pitch = 0.7 (mm); b) Pitch = 1.1 (mm).
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5 Conclusion
In this work, the generation of milled pocket at various jet inclination angles is investi-
gated by considering themodel for 2D cross-section profilemilling byAWJ applications.
The model has been assessed by milling open pockets in titanium alloy (Ti6Al4V). The
process is controlled by the traverse speed (Vf) and the jet inclination angles (α), other
process parameters are chosen to establish a givenmachine configuration. Themachined
pocket profile is analysed to get control for the depth of the pocket by varying a jet incli-
nation angles from 50◦ to 90◦. The geometry of the profile of the open milled pocket
significantly depends on the jet inclination angle (α). The mean error is less than 5%.
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Abstract. The structural properties of cast aluminum parts are strongly affected
by the solidification in the production process. The solidification dynamics deter-
mines the Secondary Dendrite Arm Spacing (SDAS), directly affecting the struc-
tural strength of the alloy. Simulation techniques enable the integrated design of
chassis parts and their production equipment. However, in order to effectively
predict the SDAS formation, the simulation models need to be investigated and
calibrated. The present research investigates the SDAS formationmodels and iden-
tifies a robust relation to be used in Design by Simulation phases for AlSi7Mg0.3
parts.
Keywords: Secondary Dendrite Arm Spacing · Integrated design · Simulation ·
Low pressure die casting
1 Introduction
Structural parts for car chassis must achieve high structural strength. For cast aluminum
parts, the relation between the mechanical properties and the grains size is reported in
literature [1]. The grain size is measured on micrographs as Secondary Dendrite Arm
Spacing (SDAS). The SDAS is strongly influenced by the solidification dynamics [2],
hence the integrated design and simulation of a casting and its manufacturing equipment
is critical. Design by Simulation techniques aid designers [3, 4]. However, the heat trans-
fer and SDAS models are not easy to compute, since they must be carefully calibrated
[5].
The present research investigates the SDAS formation models and identifies a robust
relation to be used in the integrated design of casting and foundry equipment. The paper
is organized as follows. Section 2 presents themethod for SDAS analysis with simulation
and experiment techniques. A case study is discussed in Sect. 3, while the concluding
remarks are drawn in Sect. 4.
© The Author(s) 2021
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2 Secondary Dendrite Arm Spacing Analysis
Four steps enable the complete analysis of a casting, as described hereafter.
2.1 Low Pressure Die Casting Simulation
The casting simulations are modeled in Magmasoft [4]. Four characteristic times are
considered for describing the casting solidification. The FStime 60% is the time required
for the solidifying alloy to reach a 60% solid fraction. This time is significant since no
macroscopic feeding is possible over 60% solid fraction for the model of this alloy.
FStime 90% is investigated to search for possible grain modifications in the last 10%
solidification phase. The Solidification time is the time from the start of pouring to the
time when the temperature locally falls below the Solidus temperature. The Liquidus to
Solidus time is the elapsed time in the local transition from the Liquidus and Solidus
temperatures [6, 7].
2.2 Spectrochemical Analysis with Optical Emission Spectroscopy
In Optical Emission Spectrometry (OES), a portion of the sample is vaporized through
electric discharge and the optical radiation from the excited ions is transferred to the
spectrometer optics. The optical beam is here broken down into individual spectral
components. Each component is characteristic of an element while its intensity is pro-
portional to its concentration. Finally, the percentage concentration of all the elements
in the alloy is displayed.
The OES analysis ensures that the casting samples under investigation complies with
the chemical composition in the UNI EN 1076 standard for the AlSi7Mg0.3 alloy. For
these safety critical parts, further 0.012%–0.024% strontium is added in order to modify
the microstructure.
2.3 SDAS Mapping Through Micrographs
From the image on an optical microscope, the SDAS is evaluated by averaging at least
five arm spacings, as SDAS = L/n, n ≥ 5, in Fig. 1. Furthermore, the SDAS is averaged
over ten measurements for each different area on the casting.
Fig. 1. Evaluation of secondary dendrite arm spacing.
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2.4 Correlation Between Measured and Simulated SDAS
Acorrelation analysis is performed onExcel, in order to extrapolate a formula correlating
the SDAS to the simulated characteristic times. From literature [6], the formula to be
parameterized is:
SDAS = k · tnS . (1)
where tS is the solidification time, k and n are constants characteristic for the alloy.
3 Experiments and Simulation Analysis on Case Studies
Three different castings are analyzed on six sampling areas, for a total of 18 measure-
ments. The experiments are averaged over ten quality-compliant samples for each one
of the castings, for a total of 180 specimens. The present section reports the evaluations
on a wheel hub support, while the final reported results refer to the complete evaluation
on all three case studies.
The six sampling areas on the casting for the wheel hub support are shown in Fig. 2.
Table 1 reports the four characteristic times for the casting solidification as simulated
for the six areas. Since the simulation results depend on the model discretization with
a fine mesh, sized smaller than the area investigated in the experiments, each reported
value is averaged over five picked measurements close to the sampling area.
Fig. 2. Sampling areas on the casting for the wheel hub support in a) bottom and b) top views.
Table 1. Characteristic times as simulated for the six sampling areas.
Area Motivation FStime 60% [s] FStime 90% [s] Solidification [s] Liquidus to Solidus [s]
1 High FStime 150.01 174.07 186.75 122.96
2 Thick wall 78.51 85.18 98.69 49.54
3 Thin wall 65.91 76.81 84.38 39.18
4 Short FStime 61.14 73.61 82.40 37.43
5 Zone for hardness specimens 71.61 83.71 92.67 47.03
6 Intermediate Fstime 89.26 103.83 123.33 74.49
For each casting sample, a specimen is extracted from each one of the six sampling
areas. The specimens are machined as approximately 15 × 15 × 8 mm size. They are
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incorporated in resin, polished with abrasive paper in order to remove any contamination
from the surface and finally shortly etched in Keller’s reagent. With a ARL4460 Metals
Analyzer quantometer, three OES measurements are carried out on each specimen in
different positions and then averaged. As example, the chemical mass compositions of
the three analyzed specimens is reported in Table 2, while Fig. 3 shows the microscope
image with SDAS measurements on a single specimen. The results of SDAS analysis
for the six areas on the ten samples are reported in Table 3.
Table 2. Mass percentage composition of AlSi7MG0.3 alloy as prepared in the foundry.
NR Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Zn Ti Sr Others Al
UNI EN 1076 6.50–7.50 <0.15 <0.03 <0.10 0.25–0.45 <0.07 <0.18 – <0.10 Balance
Casting1 7.18 0.103 0.002 0.002 0.399 0.001 0.118 0.028 < 0.01 92.3
Casting2 7.16 0.104 0.003 0.003 0.376 0.002 0.110 0.029 <0.01 92.2
Casting3 6.98 0.103 0.002 0.002 0.400 0.001 0.112 0.028 <0.01 92.4
Fig. 3. Grain structure magnification and SDAS measurements.
Table 3. SDAS results on the six specimens on the wheel hub support casting.
Nr mean
[µm]
max [µm] min [µm] dev [µm]
1 41 47 33 14
2 25 31 19 11
3 23 27 20 7
4 24 29 21 8
5 27 32 20 12
6 28 38 24 14
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Finally, the interpolation functions of the SDAS depending on FStime 60%, FStime
90%, Solidification time and Liquidus to Solidus time are reported in Fig. 4 over all the
six sampling areas on the three analyzed castings.
Fig. 4. SDAS interpolation functions (solid) depending on simulation results (dots) for a) FStime
60%, b) FStime 90%, c) Solidification time and d) Liquidus to Solidus time.
The interpolation with the Solidification time as variable achieves the best correla-
tion coefficient R2, in agreement with literature works. For the AlSi7Mg0.3 alloy with
0.012%–0.024% strontium addition and for the specific casting technology, the most
accurate prediction of SDAS from simulations is found to be:
SDAS = 1.852 · t0.5735S . (2)
In the present research, (2) is considered with a reliability about ±5 µm.
4 Conclusions
The present research investigates the calibration of a model for the SDAS simulation in
LPDC. The SDAS mapping from micrographs is studied against the maps of different
characteristic solidification times from simulations. The formula for the SDAS simula-
tion gives reliable results for the three castings, for a total of 30 analysed samples. So, the
simulations are capable of investigating this parameter directly linked with the mechan-
ical properties of the alloy. These simulations are a very important tool for designing
both the product and the manufacturing equipment. In order to improve the reliability of
the SDAS model, further experiments will be executed, investigating also other casting
technologies.
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Abstract. Fatigue strengths of aluminium 2024-T351 open-hole specimens
drilled by axial and orbital drilling processes are compared. Two drilling diameters
(Ø) are studied: 6.35 mm and 9.53 mm. Surface integrity characterization tests are
conducted in order to study the link between drilling processes, surface integrity
and fatigue life. Fatigue test results show an increase of the fatigue life for spec-
imens drilled by axial drilling for Ø = 9.53 mm and no significant difference in
fatigue life between the two drilling processes for Ø= 6.35 mm. Surface integrity
results show no impact of the roughness on the fatigue strength but a potential
positive influence of the hole microhardness on the fatigue life.
Keywords: Drilling process · Fatigue life · Surface integrity · Aluminium alloy
1 Introduction
Parts of aircraft are mostly assembled using fasteners (rivets or screws) introduced into
holesmachined by drilling.Assembling an aircraftmay require several hundred thousand
to several million drilling operations depending on the aircraft size [1]. These holes
for fastening are critical areas where fatigue damage can be initiated because they are
areas of high stress concentration. The drilling procedure used for the machining of the
fastening holes can affect the fatigue life of the drilled part [2–5]. Indeed, according to
the procedure, the part undergoes different thermo-mechanical loading that can induce
differences in the surface integrity of the hole (roughness, residual stress, hardness, etc.)
[6].
The most common process for machining a fastening hole in the aircraft industry is
axial drilling. This process involves the use of a rotating drill bit that feeds linearly into
the part. Although this process is well known, it has certain drawbacks. As an example,
axial drilling may result in the formation of a burr on the face of the part where the tool
exits, because of the high axial forces involved [7]. So, the parts require a deburring
operation after the drilling.
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Orbital drilling involves the use of a rotating end mill travelling on a helical path
into the part. With this process, the cutting process is intermittent and the material is
removed in the form of small chips. Orbital drilling has many advantages [8]. It avoids
the formation of burrs, it allows better chip evacuation and less heating, and gives holes
with high surface quality in a near dry environment and in a one-step operation [9].
However, the impact of this drilling process on the fatigue strength of the part is not well
known.
Thus, the aim of this work is to compare the fatigue strength of open-hole speci-
mens drilled by axial and orbital drilling for the aluminium alloy 2024-T351, which is
commonly used in the aircraft industry for its low density and its high fatigue perfor-
mance. Moreover, in order to identify the parameters that control the fatigue life, the
impact of the drilling process on the surface integrity of the hole (roughness and Vickers
microhardness) is also investigated.
2 Experimental Work
2.1 Fatigue Tests
Fatigue specimens were open-hole T-Type elementary specimens machined from 2024-
T351 aluminium plate in such a way that their longitudinal axis was aligned with the
rolling direction of the plate. The specimen width was three times the nominal diameter
and its length was 200 mm (Fig. 1). The holes were obtained by drilling then deburring.
Two nominal drilling diameters (Ø) were studied: 6.35 mm and 9.53 mm. For Ø =
9.53 mm, the specimen thickness was 10 mm. For Ø= 6.35 mm, three thicknesses were





Fig. 1. Overall geometry of fatigue specimens
Axial and orbital drilling processes were studied. The cutting parameters and tools
used for each drilling process and for each diameter are presented in Table 1.
The cutting parameters used for axial drilling were the optimum parameters pro-
vided by the tool manufacturer and those used for orbital drilling were determined
through a specific Tool-Material Pair. External MQL lubrication was used for both
drilling processes.
Fatigue tests were performed in a Schenk servo hydraulic machine using a sinusoidal
cyclic load with a load ratio of 0.1 and a frequency of 20 Hz. Fatigue tests were carried
out for various load levels in order to obtain Wöhler curves.
Fatigue test results are presented in Fig. 2 as semi-log (S-N) curves. The stress S cor-
responds to the maximum stress reached in the working section during a fatigue cycle. In
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Table 1. Drilling cutting parameters and tools
Ø = 6.35 mm Ø = 9.53 mm
Axial drilling Orbital drilling Axial drilling Orbital drilling
Nspindle (rpm) 9 000 40 000 4 000 40 000
Norb (rpm) – 1 500 – 1 500
Vfa (mm/min) 900 60 400 60
Vc (m/min) 180 610 120 1 005










a  b 
c d 
Ø = 6.35 mm
Ø = 9.53 mm 
Fig. 2. Wohler curves for Ø = 6.35 mm (a, b, c) and Ø = 9.53 mm (d)
the aircraft industry, the fatigue performance of a structure is commonly evaluated by the
fatigue quality index, which corresponds to the stress S associated with a forecast fatigue
life of 100 000 cycles. Fatigue quality indexes were determined for all configurations
from Wöhler curves and are shown in Fig. 3.
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Fatigue test results obtained for Ø = 6.35 mm show that the specimen thickness
and the drilling process have negligible influence on the fatigue strength. Except for t
= 3.175 mm, for the lowest stress levels, a gain in fatigue life is observed for orbital
drilling compared to axial drilling. In contrast, fatigue test results obtained for Ø =
9.53 mm show an increase in fatigue life for the specimens obtained by axial drilling
for all stress levels. For this drilling configuration, a gain in the fatigue quality index of




Fig. 3. Fatigue quality indexes for Ø = 6.35 mm (a) and Ø = 9.53 mm (b)
2.2 Surface Integrity Characterization
In order to identify the parameters that control the fatigue life, a test campaign was con-
ducted to characterize the surface integrity of the holes. Roughness and microhardness
were measured.
Roughness measurements were performed along the height of the hole with a pro-
filometer with a cut-off length of 0.8 mm. The results are presented in Fig. 4. For all
specimens where orbital drilling was used, the roughness average (Ra) was lower than
that of specimens drilled with axial drilling, which is consistent with previous works
[3]. However, no correlation could be established between these results and fatigue test
results. This was probably related to the relatively low Ra values measured compared to
the aeronautical specification (Ra < 1.6).
Vickers microhardness measurements were made on the hole surface with a load of
1 kgf and an indentation time of 15 s. Because of the cylindrical shape of the hole, a
corrective factor was applied to the results as recommended by ASTM E92. The results
are presented in Fig. 5. For Ø = 6.35 mm, holes obtained by axial and orbital drilling
had similar microhardness levels whereas, for Ø = 9.53 mm, a significant difference in
microhardness level was observed between the two drilling processes. For this diameter,
a gain of 29% in microhardness level was observed for axial drilling. These results seem
to show a correlation of fatigue test results with microhardness measurements. Indeed,
the increase in microhardness for axial drilling at Ø= 9.53 mm may explain the gain in
fatigue life observed for the same configuration.
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b a 
Ra < 1.6 μm Ra < 1.6 μm
Fig. 4. Roughness average measurements for Ø = 6.35 mm (a) and Ø = 9.53 mm (b)
a b 
+29%
Fig. 5. Vickers microhardness measurements for Ø = 6.35 mm (a) and Ø = 9.53 mm (b)
3 Discussion and Conclusions
A fatigue test campaign was carried out in order to compare the fatigue strength of
aluminium 2024-T351 open-hole specimens drilled by the axial and orbital drilling
processes. The Wöhler curves obtained show a slight fatigue life difference between
specimens drilled by axial and orbital drilling for Ø = 6.35 mm and a significant gain
in fatigue life for the specimens drilled by the axial technique for Ø = 9.53 mm. The
specimen thickness seems to have negligible influence on the fatigue strength.
Roughness measurements show no correlation between the hole roughness and the
fatigue life of the drilled part. This is related to the low Ra values measured and is
in accordance with the Kitagawa diagram [10], which establishes that, below a certain
defect size, the fatigue limit is no longer sensitive to the defect size.
Vickers microhardness measurements seem to show a significant influence of the
hole microhardness on the fatigue life of the part. The difference in microhardness
level observed for 9.53 mm diameter holes may be related to the difference between
the thermomechanical loads experienced by the machined surfaces in the two drilling
processes. As the temperatures reached during an aluminium drilling operation are not
high enough to induce a phase transformation [1], the increase in microhardness may be
related to strain hardening of the hole sub-surface induced by the mechanical loading, or
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to precipitation hardening induced by the thermal loading [11]. In order to study these
aspects, the mechanical and thermal loads involved during drilling and the material
microstructure in the hole edge area will be studied.
Residual stresses present in the hole edge area are cited in the literature [12] as
having an influence on fatigue strength, so this aspect of surface integrity will also be
investigated. However, since the material depth affected by residual stresses after an
aluminium drilling operation is relatively small (from several tens to several hundreds
of microns) [13], current techniques for residual stress evaluation (X-ray diffraction,
incremental hole drilling, etc.) cannot be used. So, a new strategy for residual stress
evaluation will be considered.
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Abstract. Designed for aeronautical and automotive applications, the split sleeve
cold expansion process is used to improve the fatigue life of bolted metallic parts.
Although its application has been well tested on aluminum assemblies, hard metal
applications are still being studied. This paper presents experimental results of
double bolt joint assemblies under double shear fatigue tests after stacked split
sleeve cold expansion. The behaviors of two sizes of assemblies with different
degrees of expansion are investigated. S-N curves are the main indicators of this
study but thermal aspects are also investigated to observe fretting in the specimens
as bolts are preloaded. Bolt tension is a major parameter in assembly regarding
fatigue life. Interference between those two phenomena is at the heart of this
paper. The first results show that stacked cold expansion has a negative effect
on mechanical performances, as it deteriorates the fatigue life of the assembly.
However, an examination of these results provides a coherent explanation for the
loss of performance that occurs.
Keywords: Cold expansion · Process · Fatigue · Assembly · Bolt
1 Introduction
Reducing the weight of structures is one of the major aims of aeronautical engineers, and
specifically concerns structural parts made of hard, heavy metal. Furthermore, modern
concern regarding environmental issues has strengthened the will of aircraft manufactur-
ers to focus their innovation efforts on weight loss in order to reduce fuel consumption.
For instance, the Dutch aviation industry has planned to cut its global CO2 emissions by
one-third by the year 2030 [1]. Some studies focus on newmaterials such as composites,
which have created a breakthrough in the field of aeronautical structures [2]. Neverthe-
less, their complexity and characteristics (mechanical and thermal) make them unusable
for some structural parts so far. Hard metals, and titanium alloys in particular, remain the
best solutions in certain cases and are thus frequently used [3]. However, developing new
and more efficient technology on ancient material is also a field of study that remains
a technical challenge. Aeronautical structures are mainly made of sub-assemblies held
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together by a significant number of fasteners (rivets or bolts). The cold expansion pro-
cess is an innovative way to enhance the fatigue life of metal components by reinforcing
the hole edges to delay their failure. It is then possible to reduce the design weight and
achieve identical mechanical performances, while saving weight on the total structure.
Several cold expansion process exist: expansion by conical pin, the British railways
process, and a conical four-split mandrel. This paper focus on the split sleeve expansion
process.
2 Stacked Cold Expansion Process
TheColdExpansion patented by FatigueTechnologies Inc. [4, 5] is themostwidely used,
mainly because of its speed of execution and portability [6]. By pulling an oversized
mandrel through a fastener hole, compressive residual stresses are developed around
the hole wall, fatigue crack propagation is delayed and maintenance sessions can be
scheduled less frequently [7]. The process is performed with the help of a split sleeve,
placed longitudinally between the mandrel and the hole. A conical taper mandrel is
screwed at the extremity of a pressure cylinder. To guide the mandrel and to maintain the
sleeve in position during expansion, a nosecap, symmetrically split into four sections,
is inserted around the mandrel and directly mounted onto the puller unit frame. Then,
the split sleeve is placed around the mandrel, and the mandrel and sleeve assembly is
inserted inside the specimen hole. Finally, as the mandrel travels through the material,




0 + 2tss − dsp0
dsp0
× 100 (1)
where d0m is the mandrel major diameter, tss is the split sleeve thickness and d0sp is the
initial hole diameter.
In this particular study, the mandrel is extracted by travelling through the 3 plates,
which are clamped together. Once the first hole expansion is achieved, a temporary bolt
is inserted around the sleeve, which is left in the hole to preserve correct alignment. Then
the second hole is expanded with the same clamping system. The process is presented
schematically in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Stacked cold working process
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During the classic process, plates are expanded individually and the local deforma-
tions of the metal plates create a volcano on each face of the coupon. In his works, [8]
performed cold working expansion on several similar coupons and the measured heights
of such volcanoes were around a tenth of a millimeter. Although the coupons are stacked
and strongly clamped in the present work, similar deformations are present, as shown
by Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. Volcano formation at hole edge
3 Experimental Campaign
Assemblies in this study were made of titanium Ti-6Al-4V. Dimensions are given in
Table 1, in accordance with the design in Fig. 3. Two different sizes of fasteners were
tested, code-4 (6.35 mm diameter) and code-6 (9.352 mm diameter). Non-expanded
assemblies were also tested for each code as references. Hard metals are usually strongly
loaded so it was interesting to study their behavior at high cold expansion rate. Therefore
the chosen DCE (degree of cold expansion) was 5% for each size. The coupons were
designed to favor a net section failure at the first bolt of the middle part (Fig. 3).
The last step before the test was final assembly with the dedicated fasteners. In this
study, the bolts used were shear screws with self-locking nuts. Since T. Benhaddou [9,
10] has demonstrated the major impact that preload has on the fatigue life of bolted
assemblies, it was decided to use a high tightening torque to compensate the clearance
between plates caused by the stacked expansion. The tightening torque Co was 29 N.m
for code-6 assemblies and 9.5 N.m for code-4. This tightening was executed with a
numerical torque wrench having a precision range of 4%. However, strong uncertainty
remained between the torque applied and the existing preload in the fasteners due to
the numerous parameters involved in the process, such as torqueing speed, temperature,
friction coefficients.





The stress levels were chosen in order to obtain points ranging from 103 to 2.106
cycles. To take proper account of the dispersion effect inherent in fatigue tests, three
assemblies were tested for each configuration (size and DCE).
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Table 1. Specimen designations and dimensions
Reference Designation Dimensions
Code T TTH DCE Ltot Ttot W Di Dr S
[−] [mm] [NA] [%] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm2]
4-3-0-0 4 3.18 0 0 254 9.525 25.4 6.35 ± 0.02 6.35 60.48
4-3-0-5 4 5 5.93 ± 0.02
6-4-0-0 6 4.76 0 381 14.287 38.1 9.52 ± 0.02 9.525 136.09
6-4-0-5 6 5 8.89 ± 0.02
Fig. 3. Definition of assemblies
Specific metrology devices were installed to observe fretting behavior during the
tests.
4 Results
The direct outputs of this experimental phase were the S-N curves or Whöler curves
presented in Fig. 4. A glance at the curves shows that the fatigue lives of the expanded
assemblies (green) were lower than the references (blue and red).
Fig. 4. S-N curves a) Code-4, b) Code-6
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To explain such a difference, the failures of the assemblies were analyzed. For
expanded assemblies, 100% of failures occurred in the net section as expected whereas,
for the reference ones, only 95% of failures were located in the net section. The others
were tangent to the hole. This failure mode can be explained by the strong preload of
the fasteners.
Figure 5 shows the fretting zone of the assemblies tested and compares expanded
and reference coupons for similar loading. On expanded assemblies, the fretting is con-
centrated around the holes, while the fretting zones on reference coupons are larger and
scattered all over the contact surface. From these observations, it can be deduced that
the load transmitted by friction was significantly lower on expanded assemblies, so the
load was mainly transmitted by the fasteners and the holes. This behavior is consistent
with the performance loss, assessed at about 15% (for 105 cycles).
Fig. 5. Fretting zones of expanded (blue) and reference (red) assemblies, a) Code-4, b) Code-6
The thermal evolution of the assemblies (reference and expanded, code-6, at 500MPa
loading) is presented in Fig. 6. The reference assembly reaches a much higher tempera-
ture than the expanded one during the first phase. More friction occurs in the reference
assembly, which is coherent with the previous analysis. Then fretting occurs and the
heat created by friction decreases as more and more fretting occurs (appearance of black
powder). The last peak of the curves shows the heat created during the plasticization of
thematerial. Once again, it can be seen that the reference peak ismuch higher than that of
the expanded assembly. Plastic deformation is less pronounced on expanded assemblies
as the cold working process reduces their plasticizing range.
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Fig. 6. Thermal evolution of the assemblies during the fatigue test (Code-6)
5 Conclusion and Perspectives
Although this study has shown that the stacked cold expansion process combined with
strong tightening of bolts has a strong detrimental impact on the fatigue life of hard alloy
assemblies, cold expansion alone is not to blame for such a performance decrease.
Deeper investigations should be conducted to determine the impact of cold working
on titanium bolted joints, with the implementation of different parameters and configu-
rations. In the near future, experimental tests should be carried out with interface sealant
to modify the fretting behavior, while others should be performed with hand tightened
bolts to remove the effects of bolt preload.
Simulations are also being developed to study the stacked cold expansion phe-
nomenon, in particular the formation of volcanoes, which are at the origin of gaps
between plates and the limited surface friction.
A scale effect was also observed in both reference cases, and expanded assemblies
showed a longer life in code 4 than in code 6. This scale effect is to be confirmed by
other tests with larger dimensions.
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Abstract. Foam Additive Manufacturing (FAM) is the additive manufacturing
process allowing parts to be obtained by depositing layers of polyurethane foam
using a high-pressure machine. This inexpensive technology allows large parts
to be produced in a reduced time. However, the quality of the parts produced by
the FAM technique is greatly affected by the various thermal phenomena present
during manufacturing and by the geometrical deviations of the layers due to the
expansion of the PU foam. Numerical simulation remains an effective analytical
tool for studying these phenomena. The aim of thiswork is to build a geometric and
thermalmodel predictive of theFAMprocess by thefinite elementmethod, thefinal
objective of which is to provide temperature maps throughout the manufacturing
process and also to choose the best 3D printing strategy to have a model with
constant cords and the smallest possible form deviation. The proposed model and
the various simulation techniques used are detailed in this article. This model is
developed under the finite element code Rem3D, and validated by experimental
tests carried out on a FAM machinery or a robot, an example of which is detailed
in this article.
Keywords: Foam Additive Manufacturing · Simulation processes · 3D printing
1 Introduction
The FAM (Foam Additive Manufacturing) is an additive manufacturing (AM) process
a process using an expanding polymer. This technology allows the production of large
parts such as nautical tools, by superimposing the layers of material. It represents an
interesting alternative to traditional machining processes. Indeed, it is a process which
makes it possible to save significant production times in the case of the manufacture of
parts with complex geometries and to limit the losses of raw material. The material used
is a PU foam shear thinned reacting polymer mixture of adequate isocyanate and polyol
group. The foam is deposited on a supportwith a free expansionwhere after a few seconds
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the material evolves from a low molecular weight emulsion (through polymerization
with the evolution of heat and CO2 gas) to a complex polymer [1]. Compared with
other FA processes such as Fused Deposition Modeling process with plastic materials,
the FAM is characterized by a high deposition rate (with, in our case, a flow of 43 g/s)
because the foam used expands by 30–40 times its volume in a few seconds. The process
also has the capacity to manufacture large parts as well as tools since the quantity of
material required is deposited and there is no recycling to be expected. For example,
the cost of manufacturing a large tool is less expensive by additive manufacturing than
by traditional methods [2]. However, the FAM process also has certain non-negligible
drawbacks: during successive deposits, the strong thermal gradients generated by the
polyurethane foam which is an insulating material lead to the generation of internal
residual stresses, and to deformations in the final part. These residual stresses have an
impact both on the mechanical properties (fatigue behavior for example) and on the final
geometry of the part and also on the material health of the part (appearance of cracks,
burning of material, etc…). These constraints and deformations are directly linked to
process parameters such as for example the speed of deposit, the height of deposit,
the angle of deposition, the temperature of the components, the flow rate and the time
expected between the printing of each layer. The influence of these parameters and the
stacking of the cords are evaluated using a thermo mechanical simulation taking into
account a Navier Stokes’ behavior law for the polyurethane foaming (Rem3D software).
2 Foam Polyurethane Characterization
The material of interest here is polyurethane foam. The polyurethane is a polymer bi-
component material obtained bymixing together isocyanate and polyol. It begins to cure
in 6 s, expands to nearly 40 times its initial volume to yield a low density of 36 kg/m3.
Its compressive strength is 110 kPa, tensile strength is 171.5 kPa. The reactions taking
place in PU foams are complex, but can be represented by only two global exothermic
reactions: the first gelling reaction, where polyol and isocyanate react to form highly
cross-linked polyurethane and blowing reaction where water and isocyanate react to
form urea and carbon dioxide [3].
In order tomodel mechanical and thermal reaction, we usemodelling software called
Rem3D. This software computes the flow of the material by solving the Navier Stokes
and the thermal equations.
The material used is very reactive and therefore cannot be characterized in the lab-
oratory. Therefore a characterization of the material has been carried out directly on
our robotic cell using a thermocouple and camera. The purpose of the experience is to
recover the temperature present during the reaction as well as the material’s cooling
curve and the expansion heights as well as the weight losses of the material during
expansion linked to the evolution of gases present during the mixing reaction.The pro-
tocol of the characterization implemented (Fig. 1) recovers the reaction temperature, the
climb height, the expansion speed as well as the pressure exerted during the polymer
foaming. To carry out the characterization, we programmed a casting of material with a
programmed mass of 54 g over a translucent container with a diameter of 85 mm fitted
with three thermocouples. A camera films the expansion and by image processing, we
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were able to recover the climb height as well as the speed. Another camera films themass
and the pressure difference during casting. To have a correct characterization, we did
the handling and processing twice the two experiments: Experiment 1 and Experiment
(Fig. 3) in order to average the results and then translate them into digital material file
for the REM3D software.
Fig. 1. Characterization protocol for foams with high reactivity in situ.
The first physical parameter measured was the reaction temperature (Fig. 3). Tem-
perature maximum of 178° C in the heart is reached in 146 s and the cooling rate is −
2.86 °C per minute. The total cooling time for a volume of 0.0989 m3 of foam poured
is 4096 s. The second physical parameter measured and analyzed by image processing
is the expansion rise height as well as the expansion speed measured at 32.3 mm/s.
Once the material has been characterized [4], the data from the experiment (Fluid Flow
rate, Height of deposition, speed….) have been translated into a digital material file
and implemented in the Rem3D software. Then, the simulation was realized in order to
correlate the data from simulations carried out and experiments (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).
Fig. 2. Development of the flow front of the foam material in the cylinder with a 85 mm diameter
after 2 s (a), 15 s (b) and 90 s (c): results from simulation (right) and practical tests (left)
The compared results are: the volume of foam and the temperature (Fig. 3). The
foam volume between simulation and experiment at each time is the same (a, b, c). If we
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compare the reaction exothermal, the maximum temperature in simulation is reached at
a time equivalent to the tests. The reaction seems to be faster when start-up.
Fig. 3. Time evolution of the temperature in the cylinder in simulation and during experiments
3 Comparison Between Experiments and Numerical Simulation
The simulation of the behavior of the material during the layer deposition allows
obtaining essential information such as the geometry of the manufactured layer [6],
the temperature inside the material, as well as the pressures exerted.
This information is then used to determine the best strategies for the printing process
to guarantee the correct geometry of the final part and correct material health. As shown
in Fig. 4, it is then possible to compare the simulated image to the image taken from
a printed layer section. This comparison makes it possible to highlight any differences
in terms of distortion between the experiment and the simulation. Observations show a
very good correlation between simulation and experience when depositing several layer.
Fig. 4. Example of correlation between simulation and experimentation on a layer printed with a
43 g/s rate of flow and a speed deposition of 10.2 m/s.
4 Use of Simulation to Apply a Speed Correction on a Trajectory
in Order to Minimize the Form Defect
When manufacturing a part by 3D printing, if one wants to obtain the correct geometry
of the desired bead, it is essential to master certain physical parameters. In order to
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compensate for the geometric drifts of the printed layers, a servo-control in position
of the upper layers and in speed was set up in order to achieve and maintain a desired
geometry using a direct measurement from a contactless sensor and using the results
from the simulation to determine the coefficients aproc and bproc to be applied in the
relation of the speed of the material deposition to correct speed and smooth out flaws
(Fig. 5).
The speed to be applied is given by the equation: v = ε * aproc + bproc (per layer).
Fig. 5. The principle of the closed loop manufacturing system that has been used
The implementation of this “closed loop manufacturing system” applied to 3D print-
ing [5] aims to better control the deposition of the layers and the final surface condition
of the printed part to minimize the potential stages of completion.
Figure 6 shows on the left the surface state of printed layers with position and
speed control and on the right the speed profiles associated with the surface states. The
enslavement implemented makes it possible to attenuate and compensate for surface
defects between the printed layers in order to get as close as possible to the theoretical
geometric shape.
Fig 6. Deposition improvement from 2, 86 cm to 2, 27 cm, which corresponds to 20 % in terms
of deposition accuracy
5 Perspectives
When printing foam of a right angle or a curve with weak radii, the robot slows down
on the trajectory and this causes an addition of material in certain area thus creating
inhomogeneous layers [7]. These additions of material thus create significant defects
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in shape deviation on the global model. The choice of strategy in terms of trajectories
to be carried out at these locations is currently complex and empirical. The simulation
could help us to find the optimal parameters of the process which makes it possible
precisely to be able to realize these complicated printing zones and thus to optimize
this set of defects (non-homogeneous layers, the recovery of layers, the end of layers
which is crushed, the layers bursting…). The digital simulation of material deposition
from the different operating parameters allows us to make a comparison of the best
strategy to choose to ensure the geometric shape to be obtained at the end. Each time, we
carry out several simulations, and we come to choose the best by making a comparative
analysis of the simulations with regard to quality and productivity criteria.The knowing
of thermal comportement permit us to validate a global printing in a complexe workpiece
and making sure to have a correct material health of the part after printing.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, the potential to use foam simulation for 3D printing of a large scale part was
introduced. The use of process simulation to choose the best strategy has been shown
across an example of closed loop manufacturing system on a printed part. The process
constraints and the development of specific strategy for printing specific area in large
parts must be studied in more depth.
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Abstract. Electrochemical deposited (ECD) thickfilmcopper on silicon substrate
is one of the most challenging technological brick for semiconductor industry
representing a relevant improvement from the state of art because of its excellent
electrical and thermal conductivity compared with traditional compound such as
aluminum. The main technological factor that makes challenging the industrial
implementation of thick copper layer is the severe wafer warpage induced by
Cu annealing process, which negatively impacts the wafer manufacturability. The
aim of presented work is the understanding of warpage variation during annealing
process of ECD thick (~20 µm) copper layer. Warpage has been experimental
characterized at different temperature by means of Phase-Shift Moiré principle,
according to different annealing profiles.A linear FiniteElementModel (FEM)has
been developed to predict the geometrically stress-curvature relation, comparing
results with analytical models.
Keywords: Semiconductor · FEM · Phase-Shift Moiré · ECD ·Warpage
1 Introduction
Thick film copper on silicon substrate is one of themajor challenges in the semiconductor
industry because of its excellent electrical and thermal conductivity. Compared to other
materials, such as aluminum, these features allow respectively to reduce the Joule effect
and help the efficient dissipation of heat generated during operation. Furthermore, Cu
metallization is better than aluminum in terms of resistance to electromigration and
stress voiding phenomena. The main technique to produce thick copper film on silicon
substrate is electrochemical deposition (ECD), which is a highly efficient wet process for
depositing a uniform layer ofmetal (like copper) on a semiconductorwafer. Furthermore,
Cu front metal is very attractive for integrated circuit (IC) manufacturing because it
enables high-reliable Cu-Cu wire bonding solution [1]. The integration of Cu into ICs
is still a technical challenge due to the severe wafer warpage induced by Cu annealing,
which affects the accuracy of the subsequent manufacturing processes, such as the wafer
handle and the adsorption of vacuum suction cup, having also a negative impact on
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device reliability. Wafer warpage caused by thick Cu layer is mostly due to plastic
deformation during the annealing [2], which is a thermal process aimed to make softer
Cu compound, increasing and then stabilizing theCu grains dimension. Stabilizingmetal
grain size, annealing permits to avoid electromigration issues in interconnect reliability,
e.g. during reliability application-related test [3, 4]. It seems tomiss in literature a detailed
experimental warpage analysis for thick Cu layer: available data refer about maximum
5 µm thick Cu metal. For what concerns analytical models, Stoney equation [5] have
been commonly used as reference. This formula has been developed for “membrane-
like” geometries made by two materials, such as the system made by semiconductor
wafer and ECD metal, in which one layer (in our case, ECD Cu) is much thinner than
other. However due to complex not-linear Cu behavior during annealing, Stoney results
are not reliable to predict stress and warpage during annealing. The scope of this work is
to characterize the warpage induced by 20µm thick Cu film on a rectangular wafer slice,
considering two different annealing profiles. A Finite Element Model (FEM) has been
developed to predict the geometrically stress-curvature relation inside the elastic regime.
Numerical outcomes have been compared with the results of Stoney and Timoshenko
equations.
2 Sample and Test Description
The considered samples for warpage analysis were 50 × 10 × 0.75 mm beam, made
by bulk Silicon 730 µm-thick, TiW 0.3 µm, Cu seed 0.2 µm and ECD Copper 20 µm-
thick. These portions have been sliced from wafer just after copper electro-deposition
at room temperature, therefore copper has not been thermally treated before samples
formation. The slices have been annealed following two different temperature profile,
shown in Fig. 1. The ramps have been characterized by fixed heating and cooling rate
(respectively 10 and 5 °C/min), maximum temperature of 250°C. The only difference
between profiles is the presence in profile “W/ plateau” of a period of 30 min in which
temperature is fixed at 250 °C. Profile “W/o plateau” has been repeated three times to
investigate on hysteretic behavior after the first cycle.
Fig. 1. Temperature profile considered for annealing the samples and measuring the warpage in
temperature.
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Warpagehas beenmeasured continuously during the annealing, according tomethod-
ology explained in following paragraph. Due to simple geometrical considerations, beam
curvature has been derived from warpage and compared with the calculated by Finite
Element Model in linear elastic regime.
3 Warpage Measurements
A method based on Moirè Phase Shift has been considered to experimentally quantify
the warpage, using the commercial equipment “TDMCompact” by Insidix [6]. The sam-
ple to be analyzed is illuminated by a structured light made by stripe pattern. The stripe
pattern is deformed by the sample’s surface structure and the resulting image is captured
by a CCD camera, that correlates the out-of-plane deformation with the xy coordinates.
The desired temperature profiles have been reproduced during warpage measurement,
heating sample by the infrared heater and cooling with compressed air. More detailed
method explanation has been proposed in [7, 9]. Warpage has been monitored in tem-
perature, according to thermal profiles described in Sect. 2. It has been plotted in Fig. 2,
following the sign convention declared in Fig. 3.
Fig. 2. Measured warpage during temperature profiles. Negative values are reached during the
heating, while positive ones during the cooling phase. Dotted line represents the warpage vs
temperature profile occurred during a second temperature cycle.
Analysis has highlighted that annealing process modifies warpage at 50 °C in both
temperature profiles. Warpage is ~ −10 µm at the start, whereas it becomes ~ +
35 µm at the end of first cycle. Looking to the second cycle, warpage behaves as a
closed loop because there is no warpage modification between the start and the end
of cycle. It has been observed the first part of warpage-temperature diagram in the
second cycle (between 50 and 90 °C) has a linear trend. The incremental ratio between
warpage variation and temperature in this range has been considered to benchmark the
different warpage calculation methods presented in following paragraph. The warpage
trend in temperature during the heating phase shows a change in slope that occurs at
150 °C, at which warpage reaches its maximum. This observed behavior could indicate
an irreversible in copper layer: dedicated physical analysis will help to better understand
the phenomenology.
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Fig. 3. Sign convention for warpage and warpage map at 150 °C.
4 Finite Element Model
A Finite Element Model has been developed with Comsol Multiphysics to calculate
the warpage variation, curvature and mechanical stress due to temperature variation.
Material properties, reported in Table 1, have been taken from on-line archive Matweb
[10], excepting for YoungModulus of copper layer, which has been derivate multiplying
the Indentation Modulus EIT, measured by nanoindentation, for factor 1-ν2. It has been
assumed material behavior as elastic, neglecting the properties temperature dependence.
Table 1. Considered material data for simulation.
Material Young Modulus [GPa] CTE [ppm/K] Poisson ratio
Silicon [10] 120 2.5 0.28
Copper [10] 77.5 16.4 0.364
Linear elastic warpage and stress behavior has been calculated with the customized
FE model and two different literature approaches. One is derived from the Timoshenko
theory for bi-metal thermostats [8] and the other is the Stoney equation [5], to calculate
thermal warpage in thin film.Warpage results have been benchmarkedwith experimental
warpage observed in the second cycle during the first heating phase (50–90 °C). Stress
along x direction and warpage variation in temperature range 50–90 °C have been calcu-
latedwith FEM, considering the system stress and strain free at 50 °C. The results, shown
in Fig. 4, have highlighted stress is uniformed distributed on the strip, compressive on
copper side due to positive temperature variation. Warpage is correlated by means of a
parabolic law with strip length.
The comparison betweenwarpage and stress variation coming fromconsideredmeth-
ods has been resumed in Table 2. FEM warpage is the closest with measurements and
underestimates the experimental behavior of about 6%. Comparing between them the
calculation methods, FEM predicts the highest warpage and highest stress.
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Fig. 4. Direction x-stress component and warpage on z-direction computed by FEM
Table 2. Benchmark between experiments, FE model and literature analytical approach.
Method Experimental FEM Timoshenko Stoney
Warpage
[µm/°C]
0.700 0.660 0.605 0.632
Stress
[MPa/°C]
n.a. 1.683 1.003 1.075
5 Conclusions
In this work, it has been studied the evolution of the deformation during the annealing
process of ECD thick copper film (20 µm), measuring at different temperature the
warpage of a wafer slice by means of dedicated optical technique. Analyses have shown
an irreversible strain at a reference temperature (50 °C) induced by the first heating
cycle. Plateau has not affected the residual warpage. The deformation in elastic regime
has been reproduced with a preliminary linear FE model, which is a starting point to
develop a more complete model to predict ECDwarpage during entire annealing profile,
considering the involved not-linearities and correlating it with further physical analysis
dedicated to address the involved phenomenology.
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Abstract. Wire arc additivemanufacturing allows the production ofmetallic parts
by depositing beads of weld metal using arc-welding technologies. This low-cost
additive manufacturing technology has the ability to manufacture large-scale parts
at a high deposition rate. However, the quality of the obtained parts is greatly
affected by the various thermal phenomena present during the manufacturing pro-
cess. Numerical simulation remains an effective tool for studying such phenom-
ena. In this work, a new finite element technique is proposed in order to model
metal deposition in WAAM process. This technique allows to gradually construct
the mesh representing the deposited regions along the deposition path. The heat
source model proposed by Goldak is adapted and combined with the proposed
metal deposition technique taking into account the energy distribution between
filler material and the molten pool. The effectiveness of the proposed method is
validated by series of experiments, of which an example is detailed in this paper.
Keywords: Wire-arc-additive-manufacturing · Metal deposition · Finite
element · Thermal behavior
1 Introduction
Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM) is one of the most promising additive man-
ufacturing (AM) processes. It combines an electrical arc as a heat source and a wire as
feedstock, and parts are obtained by depositing weld beads, layer-by-layer, using arc
welding technologies. This technology is inexpensive, offers a large workspace, and
allows high deposition rates. However, the quality of parts manufactured using WAAM
is greatly affected by the various thermal phenomena present during the manufacturing
process. Béraud et al. [1] showed that process simulation remains an efficient tool for
building a more thorough understanding of the different thermal phenomena involved in
metal additive manufacturing. This method allows not only to reduce experimentation,
but also to better optimize the process at a lower cost. Most recent work in additive man-
ufacturing literature addressed process simulation using finite element method. Xiong
et al. [4, 5] studied the thermal behavior of cylindrical parts made by WAAM through
a finite element thermal simulation of the process. Montevecchi et al. [6, 7] developed
a finite element model based on a mesh coarsening technique in order to reduce the
computational cost of the process simulation. In the same perspective, Ding et al. [10]
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proposed a finite element approach based on two models (transient and stationary) in
order to investigate the thermomechanical behavior of parts manufactured in WAAM.
Michaleris [9] reviewed the existing techniques for metal deposition modeling, and
proposed a new hybrid algorithm in order to reduce the computational time.
From the perspective of a simulation, WAAM process is very similar to multi-pass
welding process [6]. However, the physics of welding process put forward some complex
physical phenomena, involving thermodynamics, heat and mass transfer, electricity and
magnetism [11]. Modeling such phenomena at a part scale level can be costly due to the
unreasonable computational time requirements. For this reason,most studies in literature
recommend to model the heat input using a heat source model, taking into consideration
the energy contribution of the different physical phenomena occurring in the molten
pool. In this article, the double-ellipsoid heat source model proposed by Goldak [3] is
adapted and combined with a new finite-element metal deposition technique in order
to model material and heat input in WAAM process simulation. The proposed method
allows not only to take into account the energy distribution between filler material and
the molten pool, but also to consider the changing in the boundary conditions during the
deposition process. The overall model is validated with an experimental test case, and
the results are presented.
2 Proposed FE Metal Deposition Technique
2.1 Metal Deposition Modelling
There are two finite element techniques for modeling material deposition in additive
manufacturing process simulation: inactive element method and quiet element method,
as reviewed in literature by Michaleris [9]. In the inactive element method, the elements
representing the deposited regions are initially inactive, and activated gradually accord-
ing to the deposition path. In the quiet element method, all elements are present from the
start of the analysis, but low values are assigned to their material properties (conductivity
and specific heat), so they do not affect the analysis. These material properties are then
switched to the real values according to the deposition path. Both inactive and quiet
methods can be used to model metal deposition in WAAM process, and each presents
some advantages over the other. But also some disadvantages such as introducing errors
into the finite element analysis, and taking a longer time to run. Furthermore, the inter-
face between inactive (or quiet) and active elements is continuously evolving during the
deposition phase, making it difficult to compute this internal interface and consider its
surface convection and radiation. For this reason, convection and radiation on this inter-
face are neglected on both inactive and quiet element techniques. Leading to additional
errors in the finite element analysis [9] (Figs. 1 and 2).
In the present model, metal deposition is taken into account using a new element
deposition technique. In this technique, each deposited droplet is modeled by a set of
elements, representing together a numerical droplet. Every numerical droplet is created at
its corresponding time-step in the deposition phase simulation. The new created elements
are then added to the elements already created in the previous time-steps. Thus, the mesh
representing the deposited regions is constructed gradually along the deposition path.
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Fig. 1. Element deposition technique Fig. 2. Mesh evolution using the element
deposition technique.
2.2 Heat Input Modelling
Goldak et al. [3] proposed a double-ellipsoid heat source model in order to model the
heat input in welding process. The model is expressed as follows:
















Where qf and qr are the heat flux densities of the front and rear ellipsoids respectively.
a, b cf and cr are the semi-axes of the two ellipsoids. Q is the arc energy input, and
Q = ηUI . I , U and η are the welding current, voltage and efficiency. ff and fr are the
distribution factors of the heat flux in the front and rear ellipsoids, and ff + fr = 2.
In WAAM, the arc power is not fully delivered to the part directly. According to
previous works, about 50% of the total arc power is used to melt the feed wire. This
energy is subsequently transmitted to the part through the enthalpy of the deposited
droplet [6] (Figs. 3 and 4)
Fig. 3. Goldak heat source Fig. 4. Adapted Goldak heat source
In the present model, the Goldak heat source is adapted and combined with the
proposed element deposition technique to model the heat input in WAAM process,
taking into consideration this energy distribution between the wire and the substrate. In
fact, the direct energy transfer from the arc to the substrate is considered using the inferior
half of the double-ellipsoid Goldak model. The remaining 50% of the total energy is
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delivered by means of the deposited elements. These latter are charged with an amount
of energy equivalent to the energy delivered by the adapted heat source, and expressed
as follows:
Qsource = Qelements = ηUI2 (4)
2.3 Model Update
As discussed earlier, the internal interface between inactive (or quiet) and active elements
is difficult to compute, because it changes continuously during the deposition phase.
Therefore, surface convection and radiation are often neglected on this interface using
inactive and quiet elementmethods, thus introducing errors to the finite element analysis.
It is easier to overcome such issue using the proposed element deposition technique, as
the internal active/inactive interface becomes an external free surface. In the proposed
simulation, a model-update procedure is developed in order to update the boundary
conditions and thematerial properties after each elements deposition step.This procedure
allows to compute the external surface of the total mesh, to apply surface convection and
radiation adequately, and to assign the relevant material properties to the new-deposited
elements. The evolution of material properties such as conductivity, specific heat and
density as a function of temperature is also taken into consideration, and the latent heat
is considered as a triangular variation of the specific heat between solidus and liquids
temperatures.
3 Validation
In order to check the effectiveness of the proposed technique, an experimental validation
was carried out by comparing simulated and experimental thermal curves of a test case.
The test case consists of fabricating two thin-walled parts of eight layers according
to two different strategies: raster and zigzag. Temperatures as function of time were
measured at six different points (P1, P2 and P6) on the substrate plate using six k-type
thermocouples.
The test case was carried out using a WAAM cell composed of a Yaskawa DX200
6-axis robot, a Fronuis CMT welding technology, and a 2-axis positioner. Two different
materials have been considered in this experiment. The substrate plate material was a
5083 welding aluminum alloy, and the thin-walls structures were manufactured using a
5356 aluminum alloy filler wire with a diameter of 1.2 mm. The beads were deposited
under a 100% argon gas protection with a flow rate of 13 L/min (Fig. 5).
3.1 Results
Figure 6 presents the experimental temperature curves as a function of time at points P1
P2 and P3, compared to the results obtained with the proposed simulation. Comparison
for both Raster and Zigzag strategies are shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6b, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Experimental design
Fig. 6. Temperature curves comparison between the experimental measurements and simulation
at P1 P2 and P3 for Raster strategy (a) and Zigzag strategy (b).
The results demonstrates that the temperature curves obtained from the finite element
model correspond well to those measured in the experiment. The average error between
the simulated and the experimental values is about 5%. However, the gap is higher
in the first peaks. Possible sources of such error could be the thermal inertia of the
thermocouples.
4 Conclusions
In this study, a new metal deposition technique is proposed in finite element modeling
of WAAM process. This element deposition technique enables, for each deposition
time-step, to add new elements to the previous mesh, following the passage of the heat
source. Thus, allowing to model both material and heat input, and to better consider
heat exchange in the external surfaces. The proposed modeling technique is validated
through an experimental test case, where simulated results are shown to be in agreement
with the experimental curves. In the future, the proposed simulation is to be used to
better understand and predict the thermal related defects in parts fabricated in WAAM.
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Abstract. Expanded polystyrene foams are a petroleum-origin material that is
usually used in some applications such as motorcyclist helmets. Despite it notably
mechanical properties, it low density and its capability to absorb energy during
an impact, it is necessary to find a renewable-origin substitute material. Thus, it
has been studied the use of a sawdust and mycelium composite material under
quasi-static and dynamic efforts. Sawdust is a waste material that has very small
grains that are totally disaggregated so it has very low material properties. The
use of oyster mushroommycelium generates an internal structure that joins grains
and, consequently, the resultant material has notably high mechanical properties.
Then it has been compared the resultant properties (stress-strain curve, absorbed
energy, decelerations, etc.) with the different densities EPS ones and it has been
concluded that this compositematerial, despite it high density, it could be a suitable
substitute material and in some cases it has better properties.
Keywords: Mycelium · Sawdust · Renewable ·Mechanical · Helmet
1 Introduction
Expanded polystyrene foams (EPS) are frequently used in some applications in which
it is necessary to absorb energy such as helmets and protector packaging for golds;
however, this material has a non-renewable origin and high environment foot-print. As
a result, some studies seek for substitutive materials such as cork agglomerates [1] that
should have an internal structure similar to the EPS one. The internal structure of this
material and, thus, its mechanical properties, depends on this manufacturing process in
which it is possible to control the expansion of the EPS to obtain the desired density that
is usually around 10–40 kg/m3 for packaging applications and between 60 to 120 kg/m3
for helmets and similar [2]. This structure is composed of closed air cells surrounded
by EPS; depending on the desired density and the expansion process, there is more
or less enclosed air. This internal structure is reflected in the mechanical stress-strain
curve of the EPS under compression efforts that is the most common load that must
support. This curve has three different zones [3] named elastic region, collapse region
and densification region. In the elastic region the efforts are supported by the cell walls
that are under elastic bending efforts and so, the material can recover it initial shape;
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this zone presents a linear behavior that usually goes until a strain around a 3–5%.
Additionally, the air enclosed inside compress, but after a certain point, the pressure of
this enclosed air cannot be supported by the cell walls and, as a result, they collapse
so the material has a plastic behavior; consequently, the stress-strain curve presents a
plane zone that is usually called the plateau or the collapse region that ends with a strain
between a 40 and 60%. In this point all the cells have totally collapsed and the material
behavior is similar to the non-foamed material so, it presents an exponential behavior;
this zone is called densification. Due to this stress-strain shape, especially the plateau
zone, EPS is adequate to absorb energy and generate a constant deceleration because
high deceleration peaks can damage easily goods and, in helmets, generate more brain
damages.
On the other hand, EPS has a non-renewable origin because it is generated using
styrene that comes frompetroleumor fromnatural gas, so it is necessary to find amaterial
that have similar capability to absorb energy than the EPS but with a renewable origin.
In this point, there some authors are focused on cork and their products [1] that are a
renewable-origin material that can be easily recycled; however, the use of cork is limited
to the quantity that can be obtained from the cork oak that only grown in a few places
around the world and cannot supply the world necessities. This is the main reason why
this article is going to explore another renewable-origin material, the sawdust that is a
sub product and sometimes a waste.
Sawdust, like its name point, has a dust material state that is composed of very-low
size grains surrounded by air; this internal structure is similar to the EPS foam so it
mechanical behavior should be similar. However, sawdust grains are not join and, as a
result, it mechanical properties are insignificant and without any structural application.
To solve this problem, the article studies the use of mycelium to join sawdust grains and
generate a material similar to the EPS. Mycelium is a set of hyphae that come from the
vegetative part of a fungus or lichen and are multicellular filaments that can grow very
quickly. For this reason and for their frequent ramifications, a tangle of hyphae with a
huge surface appears in the substrate: the mycelium. The mycelium has two different
main functions, obtain nutrients and tie the fungus to the ground. Due to these functions,
mycelium generate a vast extension of interconnected ramifications and this is the reason
why, combined with it high-speed growing and it renewable origin, mycelium has been
selected to join sawdust to obtain a compactedmaterial that could have a similar behavior
to the EPS. There are some studies [4] that use these materials to generate furniture and
complex structures but there are not studies about their mechanical properties under
quasi static and dynamic compression efforts.
2 Materials and Methods
It has been used the grow.bio [5] material that consist in a prepared mixture of sawdust
and oyster mushroom seeds that germinate with water and flour and needs to grow along
ten days to generate the hyphae to compact the sawdust. After this period, the hyphae
growing is stopped using a heating oven that is used too to dry the material. The material
obtained can have any desired geometry because during the growing process, after four
days, it is possible to put the material inside a mold and the final material will have
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the mold geometry; this could be perfect for some applications such as helmets and
protective envelopments for goods (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. Left: initial mycelium and sawdust material. Right: material after the drop tower test
According to grow.bio [5] this material must have at least a density of 121 kg/m3,
(measured: 121.98 kg/m3) that it is similar to EPS120, a compressive stress at a 15%
of strain of 0.128 MPa and a flexure strength of 0.234 MPa. However, there is not too
much information about the stress-strain curve, the energy that can absorb, etc. There
are only a few articles that are reviewed by Girometta [6] that study as a substrate EPS,
cellulosic fibers and cotton, but there are not studies about the use of sawdust.
The resultant composite material has been studied under quasi-static compression
test using an 8032 INSTRON universal test machine with a 0.2 mm/s velocity until
reaching a 90% of strain. It has been tested 40 mm cubic specimens to obtain the forces-
displacements curve and, afterwards, the stress-strain curve and the absorbed energy-
strain curve. With the density, using these results, it has been obtained the specific
stress-strain and the specific absorbed energy-strain curve.
In the case of the dynamic test, using a 75 J drop tower machine, 40 mm cubic
specimens have been tested to absorb 75 J. With an internal accelerometer it has been
obtained the vertical deceleration-time curve.
3 Results and Discussion
Analyzing the results of the quasi-static compression test, it can be pointed that the
mycelium has a totally different stress-strain curve shape (Fig. 2 left) and has initially a
constant slope until around a 50% of strain. After this point it has an exponential shape.
It can be pointed that initially the stiffness of the mycelium is significantly lower than
the EPS ones and increase constantly; on the other hand, the EPS has initially a high
stiffness in the elastic zone and, afterwards a constant plateau; both are directly depending
on the density of the EPS. After a certain point the EPS has an exponential behavior.
Consequently, initially, during an impact, the mycelium will have a lower stiffness and
will generate lower initial decelerations but, after a certain point, it stiffness will be
notably higher than the EPS ones and will generate higher decelerations. As a result,
the mycelium will have initially a lower energy absorption capability (Fig. 2 right)
that will increase throughout it crash. In this point it can be observed that, under high
deformation, it can absorb more energy than lowest density EPS. Consequently, with
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the same dimensions, the mycelium can absorb more energy than the EPS of densities
of 60, 75 and 80 kg/m3 in case of a high energy impact and will deform less to absorb
this energy. On the other hand, for lower energy impacts mycelium will deform much
more but would generate lower decelerations.
Fig. 2. Up: stress-strain curve. Down: absorbed energy-strain curve.
If the density is included in the analysis, despite the influence of the high density of
the composite material, it can be pointed that the shape of some EPS specific stress-strain
curves (Fig. 3 left) are similar and the difference between other curves is lower than for
the stress-strain curve; however, due to themyceliumhigh density, it curve is hardly lower
initially and reach the specific stiffness with higher strains; consequently, an element
with the same weight but with different materials, if the EPS is used, it will be initially
significantly stiffness and will deform less but, in case of high strains the mycelium will
deform less. Consequently, EPS can absorb initially notably more energy (Fig. 3 right);
this difference will decrease and finally with high strains (80–90%), mycelium could
absorb the same energy of the EPS. As a result, with the same weight, EPS can absorb
more energy but it will have a higher stiffness.
Fig. 3. Up: specific stress-strain curve. Down: specific absorbed energy-strain curve.
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In this point it must be pointed that the deceleration depends on the stiffness of the
material and the stress-strain curve shape but the relationship is not straight. Conse-
quently, despite the mycelium has initially a lower stiffness, the deceleration depends
on the stiffness along the entire stress-strain curve; consequently, a drop tower test has
been carried out (Fig. 4). It can be pointed that the mycelium and the EPS 120 show
lowest decelerations peaks. Additionally, due to it initially lowest stiffness, the decelera-
tion peak of the mycelium appears later. On the other hand, the deceleration will appear
during more time (15 ms vs around 10 ms).
Fig. 4. Deceleration curve for the dynamic 75 J drop tower test
Speaking about the deformation (Table 1), all the materials have a similar deforma-
tion due to the high energy impact test but the mycelium will have a lower permanent
deformation.
Table 1. Maximum deceleration (m/s2), average deceleration (m/s2), maximum deformation (%)
and permanent deformation (%) for the dynamic 75 J drop tower test.
EPS 60 EPS 75 EPS 80 EPS 100 EPS 120 Mycelium
Max. Decel 416.8 414.7 420.2 392,1 372,1 252,3
Av. Decel 207.8 206.2 2037 1508 1006 1035
Max def 0.81 0.87 0.85 0.87 0.86 0.83
Per def 0.58 0.56 0.56 0.55 0.55 0.42
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4 Conclusions
The results show that mycelium could be a suitable material to substitute EPS in some
applications such as helmets because it can absorb similar energy and would gener-
ate lower peak decelerations. Despite its high density, this material presents initially a
notably lower stiffness that increase linearly until reaching and passing the stiffness of
the EPS for high deformation. As a result, this material would generate lower decelera-
tions in heads in case of low energy impact and in the initial moments of the impact; it
is in this moment when the highest peak decelerations appears but after a certain point
the maintained deceleration will be higher that the EPS. Consequently, the subsequent
point is the design and test of a helmet built using this material to verify it behavior.
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Abstract. In this paper, a novel approach has been followed based on FEM sim-
ulation and Topology Optimization tools to locate and model the reinforcements
inside the hull of a sailing dinghy. This process assumes that the inner volume
included between the hull and the deck is, at the beginning of the simulation,
filled with material; then a portion of this inner volume is eroded until a final free
form shape of the reinforcements is obtained. A key point of this procedure is the
definition of the optimization constrains because the final shape of the reinforce-
ments must fulfill several requirements such as weight, stiffness and stress. At
the end of the optimization procedure, the final shape of internal reinforcements
consists of a truss-like web frame with a final weight equal to the 18% of the initial
full body.
Keywords: Yacht design · Reinforcement · Topology optimization
1 Introduction
The traditional design approach of a sailing yacht is standardized by the international
Rules for Classification and Construction [1]. Scantling of the internal structure derives
by parametric equations that return the number and the dimensions of longitudinal and
transverse frames to be applied to the hull in order to improve its local and global
stiffness. Once the operating category and the material of the boat have been decided,
governing mathematic relations are mainly related to the waterline length of the hull.
The possibility of a scantling procedure different from [1] has not been systematically
researched yet. This also happens because, in the naval field, safety reasons suggest to be
conservative in terms of reinforcement element design and that traditionalmanufacturing
techniques based onpanels andbeamsbonding are still preferred. TopologyOptimization
(TO) techniques [2] allow more freedom to the designer because the optimal structure
is obtained from an initial bounding box that is gradually eroded in order to retain
the minimum volume, usually with the maximum stiffness. Few attempts can be found
in literature where TO is applied in marine applications. In [3], fixed shape stiffeners
have been internally distributed for the composite submarine sail structure using TO
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techniques. In [4] TO has been used to determine only primary reinforcements of a
46 m sailing yacht: only quasi-static rig and weight loads are considered and the TO
procedure is conditioned by the interior layout design.
In the present paper, a procedure implementing FEM simulations and TO has been
defined in order to place the reinforcements inside the hull of a sailing dinghy. Struc-
tural and harmonic analysis results are input data to search the optimal mass distribution
inside the boat. A set of optimized shapes has been compared to a traditionally designed
reinforcement layout. This innovative approach, supported bymodern additivemanufac-
turing technologies and by related process parameters optimization [5], could represent
a more efficient naval design method.
2 Methods
TO consists in finding the optimal solid-void pattern of a material layout inside a bound-
ing box representing the design domain once boundary conditions are defined. In typical
TO software, the design domain is meshed in Finite Elements which density can vary
between 0 and 1. In this paper the TO package by ANSYS has been adopted. It is
a density-based topology optimization tool that uses a Solid Isotropic Material with
Penalty (SIMP) method to define pseudo-density of each finite element of the mesh
during optimization [2]. The optimization of a general non convex problem is solved
with a Sequential Convex Programming (SCP) strategy. With this approach the convex
portions of the problem are handled exactly and efficiently, while non convex portions
of the problem are modelled by convex functions that are (at least locally) accurate.
3 Case Study
The boat studied is the 4,6 m length sailing dinghy represented in Fig. 1. It is an R3
class boat that has participated to the inter-university 1001velaCup regattas since 2012
and has been refitted in 2015 to reduce the maximum beam and the total weight. The
lightening process has involved the reduction of the internal reinforcements that, at a first
stage of construction, were over dimensioned. The internal layout of longitudinal frames
and transverse sections was suggested by a traditional hull panel subdivision approach
given in [1]. In Fig. 1 a unique longitudinal frame element can be easily distinguished,
while four transverse sections are located at variable intervals. Furthermore, one of these
sections (under the mast) is not properly transverse but is symmetrically rotated. The
material assumed for the boat manufacturing is marine plywood, with a density ρ =
500 kg/m3 and a Young modulus E = 8 GPa. Hull and deck are obtained with 16 mm
thick panels,while reinforcements have a thickness that varies fromaminimumof 12mm
to a maximum of 20 mm. The boat weight is 87 kg.




Fig. 1. View of the boat.
The original version of the boat has been numerically simulated with the Finite
Element Method in order to obtain the deformed shape of the hull under navigation
loads. The CAD model has been meshed into thick shell elements and a static structural
analysis has been set up assuming that the boat is sailing beam reach with an Apparent
Wind Speed of 6.4 m/s and an Apparent Wind Angle of 45°. By using open source
Velocity Prediction Programs, a drive force of 349 N and a heel force of 654 N have
been calculated. The simplified method used in [6] has been here adopted to impose
the equilibrium between the heeling moment given by the heel force and the maximum
righting moment given by the crew members on trapeze in order to keep the boat flat on
the sea.
Compressive preload is applied on the mast and traction preloads are applied on
forestay and shrouds to return a self-equilibrated force system. External loads are super-
imposed to preloads when the boat navigates. Resulting force components are reported
in Table 1. Preloads is a self-equilibrated force system, while the sum of external loads
on the rig and on terrace equilibrates the heel and drive forces. The resultant force in
the z axis must be null. Loads have been applied on the FEM model of the original boat
and displacement constraints have been added in the z direction at the right ahead and
at the stern to avoid undesired rigid body motion. At the trunk surfaces, a frictionless
support is applied in the x and the y direction to simulate drag and lift actions given by
the centerboard.
Results of a static structural analysis are then reported. In Fig. 2 it is evident that
the critical portion of the hull is the one under the mast foot: compressive actions due
to preload and to the crew weight on trapeze cause a maximum z displacement of
about −1.2 mm and a distributed stress pattern over the rotated section with some local
concentrations at the beam intersections.
TO of the boat internal reinforcement has been setup starting from a preliminary
structural analysis of the full boat with loads in Table 1 applied on it and the same
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Table 1. Loads on the boat [N].
Load X component Y component Z component
Preload port shroud −107.5 177.35 2238.3
Preload starboard shroud −107.5 −177.35 2238.3
Preload mast 0 0 −5100
Preload forestay 214.9 0 623.34
External port shroud −19.346 31.927 402.94
External starboard shroud 39.748 65.596 −827.87
External mast −260.62 −410.61 −1630.6
External forestay 191.9 0 555.5
Terrace −300.7 −340.9 0
Displacement – – 2364
Target weight – – −873.5
Total −349 −654 ~0
Magnification factor 200x
Fig. 2. FEM results on the original boat: displacement along z and particular on the keel (left)
and Von Mises stress on hull and reinforcements (right).
external constraints as the ones applied on the original boat. The only difference is that,
in this case, the weight of the full boat is 445.4 kg because the volume between the deck
and the hull is, at the beginning of the process, full of material. Volume is now meshed
in solid hexagonal elements.
To perform the optimization procedure it has been considered that during navigation
the boat can be also subjected to loads repeated at variable frequency, for example
fluttering of sails or slamming caused by wave trains. These actions could interfere with
natural frequency of thin hull panels and cause undesired resonance phenomena. The
proposed TO procedure considers also the deformation caused by a modal analysis, then
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the optimization goal of the objective function is the research of this maximum value:
max(Z) = max(w1Obj1 + w2Obj2
)
(1)
where Obj1 is the structure stiffness, Obj2 is the first harmonic frequency and w1
and w2 are relative weights varying between 0 and 1, stepped by 0.25.
Some response constraints have been added to all the analyzed cases: z displacement
of the keel line has been limited to a minimum of -0.5 mm, maximum Von Mises stress
has been limited to 10 MPa and the final mass must equal the original one, that is 87 kg.
Furthermore, some manufacturing response constraints have also been added: member
mean dimension should be included between 15 and 300 mm and the retained volume
must be symmetric with respect to the x-z plane. Hull surfaces have been excluded from
the optimization process.
3.1 Discussion
Results of the optimization process are reported in Fig. 3 for half boat (on the left) and
for the transverse section under the mast foot (right).
Fig. 3. Topology optimized boat shapes: half volume (left) and central section (right)
The position of the center of gravity has been calculated and plotted in Fig. 4 left,
together with the one calculated for the original boat. The coordinate xCG affects the
hydrostatic trim angle of the boat. The original boat has xCG = 2630 mm while for the
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optimized cases it varies between 2204 mm for O1 and 2770 mm for O5. As far as the
structural component is reduced in favour of the modal component (fromO1 to O5), xCG
moves towards the stern. To obtain the target original value of xCG, a correction mass
should be properly located. The position of zCG varies from a minimum of 67.75 mm
to a maximum of 73.83 mm. This parameter should be as lower as possible in order to
improve the hydrostatic heel stability of the boat.
In Fig. 4 right is reported the relative reduction of each moment of inertia of the
optimized boats with respect to the original one. The highest reduction can be observed
for Ix (best is 32.69% saving for O2) while lower values are calculated for Iy (best is
14.16% saving for O5) and for Iz (best is 15.16% saving for O5).
Fig. 4. Center of gravity position (left) and relative moment of inertia reduction (right).
4 Conclusions
A numerical procedure implementing FEM and TO has been defined in order to define a
reinforcement layout inside the hull of a sailing dinghy. This must fulfill two concurrent
objectives: maximum stiffness and highest natural frequency of the reinforced boat.
Optimized shapes have been comparedwith traditionally designed reinforcement layout,
keeping the same total weight. A consistent reduction in the moment of inertia has been
obtained around the longitudinal axis (between 30% and 33%) and around the transverse
axis (between 4% and 14%), meaning an improved maneuverability and sea-keeping
attitude. Moreover, the optimized shapes exhibit more regular vertical deflections of the
keel under static loads. In the authors’ intentions, the obtained TO CAD shape should be
step-wise approximated and realized by overlapping constant thickness layers of marine
plywood inside the hull.
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Abstract. Additive Manufacturing (AM) technologies allow to produce func-
tional parts with complex geometries that cannot be manufactured by conven-
tional processes. However, the complexity of the product is increased and causes
new constraints in the manufacturing process. Therefore, these new processes
lead particularly to new needs in design methods. The objective of this paper is
to explore and form an overall view of design methods, especially, robust design
(RD) methods. Robust design is defined here as a methodology that enables to
design a product with optimal performances and insensitivity to small variations
of the inputs of the manufacturing process. In this contribution a state of the art
of robust design methods applied to AM will be carried out.
Keywords: Robust design · Additive manufacturing · Design for additive
manufacturing (DfAM) · Taguchi method
1 Introduction
AMgroups a set of technologies that allows parts to bemanufactured by addingmaterial,
usually layer upon layer [1]. In the last few years, AM processes have evolved quickly
from rapid production of prototypes intomanufacturing processes enable to produce end-
use products [2]. This could significantly reduce the high funding in injection moulding
tooling of small series production and thus, decrease cost and time to market within
the product production [3]. Therefore, these processes are fully mature for industrial
production. Research has indicated that the industries have begun strongly using the
AM technologies such as selective laser melting (SLM) for example to directly produce
end-use parts [4]. However, all AM technologies still require significant developments,
especially at the design level. In addition, the skills of designers need to be completely
developed in this field andguidelinesmust be set up.Hence, there is a necessity to develop
and implement RD methodologies for AM processes to assist designers. The aim of
these methodologies is to optimize products performances, i.e. guarantee robustness of
the product against all the unwanted performance variations that could be generated due
to the part geometry or process variables such as machine technology or material…etc.
This article will present the existing RD methodologies applied in several fields, in
particular AM field. In order to develop a robust design for AM, a state of the art will be
conducted. Thus, various works related to this framework will be cited. First of all, the
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research methodology consisted in selecting the articles that best explained the robust
design of the mechanical parts. Then, an analysis of the articles will highlight their
strengths. Afterwards, the authors will propose a vision of robust design for AM.
2 State of the Art
This section presents two main subjects. The first one is about RD and its existing
methods. The second deals with RD methods with adaptation to AM processes.
2.1 Robust Design
The first English version of the Taguchi’s robust design concept has been published in
1979 [5]. In fact, Taguchi has developed a statistical method for carrying out experimen-
tal designs. It is mainly used for the product quality improvement. On the one hand, [6]
and [7] have applied Taguchi’s method based on design of experiment (DOE) to simplify
and limit the experimental approaches of their studies and therefore, reduce time and
resources. On the other hand, RD means that a system’s design is done in a way that
sharply reduces variations, i.e. getting the best solution that will behave as expected by
the designers [8]. In addition, [9] have identified that the main principles of RDmethod-
ology are insensitivity to noise factors, awareness of variation and finally continuous
applicability. Indeed, these principles need to be achieved in order to guarantee a RD
methodology. Otherwise, a manufactured product will present unwanted performance
variations, as a result, it shows that the robustness of a design depends entirely on its
performance variations. To avoid or at least decrease these variations, design engineers
must consider them in the early stages of the design process in order to predict their
effects on the product’s performance and therefore, be able to control and limit them as
much as possible.
In this context, [8] have presented a set of methods whose objective is to predict
the effects of variations of the system to be designed. Firstly, they have identified inde-
pendently a deterministic analysis of variations based on the conditioning of a matrix
and afterwards, a statistical approach to analyze dimensional and geometric tolerances.
According to the authors these methods are used for both technical and economical
raisons. However, they are based on very precise assumptions such as the linearity of
the objective functions.
Furthermore, particularly in structural dynamics, [10] proposed a RD methodology
based on the coupling of stochastic multi-objective optimization with a robust conden-
sation method with respect to structural modifications and uncertainties. The idea of this
methodology is to integrate robustness as an additional objective function to be maxi-
mized. In addition, [10] have demonstrated the efficiency of their methodology in two
different simulations. Firstly, the simulation of a bracket made up of an assembly of two
reinforced plates and then, of a curved plate reinforced by five stiffeners. The results of
this methodology present very slight performance variations caused by the uncertainties
in the design parameters and a significant gain in terms of calculation time. However,
this methodology remains limited only to structures. Besides that, [11] confirmed that
the main intention of RD is to design a systemwith less performance variations and even
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insensitive to the process inputs variations such as material properties and operational
conditions. Currently, the robustness is applied to simple forms, such as thin-walled
shells like cylinders, cones and spheres [12]. However, the forms with non-uniform
geometry such as the optimized parts for AM remains non-studied. Furthermore, the
integration of robustness in the iterations of topological optimization might be a strong
point for AM parts, however, it still applied only for conventional designs [13].
2.2 Robust Design for Additive Manufacturing
In this section, RD methods with adaptation to AM which mainly focus on functional
improvements and the limitation of geometrical defects are presented.
In the recent years, AM processes have offered enormous manufacturing capabilities
and reduced manufacturing costs. However, it is often difficult to have high levels of
geometric and dimensional precision with some of these processes. For instance, the
quality of parts manufactured by AM depends on several variables, such as the material
used, process parameters and the machine technology. Due to the numerous additive
processes and their rapid proliferation, designers suffer from a lack of design guidelines
and standardization of best practices [14]. Numerous works have been done before in
this framework to develop RD methodologies for AM in order to produce high quality
parts.
[7] have conducted a detailed research to optimize the 3Dprinting (3DP)manufactur-
ing processes. This research focused particularly on numerous process parameters, such
as the layer thickness and binder setting saturation value…etc. According to the authors,
these parameters mainly influence the final part quality and accuracy. In order to limit the
number of experiments of their study, the authors have used the Taguchi’s method based
on DOE. The main idea of this work was to improve the quality of the produced 3DP
parts and reduce their building time while keeping optimal manufacturing costs. The
results were relevant whether at the level of building time and accuracy error which have
been reduced, beside the increasing of the flexural stress at the level of strength. Despite
these improvements, this study still only adapted for rapid prototyping parts, an extra
effort is therefore needed to extend it for end-use parts. Another RD methodology was
proposed by [3] which combines three concepts; Taguchi design of experiments (DOE),
multi objective optimization and statistical process control (SPC). The authors have
demonstrated the effectiveness of their combined methodology to assess AM feasibility
and robustness for direct component manufacturing of a typical ABS injection moulded
plastic part. This work has better encompassed almost all the contributions of RD for AM
by providing relevant case studies results about three different AM processes. However,
this work needs to be completed by projecting it on multi-components products, while
considering the noise factors and interaction between the process variables.
AM technology and structural optimization technology have been recently well inte-
grated in the works of [15]. Thus, they have demonstrated the effectiveness of their struc-
tural optimization design approach based on SLM for thin-walled antenna bracket. The
proposed design approach for the antenna bracketmight be further improved in the future
by exploiting Wang’s work [13]. Besides that, [16] have proposed the concept of topo-
logical optimization loops for multi-components product. Based on a case study, several
topological optimization paths are compared. Thus, certain optimization principles are
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suggested to choose the most suitable path according to the designer’s objectives (e.g.
minimize the calculation time, obtain the best mechanical behavior or obtain the lowest
mass). The results obtained during this work were relevant for mechanisms with an open
loop kinematic chain and to minimize mass as an objective and minimize displacement
as a constraint. To complete this research, it would be more interesting to conduct a
study of complex systems with closed loop kinematic chains with other objectives and
constraints of topological optimization.
To sum up, the Table 1 gives an overview about the works previously cited.
Table 1. Summary of the state of the art.
Reference Methods type Proven for AM? For which AM
process?
Advantages Drawbacks Applicable to an
assembly?
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3 Conclusions and Perspectives
This paper presents a state of the art of robust design methods for simple parts and
products and gives some definitions and principles of RD and the Taguchi method.
Firstly, this contribution has presented a set of robust design methods applied in different
domains such as dimensional and geometric tolerances domain, structural dynamics and
tolerance compensation. The second part of this state of art dealt with RD methods
with adaptation to additive manufacturing. Generally, it is clearly noticed that some
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of the exiting RD methods are not adapted to multi-body systems (e.g. [3, 7, 12] and
[15]), and some of them are not proven yet for AM technologies (e.g. [8, 10–12] and
[13]). In addition, the majority of these methods have not been combined yet. Table 1
visualizes the characteristics of the different methods presented in this work and gives
their advantages and drawbacks. Obviously, this article has highlighted the gaps in the
literature, this will offer new perspectives of research. That is why the next work will be
focused on the development of a robust additive designmethodology allowing to achieve
all the advantages of most AM processes. This methodology will be studied at the first
time on a simple part, in which an industrial case study will be carried out and then, this
methodology will be improved in order to perform multi-components systems design.
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Abstract. Topological optimization (TO) is commonly used to design a part for
additivemanufacturing (AM), but rarely for entire systems including several parts.
How can be optimized a mechanical system in which each optimized part changes
the boundary conditions? A Design method called TOMS (Topological Optimiza-
tion of aMechanical System) has been developed to take into account the variation
of the boundary conditions when optimizing parts.When the using TOMSmethod
the loops are performed until the optimization converges. The object of this article
is to propose a discussion on the quantification of this convergence based on a
practical case study.
Keywords: DfAM · Design for additive manufacturing · Product design ·
Additive manufacturing · Topological optimization
1 Introduction
Additive manufacturing processes allow to obtain parts or mechanical assemblies by
adding material layer by layer, line by line or point by point [1]. This relatively recent
manufacturing processes require new design methods due to new constraints and possi-
bilities. Most of the methods proposed for these processes are applicable on a single part
[2–4]. All these methods have in common a design framework with four steps: spec-
ification, topological optimization, volume reconstruction, validation. To perform the
optimization of a part - during the second step - the CAD design and non-design spaces,
the material, the boundary conditions, as well as the constraints and the optimization
objective must be defined.
The articles dealing with the design of a product or a part manufactured by AM
are carried out with a specific objective. For the mechanical product design proposed
in [5], the objective was for example to apply AM capabilities to functionally improve
the system. To achieve this, topological optimization (TO) and functional improvements
were both applied on each component. Likewise Jilich et al. [6] have developed a gripper
for garment handling with the objective of the diminution of part number and also
functional improvement. A non-assembly additively manufactured vice was the purpose
of the study presented in [7]. The necessary clearance and the most adapted orientation
were chosen before applying a TO on each part.
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In all these articles, the parts have low inertia and the optimization of one of them
has few influences on the mechanical behavior of the system. That is probably why the
variation of the boundary conditions due to the optimization has not been taken into
account.
However when the mass has an important influence on the mechanical behavior,
new boundary conditions have to be taken into account. Our method called TOMS
(Topological Optimization of a Mechanical System) and presented in detail in [8] is one
of the firsts for designing a mechanical product taking into account this aspect. For this,
optimization loops have been developed. These loops allow a product design taking into
account the variations of the boundary conditions until the optimizations converge.
In this article, the TOMS method will be first briefly presented with a focus on the
TO convergence. Then, the main goal of this paper is to analyze the improvements due
to an adaptive convergence criterion for each part.
2 The TOMS Method
The Topological Optimization of a Mechanical System (TOMS) corresponds to the
topological optimization of each rigid body of a mechanical product by taking into
Fig. 1. Topological optimization loop (TOL) organization chart [8].
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account the impacts of optimizations between the rigid bodies. This methodwas recently
proposed and is more detailed in [8, 9].
Depending on the designer’s objective, an optimization path must be chosen as well
as an indicator of the mechanical behavior Mb. From the CAD of the product with
its design and non-design spaces, the optimization loops denoted TOL (Topological
Optimization Loops) will be applied to each of the rigid bodies until the ratio used
as the variation indicator RMb belongs to [1 − ε, 1 + ε]; ε is called the coefficient of
convergence. The TOL and the ratio RMb are detailed in Fig. 1.
3 Adaptive Coefficient of Convergence E
The application of the TOMS method was performed on a robot arm following different
optimization paths as shown the Fig. 2. The first path was carried out by optimizing first
the part which has the greatest impact on the mechanical behavior Mb; while the second
path began the optimization with the component which impacts the highest quantity of
equations.
The initial mass of the robot is 16.2 kg, dispatched as followed: mass of the part 1
= 6.970 kg; mass of the part 2 = 8 kg; mass of the part 3 = 1.264 kg. The RMb ratio is
determined for the inter torque required to turn the part 1. The initial inter torque value
is equal to 634 N.mm.
Fig. 2. (a) Robot armwith the threeCADparts, space design in green, non-design space in orange;
(b) The first optimization path; (c) The second optimization path.
In this section, the value of ε will be discussed for each path. ε is defined as a
constant that must be imposed at the beginning of the study. The lower the convergence
coefficient is, the higher the impact of the optimization will be. In this article, another
way to achieve optimization convergence is suggested. It consists in modifying the
value of the convergence coefficient for each optimized part according to its impact on
the mechanical behavior.
In the study carried out in [8], a unique value of ε was set at 0.1, which leads to carry
out a certain number of optimization loops on the parts as shown in Table 1 for path 1
and 2.
For the first path, in order to identified the part which has the greatest impact on
the mechanical behavior Mb, a reduced sensitivity coefficient S* (see Table 2) of the
chosen mechanical behavior was determined for each part i. The convergence coefficient
could vary depending on this reduced sensitivity coefficient S*. Indeed, the higher the
coefficient S* is, the lower ε must be. The part which has the higher reduced sensitivity
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Table 1. Results of the TOMS method on the robot arm for the path 1 and 2 with ε = 0.1.
2htaP1htaP
Part n° Part 2 Part 3 Part 1 Part 3 Part 2 Part 1 
Loop n° 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
RMb 2.12 1.05 2.43 1.04 1.23 1.02 1.36 1.01 3.84 1.08 1.23 1.04 
Product 
mass (kg) 
9.26 8.97 7.98 7.95 2.45 2.11 15.21 15.1 8.11 7.93 2.39 1.87 
Part mass 
(g) 
1055 768 274 246 1466 1130 274 246 926 749 1434 912 
Inter torque 
(N.mm) 
299 285 117 112 91 89 466 461 120 112 91 88 
CPU Time 
(h:min) 




coefficient is set as the reference part; its sensitivity coefficient is denoted S∗0 and is
determined as shown the Eq. (1). The coefficient of convergence is set to 0.1 for the
reference part and is denoted ε0. For the robot arm, the reference part is the part 2.
S∗0 = max(S∗i ) (1)
Then, the εpath1i of the part i is then inversely proportional to the percentage of the







Analogous reasoning can be established for the second path which begins the opti-
mization of the component which impacts the highest number of equations. The part
3 has feature characteristics in nine equations. The Eq. (3) shows how to determinate
ε
path2
i for each part i using the number of equation ni. In the Table 2 the value of ε
path2
i







For paths 1 and 2, the last optimized part, which is the support 1, will only undergo
one optimization if setting ε higher than 0.3. The shaded columns of the Table 1 show
which loops won’t be done for a adaptive ε. In the Table 3, the gains and losses due
to this new value of the convergence coefficient in terms of time, mass and torque are
summarized. It can be noticed that the total mass obtained with a variable ε is higher
thans that obtained for an ε = 0.1 whatever the path. This is due to one less topological
optimization on one or more parts.
For an on-board system used in aerospace, the addition ofmass savingswill represent
a financial gain during operation. In this case, the value of the coefficient of convergence
should be close to 0.1.
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Table 2. Adaptive values of the coefficient of convergence for each part, for the path 1 and 2.
 Path 1 Path 2 
Part n° Part 2 Part 3 Part 1 Part n° Part 3 Part 2 Part 1 
Characteristic Ci m2 m3 I1(O,zo) Number of 
equations 
9 6 1 S∗( ) . 0.34 0.21 0.03 = 0.1 0.16 0.7 = 0.1 0.15 0.9 
In the article [8], a third path where all part are simultaneously optimized was also
proposed. It can be noted that, for this path, the variation of the convergence coefficient
is not applicable.
Table 3. Gain and loss compared to ε = 0.1.
Path 1 Path 2
Mass 13.6% loss 21.5% loss
Inter torque (N.mm) 2.25% loss 3.4% loss
Total CPU time (h:min) 2.6% gain 2.5% gain
4 Conclusion and Perspectives
In this article the TOMS method has been briefly presented. This method is useful to
topologically optimize a multi-component mechanical system. A loop denoted TOL is
usedwith regard to themodification of the boundary conditions due to theTO.TheTOL is
applied on a rigid body until the optimizations converge. The coefficient of convergence
has an impact on the result as it is explained in this article. The consequences of the
choice of the coefficient of convergence – depending on the use of the system - are
shown. For the case study of this article, the adaptive convergence coefficient for each
part allows to obtain a little saving of time. However, for a product with a large number
of parts, the saving in study time could be much greater. Indeed, study time can be saved
on parts with a low impact on the mechanical behavior without losing the gain of mass.
In perspective, a generalization of the choice of the coefficient of convergence will
allow the designer to overcome this step.
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Abstract. To implement the CAD platform-based approach of Design for Addi-
tive Manufacturing (DfAM) and validate it in a real case, an entire design opti-
mization process of a Formula SAE front brake caliper has been performed, to be
printed by Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) process. The DfAM consists in the use of a
Ti6Al4V titanium alloy to better resist at high temperatures and a topology opti-
mized shape allowed by the technology to saveweight despite the density increase.
Structural and thermal behavior has been discussed. DfAM process-specific tech-
niques have been implemented for internal geometrical features and optimized
shapes. The design for additive workflow is presented and finally the exploited
design approach based on a CAD platform is synthesized.
Keywords: DfAM · Topology optimization · CAD platform · Brake caliper ·
Automotive
1 Introduction
Since Additive Manufacturing (AM) implementation is giving great potentials in many
industrial settings, especially those focused on high performance components, DfAM
methodologies study is becoming fundamental [1]. As shown in a previous work by
the authors [2], the workflow for the development of optimized components to be pro-
duced by AM is not always effective. A general framework consisting of the tasks to be
performed from concept definition to end-use functional parts has been defined (Fig. 1).
The main operations that make up the workflow are summarized below. Product
Planning is the initial phase. At this stage, analyses on parts and assemblies together
with objectives and constraints definition are carried out to collect all the input Product
Data and define the Requirement List.
The Design phase is an iterative refinement of the models in order to optimize the
product. The Industrialization phase is the step required to make reliable part production
and optimize the process. Finally, Production covers part printing process, with the
related post-processing and control operations. The implementation of integrated CAD-
based platforms as backbone tool to speed up the workflow and increase its effectiveness
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Fig. 1. Design for Additive Manufacturing workflow [2].
had been discussed by the authors [2]. The presented work aims to describe in detail
the methodologic approach focused on the Design phase (Product Optimization) based
on Topology Optimization. A racing automotive brake caliper has been re-designed to
be produced by Selective Laser Melting (SLM) AM, with performance improvement
objectives, through the application of the CAD platform-based approach. The iterative
design refinement required to obtain final models and Technical Product Documentation
(TPD) is described on a real-case application and the DfAM approach is analyzed.
2 Method
As depicted in Fig. 2, the Design phase relies on a sequence of tasks, that are summa-
rized below. CAD modelling of Design Space (DS) and Non-Design Space (NDS) are
mandatory to prepare the geometry considering the design constraints.
Fig. 2. Design phase.
TopologyOptimization (TO) is the task to compute part shape according to algorithm
settings of target and constraints. CAD design interpretation/refinement is required to
obtain the optimized part model and both automatic tools (A-CAD) or manual geometry
reconstruction (CAD) can be used. Product Simulation (ProdSIM) is the validation task
of the optimized parts with respect to the design objectives and constraints. Re-design
loops are required for design optimization.
3 Case Study
Components of racing cars are usually subjected to combined stressing factors and in
particular braking systems can have issues in use, as they have to work with intense
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loads at high temperatures [3]. A commercial Formula SAE brake caliper, originally
made by CNC milling of Ergal 7075-T6 aluminum alloy, reached temperatures close
to 300 °C with problems of strength and deformation, so it has been re-designed to
be printed by SLM process. Sergent et al. analyses [4] show critical conditions for a
working brake caliper from a structural point of view and how Topology Optimization
let its performance improvements. Travi Farias et al. work [5] shows how its thermal
management is fundamental, since at high temperatures materials mechanical proper-
ties decline. Moreover, the study states that AM enables the construction of complex
geometries that can increase model surface/volume ratio and facilitate heat dissipation.
Bugatti’s full developed case [6] demonstrates with experimental testing how titanium
alloys use is feasible and leads to performance improvements. Nevertheless, none of
these cases is based on an integrated design approach, whose possible potentials have
been discussed by the authors [2]. Referring to the workflow depicted in Fig. 1, the
Product Planning and Design tasks are now described. All the tasks are performed on
the Dassault Systèmes 3DExperience CAD platform [7] for integrated product-process
design.
3.1 Product Planning
The analysis of the commercial component is the starting point of DfAM with the aim
to define the design features that provide the same working behavior. In particular, that
concerns mostly the fluid-dynamic of oil channels. In addition, a make/buy decision
step leads to keep standard and commercial elements of the original part, whereas the
body and pistons are re-designed. Since original 2D drawing is not available, functional
features have been measured by metrology equipment to define the coupling tolerances.
Data about mechanical and thermal loads acting on the part have been collected via
experimentalmeasurements and analyticalmodels from thevehicle dynamics.Maximum
pressure on the oil circuit is 100 bar and tangential load for maximum brake torque at the
disc brake is 14 kN. Temperatures reach on average about 200 °C with maximum peaks
close to 300 °C. An analysis on the assembly of the front wheel group has been done in
order to define physical design constraints related to part fitting, coupling and working.
Based on that data-set, FEA of the original caliper returns the structural targets for the
project, such as improvement of stiffness at high temperature and weight reduction. A
fundamental step is material selection, according to datasheets related to SLM. Since
mechanical properties of 7075-T6 alloy suffer of significant drop at high temperature,
Ti6Al4V titanium alloy is selected. According to literature data, compared to 7075-T6
alloy, it presents, at working temperature, about 11% higher Young’s-modulus/density
ratio and even 45% higher yield-stress/density ratio. Moreover, manufacturing analysis,
with machining and specific heat and surface treatments is required. Product Data are
collected in the Requirement List. The DfAM goals consist in the use of Ti6Al4V to
better resist at high temperatures and a topology optimized shape to save weight. An
opened and branched geometry can also increase surface/volume ratio with benefits for
thermal management in terms of heat dissipation.
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3.2 Design
Initial step of the Design phase is the DS modeling. It starts from the input data of part
and assembly analysis in order to define the maximum volume available for the TO
computation. Most functional elements should be removed whereas features for part
connections and main couplings must be kept (pistons, brake pads and pins housings,
bolt holes, caliper caps) in order to constrain the region. Wheel rim radius, encumbrance
of wheel knuckle and brake disk or parts assembly trajectories are also required. NDS
volumes must be defined in order to insert regions to keep material, such as bolts holes
or internal features.
The second step is the setup of FE model in order to run optimizations and analyses.
Hinge restraints are applied for the screws. Maximum 14 kN tangential load (due to
braking torque) is applied on a node put on the disk brake midplane, connected to
contact surfaces (RBE3) of braking pads. Maximum 100 bar oil pressure is applied on
internal surfaces of pistons housings and equivalent calculated reacting forces of 9.8 kN
are applied on the thread regions of the caliper caps. Material is created using parameters
for build direction (due to AM alloy anisotropy [8]) in favor of security. Discretization
of the design space is made by a 1.5 mm tetrahedron (TL4) mesh and refinements. A
preliminary static analysis on the design space is run to validate the model setup and
check its stiffness (ideal maximum value). TO is setup with target mass reduction and
minimization of compliance.
A conceptual iterative design exploration with a symmetry constraint study and a
computational refinement is performed. That geometry makes the right and left parts
become the same and reduces the modeling to half-body, with potential benefits of
design and production time and costs. The results are used to create solid models
through improved smoothing conceptual shape generation. These see directly Prod-
SIM by FEA, showing that an asymmetrical design plain brings better performance in
terms of maximum displacement. Figure 3 shows TO results C1 and C2.
Fig. 3. From left to right, conceptual results (C1, C2) and designs (V1, V2, V3).
Once the TO is finished, an embodiment iterative design starts to improve part shape.
The Design Interpretation occurs, modeling the functional geometry with surface design
and the branched shape with free-shape design. Moreover, oil channels are introduced
and used to contribute to part stiffness working on their shape and position. ProdSIM
by FEA is necessary to predict part deformation and stress. Last two refinement cycles
involve the detailed design of each part housings (gaskets, o-rings, valves, pins) and the
implementation of DfAMguidelines for internal features (self-supporting cross-sections
of channels) and the branched shapes (thickness, supporting angles), according to part
orientation planned for construction. After validation, results of manufacturing analysis
are used to create the raw part model and the final drawings (TPD).
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4 Results and Discussion
For static load validation, yield stress at 220 °C is considered, with value for build
direction (Z) and an additional safety factor 1.2 (racing application), so permissible
stress of 560 MPa is calculated. Figure 4 shows results. Moreover, remark on fatigue
life and proper processing/treatments on stressed areas is necessary [9].
Fig. 4. Displacement and stress of V1, V2 and V3.
As reported in Table 1,maximumdisplacement at 220 °C is 0.675mm for the original
caliper and 0.614 mm for the final design of the optimized one (9% reduction) while
the body weight goes from 248 g to 184 g (25,8% saving). Moreover, an analytical
thermal study of a braking cycle by Matlab code shows a 20 °C decrease of working
temperatures for the final design. One last note is that titanium has worst tribological
characteristics (low wear resistance and high size tendency) and thus surface treatment
chemical nickel-plating (Niplate) for pistons housings has been defined. Cold and hot
tolerances for couplings are re-calculated.
Table 1. Comparison between designs.
Original V2 V3
Weight [g] 248 176 184
Displacement [mm] @ 220 °C 0.675 0.768 0.614
Deformation % @ 220 °C – +13.78 −9.03
Displacement [mm] @ 20 °C 0.555 0.694 0.551
Deformation % @ 20 °C – +25.05 −0.72
The iterative design refinement is now synthesized. Loops for product optimization,
each of them performed in the integrated CAD platform, can be outlined at different
levels. First loop includes Topology Optimization, A-CAD and Product Simulation and
produces conceptual solutions (C1, C2). Automatic tools for design interpretation are
used and loops are made fast thanks to the integrated platform. Second loop includes
CAD and Product Simulation and lets the development of embodiment solutions (V1)
or definitive ones (V2, V3) adding elements of the detail design. Design requires manual
(time-consuming) geometry interpretation only for first iteration, whereas re-designs are
extremely facilitated by the integrated environment for the subsequent ones.
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Abstract. Obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS) is a sleep disorder that
causes pauses in breathing or periods of shallow breathing during sleep. Mandibu-
lar advancement devices (MADs) represent a non-invasive treatment for OSAS
that has had the highest development in recent years. Nevertheless, literature has
not primarily investigated the effects of mandibular advancement. This paper
presents a finite element method numerical simulation model for evaluating the
stress/strain distribution on the temporomandibular joint (TMJ) and periodontal
ligaments caused by advancement devices used for the treatment of OSAS. Results
highlight that the mandible lift phase generates significant stress values on TMJ,
which cannot be neglected for extended usage of MADs. Furthermore, mandible
molar teeth are more loaded than incisor ones.
Keywords: Mandibular advancement device · Obstructive Sleep Apnea
Syndrome · Finite element method · Virtual prototyping · Computer-Aided
Design
1 Introduction and Literature Review
Repeated episodes of complete (apnea) or partial (hypopnea) obstruction of the upper
airway during sleep characterize the obstructive sleep disorders. The obstructive sleep
apnea syndrome (OSAS) may affect the general health of a large percentage of the
population, with a defined prevalence of approximately 6% for men and 4% for women,
with data increasing in the last few years [1].
Oral Appliances represents a non-invasive alternative treatment for OSAS that had
the most considerable development in recent years, and medical literature has demon-
strated their effectiveness in reducing the number of respiratory events and in decreasing
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symptoms [2]. Mandibular advancement devices (MAD) are nocturnal intraoral appli-
ances that stabilize the upper airways and increase their diameters, reducing pharynx
collapsibility. These devices must be used every night and necessarily have some short-
term side effects (e.g., sialorrhea or xerostomia, headache, temporomandibular joints
discomfort, dental soreness, and occlusal changes upon awakening). In the long term,
on the other hand, there may be overjet and overbite reduction and decrease in the
quantity and intensity of posterior occlusal contacts.
In the past, the finite element method (FEM) was used mainly for simulating stress
and strain distribution on the temporomandibular joint (TMJ). The masticatory system
under normal occlusal loads [3], the mandibular protrusion and opening were the typical
configurations analysed. FEM also permits to evaluate periodontal ligaments (PDL)
effects on mandibular stiffness [4], on teeth movement [5], or in case of bone loss [6].
Concerning OSAS, Brunzini et al. [7] and Crivellin et al. [8] respectively presented a
simulation model toward the study of the effects caused by different MADS and the
strength distribution on TMJ using MADs. However, the presented virtual prototype is
only a preliminary result that deserves further improvement.
This paper presents a numerical simulation model for studying the stress/strain dis-
tribution on TMJ and PDL caused by MADs used for treating OSAS. The simulation
model was used to characterize a specific patient and related MAD. This research work
that can be intended as a protocol is a step toward understanding and evaluating the
side effects of MADs. Results achievable by employing the presented simulation model
on a more significant number of patients and MADs will permit practitioners to gain
knowledge for improving the current golden rules for prescribing such devices.
2 Materials and Methods
The development of the numerical simulation model consisted of a combination of
(i) the 3D anatomical model of TMJ and PDL, (ii) the materials, and (iii) the boundary
conditions (Fig. 1). Thefirst step of themethodology consisted of gathering computerized
tomographic (CT) images of an OSAS affected patient, anatomical atlas (specific for
TMJ and PDL), a physical prototype of a MAD, and the plasters casts of the mandibular
and maxillary dental arches of the same patient. Such information allowed authors to
build the complete 3D geometry of the simulation model. The second step consisted in
defining the boundary conditions of the system, strictly related to the mandible roto-
translation caused by the MAD. The third step aimed at establishing the constitutive
equations of the material to be assigned to the anatomical geometry of the model. After
having meshed the model (fourth step), the simulation model was ready to be used.
2.1 Anatomical Model
The 3D geometry reconstruction of the anatomical model followed different techniques.
Temporal bone, mandible, and teeth weremodelled employing an image processing soft-
ware for 3D design and modelling of geometries from CT images of the patient’s skull.
Soft tissues (articular disc, joint capsule, anterior ligament, retrodiscal tissue, spheno-
mandibular (SPL), and stilomandibular (STL) ligaments), which cannot be univocally
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Fig. 1. The methodology used for developing the numerical simulation model.
determined from CT images, were modelled considering anatomical atlas and scientific
papers (e.g., [9]). PDL ligamentswere shaped by offsetting teeth roots of a constant value
(i.e., 0.3 mm). The mandibular MAD splint was modelled through a reverse engineering
process because such devices are custom-made and handcrafted by practitioners, and
the 3D CAD model is commonly unavailable. To be noted that, since the symmetry of a
human skull, only half side of the geometry was modelled. Furthermore, the simulation
model contains only the mandibular splint; the maxillary one is beyond the scope of this
research.
Fig. 2. Complete anatomical model. Frontal view of the 3D model (a), sagittal view of PDL (b),
sagittal view TMJ (c), and sagittal view of SPL an STL (d).
2.2 Materials
Various materials were used for simulating the anatomical geometry. Materials models
were retrieved from the literature. In particular, the articular disc, joint capsule, and
all the TMJ ligaments were modelled using a Neo-Hookean material model [10]. In
contrast, the 2nd order Ogden model was adopted to model the PDLs [11]. The teeth and
the mandible have been modelled as linear elastic, isotropic, and homogeneous [12].
MAD is a stratified element of three different materials. It consists of a thin inner layer
in contact with the teeth and made of soft material (TPU), a middle between the inner
and outer layers made of rigid material (PETG), and an outer layer of rigid material
(PMMA). Such materials were modelled using a linear elastic model.
2.3 Boundary Conditions
The simulationmodel aims to evaluate the effects caused by themandible roto-translation
when inserting the MAD into the mouth (Fig. 3). First of all, it was necessary to assess
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the mandible translation, measured in “lift” and “advancement” according to a reference
system based on the mandibular occlusal plane (defined when the mandible is resting).
Lift is related to the mandible opening required when dressing the MAD. Advancement,
instead, refers to the mandible protrusion caused by the MAD adjustment during the
OSAS treatment (measured on the occlusal plane). Mandible rotation (Fig. 3c) is the
angle between the occlusal plane of the mandible in the resting state and the same plane
of the protruded jaw (Fig. 3b).
Fig. 3. Procedure for evaluating the mandible roto-translation. Teeth plaster casts in the rest
position (a), teeth plaster casts combined with mandibular and maxillary MAD splints (b), and
calculation of the mandible roto-translation, lift, advancement, and rotation (c).
Three types of joints were used for connecting anatomical elements: (i) bonded:
no sliding or separation between surfaces is allowed, (ii) frictionless: sliding between
surfaces without friction and (iii) frictional: surfaces can transmit shearing loads up
to a specific value, before sliding. Bonded was used for almost all the ligaments apart
between the articular disc and glenoid fossa (frictionless) and articular disc and joint
capsule (frictional). Moreover, the following contacts were set between these interfaces:
(i)MAD and teeth, (ii) teeth andPDL, and (iii)PDL andmandible. Regarding the analysis
settings, an iterative solver was selected before running the simulation.
2.4 Meshing
The whole model consists of about 120000 10-nodes tetrahedral elements. The element
size was adjusted for each geometry for an accurate meshing. The Skewness and the
Orthogonal Quality mesh metrics criteria reported an average value q = 0.29 (standard
deviation 0.19) and q = 0.71 (standard deviation 0.19), respectively, resulting in an
excellent mesh quality.
3 Results and Discussions
Themethod presented in Fig. 1 was adopted for characterizing stress, strain, deformation
and loads of a specific patient’s TMJ, PDL, teeth, and MAD (Fig. 4a). The simulation
model allowed authors to understand the deformation of the articular disc and joint
capsule (Fig. 4b). For a high value of advancement, the articular disc clashes against the
joint capsule, and this behaviour determines a higher stress value on the anterior area
of the latter (Fig. 4c). SPL and STL ligaments are homogeneously stressed along their
axes (Fig. 4d). While the most stressed and displaced teeth are the molars (Fig. 4e and
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Fig. 4f). To be noted that practitioners are mainly interested to the stress distribution
rather than exact values: this is the reason why Fig. 4 does not contain a scale.
Fig. 4. MAD shape (a), TMJ deformation (b), TMJ stress (c), SPL and STL ligaments stress (d),
teeth von-Mises stress (e) and teeth displacement (f).
Results also allowed to analyse the trend of TMJ stress (Fig. 5a) and SPL-STL force
reaction (Fig. 5b) vs. The mandible roto-translation. It is worth noting that the TMJ
stress gets the maximum stress approximately at 50% of roto-translation. Concerning
the second set of simulation, mandible molar teeth are the most loaded, while mandible
incisors are the least ones (Fig. 5c).
Fig. 5. TMJ stress (a) and SPL-STL force reaction (b) vs. Mandible roto-translation, PDL force
reaction (c).
4 Conclusions
The paper presented a numerical simulation model for evaluating the effects caused by
mandibular advancement devices, used for treating OSAS, on the temporomandibular
joint and periodontal ligaments. The simulation model was used for characterising a
specific patient and MAD (maxillary and mandibular splints connected through two
symmetric metallic rods). The results highlight that the mandible lift phase generates
significant stress values on TMJ, which cannot be neglected for prolonged usage of
MADs. For this specific MAD, mandibular molars are more loaded than incisors.
For the feature, authors are going to analyse also the maxillary splint and arch.
Furthermore, the authors will analyse the relationships among MADs (e.g., different
materials, advancement system, geometry), patients (e.g., different apnea-hypopnea
index - AHI), and the results presented in this paper (i.e., TMJ-PDL stress and teeth
load/stress/displacement). By increasing the number of results, it will be possible to
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improve the current best-practices in prescribing MADs. Practitioners will be capable
of advising MADs according to the patient’s skeleton and AHI to minimize side-effects
of such devices.
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Abstract. The valve train plays a major role in the performance of internal com-
bustion engines by controlling the combustion process and it is therefore one of
the key aspects for increasing the efficiency of combustion engines. Considering
the dynamics, the spring force must be high enough to reliably close the valve
preventing from seating bouncing due to surge modes after the valve closure.
On the other side, the spring force should be kept as low as possible in order to
reduce the engine friction losses and consequently the fuel consumption. In the
high-performance engines, the valve springs have to be designed and optimized
for sustaining higher stresses with compact dimensions leading to critical material
and manufacturing processes. This requires a reduction of moving masses and a
strong focus on design and process optimization of the coil springs for reducing
the mechanical load and the friction losses at low engine speed. At the same time,
valve train should be reliable at high engine speed. The calculation of stresses
and contact forces for moving parts under dynamic load is essential for durability
analysis. A method to calculate the contact of moving masses is described and
proposed to justify valve motions experimental results. To fully understand the
failure mechanism of test bed reliability trials, the dynamic stresses have been
calculated modeling the real springs’ shape. The contact forces have been repro-
duced considering the coil clash effects and the dynamic behavior of the flexible
spring.
Keywords: Valve train · Valve springs · Coil clash ·Multibody · FEM
1 Introduction
The predictive modeling of the valve train dynamic [1] is essential for durability analysis
at the highest engine speed conditions [2]. Themethod to calculate the complex dynamic
of the valve-spring systems allows a correct representation of flexible and complex
contacts under full consideration of the system dynamics. The methodology combines
the multi-body dynamics modeling [3–5] and the finite element analysis (FEA) [6].
With this approach the valve dynamics, measured with laser interferometric technique
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[1], is well correlated with multibody analysis. The obtained results have been therefore
used for Finite Element Analysis on the self-contacting parts such as the valve springs.
In modern high-speed combustion engines progressive springs are typically used for
guarantying the maximum load with a compact installation length [7]. The durability of
the valve train is typically validated onmonitored cylinder head test bed and valve springs
are one of the most critical reliability bottle neck. Sometimes the spring breaks directly
over the sharp edge of the flattened end of the last coil. In this case the failure mechanism
explanation is due to high contact pressure in this area. In many cases the spring breaks
between 180°–270° after this point, at a location where a breakage is least expected.
Metallurgical analyses of broken springs did not indicate material inconsistencies as
reason for the failure. The calculation of the stresses in the spring with traditional FE-
analysis does not reveal the location of failure. Dynamic analysis using modal reduction
does also not give any useful indication. To fully understand the reason of the failure, true
dynamic stresses have to be calculated by considering the correct geometrical shape of
the spring, contact forces due to coil clash and the dynamic behavior of the highly flexible
spring. The proposed methodology based on experimental and numerical simulations
allows the representation of these flexible and complex contacts under full consideration
of the spring dynamics.
2 Testing Equipment
A motored cylinder head has been used for this investigation (see Fig. 1a). An elec-
tric motor connected to the end of the camshaft has been used to drive the intake
camshaft controlling speed and torque. The camshaft directly operates the intake valves
via hydraulic tappets. Using a laser system, the rig has also been used to take measure-
ments of valve displacement and dynamics. This experimental measurement has been
used for the numerical dynamic model validation.
Fig. 1. Test rig and measurement system (a) and single valve-train multibody model (b)
3 Multibody Dynamic Models
A multi-body dynamic model of a single valvetrain has been developed using Ricardo
Software VALDYN as shown in Fig. 1b. This valvetrain has been represented as a series
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of lumped mass/inertia nodes connected by stiffness and damping values. The cam node
has been suspended on a stiffness element representing camshaft bending stiffness and
camshaft support stiffness. The hydraulic tappet has been modelled as two mass nodes
connected by a special element to account for the action of the high pressure chamber,
the expansion spring and the check valve. The tappet has been connected to the valve
using a lash stiffness element representing the stiffness of the valve stem between the tip
and the center ofmass. The valve and spring retainer have beenmodelled as a singlemass
node. The valve node has been connected to ground by another lash stiffness element
representing the valve head and seat stiffness. The valve train has a double spring pack
and each spring has been modelled using 4 mass nodes per coil connected by stiffness
[1]. The cam profile has been designed to meet the many conflicting requirements for
engine breathing, acceptable durability, high speed dynamics etc. [9, 10]. The spring
pack has been designed to maintain contact between cam and the hydraulic tappet at
high engine speed. Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b show the calculated dynamic valve lift and
dynamic valve acceleration and against crank angle at camshaft speed of 4000 rpm. The
calculation model has the capability to make calculations of valvetrain dynamic. This
input, correlated with laser results from test bed experimental measurements, has been











































Fig. 2. Calculated dynamic valve lift (a) and acceleration (b) at 4000 rpm camshaft speed
4 Finite Element Dynamic Model
The simulation output obtained by multibody modelling have been used as dynamic
input for a Finite Element model. In particular the valve springs (inner and outer spring)
model is generated considering a discretization on section (QUAD 4 element). From the
2D section mesh it has been created an expansion on the valve spring helix with esaedric
element. The considered FE model consists in the valve spring system composed by
inner and outer spring both in contact with the upper retainer that impose the motion
and with contact definition between each coil [11] (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Finite element model of the valve spring system (a) and details of the high density mesh
region to focus on coil clash issues (b)
5 Results
The aim of this work is to show the phenomenon of coil clashing and the dynamic
behavior of the highly flexible spring. The valve train systemhas been tested in overspeed
condition, with the camshaft speed of 4750 rpm, in order to emphasize the phenomenon.
Considering the valve acceleration calculated bymulti-bodymodel and correlated by
measurement, the aim of this work is to show in overspeed conditions the phenomenon
of coil clashing and the dynamic behavior of the highly flexible through the FE analysis.
The phenomenon of auto contact between wires is evident on internal and external wire
but the absolute entity is stronger for the inner linear spring. The higher non-linearity
of the outer spring (progressive stiffness) with variable natural frequency, is acting as
mitigation effects.
The analysis shows the major contribution of coil clashing contact on spring stress
value, as plotted in Fig. 5.
From the experimental testing it has been shown a breakage on the inner spring
(1.75 wire from the bottom side) and it was also justified from analytical point of view
as consequence of coil clashing effect (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4. Valve spring after testing in overspeed condition (breakage on inner spring from bottom
side).
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Fig. 5. Detail of area of coils clashing area. (a) and Max stress (at 9500 rpm) on outer spring
(1.75 wire from the bottom side) for normal contact (blue line) and coil clash one (red line) (b).
6 Conclusion
The aim of this work has been the creation of a closed loop between modeling, analysis
and measurement for a clear understanding of a High Performance Engine valve train
dynamics. In particular the spring breakage phenomena have been studied with a deep
analysis on the inner springs self contact “coil clashing” effect. An experimental bench
has been used for testing the valve train up to overspeed conditions, to monitor the valve
motion and the overall dynamics. The correlation of the experimental results has been
done combining the multi body dynamics with the finite elements. Especially the capa-
bility to get stresses directly even for components which experience large deformations
and high impact contacts under highly dynamic conditions such as the valve springs has
been a big advantage for failure analysis and durability studies. The proposed method-
ological approach allows to study the dynamics of each component of the valve train,
to validate the reliability and, at the end, to optimize the system by an engineering and
technological point of view already in a preliminary stage of work.
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Abstract. Traditional analytical methods are approximate and need to be vali-
dated when it comes to predict the tensional behavior of thread coupling. Numer-
ical finite element simulations help engineers come up with the optimum design,
although the latter depends on the constraints and load conditions of the thread
couplings which are often variable during the system functioning. The present
work illustrates a new method based on Radial Basis Functions Mesh Morphing
formulation to optimize the stress concentration in thread couplings which is sub-
ject to variable loads and constraints. In particular, thread root and fillet under-head
drawings for metric ISO thread, which are the most commonly used thread con-
nection, are optimizedwith Radial Basis FunctionsMeshMorphing. Inmetric ISO
threaded connection, the root shape and the fillet under the head are circular, and
from shape optimization for minimum stress concentration it is well known that
the circular shape becomes seldom optimal. The study is carried out to enhance
the stress concentration factor with a simple geometric parameterization using two
design variables. Radial Basis Functions Mesh Morphing formulation, performed
with a simple geometric parameterization, has allowed to obtain a stress reduction
of up to 12%; some similarities are found in the optimized designs leading to the
proposal of a new standard. The reductions in the stress are achieved by rather
simple changes made to the cutting tool.
Keywords: Thread root · Fillet under-head · Feature-based modeling · Metric
ISO thread · Radial basis functions
1 Introduction
All industrial applications commonly use threaded couplings as, for example, in trans-
port, mining, automotive, offshore industry and in manufacturing process and more
recently in dental implants. The evaluation of the stress distribution in threaded cou-
pling is a classic topic in mechanical design. The oldest scientific papers [1–3] date
from the first half of the 20th century; they focus correctly the main problems: the non-
uniform load distribution on the engaged threads, the stress concentration at the root of
© The Author(s) 2021
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the threads and under the head of the screw. As reported in [4, 5], failures in screws can
be so divided: 15% at the fillet under the head, 20% at the first thread and 65% at the
first engaged thread.
Analytical evaluation and numerical finite element (FE) simulations of the stress
distribution on the coil are applied in different fields, such as in the design of machinery
organs and in their assembly [6, 7], in the biomedical field to assess the influence of
thread shape on the mechanical behavior of bone implant systems [8], in the reliability
field [9, 10].
In this work Radial Basis Functions (RBF) Mesh Morphing (MM) formulation was
applied to construct, directly in the FE environment, a parametric model of a bolted
couplings with axial and sheared variable loads with the aim of optimizing the stress
concentration in thread root and fillet under-head. RBF were employed in literature
to carry shape-based optimization [11], but their use was also explored for advanced
studies, such as steady [12, 13] and unsteady [14] fluid structure interaction problems,
evaluative shape-based optimizations [15, 16], etc.
The advantages of this approach are: no need to regenerate the grid; the preservation
of robustness of the procedure; the capability to support different mesh typologies thanks
to itsmeshless nature and thehighparallelizable smoothingprocess. Themorphing action
integrated in a solver updating the computational domain “on the fly” during the progress
of the computation can be executed in RBF Morph across three steps: 1) setup: that is
the manual definition of the morphing targets, i.e. the portions of the FEA mesh that
will be updated, and morphing sources, i.e. the portions of the FEA mesh controlled,
and the definition of the required movements (design parameters) of the points driving
the shape deformation; 2) fitting: the solution of RBF system obtained by collecting
the morphing sources; 3) smoothing: by propagating the displacement prescribed on
sources to the volume mesh target. Using the commercial tools ANSYS Mechanical®
and the companionRBF Morph™ ACT Extension plugin, thementioned three steps were
performed as explained in the following sections.
2 Discretized Models
Two FE models were built for M12 and M16 bolt-nut assembly. The models employ
128116 second order tetrahedrons (TET 10) elements SOLID 187 with 254359 nodes
for the bolt and 98116 TET 10 elements with 153259 nodes for the nut. In the thread
root and fillet under-head contact zone a more dense mesh with patch conformity was
employed using elementCONTA 174 and TARGA 170. These elements allow to simulate
the friction forces in the contacts.UsingRemote Point formulation axial F and transversal
T external loads (variable between 50 kN and 80 kN and 10 kN and 20 kN, respectively)
were applied on a dependent node (center of the spherical zone) and distributed on 36
independent nodes (within the spherical area). In this way the loads can be applied in a
realistic way without stress peaks. A preload calculated with the formula:
Fpreload = 0.8σsAt (1)
was applied in the assembly systems. The preload was applied such that the stress due
to it is equal to 80% of the maximum admissible stress. With this preload the assembled
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elements do not have relative movement due to the application of external loads acting
in the normal direction, and do not have relative movement of slipping due to the shear
forces. The discretizedmodels are shown in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b); in Fig. 1(c) loads, preload







Fig. 1. (a) Bold-nut connection model; (b) optimization zones; (c) load section scheme.
3 Parameterization
Geometric parameterization based on RBF-MM implements shape modifiers directly on
the computational domain. The new geometric configurations resulted from the displace-
ment of a mesh region, through the use of algorithms, based on RBFs, which smoothly
propagated the imposed displacement to the surrounding volume. The fitting size in the





being H the height of the non-fillet profile (Fig. 2a): H = sin60◦ P = 0.866P
Triple multicenter circular fillets were used as guide curves for profile at thread
root and for profile under-head. Five parameters (R1, R2, R’0 and R’1, R’2) defining
the curves radii were varied at given boundary conditions and mutual relationships to
generate a different profile allowed by standards. The RBF interpolation functions drove
the mesh morphing of the discretized domain of computational models by applying
predefined displacements in the set of 2600 nodes (source points) near the fillet zones
without changing their number of the topology of the mesh. During the mesh morphing
the nodes on the profile moved according to the defined constrain varying the R1 and R2
fillet radius parameters (Fig. 3).
Then the RBF action was extended in the entire volume, smoothing the grid up to
the prescribed surrounding limits. The obtained RBF solution was sent to the ANSYS
Mechanical solver and an iterative calculation strategy was chosen.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 2. (a) Geometrical features of metric ISO thread coupling; (b) particular of fillet at thread
root; (c) particular of fillet under-head.
Fig. 3. Source points in the thread root.
4 Results and Discussion
According to the RBF-MM formulation and parameterization described above four stan-
dard metric ISO thread couplings: M12× 1.25; M12× 1.75; M16× 1.5; M16× 2 were
morphed under axial F and transversal T variable loads (50kN ÷ 80kN and 10 kN ÷
20 kN, respectively). The set of parameters and their variability shown in Table 1 were
chosen for thread root analysis. The set of parameters and their variability shown in
Table 2 were chosen for fillet under-head root analysis. The theoretical approach used
to calculate the maximum von Mises stress is the method of Heywood [4] and Pilkey
[5]. The maximum von Mises stress value was calculated evaluating the four compo-
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where Kt(Ax), Kt(Rad) and q values are taken from the Pilkey’s diagrams [5]. In this
way it was possible to calculate the von Mises stress using the formula:
σVM =
√
σ 2ax+σ 2Rad+σ 2az − σaxσRad − σaxσaz − σRadσaz + 3τ 2 (4)
In correspondence with the maximum values of F and T (F = 80 kN and T = 20 kN)
were calculated maximum von Mises stress in thread root and in fillet.
Table 1. FEM and theoretical values of maximum von Mises stresses in thread root.
Case studies R1 [mm] R2 [mm] FEM values Theoretical values
M12 × 1.25 0.135 ÷ 0.406 0.02 ÷ 0.06 558.60 565.36
M12 × 1.75 0.189 ÷ 0.568 0.03 ÷ 0.09 548.26 544.55
M16 × 1.5 0.162 ÷ 0.487 0.025 ÷ 0.075 520.18 514.59
M16 × 2 0.216 ÷ 0.649 0.033 ÷ 0.1 482.5 489.08
Table 2. FEM and theoretical values of maximum von Mises stresses in fillet under-head.
Case studies R’0 [mm] R’1 [mm] R’2 [mm] FEM values Theoretical values
M12 × 1.25 0.135 ÷ 0.406 1.5 ÷ 4 0.4 ÷ 2 448.64 454.23
M12 × 1.75 0.189 ÷ 0.568 2 ÷ 6 0.6 ÷ 3 419.82 424.48
M16 × 1.5 0.162 ÷ 0.487 1.7 ÷ 4.5 0.5 ÷ 2.2 468.99 473.07
M16 × 2 0.216 ÷ 0.649 2.5 ÷ 7 0.8 ÷ 3.5 393.67 389.16
Fig. 4. Maximum equivalent von Mises stress: (a) standard geometry; (b) modified geometry.
The increase in the fillet radii led to a better load distribution and a decrease of
maximum von Mises stress of about 15%. The greatest improvement (20%) occurred in
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the M16× 2 thread couplings using the values of R1 = 0.649; R2 = 0.033; R’0 = 0.216;
R’1 = 7 and R’2 = 0.8; the maximum von Mises stress was reduced to 385.90 MPa
corresponding to the 60% of limit stress (σr = 800 N/mm2; σs = 640 N/mm2 E =
200 kN/mm2) for 8.8 class of bolt. Figure 4 shows the values of the maximum von
Mises stress and their reduction after optimization for this thread.
5 Conclusions
A Radial Basis Functions Mesh Morphing formulation was adopted in order to cre-
ate parametric models of bolted couplings with axial and shear variable loads directly
in the FE environment, aimed at optimizing the maximum stress in thread couplings.
The optimal drawing of thread root and fillet under-head was found. Four case studies
demonstrated its effectiveness optimizing the maximum equivalent von Mises stress. It
was possible to reduce the peak load and themaximumstress, enlarging the internal diam-
eter of the thread root with triple multicenter circular fillets so improving the strength
and fatigue life by means of a simple and not expensive modification. The comparison
with theoretical data showed a really negligible maximum error on load distribution and
an improvement of the threaded coupling. Finally, the calculations performed on the two
diameters seemed to demonstrate that the improving effect was greater for the largest
diameter.
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Abstract. This paper proposes the analysis of the tolerances (values, types,
datum) and their effects on a mechanical assembly, as a high-performance car
engine, by means of a Computer-Aided Tolerancing software. The 3D tolerance
stack-ups are investigated to assess the fulfillment of the functional requirements
as well as the performance specifications of the assembly. Moreover, after identi-
fying the tolerances that mainly affect the product variability, we finally propose
some corrective actions on the tolerances and assess their functional allocation,
tightening or relaxing their values, ensuring assemblability and cost reduction.
Keywords: Tolerance analysis method · Computer-Aided Tolerancing ·
Geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T) · Automotive assembly · Car
engine
1 Introduction
In the global marketplace, the search for a perfect balance between performance ful-
fillment and economic feasibility is mandatory. Therefore, the assembly optimization
as well as the reduction of the variation of the key dimensions of parts are primary
goals to guarantee the product quality with cost and time savings. The application of
geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T) specifications to a product still rep-
resents a typical industrial issue [1]. The difficulties in the definition of the correct
GD&T scheme and in the tolerance allocation choice are due to the complexity of the
real industrial cases, in which different requirements of product life cycle phases must
be considered [2, 3]. Usually, the choice of the Datum Reference Frame (DRF) and of
the tolerance specifications derives from previous experience and background trial and
error tests, whose effectiveness is not always guaranteed. The literature presents some
useful references, even if sometimes they are difficult to link with the real application.
Thanks to advanced simulation such as Computer-Aided Tolerancing (CAT) software,
the tolerance analysis approach improves the knowledge about the process and enables
the optimization of the GD&T scheme and the assembly process. These tools represent
a support during the early design phases to validate the product tolerance design. For
industrial fields as automotive, the product optimization through CAT simulation can
produce a consistent increase of quality levels and a reduction of unnecessary costs [4, 5].
© The Author(s) 2021
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For these reasons, this work aims at performing the tolerance analysis of an automotive
assembly, suggesting corrective actions on the tolerance values and allocation schemes.
A high-performance engine assembly is selected as a case study for its complexity and
representativeness among industrial applications.
The final goal is to identify a set of general allocation schemes of typical industrial
cases to be used as guidelines for theGD&Tdefinition and for the selection of tolerances,
considering the specific functional requirements of each application.
2 Method
To reach the expected levels of customer’s satisfaction, quality has become a design
approach based on a group of procedures, first the Tolerance Design process. Tolerance
Design process is mainly performed by CAT-based approach, which is integrated in the
early design phases [6]. The general workflow has an input phase of preparation and
setting-up, a modelling and simulation phase and the final output analysis and synthesis
phase [6, 7], with their subphases here reported:
• Preparation: Data collection, CAD models import in the CAT software, identification
of parts geometry, elimination of non-contributing parts.
• Functional analysis: Functional and technological requirements definition, identifica-
tion of the measurements consistent with the targets, identification of the functional
features of the parts and Datum Reference Frames (DRFs).
• Assembly sequence definition: Relative positioning, clamping and fixing operations
of the parts.
• Tolerance set-up: Identification of the dimensional and geometrical tolerances
(GD&T) on the parts, definition of the tolerance values.
• Measurements set-up (i.e. stack-up analysis responses to be controlled).
• Analysis and results: Simulation run and data analysis with the target values.
• Synthesis: If necessary, optimization of tolerance values and types, final verification
of the requirements.
3 Case Study: V12 Engine Assembly
We selected a high-performance V12 engine assembly as a case study, performing a
tolerance analysis to verify the effectiveness of its assembly operations. We focused on
the bolting operations between the upper (UC) and lower crankcase (LC), and between
the cylinder heads and the UC (Fig. 1).
These operations are crucial during the assembly phases since they affect the perfor-
mance and reliability of the engine itself. To fulfil the design requirements, we performed
the 3D tolerance analysis of the engine assembly, then we assessed the adopted GD&T
and tolerance allocation schemes, and the tolerance values.
TheCAT software adopted is Cetol 6σ (Sigmetrix®), an add-inworkbench integrated
in CATIA V5 (Dassault Systemes®) platform, based on a vector loop approach [8].
The components to be simulated are treated as rigid models, without parts distortion.
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Fig. 1. V12 engine assembly: 1. UC, 2. LC bushings, 3. LC studs, 4. LC, 5. Cylinder head
bushings, 6. Head gasket, 7. Cylinder head studs, 8. Cylinder head.
After the simulation, the statistical and the sensitivity analysis of the tolerances permit
to identify the main contributors to variation.
In accordance with the proposed method, the following steps are performed.
Preparation and SettingUp:TheCATmodel includes the followingmain components:
the UC, the LC, the head gasket and the cylinder heads, as well as the fixture elements,
i.e. the crankcase bushings and the studs. There are 14 bushings and 28 studs on the
LC side, and 2 bushing and 14 studs on the cylinder heads side. Since they achieve
the positioning and bolting operations of the assembly, their interface with the other
components is crucial. Non-contributing parts as the head gasket and one of the cylinder
heads were not considered in the simulation.
The assembly sequence is identified: the UC is fixed (i.e. it is held in position by
an external fixturing system), the bushings are inserted in their housings on the UC
with interference fit, then the studs are inserted in their housings on the UC. Once these
components are positioned, the LC and the cylinder heads are inserted. The bolting
operations on the studs complete the assembly of the engine.
Modelling and Simulation: With respect to this assembly sequence, the Datum
Reference Frames (DRFs) for the components (Fig. 2) are analysed.
Starting from the UC, the first reference A is the surface between the parts. Then, the
holes corresponding to the two opposed external bushings are defined as references B
and C. Finally, a position tolerance with respect to A, B, C locates the other housings of
both bushings and studs. All the tolerances are transferred from the technical drawings
to the 3D models, with respect to the DRF.
As functional measures, we set the gaps of both bushings and studs with respect
to their housings in the engine components. We checked the absence of physical
interferences between the parts (gap < 0), assessing a target value of ±3σ.
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Fig. 2. Datum Reference Frame (DRF) identification on the UC.
Analysis and Synthesis: The analysis of the simulation outputs provides the following
results. We divided them in two groups: (A) the gap measurements between bushings
and their housings, and (B) the gap measurements between studs and their housings, for
both the UC-LC (1) and the UC-cylinder heads sides (2):
A.1 The target condition is not verified, with an average value of ±1.95σ (Fig. 3).
The sensitive analysis identifies the main contributors of variation, the position tolerance
of the bushing housings on both the UC and the LC.
A.2 The target condition is not verified, with an average value of ±1σ. The sensi-
tive analysis identifies the main contributors of variation, the position and dimensional
tolerance of the bushing housings on the cylinder head.
Fig. 3. Simulation outputs of A.1 measurements, with main contributors to variation.
B.1 The target condition is completely verified, with a large safety margin, and an
average value of ±4.63σ (Fig. 4). The main contributors of variation are the position
tolerance of the stud threaded seats and of the stud housings on the LC.
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B.2 The target condition is verified, with a lower safety margin compared to B.1,
with an average value of ±3.5σ, near the limit of acceptance. The main contributors
of variation are the position tolerance of the stud threaded seats and the dimensional
tolerance of the stud housings on the cylinder head.
Fig. 4. Simulation outputs of B.1 measurements, with main contributors to variation.
The outputs analysis leads to the following corrective actions (Tables 1 and 2).
Table 1. Tolerance values of the main contributors need to be tightened (A.1 and A.2)
Tolerance Original value Corrected value
A.1 Position tolerance of bushing housings on the
UC and LC
0.03 0 with M.M.C.
Dimensional tolerance of bushing housings on
the LC
F7 E7
A.2 Dimensional tolerance of bushing housings on
the UC
K6 P6
Dimensional tolerance of external diameter of
the bushings
+0.025 +0.012 js8
Dimensional tolerance of bushing housings on
cylinder heads
H7 E6
Position tolerance of bushing housings on
cylinder heads
0.05 0.03
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Table 2. Tolerance values of the main contributors are relaxed (B.1 and B.2)
Tolerance Original value Corrected value
B.1 and B.2 Concentricity tolerance of studs 0.1 0.3
Position tolerance of stud housings on the
LC
0.2 0.6 with MMC
Dimensional tolerance of stud housings on
the LC
+0.1 −0.05 +0.2 −0.1
Dimensional tolerance of stud threaded
seats on the LC
0.2 0.2 with MMC
Position tolerance of stud housings on the
cylinder head
0.4 0.4 with MMC
After these corrective actions, the simulation shows the fulfillment of the functional
targets for both the bushings and the studs. This result is also due to the introduction of
the maximum material condition (MMC) and the relaxation of the tolerance ranges for
the stud-related tolerances.
4 Discussion and Conclusions
The comparison between the resulting measurement ranges and the functional targets
identifies two different scenarios. The outputs of A.1 and A.2 show a reduced capability
of the engine assembly process compared to the target of ±3σ, therefore we tight the
tolerance ranges of the main contributors to variation to improve the assembly perfor-
mance. On the other hand, B.1 and B.2 show that the values of the stud-related tolerances
are too tight, so it is possible to relax the tolerance values of the main contributors to
variation, reducing the manufacturing cost of parts, and reaching the expected produc-
tion target. Thanks to CAT simulation, the tolerance design of the assembly is checked
and validated, providing corrective actions. Thanks to the sensitivity analysis, the most
influencing tolerances and reference elements are identified, with respect to the func-
tional requirements of the case study. These outputs will be useful for future works, to
extract guidelines for the GD&T definition and for the allocation of tolerances in similar
applications, developing an archetype for industrial cases of bolt assembly.
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Abstract. Product design is a process developed by specialized profiles such as
designers or engineers. For this reason, most of product design and/or manu-
facturing methods developed are aimed at experienced professionals. However,
in the current social and technological context, we observe that the number of
prosumers, users who partially produce the products they consume, is increasing.
These users are involved in design, manufacturing or assembly phases of the prod-
uct to obtain final results that respond to specific needs and desires. Given this
emerging trend, we wonder if there are methodologies focused on these users in
particular, both in the academic field and in practice. This work aims to clarify
this issue through a review of research papers and real cases. The results obtained
differentiate between the methodologies that have been defined in the academic
field and those that have not been compiled but whose repeated use has agreed its
application and existence in practice. The methodologies identified are analyzed
in two tables that summarize how they are applied andwhat their main objective is.
The results and conclusions offer both the scientific community and the prosumers
a series of product design and manufacturing methods focused on non-specialized
profiles.
Keywords: Prosumer · Product design ·Methodology ·Manufacturing
1 Introduction
The multiple advances that have taken place in fields such as Information and Commu-
nication Technologies (ICT) or Agile Manufacturing [1], as well as the democratization
of the creative process and its approach to non-specialized users [2], have resulted in
an increase in prosumer users. These types of users, according to the original definition
of Alvin Toffler, are those who are involved in the design, assembly or manufacturing
process of the products they finally consume [3]. That is, they are consumers of what
they produce.
This emerging trend, closely related to themaker culture, without being the same, has
made increasingly users decide to design or manufacture their own products. However,
its intervention is not restricted only to the previous phases of the product’s life cycle.
An example of this is hacker users, who also make modifications to make the product
grow and obtain new functionalities that they did not have before [4]. For this reason,
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the number of both physical and digital tools set aside for this purpose has increased
exponentially in recent years [5, 6], causing many users to use them frequently uncon-
sciously. These tools are not only intended for individual use, as we can also find tools
such as consumer-based coopetition, crowdsourcing and value co-creation [7].
However, despite the number of tools available, there is a lack in the definition of
design andmanufacturingmethodologies focused on prosumer ormaker users. Although
there are co-design methods that include the participation of experts and end users, their
application is only carried out in the phases of product design and development and they
are not adapted to each particular user, but they take into account the opinion global
to implement improvements. In addition, it has been detected that, in actual practice,
there are a number of consolidated methods that are frequently used by prosumers to
intervene at different levels in the design or manufacture of their products [8]. For these
reasons, this article aims to clarify which methods specifically focused on this type of
users currently exist, both in the academic and practical fields.
2 Methodological Description
The main objective of this study is to collect and analyze the design and manufacturing
product methods focused on prosumer users that have been developed until now. To
achieve this, the study is divided into two parts: a bibliographic analysis and a field
study. The bibliographic analysis shows works published in the academic field that deal
directly with this type of methods, while the field study is based on real cases that prove
the existence of consolidated methods frequently used by prosumers.
To perform the bibliographic analysis, a search was carried out in various databases
(Web of Science, Scopus, Wiley Online Library, Science Direct) by combining two key-
words: first, about prosumer user (end user, co-design, maker, lead user, design man-
ufacturer); and, second, in reference to the design or manufacturing method (method,
methodology, tool, guideline + product design, manufacturing). Due to different defini-
tions of prosumer, the search was skewed, discarding the results related to professional
consumers or self-consumption, especially in relation to the production of electricity.
Methods that are focused only on specialized profiles (as designers) or co-creation pro-
cesses where the users involved are not those who finally consume the product or service
created, were also ruled out.
On the other hand, the field study is based on a previous work carried out within
this line of research that compiles real cases of prosumer users [9]. This study shows
various real cases in industrial fields such as furniture, textile and electronic, among
others, where it is detected that we can define methods based on the use of common
tools and processes between them.
Final results have been synthesized and compared in tables, that includes a descrip-
tion of each method, as well as its objective and main data. A total of 15 methods have
been identified: 9 corresponding to the bibliographic search and 6 to the case analysis.
Finally, this work offers a series of conclusions about the current design andmanufactur-
ing methods for the prosumer, including the opportunity to any new prosumer or maker
to have enough information to join this trend.
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3 Results
The results have been divided into two parts: methodologies and real cases. The basic
information necessary to understand each methodology separately has been included in
Table 1 (bibliographic analysis) and Table 2 (real cases). In the field studywe find several
examples for each methodology. However, only one representative case has been cited
in each one in order to serve as an example of application to facilitate its understanding
to the reader.
To facilitate the visualization and comparison of academic methodologies, these are
grouped and summarized in the same table that shows the name of each methodology,
the author and year of creation, a brief description andwhat is its main objective: Product
Design (PD), Manufacturing (M) or Assembly (A).
Table 1. Summary of academic methodologies.
Name Author and year Description Objective
Method to work with











Lead-User Method Franke, Von Hippel,
and Schreier, 2006 [11]
Theory upgrade to





Gardan, 2017 [12] It includes the user in










To find Lead-Users to
express latent needs that
are not found in regular
users
PD
Mixed reality tool for
end-users participation




It allows end-users to be
immersed in a virtual
environment, to interact
with a virtual prototype












creation tools, used by
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Table 1. (continued)





Favi and Germani, 2012
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The main idea is that,
the elderly may be able










using the same criteria
PD
In the following table (Table 2), a series of methodologies based on the study and
analysis of real cases are cited. Each methodology is based primarily on the use of a
digital or physical tool that allows users to intervene in the design or manufacturing
phase of the products that they subsequently consume.
Table 2. Summary of methodologies based on real cases.
Name Case Description Objective
Online Platform to
interchange ideas
Ikea Hackers [19] Users contribute new
ideas and modifications
on designs that they then
share and manufacture
PD +M
Design Software, 3D and
CAD software
Vectary [20] It allows to visualize and
materialize a design by





Instructables [21] These are steps to copy,
manufacture and
assemble the product,
although the user can
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Table 2. (continued)
Name Case Description Objective




Free access tools where
users share files on which





LEGO Ideas [23] Collective participations
to take design or market






Maker Faire [24] Extended method in the
maker culture based on
observing and analyzing
a product, to modify it
by trial and error
PD +M + A
4 Conclusions
The bibliographic analysis shows nine methods focused on the prosumer with different
objectives: to increase the attachment of the product, to exploit the value of users’ inno-
vations, to take into account the user’s perception, to discover latent needs, to improve
the prototype, to evaluate the product and to create adaptable and customizable results.
Most of them look for product improvement to obtain a greater final acceptance in the
market, only two take into account the real interests of the prosumer: the search for latent
needs and the creation of adaptable and customizable products. Furthermore, the nine
methods focus on product design and only four of them also focus on manufacturing (3)
and assembly (1).
The analysis of cases has allowed to identify a series of methods based on tools
because, although the prosumers and makers do not recognize the use of any specific
method, the use of tools among them is highly agreed. Therefore, six methodologies can
be clearly defined: exchange of ideas on online platforms; 3D and CAD design software;
tutorials and instructions; co-design and open source resources; voting and crowdfunding
systems; and, finally, the process based on observation, analysis, trial and error. On
the other hand, the academic methodologies have not yet been sufficiently extended
in practice. However, its evolution and development highlights the growing academic
interest in prosumer users and their involvement in product design and manufacturing.
Regarding the main objective of the methods analyzed, we can see that most are
focused on product design (14/15) and half of them on manufacturing (7/15), while only
3 are also focused on assembly. This is due to the widespread presence of digital tools
before physical ones, a fact that can be verified in the methods analyzed in Table 2. In
addition, despite the fact that in most cases prosumers are able to intervene in the phase
of product design, only half of them also take care of its manufacture, since in the rest
of the cases it is a third person who takes care of it.
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About the differences between academic and real cases methods, we find that the
objectives of the academic methods don’t take into account the real interests of pro-
sumers, who look for unique products made by themselves that respond to their wishes
and needs, as has checked in the field study. Furthermore, academic methods only focus
on product design, while the cases study shows that users are looking to get involved in
assembly and manufacturing as well. This shows that what the user wants (field study)
is not the same as what is offered (bibliographic analysis), giving rise to a niche in this
field of research.
Given the need to include prosumers in the process of creating their own products by
focusing on their true interests and taking into account not only design, but also assembly
and manufacturing, finally two potential lines of future research are identified. Firstly,
the development of a method specifically aimed at new non-specialized prosumer or
maker users who are not yet familiar with the practice. And, secondly, a methodological
evolution that includes new design tools that can enrich and facilitate user intervention,
such as modular design.
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Abstract. The concepts of solutions resulting from the inventive design process
measures are generally described in a declarative manner, which does not allow
having a shareable formal or visual representation between partners of the project.
In addition, the absence of a model does not allow evaluation and compare com-
peting concepts. In this paper, most relevant work regarding inventive design solu-
tion concept presented along with potential merits and demerits and highlighted
the need of a systematic method to evaluate behavioral performance of solution
concepts.
Keywords: Solution concept · Evaluation model of solution concepts · Inventive
design · TRIZ
1 Introduction
In today’s fast growing technological world companies, inventors and R&D facing with
new challenges regarding its capacity to quickly and accurately respond to society’s
development demands or problems. To cope with the acceleration of new artefacts’
demand, innovative activities need to be more assured in terms of optimal solution with
respect to many aspects (functionality, maintainability, reliability, security, cost, quality,
etc.) [1].
Ideas are defined in two ways i.e. useful or not useful. New ideas which are useful,
constructive and profitable or solve a problem are referred as creative ideas while only
fancy, not realistic and not useful ideas called mistakes [2]. With reference to the inven-
tive design techniques like TRIZ (theory of inventive problem solving) where ideas are
definedmore properly than conventional terms of creative activities. After going through
properly defined process, creative idea is called “Solution concept” [3]. A solution con-
cept should be taken as an idea which has its all necessary information or characteristics
most probably documented in sufficient details for an artefact (concrete way with a
description template) so that an objective estimation becomes possible. In inventive
design when ideas are characterized in a concrete way with description template, the
concepts called Solution Concepts.
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Inventive design is the field which develops methodologies for problem solution
regarding the development of innovative artefacts [4]. There are many methods created
which are able to successfully carry out inventive design steps to produce solution
concepts or ideas and solution concept ranking processes [5]. However has the drawback
“inability to evaluate optimum solution concept”. Herstatt highlighted the inability of
routine design methods for creating inventive ideas [6].
2 Aim and Scope
The aim of this research is to identify, interpret and summaries the literature currently
available on evaluation of inventive design solution concepts. Within the scope of this
research, the focus has been on relevant research articles, and other authentic literature
specifically for evaluation of solution concepts.
3 Inventive Design Solution Concepts
3.1 Inventive Design Definition
Several attempts have been made to define inventive design by both scientific and artistic
terms. Inventive design is a thought-provoking engineering activity associated to all areas
of human life. It follows the laws of science, fulfill the requirements for realization of a
solution concept and needs professional integrity and responsibility. It is an attempt to
possible realization of concepts by meeting particular constraints [2]. Inventive design
is acquisition of knowledge and capitalization [7]. Inventiveness here is in terms of
invention which means “the action of creating or designing (something that has not
existed before), typically a process or device” [8]. T. Chikatham one of the authors [2]
compared inventive design and routine design as given in Table 1: In Inventive Design,
the contradicted features of a situation or problem by TRIZ tools is highlighted and these
contradictions are then considered as a key source to solve problem [9].
Table 1. Inventive design vs routine design [2]
Routine design Inventive design
Manage what is known Discover what is unknown
Optimization of existing data for best result Moving further ahead from the optimized result
of existing data
Accept compromise as a potential solution Refuse compromise as a possible solution
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3.2 Our Position in Inventive Design Process
The first article on TRIZ was by Genrich Altshuller in 1956 [10]. Its application has
been observed in various fields like technic, management, sociology, education and
marketing [11]. During 80s Altshuller work developed into a set of tools to carryout
systematic creativity called TRIZ “Theory of inventive problem solving” and in 90s to
OTSM “General theory of strong thinking” and ZhSTL “Lifetime strategy for creative
person” [10]. The research progress in field of TRIZ as a result gave rise to organized
data in order to understand TRIZ and its extension as IDM (Inventive Design Method).
The Inventive DesignMethod is the output of many years of research by INSA Stras-
bourg France [12]. With the intention to build an abstract model with initial problem
formulation using the theoretical approach of TRIZC. ZanniMerk [7] proposed an ontol-
ogy for computer based innovation. In further progress of TRIZ, Francois Rousselot [13]
proposed an important formal definition of contradiction and its possible applications in
inventive design with respect to the TRIZ fundamentals. Following the previous work
the extension of TRIZ called inventive design method IDM proposed and developed and
framed into a computer software named STEPS by INSA Strasbourg [14]. Currently
there are different TRIZ based computer-aided innovation (CAI) systems, which sup-
port design phase inventive design [15]. These CAI systems provide suitable tools for
designer to generate solution concepts and their rankings on the basis of multi criteria
decision methods but still lack in evaluation of generated solution concepts. Keeping
all these in consideration our focus will be regarding need of a confident evaluation
model along with specific criteria (quality, maintainability etc.) of solution concepts,
which come from the previous steps of inventive design using different TRIZ tools and
methods.
Inventive design can be subdivided into four main steps shown in Fig. 1: initial
situation analysis, contradiction formulation, solution concept generation, and solution
concept selection or evaluation of solution concepts [5].
Fig. 1. Inventive design solution concepts evaluation status
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The primary steps of inventive design development known by the term ‘concept
development’. Concept development contains a sequences of divergent steps and con-
vergent steps, completed at different levels of solution concept [16]. In concept devel-
opment, generation of solution concepts belongs to divergent steps while evaluation and
selection of the best solution concepts are related to convergent steps.
3.3 Inventive Design Solution Concept Evaluation
Aconcept of any product is a predicted representation of the shape of product, itsworking
standards and technology. It is a well explained definition of product characteristics that
how the product will satisfy the voice of customer. Generally a concept is considered as
a sketch or 3Dmodel following a detail description. The success of any product depends
on the selection of best concept. Success heremeans the commercialization of the quality
product.
With reference to inventive design solution concepts, the arrival of TRIZ and its
extension to IDM has been considered as a systematic methodology to produce set of
solution concepts as compared to earlier unstructured methods [17]. As mentioned in
the introduction that a solution concept should be describe in a concrete way with a
description template. The description template for solution concept characterizes into
five categories [13]. These five categories are: 1) an abstract of idea describing the gen-
eral properties, all the relevant performing functions, extra note, merits/demerits. 2) A
complete explanation of problem model (in which contradiction contain action param-
eter and evaluation parameter or SU-field model) and solution model (using tools like
inventive principle, inventive standard, physical effect database). 3) Possible outcomes,
trends and developments from the outcomes of related projects in term of hypothesizes
and laws of technical systems evolution, 4) keeping the objective of the project point out
all the inacceptable conditions. 5) A sketch of the solution concept, which is synthesized
by model of solution and hypothesis of solution concept. After the set of solution con-
cepts are identified and ranked using Pugh matrix by the inventive design methodology
for the next step to select the solution concept to develop or solution concept evaluation.
The evaluation phase of solution concept is the key challenge for the designers,
as well as the customers. Particularly in solution concept selection phase qualitative
methods are used to evaluate the generated solution concepts. Although, to facilitate
the inventive design solution concepts evaluation steps, there are many methodologies
used by designers and customers [14, 19]. However, these methodologies are generally
described in a qualitative, declarative manner, which does not allow to choose the best
solution concept neither to have a shareable formal or visual representation between
partners of the project. In inventive design the process stops after ranking of solution
concepts and final selection of solution concept to develop depends on R&D or the top
management of company. That is why, the absence of a confident model does not allow
evaluation and compare competing concepts thereby making a challenge for researchers
and designers to develop a confident model for evaluation of inventive design solution
concepts.
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3.4 Research Gaps in Inventive Design Solution Concept Evaluation
In this section, an overview of the most prominent research work regarding inventive
design solution concept is given in the Table 2. The purpose of this research is to highlight
the need for inventive design solution concepts evaluation model.
Table 2. Literature review on inventive design solution concepts
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Table 2. (continued)
Title of paper Focus area Research gap Ref. Year





of concepts of for
producing solution
concepts
After given list of solution
concepts the method stops
further input in selection
of solution concepts
[23] 2009
Not every method is used in every inventive design process. Only those that seem
appropriate for the problem situation and that contribute to a successful outcome are
used. Based on the most relevant and latest research articles considered in this state of
the art, we clearly identify the research gap regarding evaluation of inventive design
solution concepts. More clearly stating that there is not any certain tool, model etc., for
evaluation of solution concepts in inventive design to suggest a specific solution in the
solution concept building phase or solution evaluation phase as showing our position in
Fig. 1.
4 Conclusion and Future Research
Instead of all the features included in the IDM there is still a gap in providing a model
to the best selection of solution concept. The evaluation of solution concepts is no doubt
the most important step of inventive design process because of its effect on all following
steps in terms of performance, quality, maintainability, cost, safety, etc., of the selected
solution concept for development. As it is obvious that failure of a selected solution
concept for development can barely be compensated at next phases of advance design
and development by resulting long time of redesign and rework expense. According to
S.R Daly [24] almost 80% of the cost is committed at solution concept selection phase
and figured out that 80% of a manufactured product’s cost occur during the process of
product design.
To datemost of research in inventive design has beenmade in from the very beginning
steps to solution concept ranking. One of the toughest, critical and complex problems in
inventive design process is the evaluation of best solution concept to go for manufacture
or implement [24]. Following the research gaps through this research, we are considering
to propose a semanticmodeling approach andmethod to evaluate behavioral performance
of solution concepts in inventive design along with the proper definition of solution
concept.
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Abstract. Whereas energy mainly comes from main national power plants, dis-
tributed energy resources and storage technologies would allow local territories
to choose their energy sources and increase their autonomy. This paper presents
a decision-support tool that propose to find new system architecture based com-
promises between economic, technical and environmental objectives. Based on a
systemic approach, it takes into account a broad range of technologies and assesses
multi-scale territories thanks to a physical modelling. Numerical simulations show
the influence of different parameters on the ability of a system to balance power
demand.
Keywords: Multi-energy system ·Microgrids · Systems modelling ·
Optimization · Decision support
1 Introduction
Initially independent from a location to another, energy production has been aggregated
and huge networks were developed in the previous century. This has increased the ability
to balance energy production between regions/countries and thus improved the supply
reliability. Nevertheless this centralisation has also caused a dependence for local ter-
ritories to the national/continental production. Also, a majority of the primary energy
still comes from fossil resources (oil, coal and gas) that needs to be imported by many
countries [1]. Therefore, local territories do not control the origin or the management
of their energy. On the opposite, the recent increase in distributed energy resources
(DER), like wind turbines or photovoltaic (PV) panels, and storage facilities could allow
a local management of energy. Thus, it is possible to develop a local network that can
be managed independently or connected to the main network, also called a microgrid.
The subject of the work presented here is the development of local energy systems,
focusing on the electricity vector. A local energy system is defined in this paper as a set
of energy production, storage and transport technologies installed in the local territory
(from a building to a region), with known control strategies. The chosen method consists
in modelling and simulating systems in order to compute their performance indicators,
defined here-after, and thus compare them.
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Currently, the development of DER technologies serves the national interest and
lacks a local strategy. The point of view of this work consists in finding a satisfying
combination of technologies that balance the consumption and the production at almost
any time – according to the level of autonomy from the main grid granted – while
responding to today’s economic, environmental and social challenges. Nevertheless,
studies on this topic mainly focus on economic performance to choose the best system
[2, 3]. When several indicators are taken into account, they are usually pre-weighted so
only a single solution is proposed [4, 5]. However, due to the coexistence of antagonist
indicators, there is no best combination but only compromises between the different
indicators.
Comparing a huge number of energy systems and get an accurate description of the
physics of the energy generation and transport requires much computation time. A trade-
off is usually made between the range of energy systems considered and the accuracy of
the modelling. Two kinds of studies on energy systems can be defined: studies on control
strategies considering a fixed system and analysing its dynamic behaviour [6, 7], and
studies on the systemdesign comparingmultiple energy systems for a given consumption
but with less accuracy in technologies’ modelling [8]. At a large scale (region, state),
it seems easier to focus on the main power exchanges and to aggregate the detailed
parameters to get a correct approximation.However, at a small scale (group of buildings),
where every technology/strategy/transport choice is significant, technological variables
take a greater importance. The multi-scale challenge this work intends to answer is
to optimise quickly a large number of energy systems and keep at the same time a
detailed physical modelling. In order to link local parameters to global performances
and underline the systemic consequences of each technological choices, various models
are developed and related to fit the simulation and optimization goal.
This paper presents a tool using a systemic approach to support decision-making and
raise awareness about the complementarity of energy sources and the good use of storage
at local scale. The purpose is to propose several optimums among energy mix, trade-offs
between different economic, environmental and technical objective-functions, without
priorweighting. To be adapted tomulti-scale territories (frombuilding to region size), the
analysis offers themost exhaustive range of potential energy systems (production/storage
technologies and control strategies)while keeping an accurate technological and physical
modelling.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the chosen methodology.
Section 3 presents the case study. Eventually, the results are discussed in Sect. 4 and
perspectives are underlined.
2 Methodology
Considering the multi-scale challenge, different levels of modelling are needed from
an energy system point of view, allowing a quick resolution, to a detailed modelling
of each element. This study considers an energy system as a combination of four main
components, as shown on Fig. 1: technologies, control strategies, demand and losses.
Each of these is developed in several modelling levels going from a global pattern to
detailed models close to technological parameters. Models are represented by intercon-
nected blocs. The simulation and the optimisation of energy systems can use different
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levels in order to answer specific questions. The advantages of this systemic approach
are its modularity (one bloc can be easily replaced by another), its ability to show the
influence of a technological parameter on the whole energy system and thus to analyse
the physical and technological frontiers of energy systems. The tool designed can adapt
to all situations.
(a) (b) 
Fig. 1. (a) Basic elements of an energy system (core) and the different modelling layers; (b)
Simulation inputs and outputs
2.1 Simulation
As explained above, Fig. 1. (b), decision support is based on economic, environmental
and technical indicators.Decisionvariables are the number of element of each technology
or more technological parameters according to the scale of the study. A simulation is
used to determine indicators’ values. The latter computes the powers produced, stored
and consumed by each technology and the state of energy of all storage systems at
each time step based on parameters, such as consumption power curve, meteorological
data (wind speed, solar irradiation…) and technologies’ characteristics. Time steps can
range from minutes to days: without considering the dynamic behaviour of the system,
it allows an accurate description of phenomena.
2.2 Control Strategies
An example of technological parameter that can be modified with the systemic approach
is the control strategy. A control strategy is a set of rules describing the operation of an
energy system, i.e. which power should be generated by each producer/storage system
at every time. Even though this works isn’t about the analysis of control strategies, they
have to be considered due to their influence on the efficiency of an energy system.
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In this work, all control strategies are based on the principle of a priority order. The
power balance over a time step is sequential: each production system is called following
a defined order until the consumption and sometimes the storage capacity are balanced
or the production capacity is reached. Most studies consider a fixed priority order, often
sorting technologies by increasing marginal cost [8]. For each power plant, a strategy
defines the power that has to be produced/stored considering the technical parameters and
the power balance. Whereas many articles analyse a case study with a fixed strategy, it is
here possible to compare a same combination of technologies with different strategies.
The presented tool thus allows to consider the priority order and the control strategies
as new decision variables of the optimization.
3 Case Study
The purpose of this case study is to show the ability of the systemic approach to underline
the influence of technological parameters – here the presence of storage devices, the
priority order and the control strategy – on global performance indicators, here the
resources consumption.
Technologies considered are one 2MW-wind turbine, 20000 m2 of PV panels, a run-
of-river dam (r-dam), a 1MW-biomass power plant, a 1MW-gas power plant, a 2MWh-
battery and 10 MWh-pumped hydroelectric energy storage (PHES). The chosen control
strategies presented here are: technology can generate power to balance consumption and
charge storage devices (Strategy 1) and technology can only generate power to balance
consumption (Strategy 2).
Figure 2 represents the cumulated power produced/stored along with the power
demand of 6000 typical homes – the size of a small town – isolated from the main grid.
It shows that the production sources alone (a) does not balance the consumption at all
time steps – (21:00; 00:00) period. Adding storage devices (b) and changing the priority
order allows to balance the consumption all the time with time steps when production
is above consumption to charge the storage system and others when the storage systems
discharge. The operation of the same set technologies with different control strategies
(c) is then presented. Changing the control strategies modifies the sollicitation of the
storage devices, ends the renewable energies’ restrictions and therefore reduces the gas
andbiomass consumption. Indeed, approximately 5.3 tons of resources (gas andbiomass)
are consumed in situation (a), 6.4 tons in (b) and 3.6 tons in (c) and greenhouse gases
emissions are respectively 99, 121 and 69 geqCO2/kWh.
Therefore, the designed tool’s ability to assess the global impact of technical param-
eters is proven. The choice of an energy system then relies on the worth given to each
indicator.
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Fig. 2. Cumulated power (kW) produced/stored along with the power demand of 6000 typical
homes isolated from themain grid: (a) Systemwith production technologies only; (b) Systemwith
producers and then storage technologies; (c) Systemwith storage technologies before controllable
producers and a change in control strategy;
4 Conclusion
In order to support the choice of local energy systems, this article presents a systemic app-
roach based on physical modelling. The developed tool proposes compromises between
antagonist objectives representing environmental, economic and technical concerns. Sys-
tems ability to balance energy demand over one day have been tested through several
simulations. Moreover, results underline the flexibility of the tool and its capacity to
assess technical parameters usually considered as fixed – e.g. technologies and manage-
ment strategies. However, comparing manually energy systems takes time and does not
ensure to find all the systems able to balance the demand. To support decision-making,
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the goal of the future work will be to automatize the procedure in order to first sort the
energy systems corresponding to the local needs and then to compare their performances,
with appropriate indicators.
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Abstract. The open-source-software movement that emerged in the late 90s has
recently extended to hardware. In this paper, we try to better understand how
the reuse of design solutions facilitates company-community collaboration. On
the one hand, based on existing research studies, we analyze three fundamental
questions - 1)whowants to reuse a design? 2)Why do theywant to reuse a design?,
and 3)Howdo they reuse a design? - from a company perspective and a community
perspective. On the other hand, we identified that companies and communities
must create a common understanding of the design problems and solution and
they could benefit in reusing design artifact to speed up the development time and
improve the quality and transferability of the results. However, this research shows
that companies and communities don’t use the same type of tools and methods to
reuse design knowledge which may cause some problems for collaboration [2].
Keywords: Open design · Open source hardware · Design reuse · Design
collaboration
1 Introduction
Open source refers to a product development movement where the source of the product
(software, hardware, or hybrid) is publicly accessible so as to create derived works. The
open source movement has its origin in the software community. Open source software
is a term for software published under licenses that do not give any private intellectual
property rights to the developers. The source code is publicly and freely accessible so
that anyone can reuse it with or without prior modification [3]. The transfer of open
source principles from software development to the world of physical objects gave
birth to the phenomenon of open source hardware (OSH). OSH is piece of hardware
whose design is made publicly available so that anyone can study, modify, distribute,
make, and sell the design or hardware [5]. OSH falls in the category of open source
innovation. The development ofOSH relies on open design.Open design is “the openness
of all accompanying documents in a product development process, with the aim of
collaborative development of tangible objects” [4]. One major benefit of open design is
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to provide designers with the ability to reuse solutions in an open collaboration1. Design
reuse which is an activity that consists in using an existing design, in whole or in part,
to fulfill a new set of requirements is a critical issue for the development of OSH. So,
the goal of this research is to identify the main issues of design reuse practices in the
company and community and provide significant conditions to facilitate design reuse in
company-community collaboration.
2 Design Reuse in Company and Community
In this section, we review the current methods and technologies supporting design reuse
in two contexts. First, we consider the work of design reuse in business. Second, we
focus on the design reuse in OSH communities.
2.1 Design Reuse in Companies
To better understand the existing design reuse practices in a company, we analyze “who”
reuse a design artifact, “why” and “how” do they reuse it.
• Who in a company want to reuse the design?
In a company themain stakeholder for design reuse is a design engineer.Design engineers
use up to 70% of paste design knowledge to solve new design problems [16] while
minimizing resources and efforts.
• Why a company reuses design?
Given the competitive pressures in business, design reuse enables companies to reduce
costs and time-to-market while maximizing customer satisfaction [16] by finishing the
design task in a shorter time, reducing of delivery times, shortening the testing phase
and improving the quality [13, 15].
• How does a company facilitate the reuse of design?
Companies use a mix of techniques to facilitate design reuse. The first technique aims
at using a design rationale to capture the reasons and arguments leading to a design
decision [7, 11]. The second technique consists in organizing the design data and using
data structures such as ontologies [14]. The third technique corresponds to careful man-
agement of data using information systems such as PDM/PLM software [9]. When
such database-based information systems fail to retrieve existing designs, information
retrieval techniques such as search engines can facilitate design reuse. In computer-aided
design environment, the use of data exchange formats, the storage of models in well-
structured libraries, and the capitalization with templates facilitate design reuse. Design
methods, especially modular product architecture approachmay, also foster design reuse
[12].
1 Open collaboration is “any system of innovation or production that relies on goal-oriented yet
loosely coordinated participants who interact to create a product (or service) of economic value,
which they make available to contributors and noncontributory alike” (Levine, S. 2014).
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2.2 Design Reuse in Communities
Design reuse in OSH communities is hardly documented. Thus, to better understand the
characteristics of reuse in open design, we rely on:
• Who in a community want to reuse the design?
In the previous project “OPEN - Methods and tools for community-based product devel-
opment”, a qualitative research approach aimed at deriving personas. Personas are ideal
types that represent a category of user. A persona is described in all its dimensions (i.e.
social, family, occupation, etc.) and can be integrated in user stories or scenarios. The
qualitative analysis of 23 interviews led to 5 personas: 1) The participant in open source
development [5] (OSD) projects (A) 2) The inventive creator (B) 3) The entrepreneur
and open source process [6] (OSP) founder (C) 4) Community manager & Visionary
(D) 5) The maker & Geek (E)
Fig. 1. Qualitative analysis of 23 interviews in community for design reuse
Among the 5 personas, the Maker & Geek, the participant in OSD projects and
potentially the inventive creator are the main stakeholders for design reuse. However,
these personas may have potentially different needs in terms of reuse and we need to
characterize them.
• Why a community should reuse designs?
Amember who is involved in a community-based and open source product development
process shares some fundamental motivations with a company since, when reusing a
design, he is willing to reduce the design time and costs, to cover a lack of expertise,
or to avoid design errors, that is, choices that make certain designs “not allowed” or
inappropriate for their intended use. However, open design breathes life into product
design since individual objectives - e.g. personal development and process learning [2],
fame, or political and ethical actions - drive community members [7]. In the previous
project OPEN, the analysis of the 23 interviews concluded that the motivations for being
active in a community-based OSH are development project were:
• CAT 1: problem solving, empowerment through technology, collective challenge,
ideological, fun, teaching and learning.
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• CAT 2: sharing, innovation, access to expertise, social impact.
• CAT 3: have fun, educate, make money, have in impact, create our own product, and
create an alternative system.
• How does a community facilitate the reuse of design?
The strong influence of ICT on OSH development has brought new mechanisms that
facilitate design reuse. For instance, web-based repositories such as Wikifactory, Hac
kster or Hackaday that support the development of OSH provide anyone with a free and
open access to the design artifacts protected by open source designs. Such platforms also
integrate some basic but essential capabilities supporting the three functional spaces of
collaboration [6]:
• Communication with social features and online documentation (stories, collections,
activity and news feeds, forums, chats, wiki, etc.),
• Cooperation with configuration management features (concurrent text editing, issue
tracking, version control, etc.)
• Coordination with project management capabilities (markdown task lists, notifica-
tions, milestones, task allocation through workflows, etc.)
The recent adoption of linked data (semantic web) also facilitates the reuse of designs
because the retrieval and navigation across existing related OSH projects on the Web
becomes easier than a few years ago. For instance, the Open Source Hardware Observa-
tory is a semantic search engine that crawls the web and makes its content searchable.
However, the reuse of the design artifacts required to recreate or modify OSH is often
challenging because most design knowledge (assumptions, rules, choices…) remains
tacit knowledge (e.g. commonsense) or unrecognized knowledge (e.g. expertise and
skill). When one accesses the repository of an open source project, the quantity of rec-
ognized and codified knowledge inmodels is relatively limited. Indeed, inmost cases, the
repository only includes a snapshot of the solution at a given time, that is, a set of models,
codes, […], and documents without the underlying design rationales that conducted to
the actual solution. The lack of organization and traceability in the design process of
OSH makes difficult the reuse of models and the collaboration between companies and
communities.
3 Design Reuse in Company-Community Collaboration
The necessary conditions for a collaborative design are: (1) have a common vocabu-
lary/understanding about the design content and design process (communication), (2)
have a common goal/aim, (3) use compatible technologies/tools, and (4) be engage
in knowledge creation by sharing of design knowledge and integration [1, 8]. In the
following sub-sections, we identify the enabling design reuse in company-community
collaboration according to the key conditions for collaborative design and comparison
between Sects. 2.1 and 2.2.
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• Who in company-community collaboration could reuse design?
Company-community collaboration requires stakeholders to share a common under-
standing of the design and shall consequently an engineering background. Therefore,
the actors who are prone to reuse a design are potentially design engineers from company
side and makers/geek from community side.
• Why a company-community member could reuses design?
Companies and communities could reuse design artifacts because they share common
goals. Common goals include, but are not limited to, the learning of new skills - either to
improve the current situation or to compensate for a lack of expertise -, the motivation
to avoid design errors and rework iterations, the need for boosting creativity, and - for
some makers - the willingness to develop new business opportunities by limiting costs,
time-to-market, and risks.
• How a company-community collaboration member could facilitate the reuse of
design?
Design reuse for the development of OSH in company-community collaboration is nei-
ther limited by the technical skills of collaborators nor by the lack of shared goals. Unfor-
tunately, from a technological point of view, companies and communities do not use the
same type of practices and software to capture and reuse design knowledge. Although
both actors use ICT to manage their design artifacts (models, code, videos, photos,
etc.), communities use open social platform that do not support a structured industrial
processes, such as configuration management, traceability, change management, or val-
idation and verification. Consequently, to collaboratively develop OSH, companies and
communities need new knowledge capture and reuse technologies blending the openness
and flexibility of open source community-based product development with the quality
and traceability of technologies used in industry.
4 Conclusions
Design reuse, which is a hot research topic in industrial product design, is also a core
activity in the development of community-based OSH. In this paper, we try to bet-
ter understand how design reuse can facilitate the development of OSH in company-
community collaboration. First, our analysis shows that companies and communities
include actors - makers and design engineers - who have the engineering background
require to collaborate. Second, companies and communities share common goal for
design reuse including the minimization of costs and time, but makers have different
aim, such as personal development, improvement and personalization of a working tool,
collective challenge, or simply have fun. Third, both entities use ICT to support their col-
laborative design activities; communities prefer to use web-based technologies for their
openness and flexibility whereas companies adopt heavy information systems because
they can meet their needs. Future work will focus on the specification and development
of new methods and tools that could guide and support designers of OSH in the reuse of
existing designs among and across the communities.
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Abstract. University students spend most of their time in a sitting position. Pro-
longed sitting on ill-fitted furniture and the resulting lousy posture is making stu-
dents having different musculoskeletal disorders and is strictly related to students
learning outcomes. This study aims to improve postural comfort of chairs placed
inside the Science & Technology Library at the University of Salerno. A previous
study about these library chairs showed that the lumbar area was the most suffer-
ing part while perceived (dis)comfort was dependent on time. Based on this, an
ergonomic redesign and, consequently, manufacturing of the chair has been done.
A perceived-comfort comparison between the library chair and the redesigned
one has been performed. A statistical sample of 28 healthy students performed a
20-min experiment two times, alternatively on the library chair and the redesigned
one. The 20-min experiment was divided into two 10-min tasks (“Reading&Writ-
ing” and “Laptop use”) to simulate a study day. The participants’ postures were
acquired non-invasively using cameras and processed by Kinovea; questionnaires
were used to rate the perceived subjective (dis)comfort. A procedure for improving
an existing product through a comfort-driven redesign is proposed. Results showed
the redesigned library chair lead on increasing postural comfort (particularly in
the lumbar area) thanks to the new design and modifications.
Keywords: Design method · Postural comfort · (dis)comfort · Redesign ·
Student seat
1 Introduction
The chair is considered a critical element for postural comfort [1–3], especially for who
conducts a sedentary life, such as students [4]. Indeed, uncomfortable and awkward
postures can decrease students’ interest and outcomes in learning [5, 6].
A previous study [7] conducted a postural analysis among the chairs inside the
Science and Technology Library (S&T Library) [8] at University of Salerno (UNISA),
designed by architect Nicola Pagliara [9]. A brief investigation showed the un-suitability
of chairs for students that were frequently forced to change postures. Small movements
around the static posture witnessed the increase of postural discomfort [10]. In this
previous experiment [7], a postural comfort analysis had been done in order to identify
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the critical factors that influenced the postural comfort sitting on the library-chair. The
adopted method was merely statistical and experimental, with the aim to get the basis
for a future improved chair design. According to the results, the thoracic and lumbar
areas were confirmed as critical. Furthermore, the lacking of lumbar support resulted in
comfort decay over time and lowest comfort values for thoracic and lumbar areas: this
confirmed the essential role of lumbar support on perceived discomfort [11, 12]. Thus,
improvements in these parts were needed, particularly reducing the gap between the seat
pan and backrest, a continuous contact in the lower back could lead to a considerable
reduction of lumbar pain [13]. This paper focuses on the redesign of the library chair
developed in collaboration with the MGR Group S.r.l., an Italian company specialized
in the upholstery sector. A comparison between two chairs (the original and redesigned
ones) was made through experiments using subjective and objective data [14, 15].
The research question is:Which design procedure is needed to improve the perceived
comfort while seating on library chairs, and how can we rate the improvement?
2 Materials and Method
2.1 Design from Experiment
In the previous experiment [7], the analysis of the usability of the library chair has been
performed; this analysis aimed to investigate the chair characteristics that affect either
the perceived overall comfort and postural comfort. As far as feedbacks registered during
the experiments, all participants accused pain in the lumbar region and the main factor
was identified as they were unable to lean their back on the backrest to sit properly and
to unload the weight of the head and the back [13, 16–19]. The software CaMAN [20]
was used to process postural angles and to compare subjective and objective postural
data and to correlate perceived discomfort to chair’s characteristics. The thoracic and
the lumbar areas were confirmed as critical even through the statistical analysis. Thus,
the proposed improvements were focused on these parts. The best choice (out of three)
of adding a lumbar/thoracic support was based on the simulations made by DELMIA®
and the virtual postural analysis made by CaMAN [7, 15, 20].
2.2 Redesign of Library Chair
The redesign of library chair has been developed in order to suit the P50 of population
[21]. After a brainstorming session, the following steps have been deployed:
A cardboard model of the back-seat was designed to realize the physical prototype;
a sheet steel was manufactured by plasma cut and curved to fit the structure of the chair;
The back-seat was coated with a 3 cm high-density foam, shaped for best fitting with
the backrest; the seat pan was also coated with a 1 cm low-density foam to prevent the
buttocks slipping;
The back-seat and the seat pan were coated with black eco-leather and then riveted
to the chair.
The final prototype is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Redesigned chair with details
2.3 Experiment Setup
The comparison between the Library Chair and the Redesigned Chair have been made
through experiments set up at S&TLibrary of the SalernoUniversity. In order to simulate
a study-day, an online survey was spread before experiments to find out the main study
tasks in S&T Library: 98 students declared to perform mainly “Reading & Writing”
and “Laptop use” activities. For postural angles detecting, the video acquisition system
was equipped with two phone-cameras (FHD 1920 × 1080) fixed on tripods to obtain
the lateral views. Videos from the two perspectives were registered simultaneously. The
angles were detected for counting the macro-movements of human joints [22] that are
related to perceived discomfort.
2.4 Participants
Twenty-eight students, 11 females (height between 152 cm and 177 cm; weight between
50 kg and 73 kg) and 17 males (height between 168 cm and 186 cm; weight between
55 kg and 100 kg), aged between 23 and 30, were recruited among the SalernoUniversity
population. All students enjoyed good health and 50% of them slightly frequented the
S&T Library.
2.5 Questionnaires
For the acquisition of the subjective data, a two-sections questionnaire was used.
The first questionnaire section is about anthropometric data, frequency of use of
S&T Library study-areas (never, once a week, 2–3 times a week, more than 3 times a
week) and expected perceived comfort on the chair to test [16] (that is, how the chair
to test seemed comfortable at first sight). The second questionnaire section is designed
to rate the Localized Postural (Dis)comfort perception [23] related to the different body
parts: neck, right and left shoulders, thoracic area, lumbar area, buttock, right and left
thighs, right and left ankles. The last question regarded the global comfort evaluation. The
expected perceived comfort, the postural (dis)comfort perception and the global comfort
were evaluated on a 7-point Likert Scale, from −3 = “Extremely Uncomfortable” to 3
= “Extremely Comfortable” [24].
2.6 Experiment Protocol
Students were asked not to wear wet clothes or short trousers in order to avoid clothing
influence on comfort perception [24] and were invited to sign the “Informed Consent”.
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Experiments were split into two different days in order to evaluate each chair indepen-
dently from the other one. In the first day, participants tested the “Library Chair”, while
on the other day the “Redesigned Chair”. For each day, the following procedure has been
deployed:
1. Participants were asked to fill the first section of the questionnaire and invited to
have a look at the study area (the ensemble of chair and desk) to rate the expected
comfort;
2. Participants sat on the chair and started to perform the two 10-min activities with a
pause in between. At the end of each task, the second questionnaire section has been
filled by subjects;
3. After the experiments, the videos were processed by the software Kinovea® in order
to acquire the angles of body joints.
3 Results
Figure 2 shows results from the Localized Postural (Dis)comfort questionnaire: the
redesigned chair always scored higher comfort values than the previous library chair.
In particular, there is a postural comfort improvement in the thoracic (50%) and lumbar
(60%) areas. Thus, the main goal of this work has been reached.
Fig. 2. Results from the localized postural (Dis)comfort questionnaire
Furthermore, participants expected low postural comfort for the “Library Chair”
than the “Redesigned Chair” (Table 1). Besides, after performing the two tasks, the
“Library Chairs” lead on the decreasing of Global Comfort (Table 1), while, the “Re-
designed Chair” showed an increase of Postural Comfort (Table 1). As far as postural
angles, Table 2 shows the percentages of movement reduction of participants: the more
movement reductions, the higher postural comfort.
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Table 1. Results from questionnaires - expected and global comfort values. Rated on a 7-point
Likert scale (−3 = Extremely Discomfortable; 3 = Extremely Comfortable)




Library chair 0.500 −1.036 −1.464
Redesigned chair 1.889 2.036 2.179
Table 2. Percentages of movement reductions
Reading and writing Laptop using
Thoracic zone 57% 68%
Lumbar zone 71% 71%
Hips 64% 68%
4 Conclusions
The proposed procedure for responding to the research question is the following:
– redesign of the chair and realization of prototype;
– comparison analysis between the original library chair and the redesignedone through-
out experiments to collect subjective data (questionnaires) and objective data (video
recording to detect postural movements);
– statistical analysis and discussion of outcomes for improvement assessment.
Questionnaires analysis reveals that the Redesigned Chair gave benefits in terms of
postural comfort thanks to the thoracic-lumbar support. This result is proved by the high-
est comfort ratings scored by the redesigned chair. Besides, a reduction of movements
number (and angles ranges) thus an addition of comfort perception has been detected. A
future improvement of this kind of analysis can be implemented through the evaluation
of the suitable backseat shape for this chair.
Acknowledgments. Authors want to thank the management and the operator MGR GROUP
S.r.l., for the support in this study development.
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Abstract. This study proposes the realization of a device with a pure cubic stiff-
ness mechanism to suppress a wide range of vibrations, which is known as the
Nonlinear Energy Sink. Deciding how to construct a light, reliable NES device is
always a challenge. According to our design, the device can counterbalance the
undesirable linear stiffness that emerges from the intrinsic property of a variable
pitch spring. Our goal is to reduce the mass of the spring while keeping the same
cubic stiffness. Through the multifaceted analysis of the nonlinear constraint, we
try to explore the full potential of NES device to reduce its mass. Meanwhile, a
global search method, Multi Start, is applied by repeatedly running a local solver.
Finally, a new design with different variable pitch distribution is proposed.
Keywords: Nonlinear Energy Sink (NES) · Variable pitch spring · Constraint
analysis · Multi Start method
1 Introduction
Vibration is an inevitable phenomenon and can be harmful to structures in the domains
of civil engineering or the machine industry. In recent decades, novel systems composed
of a primary linear structure and a strongly nonlinear attachment have attracted atten-
tion because of their ability to absorb a wider range of vibration frequencies and their
relatively small attached mass [1]. Because of the existence of a nonlinear component,
which is always referred to as cubic stiffness, the system demonstrates localization and
irreversible transient transfer of energy from the primary system to the attachedmass [2].
This new concept is called a Nonlinear Energy Sink (NES). Several methods have been
proposed for achieving a cubic stiffness. G. Kerschen used a straight air tract to support
the primary system and NES. An essential cubic stiffness nonlinearity was obtained by
means of a thin hat without tension [3]. Our idea is to use a variable pitch spring to
produce the desired cubic stiffness by designing the distribution of the pitch.
The structure of the current paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, a NES system design
process will be presented based on the variable pitch spring. In Sect. 3, the nonlinear
constraint will be defined according to the various conditions. In Sect. 4, Multi Start,
a global search method, will be applied and the optimization result will be compared.
Section 5 contains some concluding remarks and discussion.
© The Author(s) 2021
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2 NES Design Process
Themost significant component in a NES system is the cubic stiffness, which is obtained
through the variable pitch spring in our study. A core characteristic of the variable pitch
spring is its progressively increasing pitch,which results in a variable stiffness. Sequenzia
G provides an iterative calculation method to define precisely the geometry of helix line
[6].Another designof a variable pitch spring coupledwith a negative stiffnessmechanism
has been proposed by D. Qiu [5] and used in our study. The objective displacement-force
relation of a variable pitch spring can be defined by the following equation, where k0 is
the linear stiffness before the spring reaches its transition point st , a1 is the spring rate








However, when we apply the nonlinear spring, the force displacement characteristic
inevitably includes a linear part [5]. To skip the linear part, a method of combining two
pre-compressed springs at the transition point is adopted, as in part (b) of Fig. 1. So
the composed stiffness curve fK = (a1 + k0) u + a3u3 is obtained. To counterbalance
the linear phase a1+ k0, a negative stiffness mechanism is introduced, as in part (a) of
Fig. 1. When the two linear springs are subjected to horizontal pre-compression, they
have a negative stiffness in the vertical direction. The force-displacement relation can
be expressed as a Taylor expansion. It is important to note that the Taylor expansion is
valid only when the displacement remains close to the initial balancing point. By adding
the force of the pre-compressed variable pitch spring combined with a negative stiffness
mechanism, a composed force displacement relation is expressed:
F =
(
a1 + k0 − 2kl lp




a3 + kl l0l + 2lc(




Here, l0l and lp are the free length of the linear spring and its length of pre-
compression. lc is the length of the connectors, which are connected to the ground
and the central mass by hinges. The connector is marked in Fig. 2. A schematic dia-
gram of this NES system is proposed in Fig. 1. The linear component of Eq. (2) can be
counterbalanced by defining the stiffness of cylindrical spring kl. To design a cylindri-
cal spring with the target stiffness, the diameter of a linear cylindrical spring, Dl, and







A method using a special coordinate point is adopted to manufacture a variable
pitch spring with the required stiffness curve. Groups of coils with different pitches are
symmetrically distributed on both sides of the spring. The detailed process to determine
the distribution of variable pitch can be found in Donghai’s work [4]. Through the
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above analysis, the whole NES system is determined by 11 independent variables (d,
D, lf , dl, Dl, l0l, k0, a1, st, a3, pc). pc is a dimensionless coefficient of pre-compression

















The sum of ni and nl are the total numbers of active coils in the variable pitch spring
and the cylindrical spring, the extra 1.5 coils being added as end coils at both spring
sides to support the active coils. The lower boundary (Lb) and upper boundary (Ub) of
the parameters are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Lower and upper boundaries for the parameters of the NES system.
d[mm] D[mm] lf [mm] dl[mm] Dl[mm] l0l[mm] k0[N/m] a1[k/m] st [mm] a3[N/m
3] pc
Lb 0.1 20 Course
+ 2toler
0.1 20 20 100 100 0.5Course
+ toler
0.2e5 0.3
Ub 5 60 95 5 60 70 800 800 60 8e5 0.6
Fig. 1. Schematic of NES mechanism
3 Nonlinear Constraint Analysis
In order to maintain reliable operation of the device in complex situations, the design
of the spring and the parameter values should be strictly chosen to meet the different
constraints, e.g. design constraints, buckling conditions, space between coils of the
nonlinear spring, and static maximum constraint. These nonlinear constraints involve
all the design parameters, and they can hardly be separated individually. For the sake of
convenience, we sort the constraints in Table 2.
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Table 2. Definition of the optimization constraint
No Description Constraint
1 Avoid the occurrence of negative numbers of coils during the
calculation
k0 < a1
2 Ensure the accuracy of the fitting na > 8
3 Maintain spring characteristics nl > 4
4 Strengthen the spring and induce low internal stress.
Facilitate the manufacturing process
5 < Dd < 20
5 5 < Dldl < 20
6 Ensure spring free length is smaller than its critical length
Lk = vl l0l
/
Dl to avoid buckling. Sitting factor for linear






7 Sitting factor vnl = 0.5for nonlinear spring that is embedded vnl LlD < 2.6






9 The helix angle is variable for the nonlinear spring, its







10 Ensure the maximum corrected main stress does not exceed
the acceptable maximum stress. Maximum stress: τmax =
8FDcos(α)(1 + 2d/ (3D))/(πd3). Stress correction factor k =
(w + 0.5)/(w − 0.75). Maximum allowable stress τzul is equal
to 0.48Rm. For stainless steel Rm = 1919 − 255.86ln(d)
τzul > kτmax
11 Reduce the risk of a crash under alternating load. Compressed
solid length of spring ln = dl
(
nlin−active + 1.5
) + Sa. Sum
of minimum spaces between active coils. Sa = nlin−active
(0.0015Dl
2/dl+ 0.1dl)
lp ≤ l0l − ln





13 lf − st > Course2 + toler
14 Avoid the linear spring 2, 4 separation in Fig. 2 left. Distance
between hinges in extreme position
D2max =
(
l0l − lp + 2lc
)2 + (lf − st)2, free distance
Df = l0l + 2lc
Df − Dmax > toler
15 Error control. Taylor expansion with higher order term
F(u) = 0.75kl(l0l + 2lc)u5/
(
l0l − lp + 2lc
)5.
Maximum force Fmax = A3(Course/2)3
F(u) < 0.05Fmax
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When the central mass moves to the upper maximal displacement, two potentially
dangerous conditions appear. The separated position is indicated in the dotted red circle
in Fig. 2, which corresponds to the 12th/13th/14th constraints.
Fig. 2. Detachment conditions (1) left: spring 2, 4 separation; (2) right: spring 1 or 3 released
4 Optimization Result
The function fmincon of Matlab is used to obtain a local minimum value with respect
to the nonlinear and linear constraint. This kind of nonlinear optimization problem is
extremely sensitive to the initial starting point. To generate a global solution, one idea
is to repeatedly run a local solver with the various starting points. The best solution is
then picked among the multiple local minima. The Multi Start method was applied in
our study.
Firstly, we should define the working course, Course = 80 mm, and the tolerance,
toler = 5 mm, to prevent the center of mass falling outside the working course. The target
cubic stiffness, A3 is 4e5 N/m3. The initial value is chosen with the parameters given in
[5].
Fig. 3. Comparison of target stiffness and
optimized design stiffness.
Fig. 4. Symmetrical type of pitch distribution
for different optimized designs (80/70/60 mm)
and original design.
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When the number of local solvers is 1000, the lightest quality design parameter is
obtained in Table 3 and a new distribution of pitch is found in Fig. 4. Our mass is reduced
to 88.2 g. So, compared with the original mass of 182.98 g, there is a mass saving of
51.8%. At the same time, the error of the force-displacement relation of optimization
(4.28%) is kept below the tolerance level (5%) presented in Fig. 3. In other side, the
different design targets for exampleCourse=70 mm andCourse=60 mm are performed.
Themass result reduce to 69.9 g and 60.3 g respectively. The detailed optimal parameters
are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Parameter of optimization result for Course = 80 mm/70 mm/60 mm
d[mm] D[mm] lf [mm] dl[mm] Dl[mm] l0l[mm] k0[N/m] a1[N/m] st[mm] a3[N/m3] pc
1.6 25.1 90 1.71 26.9 70 165.9 165.9 48.7 2.73e5 0.3
1.5 22.2 80 1.75 26.9 70 185.7 185.7 40 2.58e5 0.3
1.4 20 72.7 1.87 26.9 70 231.4 253.4 35 2.15e5 0.3
5 Conclusions
This article has studied the realization and optimization of a NES system with a variable
pitch spring. The main challenge is to construct a pure cubic stiffness system. The
variable pitch springs are combined axially with pre-compression and negative stiffness
mechanism are used to counterbalance the linear phase and leave a pure cubic stiffness.
By using Multi Start method, it is possible to obtain global resolution with respect to
the nonlinear constraint and minimize the mass of the system. The stiffness curve of
optimized design basically coincides with the target stiffness curve, while the mass is
reduced effectively. For the next stage of the study, we will analyze the optimization
result and other constraints still further to reduce the number of parameters.
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Abstract. Generative design (GD) is a new way of designing products that
respond to the current characteristics of the 4.0 industry era. It allows the cus-
tomization of designs and helps to minimize process times andmaterial quantities.
In the case study, two parts of the transmission system of a skateboard have been
designed using GD of Solid Edge ST10. The design has been customized for 67 kg
users who will use the skateboard for riding and not for jumping or doing tricks.
On the other hand, the aim was to minimize the weight and the use of material for
its manufacture. Once the initial solid is defined, the software generates specific
designs for different levels of mass reduction or product quality. An axle with a
mass reduction of 70% from the initial solid and a base with reduction of 60%
have been proposed. The GD more than an alternative is a requirement to respond
to the demands of the 4.0 industry in which customization and cost reduction are
one of the fundamental pillars. This type of design, at the same time, forces to
adapt themanufacturing processes so that it is necessary tomanufacture in additive
manufacturing (AM) machines.
Keywords: Generative design · Additive manufacturing · 4.0 Industry ·
Customisation
1 Introduction
The concept of industry 4.0 refers to a new way of organizing productive resources. The
aim is to set up smart factories capable of offering greater adaptability to production
needs and processes and making the allocation of resources more efficient, paving the
way for this new industrial revolution [1]. It will join technological achievements made
in recent years with themodern use of information technologies [2, 3]. Industry 4.0 seeks
to guarantee the flexibility and efficiency of production but at the same time facilitating
the strategy known as mass customization (MC) that focuses on satisfying the individual
requirements of each client [1, 4].
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Studies show that approximately 80% of design time is spent on routine tasks with
little or no added value [5]. However, current design tools such as CAx tools (Com-
puter Aided Technologies) make possible rapid design with automated tools and define
technical specifications of a product without the participation of a design engineer [2].
These technologies are penetrating the manufacturing industry, making it intelligent and
adaptable to current market requirements of customization, better product quality and
shorter time to market [6, 7]. Topology optimization has also emerged as the mayor
light weighting strategy in order to greater efficiency or lower energy consumption, best
exploiting the design freedoms offered by generative design (GD) [8]. GDs main goal
is to optimize the distribution of material within boundaries and respecting the require-
ments of loads or functional surfaces [9]. This new way of designing has coexisted for
a while but it has been better known in non-industrial fields [10].
Using GD engineers can analyse the different options presented in a more dynamic
way and select the one that best responds to the requirements. In addition, it offers
solutions that would not be possible to design with conventional design tools. However,
due to the shapes of these designs, it is not possible to manufacture the parts entirely
using conventional technologies and additivemanufacturing (AM) is required. However,
with AM the surfaces of the parts are currently of high roughness and have imprecise
finishes making the use of conventional technologies still necessary.
AM allows the manufacture of customized objects with sophisticated designs and in
newmaterials. This technology has undergone an important evolution, improving aspects
such as the precision or the production speed in addition to a considerable decrease in
costs [11]. Thus, in some cases AM has already replaced conventional manufacturing
techniques, although there are still reasonable doubts regarding its use inmass production
[12].
The present work aims to show the possibilities offered by GD. For this purpose,
two pieces of a skating board have been designed using this technology and the results
have been compared with a conventional design of these same pieces.
2 Materials and Methods
GD has been used (Solid Edge ST10) to design two pieces that participate in the rolling
system of a skateboard. The rolling system is a set divided into different parts: wheels,
axle, intermediate joints, the base and different elements of union (Fig. 1A). Obviously,
it is not suitable to apply GD in all these parts. Therefore, GD has only been applied to
design the axle (Fig. 1B) and the base (Fig. 1C).
First of all, the boundaries are defined by designing the solid of each part.
Fig. 1. The rolling system (A) and the solids of the axle (B) and the base (C) Functional surfaces
in red in B and C.
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It must be defined the main dimensions of the parts and the functional surfaces,
which in the case of the axle, are the wheel seats and the hole (In red in Fig. 1B). In the
case of the base, the functional surfaces are the joint seats and the surfaces in contact
with the shaft (In red in Fig. 1C).
After defining the solids and their functional surfaces, the next step will be the stress
calculation. The skateboard is designed for 67 kg users that use it for displacements
and not for jumping or do tricks. Even so in the design will be considered that the
skateboard can be used by a person of 80 kg and it was applied a safety coefficient of
1.2. The material chosen for fabrication in both, the axle and the base is 5805 10NiCr5-
4 steel alloy (Brinell Hardnesss 140–170, Elastic (Young’s, Tensile) Modulus 190 GPa,
Poisson’s Ratio 0.29, Shear Modulus 73 GPa, Tensile Strength: Ultimate (UTS) 460 to
1180 Mpa).
Several tests have been carried out with each part without altering the restrictions
in terms of stress and material on functional surfaces but varying the quality and the
percentage of weight reduction from 20% to 70%.
3 Results
Table 1 show different design solutions for both parts of the skateboard (axle and base)
when applying different mass reduction. In addition, the figures in the tables show the
critical surfaces represented in colour maps. Blue areas represent non-critical surfaces
while green, yellow or red areas represent critical ones.
Table 1. Different axle and base design results by applying varying degrees of mass reduction.




In the case of the axle, it is possible the design that reaches the 70%ofmass reduction.
The mass has been reduced from 0.974 kg of the initial solid to 0.292 kg of the proposed
solution. Its’ admissible maximum stress is 246.328 MPa. However, in the case of the
base, the proposed design for a 70% mass reduction is clearly unsatisfying. The base
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has been splitted in two parts becoming useless. Thus, the best solution is the one that
reaches the 60% of mass reduction. The base mass has been reduced from 0.391 kg to
0.156 kg. The maximum admissible stress is also 246.328 MPa.
Besides designing the two parts, 2D plans of the axle and the base have been drawn
up in order to define the functional surfaces. To machine these functional surfaces, both
parts must be placed on specifically designed tooling that also must have been designed
and represented in 2D plans.
4 Discussion
Results section showshapes of the designed parts far fromsimple geometries. In addition,
GD help reducing the participation of design engineers by automatizing, contributing
in some purposes of industry 4.0 such as the reduction of designing processes times [2]
or minimising time spent in routine tasks [5]. Besides, GD make it possible to easily
design personalized products responding to MC requirements [1, 4, 6, 7].
Topology optimization has also contributed improving efficiency by reducing both
piecesmass [8]. Comparing the originally designed solidswith the result, a largematerial
removal is observed. It is also noticeable how the program respects the requirement to not
remove material in areas where removal has been restricted. These areas are represented
in dark blue, showing that they are under minimal stress.
On the other hand, these shapes can be restrictive because they cannot be manu-
factured using conventional technologies, and it could condition the implementation of
GD. AM enable the manufacture of these shapes, but on the other hand, have their limi-
tations, especially in terms of surface finishing or mass production. Consequently, some
functional surfaces and threads must be necessarily mechanised in traditional machine
tools.
5 Conclusions
GD not only offers a different alternative to traditional design methods, also facili-
tates product customization, reduces design time and optimizes the amount of material
required to manufacture. However, GD does not imply the disappearance of 2D dimen-
sional drawings since all functional surfacesmust continue to bemanufactured according
to traditional methods and these require 2D drawings. Instead, it significantly simplifies
the creation of these drawings.
Parts designed using GD will need 3D printing machines to be manufactured. These
machines have the advantage of versatility in terms of manufacturing complex shapes
or better use of materials, but are limited in terms of obtaining good surface finishes or
manufacturing large quantities.
In the case study, it was possible to design two parts of a skateboard using GD. These
pieces have a certain level of customization due to the fact that they have been designed
for a certain user profile. In addition, the material and weight of the pieces have been
minimized by 60 to 70%.
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Abstract. Companies awareness of the impact generated by its products increases
and motivates them to develop initiatives to improve their sustainability. In this
work, a methodology consisting of three main phases: sustainability assessment,
redesign process and comparison of designs, is proposed to obtain more sus-
tainable product designs. Methodology is based on the Life Cycle Sustainabil-
ity Assessment (LCSA) approach, which is applied to simultaneously evaluate
environmental, economic and social aspects. In the case study the sustainability
improvement of the furniture of a clothing retail store is addressed. A set of indica-
tors are considered to evaluate the sustainability performance of both initial design
and redesign. The study concludes that the application of different sustainability
strategies allows a significant enhancement of the environmental and economic
indicators.
Keywords: Sustainable design · Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment ·
Sustainability indicators
1 Introduction
Design for sustainability (DfS) has been mainly focused on the integration of envi-
ronmental aspects into product design (usually referred to as Eco-design). However,
sustainability does not only consist of the environmental impact. Three dimensions:
environment (planet), economy (profit) and social well-being (people) should be taken
into account according to a worldwide approach [1, 2] and should be simultaneously
analyzed to effectively achieve sustainability assessment. Consistent with this perspec-
tive, the Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment (LCSA) methodology [3–5] was devel-
oped based on the same structure already established in Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
method [6, 7].
On the other hand, eco-design studies [8] are generally aimed at comparing different
stages of the entire life cycle of a product, comparing impacts of different alternatives
and evaluating impacts in order to propose improved alternatives. Studies which include
a new sustainable product redesign, its sustainability assessment and a comparison with
the initial design, are usually not carried out.
© The Author(s) 2021
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In this work, a practical scheme to project more sustainable products considering
environmental, economic and social aspects is proposed and applied in the case of
the furniture used in a clothing retail store. A redesign phase, in which sustainability
strategies consistent with the initial product specifications like operation or appearance,
is addressed. In addition, indicators of each sustainability dimension are compared to
detect improvements. The methodology applied and results obtained are shown in the
following sections.
2 Methodology
Amethodology composed of three main phases is proposed to achieve more sustainable
design [9] (Fig. 1):
– Phase 1- Sustainability of the initial design is assessed according to LCSA approach.
Environmental impacts, economic aspects and social issues are obtained compiling
inputs and outputs of the system object of study and evaluating a set of suitable
indicators.
– Phase 2- Redesign process is carried out incorporating sustainability aspects. Several
sustainability strategies can be proposed according to the Life Cycle Design Strategy
(LiDS)wheel [10]. A new inventory of the production stage relative to the new product
design is performed and the sustainability indicators associated with the redesign are
quantified.
– Phase 3- Comparing designs. The sustainability of both initial design and redesign is
compared through environmental, economic and social indicators. To interpret the
results obtained associated with the redesign and to know if a sustainability im-
provement has been reached, a parallel representation of indicators [5] is chosen
instead of a sustainability aggregated index.
In this work, furniture used in a clothing retail store is the system analyzed and the
product creation stage is the object of study. To value social issues, UNEP’s guidelines
[11] were used. The environmental dimension is evaluated by the Global Warming
Potential (GWP100) indicator, which represents total emissions of the greenhouse gases
calculating the radiative forcing over a time horizon of 100 years. For the economic
dimension, the budget of material execution (BME) that expresses the total cost to
develop each piece of furniture is the indicator proposed. Finally, workers are selected
to analyze the social dimension of sustainability and the indicator used is the time
required by the workers in the production process (Tw).
The environmental module of Cype software, Probas database [12] and emission
factors of electric commercial companieswere used to calculate sustainability indicators.
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Fig. 1. Phases of a redesign of more sustainable products.
3 Case Study
The methodology was applied to design more sustainable furniture, which is used in a
clothing retail store located in the centre of a big city. As is shown in Fig. 2, a set of
furniture pieces is needed to obtain a good arrangement and exhibition of the selling
items: three glass and two chipboard shelves on the store sidelines and other in the
storefront to hang and expose clothes, a set of bars to show accessories, a central table
to put down the tried clothes by the customers and where the shop assistants blend it
and finally, two exhibitor furniture to expose costume jewelry, charge and packaging the
sold items.
Fig. 2. Furniture pieces.
The production process of the furniture pieces is analyzed in detail to obtain energy
consumptions, economic costs and working times. Materials used are laminated chip-
board, walnut wood, templated glass and corten steel ASTM A588, which is acquired
in boards, sheets and profiles of different sizes.
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The following inventory data, in reference to one unit of the furniture piece, are shown
in Table 1: quantity, mass and material type used by each piece, energy consumption,
working time needed in processing and production total costs. If the furniture piece of
3. Chipboard shelf is reviewed, we can observe that 2 units are used at the clothing
store, which has a mass of 68,7 kg each one, the materials used to fabricate them are
laminated chipboard and corten steel ASTM A388, an energy consumption of 0,37 MJ
is required in processing, the working time is 125,6 s and the production costs are 182,7
e. Sustainability indicators of the initial design were calculated. Greenhouse emissions
of 494,4 KgCO2eq, a total execution cost of 2153,4 e and an average working time of
2,1 h were obtained. These indicators will be compared with those obtained after the
redesign process in Fig. 3.
Table 1. Furniture production stage inventory.





1. Accessories bar 5 1,2 ASTM A588 0,05 56,9 4,8
2. Warehouse ledge 4 3,8 Walnut wood 0,07 14,7 69,5
3. Chipboard shelf 2 68,7 Lam. chipboard
ASTM A588
0,37 125,6 182,7
4. Glass shelf 3 29,7 ASTM A588
Templat. glass
0,11 53,3 151,5













1 33,4 Lam. chipboard 0,46 223,2 89,7
The next phase consists of the furniture redesign process having into account the
specifications of the initial design, keeping the store esthetics unchanged and to guaranty
the storing and display of the clothes. Concerning the production stage, the strategies
of materials quantity reduction, replacement or elimination of elements and selection of
low-impact materials are considered suitable to achieve a sustainability improvement.
Table 2 shows the initial design and the redesign of the furniture pieces 3, 5, 7 and
8. Different sustainability strategies are applied in each case preserving initial design
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specifications. The production process of the redesigned furniture pieces is analyzed tak-
ing into account these strategies and energy consumptions, economic costs and work-
ing times are obtained for the new design projected. As is shown in Table 2, signifi-
cant improvements of the mass of the raw material and thus, in GWP100 indicator, are
obtained. At the same time, emissions, working times and costs can be reduced in the
production process. In all cases, the percentage reduction of indicators according to the
sustainability strategies applied, are indicated.
Table 2. Redesign of furniture pieces.
3.Chipboard shelf 5. Exhibitor furniture
7. Storefront furniture 8.Ground Level shelf
Type 
of furniture















(s) A B C D
3.Chipb.shelf -39,4 -57,7 -44,4 -23,3 -64,0 X X X
5. Exhibitor -19,5 -53,3 -75,5 -66,5 -20,7 X X
7. Storefront -10,4 -43,4 -22,2 -43,4 -49,2 X X
8.Ground shelf -10,4 -61,4 -0 -0 -46,5 X
A: replacement of materials; B: elimination of pcs.; C: reduction of materials; D: pcs. replacement
Finally, the third phase of redesign methodology is carried out. A comparison
between the environmental, economic and social indicators of the furniture initial pieces
and its redesign are shown in Fig. 3. An improvement of the sustainability indicators is
achieved. A reduction of 40% and 20% is reached in the environmental and economic
indicators respectively. The working time is decreased in 1,15 h.
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Fig. 3. Sustainability indicators comparison
4 Conclusions
This work presents a redesign methodology to achieve more sustainable products.
Three phases are carried out: sustainability assessment, redesign process and compar-
ing designs. A set of suitable indicators was selected to simultaneously assess the three
sustainability dimensions and to compare initial and final designs.
The redesign of furniture used in a clothing retail store was performed. A production
inventory was obtained by means of a detailed study of each furniture piece. Data of
materials, energy consumptions, production costs and working times were calculated in
both initial design and projected redesign of furniture. The early specifications of each
furniture piece like operation and appearance were taken into account in the redesign
process.
A substantial improvement of the furniture sustainability indicators at the production
stage was managed by the application of different sustainability strategies. Particularly,
the use of pine wood and the pieces’ elimination were the most effective strategies.
A significant enhancement of greenhouse emissions and processing costs and a slight
improvement in the working times was achieved.
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Abstract. As society and regulations demandmore ecological materials, wemust
focus on finding new properties in potential candidates that make them really fea-
sible and open up new possibilities. A new methodology is established to reach
that goal, based on already existing ones, but with a broader vision; more focused
on the use, and not solely on the product. To put it into practice, it’s been applied
on Luffa Cylindrica, a plant with interesting properties. A volumetric, mechan-
ical and perceptual characterization of it has been carried out, so that we can
create new concepts specially linked to that. One of these paths has been fully
developed to the point of getting a physical prototype, while more complex ones
have been suggested. The stated methodology may be used as a flexible guide to
find new materials not only more environmentally-friendly, but better than what’s
stablished.
Keywords: Natural ·Material · Eco-friendly · Luffa · Design methodology
1 Introduction
Social pressure leads to the use of more ecological solutions in the industry. The problem
is that they don’t usually match the features of their traditional counterparts, and end up
succeeding by mandatory regulation. Materials choice is one of the fields in which this
behavior applies.
The most effective approach to this problem is to find applications in which each
new material excels, instead of trying to substitute established solutions with worse
alternatives that will not naturally spread in the market.
There are some methodologies that already focus on the material itself to discover
its maximum potential. Material Driven Design (MDD) [1] is one of those, in this
case specifically thought for eco-friendly materials. Material Experience Lab created
the MDD Methodology [1], in order to give a clear guide to accomplish innovative
products using that kind of eco-solutions. This methodology is highly focused on the
experiential characteristics of the materials, leading to final outcomes that accurately
reflect the core values of them. A new methodology is established to reach that goal,
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based on already existing ones, but with a broader vision; more focused on the use, and
not solely on the product. Here, a modified version of it is stated, with a broader focus,
not only suitable for consumer-oriented products, but for large-scale applications. This
enhanced new approach methodology has been applied on Luffa Cylindrica, the dried
fruit of a plant with interesting properties. A volumetric, mechanical and experential
characterization of it has been carried out, so that we can create new concepts specially
linked to those properties. One of the processes associated to this methodology was fully
developed till a physical prototype was manufactured, while more complex ones have
been suggested. The stated methodology may be used as a flexible guide to find new
eco-friendly materials applications, which outperform their predecessors.
2 Methodology
This new methodology based on the MDD is stated (Table 1). While MDD is more
product-guided, its modified version covers more application fields, so it can deliver
higher-level industrial uses, while not dismissing the outcomes of the MDD.
Table 1. Comparison between methodologies.
Stage MDD Modified MDD
Phase I • Mechanical characterization
- Manufacturing processes
- Mechanical information


















Phase III “Manifesting materials experience
patterns”
• Development of the product or
application




This new approach puts more emphasis on mechanical and volumetric analysis of
the material, so that a more specific characterization of it can be reached, and delays the
use of user-centered techniques of the MDD to later stages, when the application path
is defined and the specific tools to be used are clear.
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3 Phase I: Luffa Cylindrica Understanding
Luffa Cylindrica is a Cucurbitaceae plant [2] growth in warm weather. However, the
Luffa, commonly referred to as vegetable sponge or luffa cloth, is obtained from its
matured dried fruit. Although it’s already used for personal care as scrub, and eaten in
eastern countries like India, China or Vietnam, no industrial application of it has been
found yet.
3.1 Volumetric Characterization
The first step was to get a simple model of the Luffa in a CAD file, in order to know
its internal structure and potentially get a micromechanical model [3]. Due to its fibrous
structure, a medical-oriented program called 3DSlicer was used. It can generate volumes
with cross sections as inputs, which was a good approach in this case, as substantial
variability can be observed within a few centimeters (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. Luffa slice and smoothing process in 3DSlicer.
Due to the superficial smoothness of the Luffa, the minimum thickness that could be
achieved for each slice was 10 mm and thus one piece was divided in 25 parts. In that
way several full models of Luffa were modelled and analysed.
While conducting a full CT scan would be useful in order to get an exact microme-
chanical model, stacked up 2D images, along with the smoothing tools provided by
3DSlicer is an economic pathway to create an accurate CAD file.
3.2 Mechanical Characterization
Mechanical tests were carried out, both on thematerial on its own and together with linen
as a composite sandwich configuration. The last case is particularly interesting. Bending
tests were executed for Luffa-Linen, Cork-Linen and EPS-Linen, according to ASTM
C393/C393M[4].WhileCork’s showed better values in eachmeasuredmechanical prop-
erty, Luffa’s outperformed EPS’ in core shear ultimate strength (a mean of 0,261 MPa
and 0,198 MPa respectively) and facing ultimate strength (a mean of 12,61 MPa and
10,4 MPa, respectively), with the first one being substantially less dense.
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Additionally, testing the Luffa on its own, it was possible to place it in a material
benchmarking graph (Fig. 2). Specifically, “Compact Luffa Cores”, meaning that the
side surface of the material (the least dense part) was removed, while the core material
of 4 slices was compacted, so that they made up a less empty block.
Fig. 2. Compact Luffa Cores in material Ashby’ chart.
3.3 Other Properties
Aside from mechanical properties, Luffa also shows interesting capabilities that could
drive the final use of the material. Among them, acoustic characteristics (up to 87%
absorption rate as a composite [5]), magnificent permeability and oil dissipation [8],
up to 220% higher deflective compression index than traditional alternatives [6] or the
possibility to use it as a biocompatible filler together with PLLA, cellulose and HA [7].
As stated before, a light experiential characterization was also carried out with 24
people, concluding that Luffa is seen as a more expensive, heavier and harder material
before touching it.
4 Phase II: Conceptualization
Once the material was characterized, it was time to associate its properties to random
isolated uses, and later evaluate the potential and feasibility of each option to follow one
path.
The two most interesting alternatives were: a product based on its oleophilic char-
acteristics to help with oil spills and a saddle that made use of its open-structure and
hydrophobic properties.
Although the first concept also seems quite attractive in order to take advantage
of material properties. It raised serious doubts about whether, as a single-and-critical
purpose product, it could be fully developed and tested in the limited given budget
and timespan. Finally, the second option was chosen and fully developed till prototype
manufacturing.
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5 Phase III and IV: Development and Prototyping
The saddle was developed as a sandwich composite using 100% ecological materials,
such as a luffa core and linen reinforced faces. This provides an equivalent structural
behaviour than traditional one. Besides, the plant sponge features open-core structure,
which provide an effective airflow to dissipate the sweat.
Its molds were 3D printed. Inside them, the material was placed and impregnated
with eco-epoxy resin, achieving an almost 100% ecological solution (Figs. 3 and 4).
Fig. 3. Prototyping process.
Fig. 4. Final prototype.
6 Conclusions
With the Luffa, it’s been checked how the modified version of the MDD can deliver both
final products and high-level industrial applications. This methodology may serve as a
flexible guide to work with eco-friendly materials, find a suitable application and fully
characterize them in many points of view.
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Abstract. Automotive sector is crucial for the economic and social system. Con-
versely, it also plays an important role in the global emissions balance with strong
consequences on the environment. Currently the Research world is engaged in
the reduction of the emissions, especially in order to contrast the Climate Change
and reduce toxicity on humans and the ecosystem. This study presents a compar-
ative Life Cycle Assessment, Well-to-Wheel, between the most common technol-
ogy used in the automotive sector, i.e. the traditional petrol Internal Combustion
Engine and the full Battery Electric Vehicle. The different configurations have
been analysed within 17 different impact categories in terms of climate change,
human health, resourced depletion and ecosystems. The Well-to-Wheel approach
allows to focus the attention on the use stage of the vehicle, considering the local
effects due to the direct emissions in high density urban zones and it mitigates
the dependence of usage hypotheses, different scenarios and intrinsic differences
between the various models of cars in circulation.
Keywords: Life Cycle Assessment · Electric vehicles · Green design · Climate
Change
1 Introduction
Road transport is the third largest source of European greenhouse gases accounting for
around 26% of total emissions [1]. In the UK, e.g., conventional road transport also
remains the predominant source of many local emissions including nitrogen oxides
(NOx) and particulates (PMs). Within urban areas, the percentage contributions due to
road transport are particularly high. For example, although road transport is responsible
for around a quarter of particulates on a national level, in London road transport con-
tributes almost 60% of known primary emissions [2]. Worldwide population growth and
industrialization have resulted in increases in demand for energy in the transportation
sector, among other sectors. As a result, air pollution and anthropogenic greenhouse gas
emissions have become key global problems. Various options are available to mitigate
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the effect of the road emissions. The use of alternative fuels, mainly biodiesel, petrol–
alcohol blends, natural gas and liquefied petrol gas in vehicular applications has grown
in recent years in European Union countries, the United States, Japan, India, Brazil and
many other markets. Legislation is also in place to encourage or effectively force further
adoption of these fuel types [3]. European Union requirements regarding vehicle emis-
sions for passenger cars and light commercial vehicles, specified as Euro 6, set strong
limits for emissions of HC, CO, and NOx. Instead, Co2 emissions are covered by sep-
arate legislation. The Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a very valid method in order to
evaluate the real impact of a process or a product [4, 5]. In particular, the Well-to-Wheel
approach (WTW) allows to better emphasize on the usage phase, focusing on aspects
relating to emissions in urban areas and more specifically verifying aspects related to
engines and the production and refining of fuels [6].
2 Materials and Methods
The LCA analysis has been carried out with OpenLCA software version 1.10.1 [7],
integrated with the ecoinvent database version 3.6 [8]. The allocation of the environ-
mental burden has been handled by means of the cut-off system. In this way, if a material
is recycled, the primary producer does not receive any credit for the provision of any
recyclable materials. As a consequence, recyclable materials are available burden-free
to recycling processes, and secondary (recycled) materials bear only the impacts of the
recycling processes. Recyclable materials have been selected on the European market
for products, consequently they include all the upstream burdens included average trans-
ports of that product within the geography, as well as inputs of the product itself to cover
losses in trade and transport [8].
The consumption is stated, depending on the propulsion concept, in litre petrol per
100 km, for the traditional Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) and in kilowatt-hours per
100 km, for the Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV). For a general comparison, the energy
consumption is converted in MJ/100 km/100 installed-kW as well for tank-to-wheel and
well-to-tank approach. The consumption per kilometre of a car is strongly influenced by
several factors, amongwhich the most important are speed, weight and aerodynamics. In
order to make a comparison between the different powertrains, a car model was chosen,
looking for those on the market, sedan-type cars (with 3 volumes), with similar, as
much as possible, installed power, of the same segment (medium) and of the same year
of production (2018). The choice was for a Mercedes C-Klasse with a petrol 155 kW
internal combustion engine (1991 cm3) and a Tesla model S with a 193 kW electric
engine.
This particularly affects the energy mix referred to in the production of electricity
for recharging electric car batteries but also the emission related to the petrol production
and distribution. In all cases, reference was made to urban driving in areas with high
population density. The electricitymarket activity endswith the transport of the energy at
low voltage (400 V) electricity in the transmission network over aerial lines and cables.
The ecoinvent dataset includes: electricity inputs produced in this country and from
imports and transformed to low voltage; the transmission network; direct emissions to
air; electricity losses during transmission. The dataset is extrapolated from year 2017
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to the year of the calculation (2019). The energy mix change greatly in function of the
natural resources and the political choices of the country. TheWell-to-Tank (WTT) stage
includes fuel extraction, refining and distribution for ICE vehicles and, electrical energy
production, transformation and distribution for BEVs. The Tank-to-Wheel (TTW) stage
includes the fuel combustion for ICEwhile it has not emissions for BEVs. The Life Cycle
Impact Assessment (LCIA) has been conducted according to the ILCD 2018method [9].
In thiswork, themidpointmethodology has been adopted. The ILCDmidpoint categories
are grouped into four areas of protection: Climate Change (CC), Human Health (HH),
Resources Depletion (RD) and Ecosystems (EQ). The impact categories of the endpoint
method are those of IPCC for CC [10], of Posch et al. [11] for EQ, Henderson et al. [12],
Frischknecht et al. [13], for HH and van Oers and Guinée [14], Milà I Canals et al. [15],
van Oers et al. [16] for RD.
3 Results and Discussion
The emission factors, expressed in g/100 km, have been taken from the specialized
site https://ecoscore.be for the two chosen cars. These emissions are related only to the
use phase of the vehicle, i.e. they are the pollutants emitted while driving. A share of
these emissions depends on engine technology, another part on the fuel type and fuel
consumption, and a third part is measured during the official approval tests a vehicle
has to undergo before it can enter the European market. The specific TTW emissions
for the ICE vehicle are 12800 g/100 km of CO2, 23.3 g/100 km of CO, 0.4 g/100 km of
NOx and 2.9 g/100 km of HC. The estimated energy consumption is of 249 MJ/100 km
(corresponding to a petrol consumption of 8.4 l/100 km) for the ICE vehicle, and an
estimated energy consumption of 78.1 MJ/100 km for the BEV. The results are reported
for 100 km and for 100 kW of installed power, according to the ILCD 2018 method.
Each emission is reported in terms of equivalent unit and is categorized in the different
areas of protection. Furthermore, the data are represented as a percentage comparison,
making the ICE vehicle as 100, i.e. (BEVemission − ICEemission)/ICEemission%. In this
way a positive result indicates that the BEV has a higher impact on the environment and
vice versa.
The global results for 100 km and for 100 kW of installed power, according to
the ILCD 2018 method, are reported in Fig. 1. Each emission is reported in terms of
percentage difference between the BEV and the ICE referring to the European average.
The standard deviation shows a great variability of the data, especially in function of the
electricity mix of the country. Focusing on some particular impact category, it is possible
to see better the difference in terms of country (see Fig. 2) yellow has been attributed
to a zero difference between ICE and BEVs, green to a better impact and red to a worst
impact.






Fig. 1. Impact effect for 100 km and 100 kW of installed power
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 2. Comparison of the impacts of BEV, respect to ICE, for different categories of impact
4 Conclusions
A comparativeWell-To-Wheel Life Cycle Assessment among an ICE and a similar BEV,
has been carried out in the most relevant European countries. The impact categories
analysed have been based on the ILCD 2018 method with the ecoinvent database (year
2019) and the OpenLCA software.
The finding obtained are summarized as follows:
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• Electric vehicles play a fundamental role in the battle against Climate Change, since
they lead to a WTW reduction until 50% compared to the traditional ICE vehicles,
with small exceptions in countries heavily dependent on fossil fuels;
• Conversely, BEVs have a generally higher impact on categories related to human
health;
• The eutrophication of the waters (marine and fresh) and of the soil is highly dependent
on the energy production methods;
• Countries with electricity produced by means of nuclear power plants have very good
performance in terms of Climate Change but have major repercussions on ionizing
radiation and dissipated water;
• The WTW approach allowed to focus on the fuel impact but doesn’t consider
construction, maintenance and dismantling of the vehicles.
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Abstract. Product eco-design includes several methodologies aimed at support-
ing companies in the development of sustainable products. Currently, this theme
is assuming an important role in both the academia and industry worlds due to
the increasing attention to environmental problems and the need for a transi-
tion toward circular economy business/organizational models. In this context, the
present paper focuses on the industrial sector of espresso coffee machines manu-
facturing which has several unexploited potentialities. The analysis of the sector
specificity (internal and external contexts), as well as of the product lifecycle
allowed to define an eco-design framework to guide companies involved in the
design and production of espresso coffee machines. Effective eco-design strate-
gies should include the combined use of specific methods, tools and metrics to
manage all the most important lifecycle phases (beginning of life, middle of life,
end of life) during the design activities in order to set preventive actions that avoid
future potential environmental impacts. Only in this way, the environmental and
economic benefits of the circular economy paradigm (e.g. remanufacturing/reuse
of selected components) can be practically exploited in real industrial contexts.
The presented case studies confirmed that the application of design for disas-
sembly rules positively contributes to increase the product performances during
maintenance and end of life, while a re-design oriented to component modularity
could be a key strategy to pursue remanufacturing for boilers, a key and expensive
component included in espresso coffee machines.
Keywords: Product eco-design · Circular economy · Remanufacturing ·
Recycling · Coffee machine
1 Introduction
Eco-design includes a set of design methodologies that support technical departments
in the development of sustainable products. Several key factors are forcing companies
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to launch in the market products with a minimized environmental load: new legisla-
tions, the opportunity to enlarge the market share, economic advantages, brand preser-
vation, increasing environmental awareness of customers [1]. This context stimulated
the development of hundreds of general-purpose or sectorial eco-design methods and
tools from both the scientific and industrial world [2]. In recent years, the concept of
circular economy (CE) acquired importance as a business/organizational model focused
on the increasing of product lifetime, minimization of scraps/wastes, implementation of
closed-loop end of life (EoL) scenarios [3]. Currently, the implementation of CEmodels
is mainly based on “remedial” actions that foresee the recovery of products andmaterials
discarded at the end of their useful life. Too many decisions are still made without a
strategy, resulting in higher costs and lower success rate, while eco-design must be a
proactivemanagement approach [4]. However, such approaches have a limited efficiency
and only a transition to “preventive” actions can lead to full benefits of the CE paradigm
[5]. This is the main reason why in the last years the scientific community is increasingly
focused on the proposal of design methodologies aimed at supporting the development
of products that are easy to manage and recover at EoL. One of the most widespread is
design for disassembly (DfD), a target designmethodology focused on the product disas-
sembly, a preliminary but essential phase for both maintenance/repair of products during
the use phase, and at the EoL, in order to favor the component reuse/remanufacturing
and the material separation/recycling [6]. Even if disassembly occurs during the lifetime
or at the EoL, the choices made at the design phases strongly influence the disassembly
performance. For this reason, several literature studies are focused on identifying the
optimized disassembly sequence for components with high residual value [7], defining
calculation methods and new disassemblability metrics (e.g. time, cost), evaluating EoL
performance, developing tools for supporting design activities [8].
The present paper aims to investigate how existing eco-design methods, tools and
metrics can be used in the context of espresso coffee machines. The characterization of
such industrial sector and products provided several eco-design actions that can be re-
injected in other field and in the development of other products. The novelty consists in
defining a framework to guide companies belonging to this sector in the transition toward
eco-sustainability and the exploitation of CE opportunities, through the implementation
of eco-design methods and tools.
After the Introduction that clarifies the general context, Sect. 2 explains how eco-
design can be applied in case of coffeemachine production, detailing themost useful and
suitable methods, tools and metrics. Section 3 presents some experiences of eco-design
implementation carried out in collaboration with an Italian company. Finally, Sect. 4
discusses outcomes, limitations and future work.
2 Product Eco-Design for Coffee Machines
Starting from the analysis of eco-design methods and tools, a customization for profes-
sional coffee–machine sector is proposed; a selection of tools is identified, and benefits
related to their implementation are discussed considering the life cycle phases and the
issues faced.
A professional espresso coffee machine is a complex product whose main function-
ality is to support the barman in the preparation of coffee-based drinks. Analyzing the
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product and the different lifecycle phases, it is clear that to effectively pursue eco-design,
several internal and external factors need be taken into account. Specific legislations (e.g.
EU directives on eco-design orwaste of electric equipment), customer requirements (e.g.
high-end vs low-end markets, customer awareness on environmental themes), company
business objectives, the complexity of certain key components/functional groups (e.g.
boiler, brewing groups), the high consumption of energy during the long lifetime (up to
10–15 years), the difficulty to manage the product at EoL and exploit CE potentialities,
are some of the aspects to be considered, forcing to take into account the whole product
lifecycle. Different eco-design strategies and metrics need to be simultaneously used to
have sensible benefits and avoid burden shifting, as depicted in Fig. 1.
Beginning of Life (BoL) includes all the phases needed for the coffee machine man-
ufacturing until its distribution and use. Due to the complexity of such products a high
number of heterogeneous materials are commonly used (e.g. steel for frame, copper
for boilers, aluminum for other internal parts), brass or aluminum for brewing groups,
different typologies of plastics for internal parts and the external case, stainless steel
in case of high-end market products). Moreover, it must be considered that material
choice strongly influences the performances of the successive phases (e.g. recyclabil-
ity or possibility to separate material at EoL). Therefore, eco-design in the context of
coffee machine BoL requires the use of material selection tools or at least a material
database including environmental properties of materials (e.g. Ansys Granta Selector
tool equipped with the Ansys Granta MI database). The use of such tools allows antic-
ipating sustainable matters yet in the first design phase and reduce the environmental
impact of products.
Middle of Life (MoL) is a key phase, since it is well known that most of the environ-
mental impacts for energy using products is caused during their use (up to 95–98% in
case of coffeemachines). The energy consumption is themost important metric concern-
ing the use phase. Its accurate forecast and/or measurement through standard protocols
and use scenarios (not existing at the moment in the field of coffee machines) are essen-
tial aspects to implement effective eco-design actions (e.g. thermal insulation of boilers
and pipes for heat dissipation reduction). Concerning Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
indicators to be considered for the use phase analysis, the Global Warming Potential
(GWP measured in [kgCO2eq]) is certainly the most suitable and useful indicator for
coffee machines, as also confirmed by recent literature studies [9].
End of Life includes all the phases successive to the product discard at the end of the
useful life. Themonitoring of the product/component disassemblability during the design
phase is a key activity to guarantee the implementation of closed-loop EoL strategies.
DfDmetrics, as disassembly time and cost, must be quantified for target components, on
the basis of available design data (e.g. 3D models, product structure, bill of materials),
by using dedicated methods and tools [8]. In addition, EoL indices should be exploited
during the coffee machine design to preliminarily verify the feasibility and convenience
of a certain EoL scenario (e.g. remanufacturing), and focus the design for EoL strategy
toward the right direction [10].
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Fig. 1. Correlations among lifecycle phases, eco-design issues/potentialities and most suitable
supporting methods/tools/metrics.
3 Case Studies
In this section, few examples of good practices oriented to eco-design are presented.
Most of them refers to the product EoL that is one of the most critical phases to consider
in this century when virgin resources are becoming scarce, and the management of
domestic and industrial wastes is a key issue for environment.
The first example proposed within this study is the reduction of disassembly time for
target components (Fig. 2). Reduction of disassembly time is directly correlated to the
reduction of disassembly operations (i.e. decrease the number of components to disas-
semble) and the reduction of time for each operation (i.e. faster assembly/disassembly
connectors). In Fig. 2 the target component is the “plastic bowl” used to contain water.
Bowl requires to be disassembled during the product use for water refilling and because
this component is subjected to damage. The redesign action included the integration of
different component in a single one (made by only one type of plastic) and the possibility
to easy disassemble it with the adoption of cylindrical plastic snap-fits, instead of the
original threaded joints.
Connected with the disassembly phase, EoL business models oriented to CE (i.e.
component remanufacturing, product refurbishment) are new important paradigms to
pursue for companies that want to increase their business volumes. To this aim, key
components with high material and manufacturing costs require a specific design. This
is the case of the “main boiler” which requires to be manufactured with copper-based
materials (i.e. copper or brass) due to their thermal performances. The design of main
boiler changed to adapt different connectors for other espresso machine models (Fig. 3).
Indeed, this component canbe remanufacturedwith the aim tobe reused in a large number
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Fig. 2. Examples of design modifications to decrease disassembly time of plastic parts.
of models. The most important design change was related to the flange/cap that was
adapted to several configurations and attachmentswith other components. Environmental
analysis should be always coupled with cost analysis. Even remanufacturing option
requires additional costs, they are lower than the economic profits provided by the
implementation of this new business model.
A B
Fig. 3. Examples of designmodifications for themain boiler (remanufacturing purpose): Original
design (A) vs New design (B).
4 Conclusions
This paper investigates eco-design methods in the specific context of espresso coffee
machine product development. The specificity of this product deals with the adoption
of dedicated eco-design actions and metrics to implement CE business models. Few
examples were discussed providing some models that can be exploited also in other
contexts: (i) disassembly, (ii) recycling, and (iii) remanufacturing. While disassembly
is a key performance indicator in the analysis of EoL options for target components,
recycling and remanufacturing are new business models that can be implemented after a
technical, economic and environmental analyses. Within the case study the re-design of
target components allowed to implement emerging business models (i.e. product reman-
ufacturing) encouraging the circular economy paradigm. Future work will be focused
on the definition of key performance indicators (EoL indices) dedicated to the espresso
coffee machine sector, able to consider the three pillars of sustainability: (i) economic,
(ii) environmental, and (iii) social. These indicators can be used as decision-making tool
in the assessment of design alternatives as well as in the definition of eco-design actions.
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Abstract. Spine surgery is based, nowadays, on the use of cutting-edge instru-
ments that optimize the intervention processes in the operating room, with advan-
tages that affect the patient himself. Among these, rapid prototyping is configured
as a first-rate tool, thanks to its ability to detail the diagnostic treatment according
to the specific pathological case under examination. An example of this technol-
ogy is represented by the generation of a drilling template, to assist the surgeon in
identifying the optimal direction of insertion of the pedicle screws, capable of sig-
nificantly reduce intervention times, in addition to the inevitable exposure of the
patient to ionizing radiation, to which he is subjected during a normal arthrodesis
intervention procedure. The design of a drilling guide requires, however, a partic-
ular attention in identifying the undercuts present on the vertebral surface, those
areas of the spinous process which, reported inside the cavity of the template,
involve complications at the time of extraction. In parallel, it is vitally important
to carry out an evaluation of its stability during its use. In this article, starting
from the analysis of the interferences present during the insertion of the template,
a semi-automatic correction model is proposed for the generation of a new profile
of the same, which facilitates its extraction without causing injury to the vertebral
regions involved from the contact with the mask.
Keywords: Computer-assisted surgery · Pedicle screw fixation · Surgical
template insertion optimization · Spine · Undercuts
1 Introduction
The vertebral motor unit is, as for every part of the body, exposed to the possibility
of degenerative pathologies, a natural process of global aging of the osteo-ligamentous
structures of the vertebral column, and/or traumatic and congenital pathologies, such as to
cause a structural disorder. In cases of pathologies in which results are not obtained using
corrective aids or with physiotherapy, an intervention, known as pedicle arthrodesis, is
indispensable. In particular, arthrodesis of the lumbar vertebrae is a surgical technique
that allows to join bones in the lumbar spine to stabilize it in order to reduce pain or
deformity. Experience shows that the clinical aid that best allows to guide the screws
in the spinal fusion surgery with extreme precision is the use of a surgical mask [1–4],
a vertebral drilling template designed for delicate pedicle arthrodesis operations. The
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surgical device allows to implant the screws in the vertebral tracts of interestwith extreme
safety and precision; the result is a substantial appreciable decrease in operating times
(about 40%) and a massive reduction in the harmful ionizing radiation (about 80%) due
to the X-ray control so far essential to perform the intervention [5, 6].
The templates, customized for individual patients, are designed according to themost
modern CAD technologies and made thanks to 3D printing in bio-compatible material
[7]. A normal pedicle arthrodesis operation requires that the screws must be inserted
by previously making two suitably positioned holes on the vertebra which, as a rule,
pass through the pedicles and are fixed in the vertebra body. Vertebra fixation is the
most complex phase for this type of operation; it can be compromised by human error,
morphology and cleaning of the vertebra, as extremely delicate tissues and structures are
present in the intervention area which, if compromised, also cause irreversible damage
to the patient. The solution to this problem consists in the design and construction
of a “custom made” template for vertebral surgery, customized and optimized for the
individual patient, aimed at the directional drilling of the vertebrae with a structure
characterized by two hollow cylindrical geometry guides that have the function of guide
the tip of the surgical drilling tool so that the hole is drilled in the position chosen in
the pre-operative phase by the surgeon. Although the area to be operated is “clean”,
as the surgical team is preparing for a skeletal phase of the affected section, blood
spills are inevitable throughout the intervention phase. This causes instability due to the
positioning of the drillingmask on the vertebral surface due to the presence of superficial
and deep muscle tissues and bundles affecting the area to be operated. The solution to
this problem could be to design a template whose geometric profile perfectly follows
the shape of the vertebral body on which it concerns. The presence of undercuts that can
be found in the anchorage areas of the template can cause, however, problems during
the insertion and extraction phase of the same. This type of problem is very similar to
that encountered in the manufacture of molds in industrial processes. The mold must
generally be designed without cavities that can limit the extraction of the piece: in
particular, undercuts must be avoided, i.e. angles less than 90°, which, in fact, make
the molded element indivisible from the mold. The parts of the model that during the
extraction would ruin the shape are said to be undercut. The extraction of the model is
possible only in the absence of undercuts, i.e. all those areas of the model that are in the
shadow of the direction of extraction of the model itself. Multiple systems of automatic
undercut recognition are now consolidated, according to the geometry to be obtained by
means of the mold, starting from three-dimensional CAD models [8–13].
None of these methods, however, has ever been used so far for the design of such sur-
gical devices, leading over time to neglect the problem of undercuts in vertebral drilling
templates, focusing on design requirements, such as the direction of screw centering.
The aim of this work, instead, is to dwell on the problems resulting from the use of the
device, during the insertion and extraction phases, ensuring precision and maintenance
of the positioning at the same time. This is possible through the implementation of an
algorithm capable of eliminating the undercuts on the vertebra-template interaction sur-
face, evaluating the uniqueness of positioning and the stability. The vertebra-template
coupling is even more stable as the contact surface is extended. Thinking of creating a
profile of the template that fully matches that of the spinous process would, however,
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lead to evident problems in the phase of fixing the template on the vertebra as well as in
the phase of extraction of the same. Furthermore, carefully analysing the morphology
of a lumbar vertebra, it can be noticed that the major surface irregularities are those
affecting the spinous process. Imagining, therefore, to position the drilling mask on the
vertebra, the undercut problems that are encountered are precisely those affecting the
spinous process and the cavity obtained inside the central body of the template. In this
regard, it is not immediate to define the correct extraction directions for the model, given
that the undercuts present could prevent more than one. The design and subsequent con-
struction of a template is, therefore, bound by the extraction direction established during
the design phase. The problem is, however, that by bypassing the undercuts, contact sur-
faces are eliminated, reducing stability. It is important to evaluate the optimal extraction
direction taking also into account the stability.
The aim of this work was to implement a corrective semi-automatic model that, after
identifying the presence of any undercuts, is able to modify the anchoring profile of the
template according to the extraction direction, to determine its final contact surface and
its stability. The profile of the template, therefore, will be that of a ‘perfectly matching’
geometry with the spinous process, subtracted, however, from the relevant undercuts. In
this way, it will be possible to position and extract the model from the vertebra without
difficulty, without affecting any effect on stability, due to a smaller contact surface.
2 Methodology
For the generation of the template, a specific methodology has been implemented,
aimed at optimizing the conditions of insertability, stability and uniqueness of posi-
tioning, which maximize the use of the device during the operating phase. The pursued
methodology provided for the succession of a series of procedural steps, listed below:
– Using a medical image processing software (3DSlicer, slicer.org), a three dimensional
surface, in.STL format, related to the spinous process of a lumbar vertebra has been
obtained, and the part of the surface of the spinous process on which the template
rests is duplicated.
– One of the infinite possible extraction directions has been identified. As the extraction
direction changes, undercuts located in different positions will occur. Note how the
insertion and extraction of the template take place in the same direction, only the
orientation changes, so in the two operations the same shaded areas are found.
– To identify the undercuts obtained for an assigned direction, the scalar product was
calculated between the normal vectors and the extraction direction chosen, according
to the traditional convexity approach method. The outlines of the undercut areas have
been grouped (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Identification of undercut areas, highlighted in the square regions, according to the chosen
extraction direction (highlighted in the circle).
– Anew reference systemwas then adopted, in order to align the z axiswith the extraction
direction and orientation, for all the vertices of the undercut areas.
– We proceeded with the analysis of the logics used to modify the vertices of all the
triangles representative of the shadow areas found during the extraction. This modi-
fication takes place in correspondence with the control points, which, delimiting the
previously highlighted regions, are not subject to change in the implementation of the
algorithm. In particular, starting from the analysis of vertices with the highest value
of z coordinate, the following cases may occur:
• Case 1: the node belongs to a triangle where the other two nodes are on the contour.
It will be necessary to move this node perpendicular to the segment joining the two
nodes of the contour;
• Case 2: the node belongs to two triangles that have two nodes on the contour. If the
triangles are adjacent, the node must be aligned with the common one;
• Case 3: the node belongs to a triangle with a node on the contour, proceed as in
Case1 but you have to move the segment holding the node still;
• Case 4: the node belongs to two adjacent triangles with a node on the contour, the
node must be aligned with the node on the contour (same x-y coordinates in the
new system);
– The algorithm outputs a cloud of points representing the new profile of the template
that facilitates its extraction and that at the same time guarantees its insertion. It
represents the first mandatory condition for the realization of the template and is
verified respecting the criterion of minimum interference.
– The stability condition is assessed from the transverse contact surface. By the calcu-
lation of the contact surface between the template and the vertebra, starting from an
extraction direction, its perpendicular is considered and the inclination of the normal
at each triangle is evaluated with respect to the extraction direction itself. The contact
surface is then projected onto a plane containing the extraction direction, choosing
the criterion of maximum stability as that which minimizes the projection area. The
process is repeated for all possible extraction directions, covering interactions of 360°,
comparing the average stability assessed between each degree interval and another.
The extraction direction will therefore be the one for which the minimum resistance
condition occurs.
– The ideal condition of the uniqueness of positioning is that for which the maximum
contact surface is guaranteed. Therefore, the extraction direction will be chosen such
that, due to the removal of the undercuts, the minimum subtraction of the contact area
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between the dima and vertebra is obtained. The final execution of this iterative method
leads to the generation of a template model (Fig. 2), optimized by maximizing the
objective function:
F.O. = max(contact surface + min(transverse projection surface)).
Fig. 2. Three-dimensional template model before the undercut removal method (to the left) and
after its application (to the right). Regions of the modified undercuts are highlighted in the red
areas.
3 Conclusion
In this work, a solution was found to the problem of interference, represented by the
so-called shaded areas, present when inserting a template for vertebral drilling along
a generic direction; the problems encountered concern the positioning of the template
on the vertebral surface. These limits are mainly related to the presence of undercuts,
i.e. those areas of the spinous process which, brought back into the cavity of the model
body, entail complications at the time of extraction. The problem of undercuts has been
limited in the present work by reducing the contact surface of the prototype with that
of the spinous process. The procedure here presented allows to modify the geometric
profile of the vertebral template according to the extraction direction chosen, and to
compare different directions with each other, in order to identify the best solution that
can, on the one hand, overcome the impediments of extraction caused by the undercuts
and, on the other hand, guarantee the maximum possible adherence, compensating for
the problem of stability and for the identification of a unique positioning.
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Abstract. Laryngoscopes are used as diagnostic devices for throat inspection or
as an aid to intubation. Their blademust be geometrically compatiblewith patients’
anatomy to provide a good view to doctors with minimal discomfort to patients.
For this reason, this paper was aimed to investigate the feasibility of producing
customized blades.
The customizable blade model was developed following a feature-based app-
roach with eight morphological parameters. The thickness of such a blade was
determined through numerical simulations of ISO certification tests, where the
finite element mesh was obtained by morphing a ‘standard’ mesh.
The following procedure was applied: the model was built from the selected
parameters; the blade was tested in silico; finally, the blade was produced by
additive manufacturing with an innovative biodegradable material (Hemp Bio-
Plastic® -HBP-) claimed to feature superiormechanical properties. The procedure
evidenced that the mechanical properties of current biodegradable materials are
unsuitable for the application unless the certification norm is revised, as it is
expected.
Keywords: Parametric drawing · Additive manufacturing · Laryngoscope
blades · Patient-specific design · Biodegradable materials · Feature-based
modeling ·Mesh-morphing
1 Introduction
Laryngoscopy is the medical procedure finalized to the visualization of larynx structures
such as the glottis or the vocal cords, or to facilitate tracheal intubation to perform
general anesthesia, artificial ventilation, etc. [1]. The medical instrument to perform
such procedure is the laryngoscope (Fig. 2) [2]). Generally, it consists of a handle and an
interchangeable blade. The handle is used by the operator to apply the force needed to
insert the laryngoscope into the throat. The blade has the double function of bearing the
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light source and of keeping the tongue and the soft tissues apart to provide for a free field
of view. The blades can be straight or curved (Fig. 2), depending on the laryngoscope
model, and are usually provided in 3–4 sizes [3]. Laryngoscopy might result challenging
in the case of patients with malformations, obese patients [4], or patients younger than
4 years [5]. In all these cases, the field of view may be very narrow or teeth [6] and soft
tissues [7] may be damaged, which is associated with serious morbidity and mortality.
Laryngoscopy may often cause discomfort or minor lesions also to patients with no
apparent anatomical airway abnormalities. A possible solution could come from the
production of patient-specific blades, taking advantage of the possibilities granted by
the recent advances of 3D printers. This would require performingCT scanswhichmight
be available only in very critical cases. Herein, an alternative solution is investigated in
which laryngoscope blades are designed in parametric fashion and are produced with
materials that may be recycled to reduce the environmental impact of disposable blades
[8].
Fig. 1. Workflow of the proposed procedure from the customization of the parametric model,
according to patient anatomy, to laryngoscope manufacturing
2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Parametrization
Figure 1 summarizes the implemented workflow for the design and manufacturing of
customized laryngoscope blades. The starting step was parametrization of the design,
which was based on the physical measures with the highest impact on the intubation
procedure, according to the Mallampati’s score [9], i.e.: the thyro-mental distance; the
interincisor gap; the possible presence of tracheal deviation. Further parameters were
defined with respect to the differences between pediatric and adult blades.
Two different commercial blade shapes (one for adult and the other for pediatric
use, Fig. 2) were digitized with the CNC MODELA MDX-40A equipped with the 3D
ZSC-1 active piezo-sensor by Roland (0.25 mm in-plane step; 0.01 mm accuracy along
the Z-axis). Multiple scans were performed for different blade orientations and the
respective point clouds were aligned and merged (Dr. PICZA3 and 3DEditor software).
Finally, the digital representations were exported to the Geomagic Studio® software and
3D tessellated surfaces were generated for features extraction and for the subsequent
parametrization.
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Fig. 2. Scanned Blades: a) adult blade; b) pediatric blade.
2.2 Parametric Modelling
Feature curves describing the ‘tongue’ were shared by both scanned laryngoscopes
and were used as guide curves for surface definition through extrusions and loft. Two
more principal feature curves were defined on the adult laryngoscope to reproduce its
light pipe (Table 1, Fig. 3). Parameters defining the feature curves were varied at given
boundary conditions andmutual relationships to generate customized blademodels lying
in-between the adult and the pediatric blades. Table 1 reports the parameters for the two
reference models and for a customized model.
2.3 Mechanical Tests
The ISO 7376 standard describes what is required by laryngoscope blades in terms
of mechanical strength and stiffness. The stiffness of the laryngoscope blade is a key
parameter because high highly deformable blades could make vocal cord visualization
more difficult [8]. According to the ISO 7376:2009 standard, when a cantilever load of
65 N is applied to the blade tip vertically downwards (Fig. 3) the respective deflection
should be lower than 10 mm. In addition, the blade must bear a static load equal to 150 N
without evident failures.
Mechanical tests were digitally performed by the Finite Element Method (FEM),
along the following steps:
• the customized blade was generated through patient-specific modelling
• the ‘standard mesh’ was morphed on the patient-specific blade
• numerical simulations were performed for loads of both 65 N and 150 N, accounting
for the non-linearity caused by large displacements.
Since it was decided to test the performance of biodegradable blades, Hemp Bio-
Plastic® (HBP, see the next section) the material properties were set at: 3833 MPa the
elastic modulus and 0.32 the Poisson ratio. The tongue thickness (P5) was optimized in
agreement with the results of the finite element simulations.
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Table 1. Sets of parameter values for three blades
Tongue Light pipe

















Adult blade 69.2 180 77.3 21 2 125 12.5 1.6
Pediatric
blade
500 13 77.3 22 1.5 176 6 1.5
Customized
blade
150 17 77.3 21 2.5 160 7 1.5
Fig. 3. Blade parameters and orthogonal coordinate system.
2.4 Additive Manufacturing of a Laryngoscope Prototype
The prototype model of the customized laryngoscope was manufactured with the D300
Technology® Printer for Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM). The main process param-
eters were set equal to 0.1 mm for the Z-axis resolution, and 0.05 mm for the X, Y axes
accuracy (X and Y axes identify the plane containing the print bed and the Z-axis rep-
resents the vertical direction, perpendicular to the print bed). The printer was equipped
with a 0.6 mm nozzle. Filaments were used made of Hemp Bio-Plastic® (HBP), a mate-
rial patented by MICA s.r.l. (Ragusa, Italy), made of polylactic acid (PLA) and hemp
shives. Its main advantages compared to PLA are better mechanical properties, improved
superficial finish and antibacterial properties. Figure 4 shows the prototype of the custom
laryngoscope blade.
3 Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the workflow that was followed. A set of parameters was chosen based
on the measurements taken on a patient (Table 1), and the standard mesh was morphed
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on this geometry. Numerical simulations led to a minimal tongue thickness of 4 mm, as
shown in Fig. 4, which would ultimately prevent from using the biodegradable blades.
Alternatively, the blade thickness could be decreased close to the blade tip since the 4mm
thickness is strictly necessary only at the tongue base. It should be stressed that the ISO
7376 standard sets very strict limits both for the ultimate strength and the minimum
stiffness. However, a very stiff blade could be harmful, as being less adaptable to the
patient anatomy, which is an aspect that should also be taken into account.
Fig. 4. Left: 3D printed customized blade. Right: Results of the in silico tests: a) displacement
map for a 65 N load; b) Von Mises stress map for a 150 N
The importance of using biodegradable materials stems from the consideration that
wasted plastic blades can indeed have a significant impact on the environment [8]. A
recent study reported that more than 20,000 reusable laryngoscopes have been used in
UK hospitals in one year [10].
In addition to the required mechanical tests, it would be interesting to study the
interactions between the laryngoscope and themouth-larynx complex with experimental
models [9] and numerical methods [10, 11, 12].
Finally, biocompatibility tests should be performed to certify the absence ofmicrobial
or potentially hazardous substances after sterilization and that the sterilization process
would not change neither the structure, nor the chemical nature of the laryngoscope.
The customization procedure has the potential to address the specific needs of pediatric
patients, for whom it would be of great help. In fact, the size of current blade is unevenly
distributed with just a few sizes (one size only for some manufacturers) for pediatric
patients, and at least 3–4 sizes for adult patients.
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Abstract. This paper focuses on finger force magnitude analysis during stiffness
discrimination task. In the frame of their Study and research work MS students
from the Université Grenoble Alpes specially designed an experimental bench
allowing to simulate a pseudo-haptic spring. Then, a series of stiffness discrim-
ination tests between reals springs and a pseudo-haptic spring were performed.
Finger pressing forces and students’ (subjects’) perception of spring stiffness were
recorded and analyzed. The analysis of psychometric curves indicates that subjects
underestimate the simulated stiffness of the pseudo-haptic spring. The results also
indicate that the peak of finger force applied on pseudo-haptic spring increases
as the simulated stiffness increases. Moreover, it was found that the relationships
between the logarithm of stiffness and the finger force were linear for the real
springs and the pseudo-haptic spring. Pseudo-haptics effect being provided by
specially designed isometric force feedback device, the results of this study may
be useful for computer-based rehabilitation tasks designed for motor disorder
patients with muscle deficiency associated with limited joint movement range or
for injured athletes in the process of rehabilitation.
Keywords: Muscle force · Pseudo-haptic feedback · Stiffness discrimination
1 Introduction
In some simulation such as: medical, sportive, remote surgery…, it is necessary to have
stiffness information as it provides useful feedback to discriminate the stiffness, or the
compliance, properties of different tissues. Pseudo-haptics is a technique that can provide
the illusion of different physical properties such as stiffness, for instance. According
to Lécuyer et al. [1] pseudo-haptics is defined as “the generation, augmentation or
deformation of haptic sensations by information coming from other sensory modalities”,
hereinafter referred to as “disruptive modalities”.
Besides studies about the influence of user’s perception of stiffness, some studies
have investigated the hand motor strategy, such as adjustment of peak force intensity
or pressing duration, while pressing a real and a pseudo-haptic spring during stiffness
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discrimination tasks. Tan et al. [2] found that higher force is needed for achieving the
samemagnitude of work cues for less compliant objects during discrimination compared
to high compliant objects. The highest peak force is applied to the stiffest objects. This
conclusion has been verified by series of studies, no matter whether participants used
pinch or press movement [3] to discriminate the stiffness of a real spring.
Endo [4] investigated the exploration of movement, applied force and displacement
during stiffness discrimination task with real springs. He has shown that the forces
applied on the explored specimen increased with the stiffness until it reached a stabi-
lization for the highest stiffness values. Paljic et al. [5] used pseudo-haptic feedback to
simulate a pseudo-haptic torsion spring. They reported that the torque applied on the
spring did not vary with its simulated stiffness. However, the comparison between the
torques applied on real and pseudo-haptic torsion spring was not addressed. Freyberger
et al. [6] investigated the relationship between granularity perception and vibro-tactile
coding during stiffness discrimination task.
In [7] Kaim and Drewing investigated to what extent people strategically execute
movements that are tuned for softness discrimination of objectswith deformable surfaces
also during stiffness discrimination tasks.However, a question remains:what is the force-
stiffness relationship when pressing a pseudo-haptic spring compared to a real one in
stiffness discrimination tasks? The answer to this question may provide a reference
model for designing computer-based hand rehabilitation applications, using pseudo-
haptic feedback. As far as we know, there is no work focusing on this issue.
In this context, the aim of the paper is to investigate the influence of pseudo-haptic
feedback on users’ finger force. For this purpose, an experimental bench was specifically
designed allowing to simulate the pseudo-haptic spring. Its stiffness varies over eleven
different percentages, called stiffness percentages (−40%, −30%, −20%, −10%, 0%,
+10%, +20%, +30%, +40%, +50% and +60%) from the targeted stiffness of the
compared real spring. After testing both springs, participants had to identify which was
stiffer: the real spring or the pseudo-haptic one. Thus, the forces applied on the real
springs and pseudo-haptic spring were recorded and analyzed for investigating the trend
of change in finger force depending on the change of stiffness of the springs.
2 Experimental Protocol and Participants
The experimental protocol presented in [8], where only the displacement of the pseudo-
haptic spring was visually displayed on a computer screen, was replicated in the per-
formed experiments. Here, the visual stimuli of the two compared springs (real and
pseudo-haptic) and their respective displacements were displayed for the subjects on a
computer screen for each trial. The experiment includes two parts: i).Maximal voluntary
contraction (MVC) for force and electromyography (EMG) data calibration, ii). Stiff-
ness discrimination tests. MVC consists of three items: i). Maximal flexion force, ii).
Maximal extension force, iii). Maximal co-contraction. Each item is performed consec-
utively three times and consists in: performing the co-contraction during 3 s. followed
by 5 s. break. After each item, subject had 5 min to rest before starting the stiffness
discrimination task. For the maximal flexion and extension forces, subject had to con-
tinuously apply the maximum force by vertically pulling and pushing a ring attached
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with a force sensor towards down and towards up. The maximal co-contraction consists
in keeping the palm and forearm horizontal, and co-contracting all the forearm muscles.
During performing each item, the forces and EMG signal are recorded. During the tests,
subjects, in sitting position, had to use the index finger of their dominant hands while
applying the forces.
Figure 1 partially shows the test bench for the experiments carried out. Inside a box
(Fig. 1a), there are four springs, labeled 1, 2, 3 and 4 with physical stiffness of 202 N/m,
304 N/m, 608 N/m and 2500 N/m respectively. The real spring is one among springs 1,
2 and 3. The pseudo-haptic spring is the stiffest one, namely spring 4. It has been shown
[9], and our own experience confirms, that pseudo-haptic spring simulation is more
relevant when using stiffer pseudo-haptic spring. Using stiffness in a similar range for
pseudo-haptic and real springs precludes stiffness discrimination task, probably because
subjects do not understand the task they must perform. Each spring is situated in a
metallic tube and is loaded by the finger force via a button. Beneath each spring, a force
sensor (KISTLER 9017B) records the force with a 2000 Hz sampling frequency during
each trial.
a)                                                          b)
Fig. 1. Experimental setup: (a). Four springs inside the box; (b). a real spring (spring A, left) and
the pseudo-haptic spring (spring B, right).
For the real springs no mismatch existed between the visual feedback and its dis-
placement. However, for the pseudo-haptic one a difference existed according to the
simulated targeted stiffness value, in order to lure the participants. Previous tests had
shown that below−40%and above+60% the subjects’ perception resultswere no longer
influenced by the visual feedback. Thus, the experiments were performed by varying the
stiffness of the pseudo-haptic spring randomly over eleven different stiffness percentages
from the stiffness of the compared real spring.
During each trial of stiffness discrimination, one of the three real springs was ran-
domly compared to the pseudo-haptic spring whose simulated stiffness varied, as previ-
ously said, from the stiffness of the compared real spring by eleven different percentages.
The button’s displacements of the two compared springs were displayed on the screen
labeled “Spring A” and “Spring B”. For each spring, the spring number (1 to 4) of the
corresponding button was indicated just below “Spring A/B” (Fig. 1b). Subjects started
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a trial by pressing spring B first (i.e. pseudo-haptic spring) and then spring A, the ran-
domized compared real springs. After they could switch back and forth between the
two springs as they wished. For subject’s information, in the top part of the screen, the
trials’ number and the time spent for this trial were displayed (Fig. 1b). Subjects had to
focus on the computer screen and were not allowed to observe the current movements of
their fingers while pressing the springs. For each trial, after exploring the springs, they
had to press the S button on the keyboard, with their non-dominant hand, to Stop the
trial. Then the question: Which spring is stiffer? was displayed on the computer screen.
The subjects pushed key A or B to answer the question. The answer was then auto-
matically recorded for further analysis. Fifteen unpaid voluntary and healthy subjects
(twelve males and three females), aged from 23 to 25 participated in the experiments.
All of them reported no: i). Visual impairment; ii). Impairments of haptic sensitivity;
iii). Diseases or symptoms inducing hand movement disorder.
3 Results and Discussion
Figure 2 presents the comparison between the force on real springs and the virtual spring
under identical stiffness (0%of change). A significant effect was noted for the spring type
(F = 118.32, p-value < 0.0001) and for the stiffness (F = 94.034, p-value < 0.0001)
meaning that the force applied on the real springs are lower than this applied on the
virtual one, while the force increases from low to higher stiffness values. A significant
interaction between the spring type and ‘stiffness scale’ (F = 8.907, p-value < 0.001)
was also observed. The forces applied on real springs increase from 5.946 N to 11.6 N
and from 9.5 N to 12.79 N on virtual spring. This means that the forces applied on the
real springs were statistically lower than those applied on the virtual spring when the
stiffness of real springs and the virtual spring are the same.
Fig. 2. All paired comparisons have significant differences between force on virtual spring and
real springs (p-value < 0.0001).
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The significant effect of stiffness scale on the force applied on the real springs
confirms that higher stiffness induces higher force. This observation also is in agreement
with the conclusions in [4]. As no significant effect of stiffness percentage on the force
applied on the real springs was found, it can be concluded that the forces applied on
the real springs were not significantly influenced by the simulated change in stiffness
of the compared pseudo-haptic spring. Since the force-stiffness relationship for both,
real and pseudo-haptic spring, fits the logarithmic function, it can be observed: i). That
subject’s behavior when pressing the pseudo-haptic spring has the same pattern as when
using real one, but with a shift; ii). a similarity is observed between the tendency in
the change of force applied on real springs and pseudo-haptic spring when stiffness
increases. It appears that for the same stiffness, the force applied on the pseudo-haptic
spring is higher than that applied on the real springs. This phenomenon is natural as the
physical stiffness of the pseudo-haptic spring is much larger than the stiffness of the real
springs. Regardless of the nature of the spring, real or pseudo-haptic, the force and the
gap between them (Fig. 2) decreases with the increase in stiffness. In other words, if
the simulated stiffness of the pseudo-haptic feedback is higher, less difference exists in
the force’s behavior pattern between the real springs and the pseudo-haptic spring. That
explains the conclusion reported in [4]: the forces reach the same magnitude when the
stiffness increases.
4 Conclusion
The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between subjects’ finger force
applied on springs and spring stiffness through experimental stiffness discrimination
tests (comparing the stiffness of real and pseudo-haptic spring). Subjects’ perception of
spring stiffness and index finger pressing force on the real springs and the pseudo-haptic
spring was recorded and analyzed.
Analysis of stiffness discrimination results shows that subjects have underestimated
the simulated stiffness of the pseudo-haptic spring as reported in (8). Their perception
underestimation on simulated stiffness of pseudo-haptic spring implies that pseudo-
haptic feedback should be better employed to simulate spring stiffness or biological
tissues with higher levels of stiffness.
These findings may be useful in the design and the development of user-centered
computer-based rehabilitation applications in general, and for patients with hand motor
disorder (limited finger or hand movement ranges) in particular as the isometric-device
simulating the pseudo-haptic springs need no displacement.
Acknowledgements. This work was supported by LabEx PERSYVAL-Lab (ANR-11-LABX-
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Abstract. In this paper, a tool able to support the sailing yacht designer during
the early stage of the design process has been developed. Quadratic and cubic
Rational Bézier curves have been selected to describe the main curves defining
the hull of a sailing yacht. The adopted approach is based upon the definition of
a set of parameters, say the length of water line, the beam of the waterline, canoe
body draft and some dimensionless coefficients according to the traditional way
of the yacht designer. Some geometrical constraints imposed on the curves (e.g.
continuity, endpoint angles) have been conceived aimed to avoid unreasonable
shapes. These curves can be imported in any commercial CAD software and used
as a frame to fit with a surface. The algorithm and the related Graphical User
Interface (GUI) have been written in Visual Basic for Excel. To test the usability
and the precision of the tool, two sailboats with different characteristics have been
replicated. The rebuilt version of the hulls is very close to the original ones both
in terms of shape and dimensionless coefficients.
Keywords: Rational Bézier curves · Sailing yacht design · CAD
1 Introduction
In a work of any engineer, the design is often the central and more important part of the
entire process. In awide range of industries, such as automobile, aircraft and shipbuilding
[1], the first step of the process consists of finding an existing well designed geometry to
be used as a benchmark for the new model. As far as the maritime field, it is interesting
to notice that the design approach is mostly based on the traditional design techniques of
trial-and-error.Consequently, the obtained results are highly dependent on the experience
of the designer [2, 3]. To facilitate the design of hulls, naval engineers are investigating
the possibility to define the so-called Hull Equation [4]. This equation should be able
to describe, from a mathematical point of view the hull of a sailboat, a motorboat or
a ship. Although an intensive effort in this sense, nowadays is not possible to describe
the hull with a single one equation because the geometry of a hull depends on several
parameters and most of them are related one each other [5]. Several works where authors
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presentmethods to generate a quick but detailed preliminary design or, on the other hand,
approaches to optimize the geometry can be found in the literature. For instance, in [6] a
design tool is developed using cubic polynomial expressions to define the control curves
of a hull. In [7] cubic Bézier curves and the curve-plane intersection method are selected
to properly design a submarine hull. Also [8] and [2] propose a new design framework to
generate the parametric design and modification of yacht hulls. In particular, the hull is
split into three regions to assure better design flexibility. Splitting the whole hull domain
into sub-domains is a common practice as can be observed in [9] where the hull has
two domains, one below the chine and one above the chine. Other authors were more
focused on the optimization phase as in [10] where a novel simultaneous engineering
design approach has been proposed or in [2] where an interactive design approach for
hull forms optimization is developed. In this work, a numerical tool able to help the yacht
designer to properly define and modify the hull form of a sailboat has been written.
The approach to the problem has been described in Sect. 2. It consists of the def-
inition of a curves frame, modeled with Rational Bézier curves depending on yacht
measurements (e.g. length, beam, draft) and some dimensionless coefficients. To avoid
unreasonable shapes, constraints to the control points have been imposed. The efficiency
of the tool is demonstrated in Sect. 3, where two different hull forms have been rebuilt
and the obtained results compared with the original ones.
2 Design Approach
The shape of the hull is defined by three sections (fore, mid and aft), three longitudinal
curves (sheer, chine and keel) and the right ahead. In this way, the whole domain is
divided into three parts, as can be seen in Fig. 1. The curves have been modeled with
rational Bézier curves of second and third-degree. The design variables of the problem
are the Cartesian coordinates of the control points and the tangency of the curves at their





where Bi,n are the Bernstein polynomials while Pi and wi are the control points and the
weights respectively.
Rational Bézier curves differ from the Bézier curves because it is possible to increase
or decrease the effect of each control point to define the shape of the curve. In thisway, the
designer can modify the fullness of each curve, according to the related dimensionless
coefficient, without losing the condition of continuity because the tangency at the ending
points of the curve is not influenced by the value of the weights.
Sections are defined with rational Bézier curves of second degree and each of them
is composed of two curves: one starting from the keel to the chine and the second one
starting from the chine to the sheer. In this way, it is possible to generate a wide range
of shapes including sections with or without a hard chine.
To assure G0 continuity of the section (in case of hard chine hull) the position of
the control points of the two curves at the chine shall be coincident. The G1 continuity
(round bilge hull) is assured controlling the tangency of the curves in the common point
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Fig. 1. Curves frame used to define the hull surface.
(always lying on the chine). The algorithm and the related Graphical User Interface
(GUI) have been written in Visual Basic for Excel.
Fig. 2. Graphical User Interface of the tool developed in Visual Basic for Excel. Plane YZ.
The designer can modify the shape of each curve, by changing the values of the
Cartesian coordinates (YA, ZA, YB, ZB, YC, ZC), the angles at the ends of the two
curves (α, β1, β2 and γ ) and, if necessary, the weights w, as shown in Fig. 2.
The keel line is also defined with rational Bézier curves of second degree with the
samemethodology but the value of β1, β2 are always the same to assure theG1 continuity
in every part of the curve.
To properly represent chine and sheer lines rational Bézier curves of third-degree are
needed. This is due to the nature of these curves that, differently from sections and keel
line, are not lying on a plane. Using high order curves, in this case, helps the designer
to modify the shape of the curves in both the projection planes XY and XZ as shown in
Fig. 3.
A “*.pts” file, consisting of three-column list of the points’ spatial coordinates (X Y
Z), for each curve is automatically generated and imported in PTC Creo 4.0. An internal
macro firstly generate the surface over the imported curves frame and then calculate
areas and mass properties. If the design is not as good as expected the designer can
modify the curves in Excel to obtain a new configuration without redesigning the entire
model but just updating the “*.pts” files.
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Fig. 3. Graphical User Interface of the tool developed in Visual Basic for Excel. Plane XY and
XZ.
3 Case Study
To test the tool, the authors replicated two sailing dinghies participating to the
1001VELAcup competition (a sailing dinghy race held yearly in Italy; more details
can be found at www.1001velacup.eu). The original CAD models of the two hulls (a
round bilge hull and a hard chine hull) were defined by means of cubic B-spline sur-
faces over a set of about 20 × 10 control points. Starting from these models, the curves
frame as defined in Fig. 1 have been obtained and placed as background images for the
rebuilding process, following the procedure described in the previous section. Although
the rebuilt curves have been generated starting from few information (a set of 9 points
and 9 angles at all), a good match has been found.
Fig. 4. Original curves (black) and rebuilt curves (red): round bilge (left) and hard chine (right)
Particularly, Fig. 4 shows the overlap of the original and rebuilt curves, while Fig. 5
shows the cut-off of the rebuilt surfaces in CREO with transversal planes to show the
sections (red curves),with horizontal planes to show thewaterlines (blue curves) andwith
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longitudinal planes to show the buttocks (green curves). A well faired curves frame has
been obtained without undesired changes in slope or curvature confirming the goodness
of the proposed approach.
Fig. 5. Rebuilt hull surfaces: round bilge (left) and hard chine (right)
Once the geometry of the hulls is defined, the main characteristics of the two sail-
boats are automatically calculated. Table 1 shows the comparison of the main hull
characteristics whose definitions can be found in [5].
Table 1. Main characteristic comparison between original and rebuilt hulls.
Characteristics Symbol Unit Round bilge Hard chine
Original Rebuilt Original Rebuilt
Displacement ∇ m3 0.238 0.233 0.262 0.263
Length overall LOA m 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60
Length water line LWL m 4.40 4.42 4.49 4.49
Max beam water
line
BWL m 1.05 1.05 0.95 0.95
Wetted surface SW m2 3.38 3.40 3.46 3.50
Water plane area AW m2 3.14 3.17 3.10 3.14
Max transversal
area
AX m2 0.107 0.103 0.094 0.093
Long. centre of
buoyancy
LCB m 2.48 2.52 2.25 2.26
Long. centre of
flotation
LCF m 2.68 2.67 2.60 2.60
Max draught Tc m 0.14 0.14 0.17 0.17
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Concerning length, areas and volume coefficients, a maximum deviations close to
1% has been achieved between original and rebuilt hulls coefficients. This value is lower
than the sensitivity of the most common numerical application like, for instance, the
bare hull resistance estimation [12].
4 Conclusion
In this work, a tool and the relative methodology to design hulls of sailing boats is
presented. The algorithm and the related Graphical User Interface (GUI) have been
written in Visual Basic for Excel. A total of seven Bézier curves of the second and third-
degree are selected to define the geometry of the hull. To prove the validity of the tool
and the applied approach, two existing sailboat hulls have been successfully replicated.
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Abstract. In ISO Geometrical Product Specifications and Verification Standards
(GPS) [1], partition is one of the fundamental operations used to obtain ideal or
non-ideal features of a product. The operation of partition produces independent
geometrical features by decomposing the object. A curvature-based CAD mesh
partitioning framework is proposed in this paper. The framework combines several
key steps including curvature-based attribute calculation, local shape type refine-
ment, region growing, slippage analysis and statistical modeling. The partitioned
features are classified into seven invariance classes of surface in the context of ISO
GPS. A case study shows that not only appropriate partitioning but also accurate
invariance class recognition for GPS are achieved by the proposed framework.
Keywords: Partitioning · ISO GPS · Digital geometry processing · Curvature
1 Introduction
In ISOGPS, feature operations such as partition, extraction, filtration and association are
used to obtain ideal and non-ideal features. Among these operations, partition is used to
identify ideal or non-ideal features. The default partition segments the part into maximal
surface portions that correspond to one of the seven invariance classes of surfaces, i.e.
plane, sphere, cylinder, surface of revolution, prismatic, helix, and complex surface. The
partitioned feature could be used to facilitate other operations such as association and
filtration.
In this paper, existing partition methods are reviewed and a comprehensive classi-
fication is proposed. A curvature-based partitioning framework in the context of ISO
GPS is developed. The framework contains two main stages, initial region partitioning
and region refinement. A case study on a CAD mesh is presented to demonstrate the
performance of the framework.
2 Related Work
Partition or Segmentation is an important problem in geometry processing and is
addressed by different topics and fields such as computer vision, civil engineering and
© The Author(s) 2021
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mechanical engineering in the context of reverse engineering.Anwer et al. [2] put forward
a classification of the existing partitioning approaches to provide scientific fundamentals
for ISO GPS partitioning.
Amore comprehensive classification is proposed as show in Fig. 1. The existing point
cloud (PC, in short) andmesh partitioningmethods are classified into six categories based
on their methodologies. The attributes of the PC or the mesh such as curvature, geodesic
distance, normal, dihedral angles, slippage, etc. are calculated in order to provide criteria
for different methods [3].
Fig. 1. Classification of point cloud and mesh partitioning methods.
Edge detection methods, or boundary-based methods, attempt to locate the edges
of the object then group the points inside the boundaries [4]. Partitioning by region
growing decomposes a mesh or a point cloud into regions that share similar properties
[5]. A merging step is always needed to reduce the number of the obtained regions. The
core of attributes clustering methods is to address the attributes for each point based
on the geometric characteristics and then calculate the distance of each node to the
specific region [6, 7]. Here we divide the clustering method into iterative clustering
[6] and hierarchical clustering (or “direct clustering methods”) [7] according to the
clustering process. Shape fitting methods try to fit primitive shapes such as planes,
spheres, cylinders, cones or tori to the point cloud. Points are labeled as one partitioned
region if they belong to the same primitive shape [8]. Spectral analysis methods try to
use the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a properly structured square matrix, which is
informative of local geometric attributes of a mesh [9]. Recent advances in machine
learning, especially deep learning technologies, provide novel solutions for the 3D point
cloud andmesh segmentation.Attributes are used as the label features to train the learning
model and the well-turned model achieves a significant improvement in results [10].
The key techniques and the attributes used for each type ofmethods introduced above
are highlighted in Table 1. The output types of each reference are classified into semantic
(e.g. a shaft) and geometric (e.g. a cylinder).
It can be seen that existing methods are able to segment the object into different
regions. However, it is critical to identify the segmented regions as seven invariance
classes in the context of ISO GPS. Meanwhile, most of the methods use post-processing
steps to ensure the segmentation results. Therefore, a framework that combined a variety
of techniques is preferable to be implemented for obtaining robust results.
3 Curvature-Based Framework for ISO GPS Partitioning
Curvature is an important tool for analyzing the geometry of surfaces since it specifies
the second-order properties of a surface and is independent of the used parametrization.
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Table 1. Summary and comparison of existing partitioning methods
References Category Input Technique Attributes used Output
[4] Edge
detection








































Based on the curvature estimation of points on a givenmesh, a framework of partitioning
in the context of ISO GPS is presented as shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. The framework of the proposed partitioning method.
Since a point-cloud does not provide much point-set topological information, a mesh
representation should be firstly reconstructed according to some specific criteria as the
input of the proposed framework [11]. The output are the partitioned features in accor-
dance with the seven invariance classes defined in ISO GPS. Initial region partition and
region refinement are conducted as two main steps in the framework in order to obtain
robust partition results.
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3.1 Initial Region Partition
Firstly, the principal curvatures of each vertex (k1 and k2, i.e. maximum and minimum
principal curvature) in themesh is calculated. Secondly, shape index and curvedness [12,
13] in the neighborhood of each vertex are calculated based on the principal curvatures.
Shape index specifies the local shape type and it is independent from size and the
assignment of principal directions. Curvedness specifies the size and it is the amount
of the surface curvatures in the neighborhood of a vertex. The shape index and the











κ21 (xi) + κ22 (xi)
2
(2)
Each vertex on the mesh will be clustered into sharp edges and several shape types
by evaluating their shape index and curvedness values. Vertices belonging to sharp edges
are detected at first in the framework.
Due to the error of point data during the acquisition process in practice [14], the
vertices in a relatively small region do not share the same value of curvedness and shape
index. Therefore, an iterative voting method [15] is conducted in order to refine the local
shape type. The 11 types of local shape are the label calculated for each vertex according
to its shape index value.
Fig. 3. Illustration of local shape refinement and region growing in the framework.
After the local shape type refinement, labelled points on the mesh are connected to
each other by a region growing method, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In each iteration, the
point which is not labeled will be chosen as the initial seed for region growing process.
All the neighbor vertices of the seed will be checked if they share the same local shape
type index. The neighbor points will be set as the new seed of growing process if they
share the same local shape type index. The full region growing process stops when all
the vertices are labeled by a group number.
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3.2 Region Refinement
The obtained regions from the region growing process become the initial patches as the
input of region refinement. A slippage signature-based algorithm [16] is used to merge
the regions. In the method, a geometrical feature called slippable motion are calculated
for each initial patch. Adjacent region pairs are evaluated by the slippage signature and
are merged into one region if they share the same value. Further post-processing steps
are conducted after the slippage merging of the surface in order to reduce the impact by
noise data.
Merged regions by slippage analysis are not classified in the context of ISOGPSseven
invariance classes. Therefore, vertices which are grouped from the input mesh should be
registered according to local properties. A statistical modeling method proposed by [17]
is utilized to provide a statistical description of each region with strong mathematical
basis. After invariance class recognition, quick and accurate identification of features is
addressed by labeling the regions.
4 Case Study
A test part is used as a case study to show the effectiveness of the proposed framework
for CAD mesh partitioning. The part is designed by CAD system and manufactured as
in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. A case study of the proposed framework of mesh partitioning.
The 3D nominal shape of the part is represented by a mesh model. Shape index and
curvedness of each vertex on the mesh are calculated. Then local shape type refinement
and region growing methods are implemented to stabilize the indicator of each point in
the mesh.
Slippage analysis is used tomerge small patches into a large region. The independent
38 regions of the mesh (in random color) are the partitioning result by slippage analysis.
An invariance class recognition method by statistical modeling are then implemented
to label these regions. The results are recognized and visualized according to seven
invariance classes.
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5 Conclusion
A curvature-based mesh partitioning method framework is proposed based on a compre-
hensive literature review. The proposed framework is able to partition 3DCADmesh into
regions in the context of ISO GPS. The result of implementation and testing shows that
the proposed method can partition the tessellated nominal models appropriately. Future
work will investigate the applicability of the approach in the context of measurement
for ISO GPS verification.
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Abstract. Stochastic lattice structures are very powerful solutions for filling
three-dimensional spaces using a generative algorithm. They are suitable for 3D
printing and are well appropriate to structural optimization and mass distribu-
tion, allowing for high-performance and low-weight structures. The paper shows
a method, developed in the Rhino-Grasshopper environment, to distribute lattice
structures until a goal is achieved, e.g. the reduction of the weight, the harmoniza-
tion of the stresses or the limitation of the strain. As case study, a cantilever beam
made of Titan alloy, by means of SLS technology has been optimized. The results
of the work show the potentiality of the methodology, with a very performing
structure and low computational efforts.
Keywords: Topology Optimization · Additive Manufacturing ·Mechanical
design · Lattice structures
1 Introduction
Topology Optimization (TO) is a very powerful tool [1] and it allows to obtain light-
weight structures, optimizing one or more parameters [2]. Recently, thanks to the rapid
development of the Additive Manufacturing (AM) technologies, also TO has had a rapid
increase in interest and application [3]. The main fields range from biomedical [4, 5] to
sports [6], automotive [7] and aerospace [8].
In 2019, Cucinotta et al. proposed a 2D TO method based on a new algorithm
developed in the Rhinoceros-Grasshopper environment (grasshopper3d.com) [9, 10]
based on a Voronoi tessellation. In this work, the authors present an important evolution
of that method, with a 3D-volume application and the use of a reticular structure, instead
of the hollowing. In this case the generated structure is lattice, based on points, called
seeds, distributed in a stochastic way or with a distribution law.
The method is oriented for a Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) AM technology, or
similar. These techniques consist in the sintering of metal powders with the energy
supply coming from a laser light [6, 10].
© The Author(s) 2021
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2 Materials and Methods
2.1 The Algorithm
The algorithm has been developed in the Rhinoceros – Grasshopper environment. The
Grasshopper is a visual programming language that allows to parametrize the drawing
tools of the Rhinoceros CAD (Fig. 1). The first step of the algorithm is the filling of the
regions that are to be optimized with the seeds. Each seed is the point where the lattices
will connect to each other. It is possible to decide the number and the distribution of the
seeds, that can be uniformor not. In the second step, the seeds are interconnected by linear
prismatic elements. In this phase it is possible to decide a limit of a number of connections
for each node and themaximumandminimum length limits of the connectors.Obviously,
by increasing the number and the limits, the number of connectors that make up the
lattice structure increases. At the end of each stage, the algorithm exports a ready-to-use
universal .STP file.
Fig. 1. The algorithm on the Grasshopper canvas
2.2 The Case Study
The case study is a monolithic cantilever beam, with a fixed constrain in a side and the
load on the opposite side, that is optimized only in the core volume, fixing the upper
and a lower face with a constant thickness. In this way, the result, is a sandwich panel
[12] with all the potentiality in terms of weight and stress of this kind of structures [13,
14]. The objective of the TO has been set as the reduction of the global weight of the
system, until a set stress threshold is reached (in this case set as 70% of the yield stress,
i.e. about 600MPa). The component is a 100 (length)× 50 (width)× 13 (thickness) mm
cantilever beam, with a fixed constrain in a side, and a vertical force (2 kN), distributed
on the edge, on the opposite side. At the iteration 0, the beam was monolithic. After
that iteration, at each subsequent step, the algorithm populates with seeds the volume
between the upper and lower face, realizing a sandwich. The thickness of the two skin
was fixed (in the case study 3mm). The seeds have been increasingly populated, keeping
the points that reach a stress threshold, set at 70% of the yield point of the material, plus
a random quota. The random quota can be distributed uniformly, as in the case of this
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work, or non-uniformly with an ad hoc distribution law. For each seed, the algorithm
connects the nearest 5 seeds with a beam, provided they are neither longer nor shorter
than certain limits. Each beam was imposed with a circular section and a fixed diameter
of 0.5 mm.
For this work the Ti-6Al-4V ELI alloy has been used hypothesizing an AM process
in SLS technology [11]. This type of material is used in various industrial sectors, in
relation to its good mechanical properties and in the biomedical field in consequence of
its biocompatibility [14].
The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was performed using the Nastran solver within
Siemens NX 1859. The choice of mesh was a structured hexahedral grid with size of
1mm, in the monolithic component and in the skins, and beams elements for the lattice
structure. A linear static analysis was performed using a Nastran SOL 101. To be sure
that the boundary conditions were always the same in each simulation, fixed selection
boxes have been created.
3 Results and Discussion
The Fig. 2 shows the FEA results at the last step (with 1000 seeds). It is possible to
observe that, if the skins are linearly loaded, as expected, the beams are more or less
uniformly loaded, because the number of seeds change in function of the stress.
Fig. 2. The maximum von Mises equivalent stress on the FEA at the last step. The distributed
force is of 2 kN. The constrain is fixed on the opposite side of the force.
As the number of seeds increases, the number of beams increases and consequently
the structure becomes more robust but also weightier (Fig. 3). To test the effectiveness of
the algorithm, many population cycles were carried out until the maximum stress value
stabilized without producing significant advantages. At that point, the weight/stress ratio
grows.
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Fig. 3. The trend of stress and weight increasing the number of seeds
At the end of the optimization, the component reached the fixed allowable stress
(600 MPa) with a weight reduction of 50% with 800 seeds and about 2700 beams.
The workstation used for running the algorithm was equipped with an Intel Core I7-
8700 CPU with 16 GB of RAM and a nVidia Quadro P5000 16 GB. The computational
time requested by the algorithmwas about of 60 s for each CAD reconstruction, showing
the high performance of the method also in terms of computational resources.
4 Conclusions
In the paper a novel 3D optimization method, based on a mix of random and high-
stress points, have been presented. The method is based on a stochastic lattice structure
inside two, or more, monolithic walls. The algorithm has been developed inside the
Rhinoceros-Grasshopper environment that allows to program and parametrise the CAD
commands.
As case study a simple cantilever beam has been choose. The analysis shows the
different effects, in terms of weight and stress, changing the number of seeds necessary
for the construction of the stochastic lattice structure.
The method showed high potentialities with a drastic weight reduction (up to 50%)
and very good stress performance,with a very low computational effort. Furthermore, the
stochastic structure ensures good performance even when real loads differ significantly
from design loads.
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Abstract. The aim of this work is to implement a new process for the design and
production of orthopaedic devices to realize entirely by Additive Manufacturing
(AM). In particular, a generative algorithm for parametric modelling of flexible
structures to use in orthopaedic devices has been developed. The developed mod-
elling algorithm has been applied to a case study based on the design and produc-
tion of a customized elbow orthosis made by Selective Laser Sintering. The results
obtained have demonstrated that the developed algorithm overcomes many draw-
backs typical of traditional CAD modelling approaches. FEM simulations have
been also performed to validate the design of the orthosis. The new modelling
algorithm allows designers to model flexible structures with no deformations or
mismatches and to create parametric CAD models to use for the production of
orthopaedic devices through AM technologies.
Keywords: Additive Manufacturing · Additively manufactured textiles ·
Generative algorithms · CAD modelling · Elbow orthosis
1 Introduction
AdditiveManufacturing (AM) is a constantly evolving technology andmany researchers
have explored its application in different fields, like engineering and medicine [1, 2].
In this last field, AM has been largely used for orthopaedic applications to produce
customised prostheses and orthoses [3, 4].
Customised orthoses can be better adapted to the patient’s body than prefabricated
devices, thus ensuring better performance [1, 2, 4] but, usually, they could have very
complex shapes. Therefore, for this kind of application, AM is the most suitable pro-
duction technology because it facilitates creating complex shapes with a large variety of
materials [5]. It also has lower costs than manual fabrication [6] and very good surface
finish, if the process parameters are suitably chosen [7, 8].
Moreover, in recent years the use of AM has been investigated to produce flexible
materials. The basic idea is to create a flexible 3D printed textile which could be used
to make, for example, clothing and accessories.
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The aimof thiswork is to implement a newprocess aimedat the design andproduction
of orthopaedic devices that are fully manufacturable by AM. For this purpose, a new
modelling approach based on generative algorithms and on the use of the Additively
Manufactured Textiles (AMT) technology [9] has been proposed. A test case, based on
the modelling and production of a customized elbow orthosis, has been developed.
2 AMT Flexible Structures
To improve the aesthetics of orthopaedic devices today, thanks to modern additive tech-
nologies, it is possible to use additivelymanufactured textiles to create flexible structures
[10] that also allow a better fit of the devices to patients.
Of course, additively manufactured textiles are very interesting and could be widely
used for different applications, but the lack of efficient approaches for their 3Dmodelling
limits their use. In this work, two different approaches have been used to model AMT
structures: in the first, a standard CAD software was used; in the second, a generative
algorithm [11, 12] was used. This second approach was developed to overcome the prob-
lems encountered during the CAD modelling of the AMT structures with conventional
software.
2.1 CAD Modelling of Flexible Structures by Commercial Software
To investigate a standard approach to model additively manufactured textiles, a test case
study related to the design and modelling of a customized elbow orthosis was developed
(Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. CAD model of the designed elbow orthosis.
The analysed elbow prosthesis was initially modelled using a classical reverse engi-
neering approach [13] and its structural partswere dimensioned using numericalmethods
[14].
The flexible structures of the orthosis were modelled using the commercial software
Rhinoceros. Initially, it was decided to create flexible structures consisting of networks
of rings. For this purpose, the Paneling Tools plug-in was used. The 3D basic module of
the network is shown in Fig. 2 (left). The structure created and adapted to the external
surface of a part of the orthosis is shown in Fig. 2 (right).
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Fig. 2. Basicmodule to repeat (Left) - CADmodel of the flexible structure by Rhinoceros (Right).
The modelling of the analysed flexible structure using this approach showed some
drawbacks mainly due to the deformations of the rings of the basic module after the
panelization on the surface. As shown in Fig. 3, in many cases, wide variations of the
diameter of the rings were detected. In some cases, a diameter reduction of around
40–50% was calculated. Moreover, there were also misalignments among the rings of
different modules (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3. Deformations and misalignments of the rings of the flexible structure using a commercial
software.
The above-mentioned modelling problems, besides representing a drawback from
the aesthetic point of view, could generate some problems during the manufacturing
phase and could affect the strength of the structure. This aspect was confirmed during
the realization of a prototype by AM. One of the two parts of the orthosis (Fig. 4), in
fact, reported defects due to the deformation of the rings, while the other part was not
fully made due to the too small thickness of the rings.
Fig. 4. STL model of flexible structure (on the left) and prototype (on the right).
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2.2 CAD Modelling of Flexible Structures by a New Approach
To overcome the drawbacks of the modelling of flexible structures with Rhinoceros, a
new modelling approach based on generative algorithms was proposed. The new algo-
rithm was developed using Grasshopper, a graphical algorithm editor that can be used as
a plug-in to Rhinoceros. The developed algorithm allows the creation of flexible struc-
tures made of different basic modules (for example rings) that are perfectly mapped onto
any surface with no deformation and/or misalignment. The algorithm consists of three
main features that allow the:
• 3D parametric modelling of a basic module;
• definition of a grid of points on a surface;
• paneling of the basic module on the surface.
The function blocks diagram of the developed algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5. Function blocks diagram in Grasshopper.
The developed algorithm was tested by modelling the same flexible structures pre-
viously created with the Rhinoceros software. Initially, the basic module was modelled.
A group of three connected rings (Fig. 6) was modelled. The relative positions of the
three rings were parameterized depending on the main input parameters, such as the
diameters of the toroid and the transversal circular section.
Fig. 6. Basic module (on the left) and block diagram of the 3D parametric modelling function
(on the right).
The developed modelling algorithm allowed the creation of a flexible structure
perfectly adapted to the surface of the orthosis (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. Flexible structure modelled by the algorithm.
As can be seen in Fig. 8, there is no deformation,misalignment or interference among
the rings.
Fig. 8. Details of the flexible structure.
The final CAD model of the orthosis made through the new algorithm is shown in
Fig. 9.
Fig. 9. CAD model of the elbow orthosis.
3 FEM Analysis
FEM analyses have been performed to validate the design in terms of topology and
main dimensions of the structure. In fact, only the structural parts of the orthosis in PA
2200 have been analysed. In particular, the flexion and extension movements have been
simulated. A very high test load, equal to 150 N, has been imposed to the orthosis to
simulate extremely hard-working conditions. Figure 10 and 11 show Von Mises stress
maps during extension and flexionmovements. In all cases, it can be observed that all the
maximum values of the Von Mises stress are lower than the ultimate tensile stress of PA
2200 (≈48 MPa). Experimental tests will be useful for a better characterization of the
materials and validating the numerical models [15–17] in different working conditions.
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Fig. 10. Extension movement: Von Mises stress maps
Fig. 11. Flexion movement: Von Mises stress maps
4 Prototype Manufacturing by Additive Manufacturing
After the CAD model of the designed orthosis was completed, a prototype of the device
was produced in PA 2200 using an SLS 3D printer (EOS FORMIGA P100). PA 2200
is a fine white powder based on polyamide, used for the manufacture of products with
high surface quality and very good thermal and mechanical characteristics [5]. Figure 12
shows the prototype fromwhich it is possible to observe the good surface finish obtained
with this AM technology.
Fig. 12. Final prototype of the designed elbow orthosis.
5 Conclusions
In this work, a new process aimed at the design and production of orthopaedic devices
fully manufacturable by Additive Manufacturing has been implemented.
To better customise and improve the aesthetic appearance of an elbow orthosis, it
was decided to use AdditivelyManufactured Textiles technology. Initially, a commercial
CAD software was used to model the non-structural parts of the orthosis and its flexible
structures. This approach had some drawbacks mainly due to the deformations and
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misalignments of the AMT structures. To overcome these problems, a new modelling
approach based on generative algorithms was developed. The obtained results have
shown that this generative algorithm is a very good solution that allows the user to
create very complex flexible structures with no drawbacks typical of traditional CAD
modelling approaches. FEM analyses have been carried out considering the movements
of flexion and extension of the arm. Obtained results allowed to validate the design.
Subsequently, a functional prototype of the elbow orthosis has been realized by means
of the SLS technology. The results present innovative elements of originality in the
CAD modelling sector, which can contribute to solving problems related to modelling
for Additive Manufacturing in different application fields.
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Abstract. Thanks to the great diffusion of additive manufacturing technolo-
gies, the interest in lattice structures is growing. Among them, minimal surfaces
are characterized by zero mean curvature, allowing enhanced properties such as
mechanical response and fluidynamic behavior. Recent works showed a method
for geometric modeling triply periodic minimal surfaces (TPMS) based on sub-
division surface. In this paper, the deviation between the subdivided TPMS and
the implicit defined ones is investigated together with mechanical properties com-
puted by numerical methods. As a result, a model of mechanical properties as a
function of the TPMS thickness and relative density is proposed.
Keywords: Lattice structures · Additive manufacturing · Triply periodic
minimal surfaces · Design for additive manufacturing
1 Introduction
The spreading of additivemanufacturing (AM) technologiesmakes it possible to produce
parts with unprecedented complexity, such as biomimicry products, organic shapes and
lightweight components. Nevertheless, anisotropic materials, surface finish, costs and
security are just some of the open issues [1]. Among the lightweight structures, cellular
solids or lattice structures are characterizedby superior properties: theyhavehigh specific
stiffness and strength, and they are good heat exchangers, energy absorbers and acoustic
insulators [2, 3, 4]. Lattice structures, indeed, can find application from microscale
to macroscale, from tissue engineering [5], to construction [6]. Minimal surfaces are
a kind of lattice structures defined as surfaces with zero mean curvature or surfaces
that minimize the surface area for given boundary conditions [7]. Minimal surfaces
repeating themselves in three dimensions are called triply periodic minimal surfaces
(TPMS) [8]. These surfaces have received huge attention in the research community due
to their intrinsic properties [9], especially in the biomedical field, where it is mandatory
to use porous scaffolds designed to allow fluid exchange and tissue regrowth [10, 11].
Furthermore, due to their curvature continuity, the stress concentration at nodal points
is eliminated and fatigue life is improved compared to beam-like lattice structures [12].
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TPMS can bemodeled adopting different methods: boundary representation (BRep),
volume representation (VRep) and constructive solid geometry (CSG) [2, 13]. As
emerged in recent studies, current mesh or parametric models are not ideal for modeling
lattice structures, due to the significant computational resources required, processing
times, robustness, rendering and visualization issues [14, 15]. To overcome these limita-
tions, a novel method for geometric modeling variable thickness triply periodic surfaces
based on a subdivision surface algorithm has been recently proposed [13]. Nevertheless,
the geometrical accuracy of the modeling method and the mechanical characterization
of the thickened structure still need to be investigated.
As an extension of the aforementioned work, in this study, the geometrical deviation
of the subdivided TPMS P-Surface from the implicit defined one is investigated, then the
mechanical properties of the unit cell are computed byfinite element analyses.As a result,
a model of mechanical properties as a function of the cell relative density is proposed
and compared to the ones available in literature. The findings show the accuracy of the
proposed modeling method; more, the numerical model allows to relate the thickness
of the part to the mechanical properties by simulating a single cell inside the lattice
structure, saving computational time, and giving directions for tailored applications with
lattices that present variable properties in the design volume. Furthermore, knowing the
properties of a single cell is a key feature when integrating topology optimization in
the design workflow and also for applying the homogenization method [16] during the
mechanical characterization of lattice structures.
2 Methods
A 1 mm unit cell of P-Surface type was modeled as described in [13]. A coarse mesh
was used to model the unit cell of a P-surface; the Catmull-Clark subdivision surface
algorithm was then adopted to achieve a smooth geometric model; finally, a thickness is
assigned adopting a differential offset algorithm.
The deviation of the subdivided mesh at the third iteration of the Catmull-Clark sub-
division scheme from the reference minimal surface was then computed in Rhinoceros
6 by “Mesh-Mesh Deviation” tool from “Rhino Open Projects” [17, 18]. The reference
minimal surface was built in Netfabb introducing the minimal surface implicit equation
in the mathematical part library (accuracy at 0.05 mm).
The finite element analysis software ANSYS R18.1 was then used to obtain the
mechanical properties of the TPMS cells: Young’s modulus (E), Poisson’s ratio (ν), and
Shear modulus (G). The used material was a titanium alloy, Ti6Al4V ELI (Grade 23),
with the following bulk properties: E0= 113800MPa, ν0= 0.342,G0= 42400MPa [19].
The stl file of the cell after three iterations of the subdivision algorithm was imported
in the software and a second order tetrahedral elements mesh was used. Then, a set of
constraints was imposed to the single cell. Even if a single cell is studied, the boundary
conditions have been imposed in order to simulate an entire lattice structure, so the
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cell must deform accordingly. As Fig. 1 shows, for E and ν determination, a 0.05 mm
displacement along Y axis is imposed to the upper face, while X and Z directions are
free; the bottom face is fixed along Y axis (i.e., a 0 mm displacement is imposed), and
X and Z direction displacements are free. Remote points are used to control the degrees
of freedom of the cell faces; this technique allows to relate a point (the remote point) to
a node, a face, or to the entire body, and to control the behavior of the connected part
by directly imposing loads and/or constraints to the remote point. A remote point with a
deformable behavior, i.e. the geometry is free to deform, is assigned to the bottom face;
remote points are also connected to the lateral faces of the unit cell, along the normal
direction of each face, with a coupled behavior. To take into account the presence of
the adjacent cells, coupling equations are assigned to the nodes of opposite faces [16],
so each node of a face moves with the same displacement of the opposite node. To
obtain E and ν, the reaction force of the bottom face and the contraction of lateral faces
are evaluated. Similarly, another set is imposed to the P-Surface cell to determine G. A
displacement along the X direction is imposed to the upper face, and reaction force of the
bottom face are used to calculate G; the remote displacement and coupling equations of
opposite faces are also assigned to ensure a displacement compatible with adjacent cells.
The simulations were run four times, targeting four different thickness of the P-Surface
cell, 0.1 mm, 0.2 mm, 0.3 mm and 0.4 mm, corresponding to a relative density of 0.23,
0.45, 0.64, 0.80, respectively.
Fig. 1. Set of constraints for E and v determination.
3 Results
Figure 2 shows the deviation map between the subdivided and the implicit minimal
surface on a 1 mm unit cell. Subdivided minimal surfaces slightly differ from the ones
defined by implicit equations, less than 1.3% of the cell dimension.
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Fig. 2. Deviation map between subdivided and implicit minimal surfaces on a 1 mm P-surface
unit cella. Max range: ±0.0127 mm.
Figure 3 shows the results for the elastic modulus E. The ratio between the obtained
modulus E and the modulus of the bulk material E0 is plotted against relative density
(ρ). A power law well fits the results (Standard Deviation = 0.0146). The experimental
data are also described by a quadratic equation so, as a first approximation, the model
can be simplified (Standard Deviation = 0.0301).
In the same graph, a comparison with the results by Bobbert et al. [9] and Lee et al.
[20] is presented. Lee’s results are close to the ones obtained in this study; the trend
found by Bobbert et al., instead, slightly differs but their results were experimentally
obtained from compression tests, while the ones of the present study refer to numerical
analyses of tensile tests. The proposed numerical model also extends in a wider relative
density range, 0.2–0.8, if compared to Bobbert’s, 0.3–0.5, and Lee’s, 0.02–0.3. Graphs
in Fig. 4 show the results for the determination of ν and G.
Fig. 3. Elastic modulus simulation results for P-Surface cell, and comparison with the literature.
Fig. 4. Poisson’s ratio (left) and shear modulus (right) simulation results for P-Surface cell. The
figure in the shear plot highlights the effects of the deformable and coupled conditions.
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4 Conclusions
In this work, a TPMS P-Surface modeled with a subdivision surface method was geo-
metrically and mechanically characterized, and a model of the mechanical properties
as a function of the relative density was obtained. The numerical method that was used
only requires a single unit cell resulting in accurate solutions, and reducing computa-
tional time, since computational time and cost increase cubically as the number of cells
increases.
The results show that Young’s and shear modulus increase with relative density. The
results for Young’s modulus, if compared with data available in the literature, present a
good agreement and extend for a wider relative density range.
Mechanical characterization of subdivided TPMS opens new possibilities for the
implementation of the topology optimization in the modeling workflow of lattices
with variable properties and allows to simulate this type of structures using the
homogenization method, reducing time and computational costs.
Acknowledgments. Thisworkwas partially funded byFondazioneCassaDiRisparmio di Padova
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Abstract. This study compares two techniques of reconstruction and representa-
tion of the anterior and posterior surfaces of the human cornea, both for healthy
and for keratoconus eyes, in a CAD software environment using raw tomographic
data, by two different methods: a mesh model (obtained from a grid of points) and
a NURBS surface model. After reconstruction, a morpho-geometric analysis was
made, and several parameters were defined and measured in a set of 100 healthy
eyes and 61 keratoconus eyes, detecting the statistical analysis significant differ-
ences between methods for both groups. Mesh method proved to be more accu-
rate, but less eyes could be modelled. Volumetric and surface measurement values
showed a total equivalence between both methods, so these would be the ones to
use whenmodelling eyes for keratoconus detection and characterization purposes.
Keywords: NURBS · Scheimpflug tomography · Computer-aided design · Point
cloud · Cornea
1 Introduction
Geometric modelling allows the representation of a physical shape from a discrete cloud
of scanned points [1], being currently used for awide variety of engineering applications,
such as reconstruction of 3D urbanmodels [2], geo-morphometry assessment [3], design
parametrization in reverse engineering [4], prosthesis production [5] or rare disease
diagnosis [6], among others.
In addition, the use ofCAD tools in biological structuremodelling is awell-stablished
technique that allows creating both virtual and printed 3Dmodels [7].However, notmuch
attention has been paid to which technique fits better the geometrical reconstruction, and
how this affects clinical diagnosis.
Many commercial tools with auto-surfacing capabilities can easily convert point
clouds into surface models [4], but the reconstruction methods are not unique, and
the accuracy of the results may vary depending on which method is selected. Usual
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alternatives are using a “mesh” model (obtained from a grid of points) or a “patch”
model based in non-uniform rational basis splines (NURBS).
Meshes have no topological constraints and have a simple definition [8], but they
are discrete and therefore performing operations with them can be difficult [9]. NURBS
are a mathematical model commonly used in CAD environments for generating and
representing curves and surfaces [10]. They are parametrically defined, and therefore,
they are smooth no matter the scale, and operations such as intersection or trimming can
be simpler because coordinates can be calculated anywhere on the surface. However,
maths involved are difficult and therefore data exchange with other 3D applications is
almost impossible [9].
This study presents a comparative analysis of two reconstruction and representation
techniques applied to the anterior and posterior surfaces of the human cornea, for both
healthy eyes and eyes with keratoconus (KC), to assess the strengths and weaknesses of
each representation in KC disease detection.
2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Geometrical Reconstruction of the Human Cornea
In this research, we have reconstructed both anterior and posterior corneal surfaces from
the raw tomographic data (unprocessed by the device software, which avoids possible
biases) generated by the corneal tomographer Sirius® (CSO, Italy) in the form of two
clouds of points. To do so, we used the surface-handling CAD software Rhinoceros® V
5.0 (MCNeel & Associates, Seattle, USA), which offered two alternative reconstruction
methods, between which we wanted to compare:
• “Patch” surface generation function. Uses a NURB surface to reconstruct both corneal
surfaces, minimizing the nominal distance between the 3D point cloud and the solu-
tion surface. A cubic NURB surface was used with a segmentation of 256 in each
parametric direction. The surface so obtained, approximates the point cloud.
• “Mesh” model to generate a grid. In this case, the points lie on each surface, and
then surfaces are obtained by interpolation. A rectangular grid of 21 rows and 256
columnswas selected, being then deformed tominimise the nominal distance between
the spatial points and the grid surface.
Rhinoceros®“PointDeviation” functionwas used to estimate themean distance error
between the generated surface and the cloud of points used for its generation. For both
surface generation methods, and for both anterior and posterior surfaces, a threshold
limit of 10–3 was fixed to consider the points as “not valid”, while a value of 10–4 was
considered a “good” point. Eyes with a mean value of error for all their points lower
than 5 ×10–3 were discarded from the original set.
The procedure followed to generate full 3D customized corneal models consisted in
two stages (Fig. 1): a first one of virtual 3D modelling of the cornea, in which corneal
tomography system acquires the altimetry data of the corneal surfaces, that is later
exported to Rhinoceros® to reconstruct the surface by the two methods previously
exposed; and a second one of morpho-geometric analysis, in which the customized
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Fig. 1. Customized corneal model reconstruction procedure
3D corneal model obtained in Rhinoceros® was transferred to the CAD/CAM program
SolidWorks® V 2015 (Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France), that allowed
performing a thorough analysis of the custom model and therefore characterizing its
morpho-geometry.
The final output after this stage, was the set of thirteen parameters related with area
and volume shown in Table 1. These parameters, which have been described in detail in
a precedent study [11], were finally studied in a specific set of eyes, in order to determine
which reconstruction method characterized better KC.
2.2 Practical Application
This comparative study included 161 eyes of 161 patients selected at random from the
official database “Iberia” of KC cases (RETICS-OFATARED).
The sample was later divided into two groups: a “healthy” group formed by
100 healthy eyes of 100 individuals, and a “keratoconus” group that included 61 KC
eyes of 61 patients. The presence and degree of the disease was stablished according to
state-of-the-art evaluation techniques and the Amsler-Krumeich classification [12], cre-
ating subgroups for the Grades I (27 subclinical KC eyes) and II+ III+ IV (34 clinical
KC eyes).
The research was developed at Vissum Corporation Clinic in Alicante, Spain, and
was ratified by the institution’s Ethical Board, according to the tenets the Declaration of
Helsinki (7th revision, October 2013, Fortaleza, Brazil). An agreed consent form was
signed by each participant.
2.3 Statistical Analysis
The software used to perform all statistical analyses was SPSS V23.0 (IBM, Armonk,
EEUU). To check the normality of data, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and Shapiro-Wilks
test were used. To determine if the measured values of the morpho-geometric parameters
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depended on the function used when reconstructing the corneal surface (“mesh” or
“patch”), Student and Mann-Whitney tests for unpaired data were used. A significance
level of 0.05 was fixed for p-values in all statistical tests. Bland-Altman diagrams were
used with comparison purposes.
Table 1. Difference in value and statistical significance of “patch” vs. “mesh” functions
comparison for each morpho-geometrical parameter. Stu.: Student’s test p-value; Wilc.;
Wilcoxon’s test p-value; Abs.: Absolute difference in value; %: Relative difference in percentage.
Parameter (unit) Difference Healthy (n = 89) Grade I (n = 24) Grade II + III + IV (n =
18)
Abs %. Stu. Wilc. Stu. Wilc. Stu. Wilc.
Total volume
(mm3)
0.04 0.16 0.049 0.043 0.233 0.383 0.873 1.000
Ant. Apex area
(mm2)
0.05 0.08 <0.001 <0.001 0.025 0.041 0.178 0.183
Post. Apex area
(mm2)
0.02 0.03 <0.001 <0.001 0.026 0.003 0.152 0.197
Total area (mm2) 0.04 0.03 0.015 0.061 0.443 0.603 0.553 0.875
Sag. plane apex
area (mm2)
0.04 0.93 0.373 0.419 0.875 0.692 0.029 0.018
Sag. plane area at
MTP (mm2)
0.02 0.39 0.033 0.161 0.655 0.534 0.862 0.409
Ant. apex dev.
(mm)
0.03 482.7 0.008 0.011 0.086 0.005 0.001 0.001
Post. apex dev.
(mm)
0.10 92.37 0.786 < 0.001 0.063 0.064 0.464 0.084
Centre of mass X
(mm)
0.00 8.69 0.006 0.009 0.417 0.405 0.773 0.671
Centre of mass Y
(mm)
0.00 12.37 0.013 0.005 0.271 0.3 0.11 0.127
Centre of mass Z
(mm)
0.00 7.47 0.841 0.85 0.05 0.052 0.856 0.829
Ant. MTP
deviation (mm)
0.16 16.62 0.077 0.045 0.729 0.966 0.184 0.245
Post. MTP
deviation (mm)
0.16 17.81 0.125 0.014 0.796 0.853 0.374 0.889
3 Results
Table 1 shows the result of the comparison between both methods. For each case, it was
studied if the difference between the valuesmeasured by bothmethodswas different from
zero (meaning zero total equivalence between them). As shown, significant differences
were found between them when considering the total number of eyes, and also for each
grade of the disease.
It is important to highlight that not all the corneas (161) could be reconstructed from
the cloud of points. Some of them did not lead to any result at all when treated with
Rhinoceros®, and some others showed values of themean deviation error from the cloud
of points to the final surface higher than 10–3, which invalidated them for the study. Table
2 summarizes how each function performed.
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Table 2. Distribution and total number of cases successfully modelled by each function
Healthy Keratoconus Total
Total raw data 100 61 161
Total modelled
Grid 89 (89%) 42 (69%) 131 (81%)
Patch 96 (96%) 56 (92%) 152 (94%)
4 Conclusions
Results in Table 1 indicate that both methods are not equivalent, especially when mea-
suring the anterior/posterior apices and anterior/posterior minimum thickness points
deviations. The lack of concordance between methods for posterior apex deviation
(92% difference) is of paramount importance, as this is considered the critical parameter
for early KC detection [13]. The difference for anterior apex deviation is even higher
(482.73%), but as anterior apex starts to displace in most advanced stages of the disease
[14] and disease can be diagnosed by other parameters at this stage, this difference is
less important.
According to Table 2, the use of “patch” function allows modelling a higher amount
of corneal surfaces not only for healthy eyes but also for KC ones. Its main drawback is
the tolerance or approximation to the cloud of points, which makes it less sensible for
modelling KC at a local level in its early stages than the “mesh” function. Conversely,
the degree of precision with “mesh” function is higher, and therefore the approximation
to the cloud of points is better, but its main downside is that a great number of KC
corneas could not be modelled. When the surface is very abrupt, or highly steeped
(advanced stage of the KC pathology) such a sensible method of surface reconstruction
like “mesh” presents local reconstruction problems that lead to non-convergence, which
could be used as a clue of presence of the disease.
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Abstract. In this paper, due to the importance ofmaintaining a secure gripwith the
control hand in kayaking, a simple three phase process is presented for themassive
development of personalized grips which allow the improvement of this handgrip.
This process consists of obtaining the 3D geometry of the paddler’s handgrip by
using Reverse Engineering (RE) tools, designing the grip from the obtained 3D
geometry by using Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools and manufacturing the
grip by usingAdditiveManufacturing (AM) tools. Therefore, this paper shows that
the RE, CAD and AM tools available today allow the customization of products
for many applications.
Keywords: Reverse engineering · Computer aided design · Additive
manufacturing · Customization · Kayak paddle grip
1 Introduction
In the world of canoeing and kayaking, the term “kayak” denotes a closed-cockpit boat
that is controlled by a paddle with a blade at either end by one or more people who are
sitting [1]. What could be considered the first kayaks were developed by the Inuit people
of the Arctic as a means of hunting and transportation and were designed to handle the
implacable environmental conditions of the Arctic [2, 3]. Today there is a wide variety
of kayaks and paddles, so guidelines have been developed to help users make the correct
selection [3, 4].
In any case, to achieve an optimum performance, among other points, it is important
to grip the paddle correctly. For this reason, there are rules for holding the paddle [3].
Among these rules it should be noted that during any type of stroke (foward stroke,
backward stroke, draw stroke, etc.) one of the hands, which is called the control hand
(usually the right hand for right-handed people and the left hand for left-handed people),
should never allow the paddle to rotate [3]. This way the control hand maintains the
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control of the paddle and the opposite hand allows any rotation of the paddle that is
necessary. With this gripping technique, it is possible to maintain the effectiveness of
each stroke and reduce the risk of injury [3].
Due to the importance of maintaining a secure grip with the control hand during
navigation, in this paper is presented a procedure for the development of customized
kayak paddle grips that allow to improve the secure grip of the control hand in a more
ergonomic way for the users. The ability to produce individualized products with the
same efficiency and cost as production is known as Customization [5].
The simple three-phase customization process presented in this paper is outlined in
Fig. 1. Hence, this process consists of obtaining the 3D geometry of the handgrip (also
called 3D anthropometric data) by using Reverse Engineering (RE) tools, designing the
grip from the obtained 3D geometry by using Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools and
manufacturing the grip bymeans ofAdditiveManufacturing (AM) tools. This technology
is an emerging technology and there are many possibilities nowadays [6–8].
Reverse Engineering of 
the handgrip
Design of the grip Additive Manufacturing
of the grip
Fig. 1. The simple three-phase process for the customization of kayak paddle grips.
This process has been carried out in the DEHI laboratory (www.ehu.eus/dehi) of the
Faculty of Engineering of Gipuzkoa of the University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU.
As far as the authors know, although 3D anthropometry data has been used for the
development of several customized products in different sectors (including sports) [9,
10], this is the first time it is used for the customization of kayak paddle grips.
2 Materials and Methods
The material resources used to carry out the three-phase procedure described in Fig. 1
are the following ones: a cylindrical sample of the same diameter as the paddle shaft,
a malleable impression material (modelling clay, Jovi), a 3D digitalization system (the
portable white light Go!SCAN20 3D scanner and its software VX elements 6.3 SR1,
Creaform), a CAD software (Solid Edge ST10, Siemens) and an AM machine (uPrint
SE FDM 3D printer, Stratasys). Now, a detailed description of how the procedure was
carried out is given.
2.1 Phase 1: Reverse Engineering of the Handgrip
This first phase consists of obtaining the 3D geometry of the paddle user’s handgrip. To
carry out this phase, the following steps were followed:
1. Obtain an impression of the paddle user’s handgrip (Fig. 2a). To perform this task,
a thick layer of modelling clay has been placed on the paddle shaft sample and then
the paddle user has gripped it.
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2. Prepare the impression for the digitalization (Fig. 2b). As the portable 3D scanner
used employs for its positioning both the features and texture of the object to be
digitalized and positioning targets, to obtain a more accurate result, several of these
positioning targets were placed around the impression.
3. Digitalize the impression (Fig. 2c). To perform this task, keeping the relative position
between the positioning targets fixed and changing the relative position between the
3D scanner and the impression, different captures were taken until a point cloud that
completely defined the geometry of the impression was obtained.
4. Process the point cloud to obtain the polygonmodel (trianglemesh) of the impression
(Fig. 2d). This process involves principally reducing the noise in the data collected,
merging the point clouds collected in different captures and creating a unique polygon
model. This process was carried out in the 3D scanner’s software and was performed
automatically after adjusting certain parameters such as: resolution (0,4 mm), opti-
mize scan mesh (level 0 of 100), decimate scan mesh (level 0 of 100), automatically
fill holes (level 5 of 100) and remove isolated patches (level 0 of 100).
5. Clean the polygon model (Fig. 2e). This process consists of removing from the
polygon model all the unnecessary data for the design. This task was carried out in
the 3D scanner’s software.
6. Define the global alignment of the polygon model (Fig. 2f). To perform this task,
certain geometric features must previously be created: a cylinder that best fits the
paddle shaft and a plane perpendicular to it located at any point along the paddle
shaft. To define the global coordinate system, the z-axis of the reference systemmust
coincide with the axis of the created cylinder, and the x-y plane of the reference
system must coincide with the created plane. The position of the x-y plane along the
cylinder axis and the orientation of its axes are not important in this case.
7. Improve the polygon model to close holes, clean the edges, increase resolution on
high curvature areas and minimize scanner noise (Fig. 2g) This process consists of
editing the triangle mesh by using tools such as: close holes, decimate the mesh,
smooth the mesh, etc. This process was carried out in the 3D scanner’s software and
was performed by using all the necessary tools to obtain a clean and watertight mesh
by varying the values of its parameters for different regions of the polygon model
depending on its geometrical characteristics.
8. Generate an organized patch layout surface model from the polygonmodel (Fig. 2h).
This process was carried out in the 3D scanner’s software and as it was an organic
geometry, it was performed by using the auto surface tool.
9. Export the surface model to the CAD software in STL format.
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Fig. 2. Phase 1: reverse engineering of the grip.
2.2 Phase 2: Design of the Grip
This second phase consists of designing the grip from the 3D geometry obtained in the
preceding phase. To carry out this phase, the following steps were followed in the CAD
software:
1. Transform the surface model into a solid model (Fig. 3a).
2. Generate the paddle shaft’s hole (Fig. 3b). To perform this task, a circular passing
hole with the same diameter and direction as the paddle shaft was created.
3. Generate paddle shaft’s sleeve (Fig. 3c). To perform this task, a thin cylinder with
the same inner diameter and axis as the paddle shaft was created.
4. Design the joining system and divide the resulting solid into two parts (Fig. 3d). As
a kayak paddle has a blade at either end, to enable its assembly on the paddle shaft, it
must be composed of at least two parts. Also, since the grip transmits the force to the
paddle, for applications where high paddle forces are expected, it may be necessary
to include geometric modifications in its design to avoid both sliding and rotation
onto the paddle shaft (Fig. 3d).
5. Export the grip design in STL format.
Fig. 3. Phase 2: design of the grip.
2.3 Phase 3: Additive Manufacturing of the Grip
This phase consists of manufacturing the final design of the kayak paddle grip by using
an AM machine. Today there is a wide variety of AM technologies available, which
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allow manufacturing parts with different materials [11]. But in any case AM allows a
direct translation from the design to the part, without having to program (the STL file
of the design is enough). As an example, one of the designs was manufactured with the
uPrint SE FDM 3D printer (Stratasys) (Fig. 4c).
3 Results and Discussion
The following two designs were generated: the design for activities that involve a small
paddling force (e.g., touring kayaking) (Fig. 4a) and the design for activities that involve
a high paddling force (e.g., whitewater kayaking) (Fig. 4b). The difference between the
two designs is that the first one restricts the sliding and rotation of the grip onto the
paddle shaft by the pressurized assembly of its two parts while the second one restricts
this movement by the modification of the geometry of both the sleeve and the paddle
shaft.
Therefore, the first design would be able to avoid the movement between the paddle
shaft and the grip at low paddling forces and the second design would be able to avoid it
at higher paddling forces. However, taking into account that the position of the hands on
the paddle is different for each user [3, 4], the first design would allow sharing the same
paddle between different users, while the second one, as it requires modifications in the
paddle geometry, would restrict this possibility. Therefore, before selecting the design,
it is necessary to determine the specifications that the grip must satisfy. In any case, as
reflected in this paper, both designs could be developed in a massive way.
As for the duration of the development of these personalized grips, this depends on
factors such as the hardware and software used in each phase, the experience of the
developers and the geometric characteristics of both the paddler’s hand and the final
design. In the case of the prototype developed in this study, it was as follows: 0.5 h for
phase 1, 0.75 h for phase 2 and 12 h for phase 3. The high duration of phase 3 is due to
the printing time required by the 3D printer used. Finally, in order to calculate the cost
of the development process, it would have to take into account, among other things, the
labor costs, the raw material costs (in this case 15 e/kg) and the amortizations, which
are completely dependent on the development company.
Fig. 4. The two designs generated (a,b) and the result of the AM of the first design (c).
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4 Conclusions
This paper shows that theRE,CADandAMtools available today allow the customization
of kayak paddle grips. Although some designs involve modifications in the paddle’s
geometry, the development process of the customized grip is still massive. The process
presented in this document can be easily adapted to any other similar product from any
other sector.
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Abstract. The article discusses the design of an acquisition system for the 3D
surface of human arms. The system is composed by a 3D optical scanner imple-
menting stereoscopic depth sensors and by an acquisition software responsible
for the processing of the raw data. The 3D data acquired by the scanner is used
as starting point for the manufacturing of custom-made 3D printed casts. Specif-
ically, the article discusses the choices made in the development of an improved
version of an existing system presented in [1] and presents the results achieved by
the devised system.
Keywords: 3D scanning · Arm scanner · 3D printing · Orthoses · Body scanner
1 Introduction
The introduction of personalized medicine procedures in the traditional clinical prac-
tice calls for the development of innovative measurement systems capable of acquiring
different kind of 3D patient-specific data. Traditional diagnostic tools remain an impor-
tant data source for the design and production of custom-made medical devices, but
some limiting aspects (e.g. CT and MRI administration of radiations to patients) can be
identified. Accordingly, the development of optical 3D scanners based on passive tech-
nologies or non-invasive active ones, could foster the application of high-quality per-
sonalized medicine procedures in new areas (e.g. dentistry [2], monitoring of congenital
malformations [3]).
One of the areas that could benefit the most from the introduction of optical non-
invasive scanners is orthopedics [2, 5], where they could be applied for the design of
different classes of devices. Orthopedic appliances rely on customized geometries that
fit the patient’s anatomy to be effective. Accordingly, the development of 3D scanners
with specially designed features for the acquisition of specific anatomies could improve
the treatment of several injuries and pathologies.
In this context, the authors designed a system for the acquisition of the geometry of the
arm-wrist-hand district, called Oplà 1.0, deputed to the fabrication of 3D printed casts
for the treatment of wrist fractures. The system is composed of a 3D optical scanner
and an acquisition software that is responsible for collecting the reference data and
processing it. For the interested reader, all the details pertaining to the development and
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testing of the first version of the system can be found in [1, 5, 6]. The main features
sought in the development of the systemwere: i) fast acquisition speed, required in order
to minimize the incidence of human movements, ii) relative low-cost, iii) a maximum
acquisition error of 1 mm. The scanner was successfully applied in a clinical trial that
led to the production and application of ten 3D printed orthoses, generated using the
CAD procedure detailed in [6].
While the overall results achieved withOplà 1.0 were satisfactory, several features to
be enhanced were identified: 1) a faster acquisition, in order to further reduce the effects
of micro-movements on the quality of the result; 2) reduce the variability observed in
the quality of the acquisition depending on the type of surface; 3) reduce the incidence
of environment light condition; 4) increase the comfort for the patience and 5) improve
the easiness of use of the entire system, allowing for a future full-autonomous use of
this technology for the medical staff. A new version of the system, Oplà 2.0, has been
designed from this specification. The present article discusses the design process and
performances of the new device. In detail, Sect. 2 presents the renewed hardware, Sect. 3
discusses the revisions made to the software procedure; finally, Sect. 4 presents a first
look on the results provided byOplà 2.0 and the work’s conclusions. 3D scanner design.
The analysis of the limitations observed in the first version of the device and the
imposed medical requirements led to some major changes in the hardware of the 3D
scanner. The design process started from the identification of new 3D sensors capable
of addressing the major flaws of the previous system.
Table 1. Depth cameras specifications
Sensor Intel SR300 Intel D415
Depth technology Coded light Active stereoscopic
Operating range 0.3 m–2 m ~0.16 m–10 m
Resolution VGA 1280 × 720
Framerate Up to 60fps Up to 90fps
Field of view FOV H73°, V59°, D90° H69°, V43°, D77° (±3°)
As previously discussed, the accuracy of Oplà 1.0 was considered sufficient; on
the other hand, a further reduction of the scanning time guaranteed by the device was
necessary. While the SR300 RGB-D Intel® Realsense™ sensors used inOplà 1.0 allow
a fast acquisition rate (up to 30fps), the integration of eight cameras observing a shared
area had imposed a sequential activation in order to avoid interference between the
sensors. As discussed in [1], the total time required for the sequential activation of each
sensor adds to circa 2.5 s. Accordingly, a new model of low-cost 3D camera, i.e. Intel®
RealSense™ Depth Camera D415 [7], has been selected to replace the predecessor. A
full metrological characterization of the sensor was performed to evaluate its suitability
[8]. As reported in Table 1, which summarizes most notable differences between the
SR300 and the D415, the new sensor relies on a different technology for the acquisition
of 3Ddata. Specifically, the 3D information is extrapolated from the comparison between
two RGB images acquired by a stereo pair of cameras. An infrared laser projector is
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also used to enhance the differences between the two frames and ease the computation
of corresponding points. Accordingly, the new system makes use of a new procedure
where all the sensors are triggered together to acquire a single “image” of the scene. The
entire acquisition procedure requires 0.5 s to be performed.
The new sensor was also tested in the acquisition of the different kind of surfaces
typically encountered in the considered application. Specifically, it was positively tested
the behavior of the sensor w.r.t. human skin, which proved to be source of errors for the
SR300 [6].
Fig. 1. a) Oplà 2.0: the ring-shaped structure holding the sensors can be moved to account for
different dimensions of the arm. A is the elbow support, B the hand support; b) Arm configuration
to be acquired; c) selection of points defining the thumb opening.
A new disposition was studied to account for the different FOV and operating range
characterizing the D415.Oplà 2.0 maintains the same structure of the first version of the
scanner, with two circular arrays of 4 sensors each observing the arm. The radius of the
new circle was determined according to the operating range of the D415 and was set to
250 mm. The new setting was computed exploiting a custom optimization procedure [9]
tuned to identify the set of positions and orientations for the sensors that: i) maximizes
the arm surface observed by all sensors; ii) reduces and possibly removes the portion of
the patient’s arm that remain hidden from all sensors; iii) guarantees a sufficient amount
of overlapping between the point clouds of the sensors for the registration of the data.
This was achieved by means of a visibility analysis able to assess the visibility of each
point of a digital model of a target (arm) from the optical centers of the sensors. A set
of six digital models of arms of different dimensions and features was used to introduce
the desired variability in the analysis.
Finally, the structure of the device was redesigned to maximize the comfort of the
patient during the acquisition; to this purpose, a relative movement between the structure
supporting the sensors and the elbow support pointwas introduced (Fig. 1a). Thisway, by
means of amanual adjustment, the distance between the two supports (and the position of
the sensors) can be tuned tomaximize the patient’s comfort and to assure that the region of
interest is fully covered by the sensors. In addition, the newmedical requirements foresee
the possibility to scan the arm in two different configurations (Fig. 1b). Accordingly,
some changes in the general structure of the old system are introduced to address this
aspect. The shape of the supports (A and B in Fig. 1a) was edited to maximize the
patient’s comfort as well as to allow the rotation of the wrist while maintaining a pivot
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point in B such to maintain the arm principal axis approximately aligned with the central
axis of the system; at the same time, the wrist can assume the indicated position.
2 Software Design
The use of theOplà scanning system is facilitated thanks to the development of a simple
and intuitive Graphical User Interface (GUI). In this work, a significant effort has been
devoted to the design of a renewed GUI to improve the user experience. The main steps
of the procedure are confirmed in 2.0 version of the system, but the graphic design was
restyled mainly on the basis of the results of usability tests [5]. As illustrated in Fig. 2,
software tools are now divided into two main tabs in the main window, one dedicated
to the scanning phase and the other to custom orthosis modelling. This separation is
intended to give the user some guidance on the order of operations and reduce the
possibility of human errors. Moreover, 3D navigation and interaction tools have been
moved in the GUI upon the 3D viewer, following the typical convention of 3Dmodelling
environments. In the new setup, the steps were the human intervention is required are
clearly presented to the user; these are: 1) selection and removal of all the points of the
arm that will not be covered by the orthosis; 2) provide indications on the position and
shape of the thumb opening; 3) indicate where the orthosis closing mechanism features
are placed [6]. These operations are now grouped under the “orthosis modelling” tab
and presented in the correct order to the user.
The core steps of the software have been revised following two principal require-
ments: 1) patient’s armmust be acquired in two different positions; the modelling mech-
anism of the orthosis has beenmodified accordingly considering the two positions, while
remaining transparent to the user, who only needs to select whether the acquisition refers
to a right or left arm, as shown in Fig. 2. 2) According to the usability tests performed on
Oplà 1.0, the procedure for the selection of the points defining the opening for the thumb
on the cast was perceived as the most challenging by the medical staff. Previously, the
user was asked to define the entire curve for the aperture; such operation was manually
difficult for a person not accustomed to CAD software. The new procedure, depicted in
Fig. 1c, asks for the independent selection of a number of points that lay on the desired
opening contour. The selected points are then automatically processed to generate the
profile required by the procedure.
Fig. 2. New GUI of the Oplà 2.0 software. Left: arm scan, Right: orthosis modelling
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3 Discussion and Conclusions
The scanner has been validated by performing an acquisition of a rigid object (i.e.
cylinder of Fig. 3). Ground truth data has been obtained using a Romer RS1 3D scanner
mounted on a 7520-SI absolute arm by Hexagon Metrology. Except some local errors,
Oplà 2.0 performed well within the limits imposed by the accuracy requirements; all
errors measured in the reconstruction were in the range [−2.9, 1.5] mm, the mean
error of the signed distance is −0.49 mm with a standard deviation of 0.64 mm. The
reference diameter of the cylinder was 59.2 mm, while the reconstructed diameter is
58.8 mm. These values have been considered acceptable for the application as restrictive
orthopaedical devices are always characterized by clearance between skin and orthosis
that can go up to 2 mm.
Fig. 3. Deviation map obtained acquiring a solid cylinder.
The system was tested with positive results in the acquisition of 20 arms of potential
patients. The composition of the panel group has allowed the validation of the acquisition
system on significantly different hand-wrist-arm anatomies. Figure 4 shows a selection
of the obtained results. Positive results were obtained throughout the test, with all the
acquisition performed successfully, both with a gauze applied on the arm and without it
(Fig. 4). As the acquired anatomy varied, the data produced by the sensors was in any
circumstance able to produce a full reconstruction of the arm. The results achieved on
this aspect were positive, as all the perturbation of the surface that were present in the
SR300 acquisition are not present on the acquisitions performed with the new sensor.
Fig. 4. Results: left) right arm with gauze; right) left arm without gauze, different position.
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Abstract. This paper addresses the way a simulated annealing-based fitting strat-
egy can be enhanced by leveraging a sensitivity analysis able to characterize the
impact of the variations in the parameters of a CADmodel on the evolution of the
deviation between the CAD model itself and the point cloud of the digitized part
to be fitted. The principles underpinning the adopted fitting algorithm are briefly
recalled. The applied sensitivity analysis is described together with the compar-
ison of the resulting sensitivity evolution curves with the changes in the CAD
model parameters imposed by the simulated annealing algorithm. This analysis
suggests several possible improvements that are discussed. The overall approach
is illustrated on the fitting of singlemechanical parts but it can be directly extended
to the fitting of parts’ assemblies. It is particularly interesting in the context of the
Industry 4.0 to update digital twins of physical products and systems.
Keywords: Sensitivity analysis · CAD model parameters · Simulated
annealing · Reverse engineering · Digital twins
1 Introduction
Today, being able to reconstruct or update 3D representations of existing products and
systems has become mainstream to support the creation and exploitation of digital twins
in the context of Industry 4.0 [1]. Clearly, the relative ease of access to more or less
sophisticated 3D acquisition devices has certainly accelerated the demand while extend-
ing the range of possible applications. However, the point cloud treatment and the reverse
engineering of CAD models are not yet fully automatized. Most of the existing reverse
engineering techniques follow a time-consuming patch-by-patch reverse engineering
strategy that does not satisfy the Industry 4.0 requirements [2]. Indeed, in most appli-
cations, the structure of the products or systems does not change, and only the position
and orientation of its constitutive parts is to be updated. Thus, the update problem can be
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transformed in a fitting problem for which the optimal parameter values of CADmodels
have to be found to minimize the deviation between the digitized point clouds and the
digital twins.
To support the fitting of parts and assemblies through the reverse engineering process,
a simulated annealing (SA) based fitting algorithmhas been developed [3]. It considers as
input the digitized point cloud, theCADmodels to be fitted and the set of its parameters to
bemodified by the SA algorithm tominimize the deviation. Thismetaheuristic algorithm
has a stochastic behavior [4],with fewknowledgeonhow theCADparameters’ values are
to be changed throughout the optimization. A possible way to understand the influence
between the output and parameters’ evolution is sensitivity analysis [5, 6]. It has been
used in various contexts, as, for example, for the parameter choices of SA for continuous
network design [7], and various indices have been specified [8–10]. This paper studies the
possibility of coupling a sensitivity analysis to the SA algorithm. The sensitivity analysis
allows the evolution of the influence of the CAD model parameters to be monitored
throughout the fitting process. Comparing the obtained sensitivity evolution curves to
the changes of the parameters directly imposed by the SA algorithm provides hints to
improve the fitting process.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the previously developed
fitting framework, and the new sensitivity analysis is introduced in Sect. 3. Section 4
discusses the results on a L-like shape and how such an analysis could be intelli-
gently exploited throughout the fitting process. The last section concludes the paper
and discusses the future works.
2 Simulated Annealing-Based Fitting of CAD Models
Recently, a breakthrough has been achieved in the definition of part-by-part reconstruc-
tion or update of editable CAD models fitting the point cloud of a digitized mechanical
part or assembly avoiding the patch-by-patch reconstruction [3]. The idea is to work
directly at the level of the part whose parameters are modified by a SA algorithm until
a good-quality fitting is obtained. The inputs are the point cloud PC to which a parame-
terized CAD model M0 is to be fitted. The point cloud is composed of N points PC[i],
with i ∈ [1..N ], and the CADmodel is parameterized by Np control parameters pk , with
k ∈ [1..Np
]
. During the prearrangement step, the user locates in a coarse manner the
part inside the point cloud, this initializes the parameters values pk,0 (Fig. 1a). At each
iteration j, the SA algorithm then tries to modify the parameters values pk,j until the
updated CAD model perfectly fits the point cloud (Figs. 1b and 1c). The quality of the
fitting is assessed thanks to an energy function which characterizes the overall deviation
between the point cloud and the CAD model. The process stops when the energy func-
tion no longer decreases with respect to a given accuracy εs, or when a max number of
iterations Miter is reached.
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a) b) c)
Fig. 1. Global fitting of a L-like shape defined by 5 controlled parameters: (a) initial configuration
after the prearrangement step, (b) fitted part after 50 iterations of the SA algorithm, (c) final fitted
part minimizing the deviation with the point cloud (εs = 10−1 and Miter = 1000).












p1,j, · · · , pNp,j
))
, with j ≥ 0 (1)
whereinMj represents the tessellation of the CADmodelMj after its update by the
CAD modeler at the jth iteration of the SA algorithm, and d(point, mesh) is the distance
function that returns the closest distance between a point and a mesh.
3 Sensitivity Analysis
The previous section has introduced the newly developed fitting algorithm that exploits
a SA algorithm to minimize the overall deviation between the point cloud and the CAD
model to be fitted. Even though this process has proved to generate good-quality results
when compared to the traditional patch-by-patch fitting strategy, the path followed to
reach the minimum remains under the control of the SA algorithm, which works as a
black box and that neither takes into account the semantics associated to the various
parameters pk nor the way their variations may influence the evolution of the energy
function step after step. Indeed, while acting on the variables to be optimized, the SA
algorithm does not distinguish for instance the lengths, widths, thicknesses and radius
that parameterize the features, and all the variables are considered in the same way. It
also does not take into account the fact that the influence of a parameter variation on the
energy may vary a lot depending on whether the parameter is associated to a structural
feature (e.g. the length L of the L-like shape in Fig. 1) or to a detail feature (e.g. the
radius r in Fig. 1).
To better compare the influence of the parameters, a sensitivity estimator Sk,j is here
introduced to compute at each step j of the optimization process the sensitivity of the






), with j ≥ 0 (2)
Since the energy function is computed using a nearest point algorithm, it cannot
be differentiated. Thus, at the jth iteration, the sensitivities are approximated using a
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first-order finite difference scheme (either forward or backward) directly controlled by


























, with j ≥ 0 (4)
4 Results and Discussion
The core of the fitting algorithm has been implemented in MATLAB®, which is able to
call the built-in functions of SolidWorks® to perform the successive CADmodel updates
and ensure the consistency of the resulting B-Rep model during the optimization loops.
All the steps hk used to compute the sensitivities are equal and only depend on the type
of parameter they are associated to. Thus, step hk = 0.1 mm in case pk is a length, and
hk = 0.1◦ in case it is an angle. Those values have been chosen in coherence with the
accuracy of the adopted CAD modeler.
In order to compare the sensitivity of the parameters to the way the SA algorithm
modifies the parameters values step after step, the evolution of the parameters can be
tracked in an absolute or relative manner, as follows:




Thus, the value δpk,j characterizes the absolute evolution of the parameter pk between
iterations j and j + 1, whereas pk,j refers to its relative evolution. At each iteration
j of the SA algorithm, it is therefore possible to compare the sensitivity Sk,j of each
parameter pk , to the decision taken by the SA algorithm on how to modify the parameter
value for the next step j + 1. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the fitting of the L-like shape
introduced in Sect. 3. For this example, the initial temperature of the SA algorithm has
been set up to T0 = 10 following the initialization procedure suggested in [3]. For the
sensitivities, the forward finite difference scheme S+k,j has been used when the absolute
evolution δpk,j > 0, and the backward scheme S
−
k,j otherwise.
From this experimentation, one can clearly see that the sensitivities of the five param-
eters defining the L-like shape are relatively different at the beginning, and that they
slightly evolve as the fitting process goes on (Fig. 2 right). On the contrary, the changes
imposed by the SA for each parameter at each iteration j are very close. For sake of
clarity, the sensitivity of the five parameters at the beginning and the average of first ten
iterations are given in Table 1. This table also shows the desired values, pk,D, and the
final values pk,F for the object’s parameters.
One can also see that the successive changes imposed by the SA algorithm to
the parameters’ values (Fig. 2 left) cannot be easily correlated to the evolution of the
sensitivities. Thus, several ways of improvement can be sketched:
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the evolution of the sensitivities Sk,j (right) and the changes δpk,j
imposed by the SA algorithm (left) at each iteration j of the fitting process.
Table 1. Values of the comparison metrics for the initial iteration (j = 0) and average of first ten
iterations (j ∈ [0..9]).
k 1 2 3 4 5
pk,0 25.0 20.0 2.0 3.0 2.0
Sk,0 −8.0E+4 3.0E+4 4.0E+4 0.0E+00 1.0E+4
δpk,0 0.56 −0.45 −0.22 0.15 0.16
pk,0 0.02 −0.02 −0.11 0.05 0.09
Sk,j∈[0..9] 4.4E+4 2.9E+4 4.1E+4 6.0E+3 6.0E+3
δpk,j∈[0..9] 2.55 1.25 1.76 1.79 1.60
pk,j∈[0..9] 0.10 0.06 0.88 0.60 0.80
pk,D 35 30 5 6 5
pk,F 34.92 29.84 4.89 5.93 5.49
– the parameters pk could be grouped according to their levels of sensitivity, so as to
treat them in several batches for which the sensitivity is comparable;
– the way the SA algorithm changes the parameters values could be further optimized
while considering the sensitivity analysis all along the process;
– the sensitivity analysis could be performed at a lower level, while decomposing the
energy function and tracking which parts of the energy function are affected by the
changes to save time when computing the overall energy.
The first idea has been implemented, but due to space limitation results cannot be
shown here. On the example of the L-like shape, two main categories of parameters
can be distinguished when comparing their sensitivities at the beginning of the fitting
process: {L, , e} and {R, r} gather together parameters having comparable sensitivities.
Such a decomposition in two groups gives rise to two successive optimization loops.
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Overall, doing this way the accuracy of the fitting is improved compared to the use of a
single optimization loop.
5 Conclusion
This paper has explored the possibility to integrate a sensitivity analysis within a SA
algorithm used to fit a CADmodel in the point cloud of a digitized part. Such an approach
helps grouping the CAD model’s parameters so as to treat batches having comparable
sensitivities. Other improvements have also been sketched to be more accurate and to
reduce optimization times.
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Abstract. Graphical tools for firefighters in emergency interventions have been
proven to be very effective. Particularly, paper-based operational guides and digital
guides with 360º images were already assessed during the drills developed, during
a training program in a real, but obsolete and not in use, hotel. The obtained results
were considered very interesting, being part of the study previously published by
this research team. In the previous study, three different methods (two of them
based on graphical contents) were compared in order to communicate the features
of a building to firefighters, five minutes before starting a victim rescue during the
drills of the mentioned live fire training program. These good results encouraged
us to continue the development of the digital guides and this paper describes the
first one created for a real building, placed in Zaragoza (Spain), which is in use
nowadays. In this study, two versions of the digital guide are presented, one based
on a PDF file and another one implemented with online 360º images.
Keywords: Guides · Firefighters · Emergency interventions · Digital tools
1 Introduction
One of the main factors that is very important in an emergency intervention is the time.
This factor can be decisive in a rescue intervention of a victim, in which every second
counts on the possibilities of rescuing the victim alive.
Any firefighter assistance tool that serves to improve intervention time, while
improving firefighter safety conditions, should be taken into account [1, 2].
Within tools, it should be emphasized that they are not only working equipment,
such as thermal cameras or personal protection equipment. Other tools, like protocols,
practices or drills, should also be considered [3–7]. There is a graphical tool that could
be among those ones, which is the base of this paper, in order to consider the information
of the place where the emergency occurs. Places where there is a high-risk level have
documents (e.g.: self-protection plans) with information related to the building based
on text and technical drawings [8]. The problem is that, in general, these documents are
too extensive and contain too much information that is not relevant for first responders
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in emergency interventions. For this reason, self-protection plans are not considered
useful by firefighters, according to the opinion of all the professionals interviewed for
this study. The reason is that, just before the intervention, they do not have time enough
to select the information that is really useful for them [9]. In addition, these documents
contain many technical drawings that can be hard to interpret for firefighters that have
just 5 to 10 min before arriving at the emergency area.
In this paper, we describe two methods, based on graphic content, applied to a real
public building. On the one hand, self-protection plans are summarized extracting the
information that is really required by firefighters before the emergency and, on the other
hand, to add more graphical information, trying to make rescues easier for firefight-
ers. The chosen public building, which is currently in use, is the Ebro Hydrographic
Confederation, placed in Zaragoza, Spain.
Both methods have been tested, in a previous study, by simulating a rescue in an
abandoned hotel. More than 150 firefighters were involved in this study, based on the use
of graphical tools for helping firefighters in rescues, conducted by researchers from the
University of Zaragoza [10]. The results of this study demonstrated that these methods
significantly reduced intervention times.
2 Method
The two methods previously mentioned are based on graphical tools. These tools are
technical documents used to describe the most critical aspects of buildings and their
main features. They are based on the self-protection plans or emergency plans, which
companies and other organizations make in order to prevent and control risks, to opti-
mize the first response in emergencies. These plans comply with the regulations and help
firefighters to act with the greatest diligence, speed, effectiveness and decision in their
interventions. The differences between the two methods are that one includes conven-
tional pictures, with a classical paper-based document structure, while the other one is
based on interactive guides made up of 360º images, which include relevant information
on them. Although the first documents could be consulted in digital format, e.g. with a
tablet, or printed on paper, the second ones can only be accessed by means of a digital
device.
These two types of methods were developed in a public building, built between 1933
and 1946, which has been declared a site of cultural interest [11], thanks to its unique
features. This is the reason why the building has problems to comply the self-protection
plans, because in some cases, modifications are not allowed and in others, their costs are
too high to be all assumed at once.
This building has four floors of offices and a basement. Its theorical capacity is 746
people, but the real occupancy is 377 people.We can face a range of risks in the basement
such as a boiler room, a power generator, a processing plant and a large room for storing
documents.
The self-protection plan would be the tool that firefighters would use in the event of
an emergency in the building. The self-protection plan, despite of being incomplete and
having some sections which doesn´t comply the regulation [12, 13], has an extension of
138 text pages and 20 technical drawings in ISO-A3 format.
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These self-protection plans are not helpful for firefighters, because when they are
in an emergency, they only have 5 or 10 min to review them before arriving to the
emergency place.
Therefore, both methods mentioned before were developed, based on self-protection
plans, in order to optimize the first response in emergencies. With each method, fire-
fighters have access to the most relevant information in just a few minutes, optimizing
their interventions and significantly reducing intervention times.
2.1 Operational Guide
The first graphical tool developed was the Operational Guide. According to a previ-
ous research study [14] which examines the information requirements for interventional
procedures, too much information could overload the receptors. In fact, too much infor-
mation is usually considered as problematic as a lack of it. This study emphasizes the
use of operational information which must be “accurate, relevant and timely” focused
on the requirements of all the personnel in the emergency environment.
In a similar way, trying to develop a useful tool for first responders in emergencies, a
group of professional firefighters, which included construction experts and occupational
health and safety specialists, defined three key rules to be followed [10]:
1. They should be concise, with only the information elements considered relevant for
emergency situations.
2. Graphical information is a totally relevant aspect, so the innovative tools should
include appropriate maps, conventional images, 360º images. Beyond that, high-
lighting their most important aspects to facilitate a quick and clear communication.
3. Order and clearness of the included information must be always preserved.
The operational guide developed for the building used in this study is based on care-
fully chosen information, according to the previously described rules, and it has a total
extension of 28 text pages.
Fig. 1. Route from one of fire stations and building aerial view.
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The guide sections are:
– Route from the closest fire stations to the building and its placement, as shown in
Fig. 1.
– Contact phones.
– Surroundings of the building (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. Main entrance and roof of the building.
– Remarkable features of the building.
– Main risks.
– Preferential protection points with special danger.
– Fire protection.
– Evacuation routes and exits (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3. Different emergency exits of the building.
Finally, technical drawings with the most relevant information for firefighters are
included such as:
– Location technical drawings of the risk elements.
– Evacuation route on technical drawings.
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2.2 Reduced Operational Guide
It is developed from the Operational Guide, which has an extension of 28 text pages,
extracted from the self-protection plan of 158 pages. The extension of the self-protection
plan was clearly reduced, but this office building gave the possibility to condense the
OperationalGuidewithout losing itsmain function of containing the relevant information
for firefighters.
The development of the Reduced Operated Guide was based on formatting the infor-
mation in ordered and clear tables (including contact phones, main risks, preferential
protection points with special danger and fire protection). Its main difference with the
operational guide is that the information of the 13 technical drawings was reduced to
4. This was possible because, as it is an office building, risks were clear with only 4
technical drawings.
In contrast, for industrial or more complex buildings, additional technical drawings
could be required. Another difference of the Reduced Operational Guide, compared with
the Operational Guide, is that the graphical information of the evacuation routes, exits
and the surroundings of the building were reduced. In the Reduced Operational Guide,
images of the evacuation doors were not included. Finally, this guide also includes a
location map and routes from the closest fire stations. The final version of the Reduced
Operational Guide has an extension of 8 text pages (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4. One of the technical drawings in the Reduced Operational Guide.
2.3 Digital Operational Guide
It is developed from theOperational Guide. One of themost important needs for firefight-
ers, before the first response in an emergency, is graphical information. In theOperational
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Guides, graphical information can be included, but it must be limited to avoid excessive
number of pages. In the case of this building, it was necessary to reduce the graphical
information to decrease its number of pages, obtaining an additional version, i.e. the
Reduced Operational Guide.
Due to the problems of the previously described tools, the Digital Operational Guide
(DOG)was developed. Themost important difference of these DOGs is the possibility to
include 360º images and the intuitive interaction. Users can easily navigate through the
guide, touching icons, being possible to go from a 360º image to another one, virtually
visiting the building (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5. One of the 360º images (flattened).
To develop this guide, strategic points to make the 360º images were carefully
selected, after thoroughly studying the technical drawings. The main idea was that,
with the lower number of images, all the required graphical information should appear.
Additional information was added over these 360º images. This additional informa-
tion was the same that the Operational Guides included. This additional information was
added using small icons, as signs of different types, to indicate hazards, etc. The small
size of the signs makes possible to understand the images easily. It is possible to rotate
or zoom the images without difficulty, touching the digital device screen and moving
fingers on it.
When one of the placed signs is clicked, additional information is displayed or access
to a different location is given. The intention of this user interface is to be simple and very
intuitive, to make the learning process very fast. All the contents of the Digital Opera-
tional Guides are accessible via internet connection (after previously being uploaded to
a server), although they could also be stored on tablets, to ensure their functionality in
places with a difficult access to online data.
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3 Results and Conclusions
The graphic tools described show digital guides of a building in use, made with real
images in 360º, adapting and improving the preliminary guides. Those initial guides
were made in a much simpler building, in order to experimentally compare the use of
virtual 3D images with 360º photographs.
The results showus that it is possible to adapt a building of great complexity and large
size to a format of digital guides. These guides facilitate, using a tablet, the transmission
of the relevant information for a real emergency. Firefighters can consult the guides
before and during the emergency.
As these guides have been developed recently, they have only been shown to themem-
bers of the Occupational Risk Prevention Department and several firefighters, receiving
positive feedback.We have not used them in a drill yet, to obtain quantitative data in order
to test and compare them. Future drills have already been considered to be implemented
in further research.
The digital operational guide can be considered a robust and flexible tool which
can be used without an internet connection by storing the guides in the tablet’s internal
memory (or memory card). The tools help processing and using the information in a
graphical way, so they could be adapted to different fields, attending their magnitudes
and the characteristics of their associated risks.
4 Limitation and Further Research
This study will continue in order to solve its limitations. It can be expected that these
digital tools will help firefighting professionals in their first response activities, although
the results of their application to real emergency services must be assessed during their
future implantation, as they have only been previously tested under research conditions.
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Abstract. Nowadays, the use of renewable energies and electric vehicles has
becomeparticularly relevant in order to lower the high pollution levels surrounding
our cities. The design of a photovoltaic canopy for charging electric vehicles is a
highly promising combination that can be set up in urban areas. To favour installing
them in different places, this communication provides details of the technico-
functional aspects that have been considered to design and fit them, along with
other aesthetic and user-centred aspects that help stimulate our society to use such
infrastructures.
Keywords: Renewable energy · User-centered design · Aesthetics
1 Introduction
Canopies tend to be installed to protect users from adverse climate effects, like sun,
snow or wind. They are employed in many places, such as entrances to buildings, bars
or restaurants, car parks or public transport stops. The main use of canopies specifi-
cally employed for parked vehicles is to protect users from the sun and to avoid high
temperatures inside vehicles. One way of putting this energy to good use is the so-
called “photovoltaic canopies”, whose roofing is covered by photovoltaic panels that
allow solar energy to be absorbed and employed in several ways (Alghamdi et al. 2017;
Bushur et al. 2019; Umer et al. 2019; Zarcone et al. 2016). One such use is charging
electric vehicles, which are becoming particularly relevant for society that wishes to
use less polluting energies. The design of such installations must provide urban area
with places that promote this energy type. So an aesthetic user-centred design is just as
important as technico-functional aspects that have been considered to build them (De
Fusco 1981; Gay and Samar 2004; Macdonald 2001; Parras-Burgos et al. 2019).
This communication presents an optimised photovoltaic canopy design for charging
electric vehicles. This novel proposal presents a system that not only supplies part of the
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energy required for charging electric vehicles with renewable energy, but also supplies
users with an attractive and convenient rest area while they wait.
2 Materials and Methods
To design and set up such installations, the regulations and characteristics of each area
must be taken into account. The study presented in this communicationwas conducted for
an area inMurcia (Spain), but can be extrapolated elsewhere. The proposed photovoltaic
canopywouldbe formedby four parking spaceswith chargingpoints for electric vehicles.
Its structure has a span of 5,9 m, is 12,2 m long with two openings, and users can freely
move around the rest area. Bearing in mind the location of this installation, the optimum
slope of the photovoltaic panels would be 30º. However, adapting these layouts to the
metal structure implies considerably concentrating stresses. This is why a slope of 15º
was set by assuming loss of the photovoltaic installation’s power (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. General view of the photovoltaic canopy as an electric vehicle-charging station.
In order to provide this type of canopies distinguishing aesthetics and to extend their
functionality, trapezoidal single-pitch gantries were designed with two pillars measuring
4.396m and 2.815m respectively, with an upper lintel onwhich two roof purlins rest, and
a lower one to act as the rest area for waitingwhile charging cars. These rest areas include
wooden seating to make the area welcoming and comfortable (Fig. 2). The aesthetic and
user-centered design aspects that stand out from this model are its large surfaces for
customer use, combining various colors and materials that give the whole a feeling of
resistance and comfort.
The most economic separation among frames to meet economic criteria should not
exceed 5m or 6m. Thismeasure is to reducemanufacturing costs (the structure’s weight,
labour, assembly, etc.) and to make full use of the length of the bars forming the cross-
sections that act as purlins (usually about 12 m long). The structure’s sizes will meet
these criteria if this aspect is taken into account.
To streamline, and to consequently lower the main metal structure’s cost, standard
rolled steel cross-sections are used, whose design was studied to achieve mechanical
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Fig. 2. Details of the rest area
efficiency and economic materials. For the purlins, we chose to use formed steel given
the importance of its function in photovoltaic installations.
The self-service photovoltaic installation design is made up of the following
elements:
• Photovoltaic panels: they produce electric energy from solar energy and have their
own electric protection.
• Support structure: a canopy that acts as a structure for the photovoltaic panels to rest
on.
• Inverter: a device that transforms the direct current produced in the photovoltaic panels
into suitable alternating current to be used.
• Generated energy counter: measuring equipment that controls the energy generated
by the photovoltaic installation.
• Connection to the distribution network, along with its protections.
• Other supplementary fittings: wiring, protector boxes, etc.
The photovoltaic panels cover the top of the canopy structure and act as roofing. The
panel model to be used is SI-ESF-M-BIPV-SM-P156–72 from the SOLAR INNOVA
company. This is a BIPV (Building Integrated PhotoVoltaic) panel model so that the
photovoltaic generator can be completely built into the structure. Its main mechanic and
electric features are shown in Table 1.
One very important aspect when streamlining photovoltaic installations is limiting
the spaces restricted by a canopy’s sizes. This is why a 36-panel photovoltaic generating
system with 11,7 kW power was designed in relation to charging powers, which also
adapts to the available sizing to be installed.
The inverter’s power is determined by the photovoltaic generator’s nominal power
under standard test conditions (STC) by considering the inverter’s performance and
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Table 1. The main properties of the SI-ESF-M-BIPV-SM-P156-72 photovoltaic panel from the
SOLAR INNOVA company.
Magnitude Value
Sizes 1.948 × 976 × 30 (mm)
Weight 29 kg
Maximum power voltage (Vmpp) 38,1 (V)
Open-circuit voltage (Voc) 46,7 (V)
Maximum power current (Impp) 8,53 (A)
Short-circuit current (Icc) 9,07 (A)
Maximum power rating (Pmpp) 325 (W)
the power loss factors of the photovoltaic modules under real operating conditions. We
decided to fit two inverters whose sizes allow the equipment to be built into the canopy’s
framing and to achieve its best aesthetic integration. The chosen inverter model is the
three-phase Fronius Symo 5.0-3-M with its flexible design, whose sizes enable it to
be included in the canopy (Table 2). A three-phase inverter was selected to facilitate its
connection to the three-phase electric vehicle-charging installation and to avoid any type
of imbalance among phases.
Table 2. Characteristics of the three-phase Fronius Symo 5.0–3-M inverter model’s input/output.
Input Value Output Value
Maximum generated power FV Peak 10 kW Nominal power 5 kw
Voltage range MPP 163–800 V Maximum temperature 60 ºC
Maximum input voltage 1000 Maximum current 7,2 A
Maximum input current 16 A Nominal voltage 400 V
Direct current 24 A Nominal frequency 50/60 Hz
No. Inputs 2 + 2 Network type TT/T
Performance 97,9%
The Fronius inverter includes a Fronius Smart Meter. This equipment sends the most
complete data to the monitoring system and does not allow the inverter to inject energy
into the electric network. In line with the features of the inverter selected as the employed
panels’ characteristics, 18 panels were placed in series to form a chain.
The RAPTION-22 model was chosen as the electric vehicles-charging system to
allow vehicles to be quickly charged whenever required and there is not enough power.
Depending on their capacity, batteries can be partially or completely charged in short
times. The RAPTION-22 station operates with powers up to 22 kW, which means it
can be fitted in simpler installations and saves extra costs related to special rates. This
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device has an interactive screen, and communications (Ethernet, 3G) that facilitate users’
interaction, as well as remote management to the control centre. This selected product
permits two charge types, direct current (DC) and alternating current (AC), so it adapts
to the charging system of any vehicle on the market. This means that it has connectors
CHAdeMO and CCS Combo 2 in DC and type 2 Mennekes in AC. It also allows
three-phase and single-phase currents (Table 3).
Table 3. Characteristics of input in AC, output in DC and output in AC of the RAPTION 22
charging station.
Input AC Value Output DC Value Output AC Value
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output voltage






The total cost of the system taking into account foundations, structures (pillars, light
structures for roofs and beams) and installations (grounding, pipes, cables, protection
boxes, photovoltaic solar modules and electric vehicle charging stations) amounts to
185.052 e.
3 Conclusions
One area where electric vehicles will be very important is urban areas because electric
vehicles do not emit direct polluting emissions. It is here where not only the structure’s
functionality and installations are important, but also its aesthetics and design. Installing
canopies in cities to quickly charge electric vehicles is becoming a very effective solution,
provided the structure can be integrated into the domain it is located in. Accordingly,
the proposed canopy design can be classified as a canopy with a strong visual impact
and a completely built in photovoltaic system. It strikes the best balance between energy
efficiency and its architectural integration into its surroundings. The main advantage of
this vehicle-charging canopy is that energy is produced in the same place where it is
used, which avoids resorting to lengthy energy transports and substantially enhances the
system’s total efficiency. For this reason, this installation fulfils the described objectives:
an integrating and optimised structure that is functional, modular and user-centred that
adapts to any location.
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Abstract. User Centered Design approach is used in many sectors and appropri-
ated by many design teams to defend principles of products adapted to the final
users. In the Architectural and Industrial Design disciplines, architects and design-
ers defend principles that could be able to create spaces, public areas or innovated
products that are closer as possible as the user behavior. The issue is still the
complexity of the user perception and the variability of its interpretation of the
environment. The research method used in this research is to combine Universal
Design and Usability approaches to be able to extract one first list of principles.
The combination of this list with the five human sensorial systems identified in
the literature give the structure of a tool that can be proposed to projectists like
architects and industrial designers to better consider user perception during the
designing process. The result of the research is the proposition of a software cou-
pled with a user friendly interface dedicated to architects and industrial designer. It
has the aim to simplify the organization of the early phases of the design process,
taking into account designers and architects design priorities and integrating the
final user specific sensorial situation.
Keywords: Users centered design · Universal design · Usability · Human
sensorial system · Digital tool design
1 Introduction
Architecture and design give the development of environments, products and services a
culturally rooted visually-based bias. In this context, the significant growth of new tech-
nologies, especially information-oriented, has exacerbated the predominance of vision
as a source of absorption of information available tometropolitan populations. That said,
in a way, it is comfortable, from the point of view of the designer, to keep thinking about
the project based mainly on visual experience, because culturally the Western world
tends to organize itself in this way [1].
This fact reinforces the premise of a material world still largely thought to be visu-
ally lived. However, [2] points out that in relation to the challenges of the project in
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today’s world, the profusion of dynamically and complexly inserted “codes” in people’s
daily lives also needs attention, such as the questions related to intangible attributes,
aligned with aspects of human behavior, aesthetic and psychological factors. In this
sense, according to the author “new creative tools are necessary to fill the gaps that the
methodological models used from now are no longer able to answer the current issues”
[2].
Studies related to the design process in architecture and design have multiplied
considerably in recent years. In particular since the 1960s, the number of proposals for
methods, techniques and tools aimed at contributing to the control and organization of
the design process has increased considerably,mainly due to the technological increasing
complexity of products [3–5].
However, in recent decades, discussions in the design field have paid particular
attention to User Centered Design (UCD), which focuses more on taking into account
behavioral, social, physical and cognitive aspects of the users [6]. It is based on the
effective participation of users throughout the whole project, in order to collect infor-
mation on their experiences for solutions closer to their needs [7, 8]. In this context,
Universal Design (UD) and Usability contribute significantly to the UCD process, while
presenting similarities in their criteria: DU aimed to establish wide access to products
and Usability focused on the ease of use [9].
Due to previous observations, there is currently no tool that can help the industrial
designer or the architect to take in consideration a variety of human perceptions of an
environmental space occupation.
Objectives of the current research are focused on:
– From architects and industrial designers points of view, assessing the need for a tool
to help the structure of ideas in the early phases of the design process,
– How Design Universal, Usability and the Human Sensorial System can contribute to
such a process?
– Finally, is it possible to structure a tool to assist architects and industrial designers
during these initial steps of the process?
2 Methods
The research method is organized in two steps.
First of all the different fields of the literature review give some orientation of the
research. Thanks to the evolution of the history of the architecture domain, it is clear
that the UCD approach has to be included into the current study. UCD is an approach in
which user characteristics, usability goals, environment, tasks andworkflowof a product,
service or process are given extensive attention at each stage of the design process. In
the context of designing an environmental space, the usability of this space has to be
study. Moreover, this space should ideally suit any individual. Universal Design (UD)
is the design of any layout, product, equipment, program or service that can be used
by any person, without requiring any adaptation or special design, regardless of gender,
age, location or his handicap. To be sure not to be limited to the visual perception of the
user, all the human sensory perception system has to be taken into account during this
study.
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Secondly, data collection was carried out in two steps to better fix the requirements
of specialists and being able to develop a first version of a tool. The first one took
place through a questionnaire with 13 Brazilian students from the Architecture and
Urbanism Post-Graduate Program in one Brazilian Federal University. All of them were
regularly enrolled in the subject. The students had a degree in architecture, engineering
and economics,with 4men and 9womenbetween 25 and 43 years old.Questionnairewas
structured in three parts: (1) participants characteristics, (2) knowledge about creativity
and creativity tools and (3) personal experience related to UD, Usability and sensory-
human systems.
In the second one, students’ groups follow-up was carried out at a French university.
20 students divided into four groups during the development of creative design steps
(common project) were observed. Students were between the ages of 18 and 27, with
13 women and 7 men; all of them have some experience in product design and/or
environments. The teams were composed of students of architecture, design and product
engineering of different French universities and of different periods in their respective
courses. The aim of this study was (1) to explore the design methodologies known by all
the members before the realization of the project and (2) how they combine and decide
the use of one unique methodology during the project (steps and tool used in relation to
UD, Usability and sensory-human systems).
Finally, a first version of a tool structure was proposed and a first prototype of
software was developed. It has to be evaluated.
3 Results
3.1 Contributions from Literature
Universal design is known as a global design trend and has a broad and diverse scope
[10]. However, its principles are relatively difficult to apply because there are few clearly
defined methods for this [11]. On the other hand, [12] declares that “the theme of user-
centered design is directly linked to usability”, a factor which makes us deduce a strong
overlap between the two themes.
Table 1. Principles of usability [13] and UD [14]
Usability Universal design New denomination
Consistency, compatibility, evidence Simple and intuitive use Compatibility
Feedback, error prevention Fault tolerance Warning
Visual clarity, prioritization of functionality and information Perceptible information Communication
Transfer of technology Materialization
Capacity, user control Flexibility of use and equitable use Adaptability
Minimum physical effort Force
Space dimensioning Dimensioning
The two first column of the following table (Table 1) come from the literature. They
consist of the lists of the 7 principles of the Universal Design and the 10 principles of the
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Usability. The last column is a proposition of reduction of variables with the perspective
of using them inside the future proposed tool.
To be able to not only consider the human visual system in the research proposal,
the use of the information acquisition given in [15] is chosen. Five sensorial systems are
established: Basic Guidance System, Haptic System, Visual System, Auditory System
and the Smell System/Taste. Such information can be obtainedwith any of the perceptual
systems alone, or by any combination of them.
3.2 Requirements List
This requirements list was established from the two steps realizedwith groups of students
in France andBrazil. Analysis of the answers of the questionnaires gave a certain number
of functions that the future tool has to realize. Categories of requirementswhere proposed
to better structure the result of the analysis (Table 2).
Table 2. Requirements list established from the questionnaires
Functional requirements
Enable the sharing of project activities performed by users of the tool in real time
Free choice of combinations of tool concepts and structuring principles to guide design actions
Be able to form database with developed projects
Allow insertion of written data (concepts) and images)
Possibility of printing the data entered in the tool (texts) and by means of boards (images)
Nonlinear use of the steps that make up the tool roadmap (allow advances, returns, etc.)
Requirements on data
Have the combination of a digital structure, paper and three-dimensional elements (physical)
Allow the possibility of printing papers (boards) of different sizes
Allow information about the concepts and principles of the structuring themes that form the theoretical content of the tool
Environmental requirements and contexts
Be able to use the tool on various platforms (digital and physical)
Easy access and storage (digital and physical) of data
Have feature of collaborative use
Possibility to securely store the collected and developed data
Easy and cost-effective organizational support (resources, training and management)
Users requirements
Appropriate information for users (architects, designers and engineers)
Simple and clear language
It can be used by a variety of users for projects with different characteristics
Usability requirement
Be efficient in its use
Be safe about the use and storage of data
Easy memorization and learning
Easy in use
3.3 Digital Tool User Interface
The web oriented tool consists of a software that allow the architect (for example) to
better manage its projects centered to the human use of the environment. After the
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creation of the project, the user friendly interface shown in Fig. 1 oblige the architect
to select all combinations of principles before closing it. Thus, he has to think about
solutions/proposals for each of them during the creativity phase of the project. Logically,
he select the most adapted combinations of principles at first (depending of the project
characteristics) … knowing that sometime, new solutions come from others points of
view. He can add illustrations, comments, schemas etc. and then print the document to
constitute the archives of the complete project.
Fig. 1. Image of the dynamic user-friendly human interface the project manager has tomanipulate
to select a combination. For each combination (one blue principle with one green principle), he
can propose one or more architectural solution to be used for the final proposal [16].
4 Conclusion and Perspectives
Design processes used by architects and industrial designers are complex and need
frequent adaptation with the context of use in the future working environment. Products
or working spaces have to be dedicated to all the characteristics of the final users.
Theoretical approaches exist to follow and support these needs. The software proposed
is based on 7 Universal Design and Usability principles and is complete by 5 human
sensorial systems. The combination give 35 couples of principles that the architect or
industrial design has to use to propose final solution.
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Abstract. SPES (Selective Production of Exotic Species) is a large facility, cur-
rently under advanced construction at the INFN-LNL (Istituto Nazionale di Fisica
Nucleare, Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro) for the production of Radioactive Ion
Beams (RIBs). Coordinated efforts are being dedicated to the development and
upgrading of both the accelerator complex and the up-to-date experimental set-ups.
This paper describes a work of upgrading as far as the inspection and maintenance
of the system is concerned, and it deals with human-centered design methods to
reduce the time spent in the radioactive environment of the facility during ordinary
maintenance operations and to simplify them, also considering stress conditions
of the operator and the mandatory wearable radiation protection devices (such as
tracksuit, gloves, oxygen tank mask) which make simple operations difficult.
Keywords: Proof of concept · Human-centered design · Functional design ·
Ergonomics · Design methods
1 Introduction
SPES (Selective Production of Exotic Species) is a large facility, currently under
advanced construction at the INFN-LNL (Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Lab-
oratori Nazionali di Legnaro) for the production of Radioactive Ion Beams (RIBs).
Coordinated efforts are being dedicated to the development and upgrading of both the
accelerator complex and the up-to-date experimental set-ups [1, 2].
Studies [3], such as the one presented in Fig. 1, have been performed to give indica-
tions about radiation exposure of operatorswhohave tomaintain the facility. In particular,
Fig. 1 shows the results of a simulation to calculate the residual activation near the most
radioactive components of the facility, in terms of ambient dose equivalent rate. The
black circles correspond to locations where the operator is supposed to stand still in
order to accomplish the ordinary and extraordinary maintenance operations.
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Fig. 1. Results of radiation exposure simulations.
The foreseen period of activity of the SPES facility, before the total or partial substi-
tution of system structural components, is in the order of years. Component activation
and consequent ambient equivalent rate progressively increase, due to the accumulation
of medium-long lifetime isotopes.
Operator need to complete maintenance operations in stress conditions, due to the
knowledge that the environment is potentially dangerous, that they are equipped with
a tracksuit, two pairs of gloves, an oxygen tank mask, a helmet, and that the room is
initially dark, and operators have to bring light with themselves. Moreover, operators
know that they need to minimize the time they stay in the chamber, in order to minimize
their exposure to dangerous radiations. All these conditions contribute to make simple
operations difficult [4–6].
To minimize maintenance operation time, a sequence of simple operations is
required, together with the reduction of tools.
The current inspection and maintenance plan presents some critical aspects, which
need to be upgraded. In particular, this works analyzes the current mechanical solution
for what concerns some diagnostics components and their substitution during ordinary
maintenance operations. Critical aspects of the current solution are taken into account
and possible human-centered designed solutions are proposed to simply operations, to
reduce the stress conditions of the operators and tominimize the time for these operations.
A human-centered designed proof of concept device of these possible solutions has been
realized [7].
2 Case Study: Replacement of Potentiometers
To diagnostics purposes, on the SPES facility are assembled different components, such
as the ones shown in Fig. 2. In these figures linear motors, potentiometers and limit
switches are presented: these components are located in many parts of the facility and
need ordinary maintenance, because they are useful and important to know and to make
the right positioning of the crucial component of the facility. As is visible from the
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figures, some of these components are mounted on the system in positions which are
critical to reach, or in which there is a small space to operate.
Fig. 2. Some ordinary components necessary as diagnostics: their maintenance is critical due to
their current mounting and to their positions, near the most radioactive zones of the facility.
To diagnostics purposes, on the SPES facility are assembled different components,
such as the ones shown in Fig. 2. In these figures linear motors, potentiometers and
limit switches are presented: these components are located in many parts of the facility
and need ordinary maintenance, because they are useful and important to know and to
make the right positioning of the crucial component of the facility. As is visible from
the figures, some of these components are mounted on the system in positions which are
critical to reach, or in which there is a small space to operate.
In the study presented in this paper, the focus is on the maintenance of the poten-
tiometers. These potentiometers are mounted in a lot of positions in the facility and
they are supplied with all the measurement and alignment components of the system.
Potentiometers have a passive role, but they are important for diagnostics.
The existing solution was analyzed to identify the parameters for a new project, in
order to simplify the operation of potentiometers substitution.
The considered parameters were (i) the number and (ii) shape of the holding parts,
(iii) the number and (iv) complexity of human operations for substitution, (v) the need
for tools, (vi) the need of blocking degrees of freedom. In particular, the current holding
system is based on a screw clamping ring which holds the body of the potentiometer
and a hold on the sliding carriage for the threaded head of shaft of the potentiometer.
Figure 3 shows that, in order to assemble the potentiometer, the operator needs to
align the body to the clamping ring, and then make it slide through the holding and keep
it in position with one hand while the other tightens the screws using a key.
The next step is to align the shaft’s head to the positioning hole, slide through it and
fix it with an M3 nut tightened with a key.
The holding system is strong and fixes both axial movements and rotation of the
body, but longitudinal alignment depends only on operator.
To mount the potentiometer in the considered system, a sequence of operations is
required, two keys are needed, the nut is hard to handle with two gloves on each hand and
aligning and sliding operations are not easy both for position of the holding ring and for
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Fig. 3. Current potentiometer assembly.
the needed space to mount, which has to be double than the length of the potentiometer
(not all the potentiometers in the facility are so easy to reach).
Operator’s stress condition must also be considered.
The aim of the new solution was therefore identified as fixing both parts of the
potentiometer (body and shaft) in one phase without using tools and without need to
take manually care of alignment (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4. Degrees of freedom of the potentiometers.
The method is based on the functional simplification of the system holding the
potentiometers by splitting it in more parts, each of them both guide operator movements
and block one degree of freedom shown in, and on the fact that screw and nut locks can
be substituted by spring based locks, commercial latch clamps or gravity-based blocking
parts.
Two proofs of concept have been developed and are shown in Fig. 5(a) and in
Fig. 5(b):
– to correctly mount the sliding shaft, both the solutions are based on a couple of discs,
held together by a spring,which is screwed on the head (beforemaintenance operation)
and get mounted on an open slot on the sliding carriage as a clip. Choosing a spring
stiffer than the force needed to make the shaft of the potentiometer slide is enough.
Chamfering of all the corners makes easier the insertion.
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Fig. 5. A human-centered designed Proof of concept device has been realized for both the two
proposed solutions assembly. (a) First proposed solution; (b) second proposed solution.
– To fix the body, both solutions are based on a screw clamping ring which is mounted
on the potentiometer prior to maintenance operations. This part will provide exact
aligning avoiding operator errors and block longitudinal degree of freedom.
– Holding parts are shaped in order to guide operator’s movement and fix one degree
of freedom at a time, being longitudinal alignment the fundamental, transversals
secondary and rotation not so significant for potentiometer functioning.
– All corners were chamfered if needed to simplify positioning.
– Blocking the body is obtained by hanging mobile parts which are pushed away by
potentiometer body during insertion and return to their position by gravity after the
component reaches its final position blocking it, in the solution showed in Fig. 5(a),
and by commercial latch clamps in the solution showed in Fig. 5(b).
– Both solutions are tools-free and allow operator to manage the potentiometer with
two hands and mount it with one movement.
A first discussion about the two solutions with SPES staff underlined that, despite
of being based on one movement for both placing and blocking the potentiometer, the
solution in Fig. 5(a) is perceived as less safe than the one based on the clamp, which
need two movements (placing and blocking). This makes us add safety perception as an
additional parameter to consider in the next phase of the project, which includes tests
on users. A test desk for solutions comparison (existing one and both new solutions) is
under construction to allow tests on a larger number of users.
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3 Conclusions
Critical aspects of the design of the diagnostics system have been studied, and typical
mechanical solutions, which are adequate in a common workshop, have been upgraded
with other mechanical solutions which don’t need tools and that allow for a simpler
sequence of operations.
A human-centered designed proof of concept device has been realized for both the
proposed solutions. Tests to objectively confirm the goodness of the proposed solutions
and to compare these upgrades with the previous solutions need to be performed and
have been already planned.
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Abstract. This paper presents a new smart web platform for plastic injection
molds for use in industry 4.0 environments. The new platform requires as its only
input the CAD model of the plastic part in a discrete format, the accuracy of the
analysis, the thermoplastic material of which the part will be manufactured and
the number of parts to manufacture per year. Using this information and through
a fully automated process based on hybrid algorithms developed by the authors
the smart platform generates an extended CADmodel of the mold with additional
expert information useful for industry 4.0 environments. In this way, it is possible
to design amoldwith uniform heat transfer, balanced ejection and a uniformfilling
phase of the mold cavity. The presented platform differ from other applications for
mold designing in that the resulting mold meets all the geometric, functional and
technological requirements of mold designing without needing CAE simulation
software for its validation. The presented platform is considered as the first smart
platform that does not require the interaction of the designer in the process of
dimensioning and designing the different subsystems that compound the mold,
being a tool to reduce time and costs in the initial phases of plastic part design and
with the ability to integrate into a flexible manufacturing environment 4.0.
Keywords: Smart manufacturing · Industry 4.0 · Injection molding · CAD
1 Introduction
Nowadays, plastic injection molding is the most widespread manufacturing method in
the industry [1, 2].With a conventional approach injectionmold design is still performed
empirically, based on the experience of the mold designer. The dimensioning tasks of
the different mold components are highly dependent upon the knowledge of how the
different geometrical and technological mold parameters interact with each other. In
addition, mold designing requires highly qualified engineers from different disciplines.
CAD designers deal with the dimensioning and modeling of each part, technicians in
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rheological simulation validate mold design in terms of time cycle and part quality, and
mechanical engineers ensure the structural integrity of the mold. On the other hand, in
order to design and simulate the mold each designer requires specific software which
the company must acquire. Due to diversified complications of mold design with mold
manufacturing and the coupling effects of plastic with molding machine, it is quite
difficult to consistentlymolding the productswith higher quality andprecision.Evenwith
high-end commercial software and hardware, the seamless integration of mold design,
mold manufacturing and molding process needs innovative thinking [3]. Cyberphysical
systems in industrial processes are characterized by their ability to connect the physical
devices that compose it with ICT systems capable of accessing and processing the set
of technological data obtained from the process.
This paper presents a new smart application integrated into a web platform. The new
application differs from other mold designing applications in that it only requires the
CAD model of the plastic part in a discrete format, the precision of the analysis, the
thermoplastic material of the plastic part and the number of parts to be manufactured per
year as application inputs. With only this information, and through a fully automated
process based on the use of several hybrid algorithms developed by the authors, the
platform generates a complete CAD design of the injection mold associated with the
plastic part under analysis. The set of developed algorithms are compound of a first
phase of automated recognition of the plastic part surface and a second phase of expert
optimization for mold dimensioning. As a result the mold design meets the geometric,
technological and functional requirements being capable of guaranteeing an adequate
and accurate manufacture of the plastic part. The application provides in a fewminutes a
standard CAD design in parametric format of the injection mold. The smart application
is valid for any CAD format in which the plastic part has been modeled since it works in
a discrete format. On the other hand, the algorithms for obtaining themold designing can
be applied in any CAD system, being independent of the model and the modeler. Thus,
the presented application differs from other software linked to the CAD format of the
model which requires access to the internal information of the part. The new platform is
the first one capable of working completely autonomously and intelligently, performing
the complete process of optimal dimensioning and mold design without requiring, at
any time, mold designer interaction during the process. Furthermore, the design of the
resultingmold does not require numerical simulations for functional validation, since the
expert calculation algorithms incorporate technological requirements that guarantee the
correct performance of the mold. The application is designed for future implementation
in an Industry 4.0 system that allows analyzing the deviations in the manufacturing
parameters of the product.
2 Methodology
2.1 Architecture of the Injection Molding Smart Platform
The injection molding smart platform is structured in two large blocks. The first block of
the platform consists of the implementation of four geometric-expert algorithms [4–7]
responsible for analyzing the geometric demoldability of the plastic part in an automated
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way as well as dimensioning and positioning the set of elements that constitute the feed-
ing system, the system of cooling and the ejection system of the mold. The architecture
of the algorithms is structured in two different stages: The first geometrical stage is in
charge of recognizing in an automated way the topology of the plastic part, obtaining
information of the geometric parameters necessary for the optimal dimensioning of the
mold.
A second expert stage optimizes the different elements that constitute the three
main systems of the mold (cooling, ejection and feeding), using genetic optimization
algorithms. Finally, the platform connects the resulting expert variables with the algo-
rithm responsible for optimally dimensioning the structural and mechanical elements
that constitute the mold. This means that the mold obtained allows uniform heat trans-
fer between the plastic part and the coolant fluid, balanced ejection of the plastic part
from the mold and an equilibrated filling phase of the injection mold cavities. This
fact differentiates the presented platform from other mold design applications since the
methodology accomplishes geometrical, functional and technological requirements of
the mold, independently of the additional use of CAE simulation software.
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the different algorithms that compose the web
platform. This uses as input data the discrete geometry of the plastic part, allowing a
total independence of the CAD modeler in which the plastic part has been designed. In
contrast to other applications, the newapplication does not require additional information
or designer interaction during the analysis process, dimensioning and designing themold
in a fully automated process.
The presented platform incorporates four databases with information about techni-
cal characteristics of thermoplastic materials, standard components of injection molds,
technical characteristics related to the injection manufacturing process such as the char-
acteristics of the coolant fluid and a data base with information related to the injection
machines. Figure 2 shows a logical operation scheme of the smart web platform, includ-
ing the phase of data processing introduced by the user, the phase of calculation of the
results from the input data, the phase of designing and executing the algorithms and the
phase of management of the stored information in the databases.
Fig. 1. Integration of the different geometric-expert algorithms of the smart web platform.
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Fig. 2. Logical diagram of the functioning of the smart web platform.
3 Results
The injection molding smart platform generates a technological report that includes the
results obtained for each geometric-expert hybrid algorithm [4–7, 8] and, in turn, the
CADmodeling of the injection mold with the assembly of the elements which comprise
it. The geometry of the study case and the result of the algorithm of the demoldability
analysis is shown in Fig. 3a. As can be seen, the case study requires of two longitudinal
slides along the X and Y coordinate axes for its manufacture. Figure 3b shows the
location on the ejection map of the ejection points of the plastic part. Figure 3c shows
the distribution of the cooling channels on the geometries of the plastic parts under
study. The cooling system design obtained by the presented platform is dimensioned
under three conditions: obtaining a uniform distribution of the exchange of heat flow
between the melt plastic flow and the cooling system, guaranteeing that the difference
between the heat flow provided by the melt plastic flow and the heat evacuated by the
cooling system is zero and maintaining the cooling flow throughout the cooling system
in turbulent conditions. In order to validate the final quality of the plastic parts of the case
studies and the sizing and design of the cooling system. Figure 3d shows the results of the
algorithm for the location of the injection point for each study case presented. Finally,
Fig. 4a shows the temperature map after the cooling phase for each one of the plastic
parts of the study. The temperature map of the plastic parts is uniform and homogeneous.
It is thus demonstrated that the cooling quality, of the results obtained by this algorithm,
is high. Figure 4b shows the CADmodel of the injection molds of the plastic parts under
study.
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Fig. 3. a Demolding algorithm. b Design and dimensioning algorithm of the ejection system,
c design and dimensioning algorithm of the cooling system, d location of the injection point
Fig. 4. a Results of the numerical simulation of the cooling, b CAD model of the injection mold
4 Conclusions
The work presented in this document shows a new smart web platform for the automated
design of plastic injection molds based on geometrical-expert optimization algorithms.
The presented smart platform has been tested through its application to a plastic part
obtaining in a fully automated way a CADmodel of the mold to manufacture the plastic
part. The results obtained are presented as a basis for the implementation of a 4.0 platform
in the molding industry.
The presented injection molding smart platform improves the mold design appli-
cations used up to now, since the resulting mold fulfills all the geometrical, functional
and technological requirements of the mold independently of the use of CAE simulation
software. Unlike other applications, it does not require additional information or the
interaction of the designer during the process of analysis, sizing and design of the mold.
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The new platform is valid for any CAD format in which the plastic part has been mod-
eled, since it works in a discrete format. It functions independently of the CAD modeler
used to model the plastic part and without requiring access to the internal geometric
information of the part to be analyzed.
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Abstract. In order to have a full control on their processes, companies need to
ensure real time monitoring and supervision using Key Performance Indicators
(KPI). KPIs serve as a powerful tool to inform about the process flow status and
objectives’ achievement. Although, experts are consulted to analyze, interpret, and
explain KPIs’ values in order to extensively identify all influencing factors; this
does not seem completely guaranteed if they only rely on their experience. In this
paper, the authors propose ageneric causality learning approach formonitoring and
supervision. A causality analysis of KPIs’ values is hence presented, in addition to
a prioritization of their influencing factors in order to provide a decision support.
A KPI prediction is also suggested so that actions can be anticipated.
Keywords: Industry 4.0 ·Monitoring and supervision · Key performance
indicators · Causality · Artificial intelligence ·Machine learning · Decision
support
1 Introduction
Over the last decades, the industrial world has known a wide emergence of Informa-
tion Technologies that have led to a convergence towards a new industrial revolution
commonly called Industry 4.0. This latter aims at exploiting the growing technologies
as a backbone to integrate objects, humans, machines, and processes [1], in order to
better overtop customers’ requirements increasingly stringent about costs, quality and
deadlines. All of this requires making right decisions at the right moment. Thus, the
three following features should be considered [2]: (i) horizontal integration, which aims
to optimize the value chain by connecting it beyond the company’s perimeter; (ii) verti-
cal integration of systems and subsystems, with production management tools through
hierarchical levels, (iii) end-to-end integration of engineering across the value chain.
The main enablers of vertical integration are real time monitoring and supervision [3].
Monitoring is achieved by collecting data to inform about the systems’ current state,
and does not have any direct action on decision making, while supervision must provide
functions that may affect the con- duct of the monitored system, such as parameteriza-
tion, re-planning, or optimization, based on the current state [4]. Supervision must also
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be able to recognize and report abnormal situations, so that stakeholders can take well-
founded decisions. Also, deviations should be detected preferably before they happen, so
that actions can be taken on the factors that have caused it. In this context, KPIs serve as
a strong monitoring mean [5] that quantifies processes and engaged action effectiveness
[6]. The purpose of this paper is to provide an approach to conduct prediction and diag-
nosis in order to detect abnormal situations and identify their causes. For this, the focus
will be on analyzing KPIs’ values, by exhaustively identifying and prioritizing the root
factors that affect them. Significant researches [7–10] confirm that the analysis of KPIs’
values, and the identification of their influencing factors, often performed by experts in
an empirical and descriptive way, do not allow exhaustive and exact identification of all
direct and indirect causes of each KPI deviation. These empirical analyses conducted
by following some specific problem solving approaches, may omit many factors that
affect the investigated KPI, and mutual influence between the identified factors may
not be noticed. Hence, this kind of analysis remains subjective and only represents the
known part of reality, often leaving a hidden part we totally ignore [11]. Besides, KPIs
may change over time and have new influencing factors. These reflections have led us to
make our hypothesis, which is to take in consideration all available data, since experts
may omit certain factors, mistakenly judging them as being uninvolved in the evolution
of the KPIs’ values. Thus, we propose to build a causal learning approach in order to
identify and prioritize influencing factors. This approach is based on the strong assump-
tion of collecting data from as many sources as possible, including physical world and
information systems, by instrumenting as much as we can the systems to be monitored,
as well as their environments, so that our analysis can exhaustively high- light all the
leading causes among this data. The proposed approach can be applied in the production
context as well as in other engineering contexts.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe the global
approach of the proposal, focusing on data analysis. Section 3 summarizes a use case
and discuss the first results. Conclusion and future work are given in Sect. 4.
2 Methodology of the Proposal
The goal of the methodology is to be able to identify all the affecting factors of a given
KPI, and to prioritize them in order to provide decision support by identifying actions
which are more relevant to engage for improving the KPI value. These actions will have
a more pronounced added value if they are taken before deviation occurs, hence the
interest in predicting the KPI’s values. The diagram shown in Fig. 1 describes the bricks
that make up data analysis that will lead us to our goal.
(i) Causal analysis based on Bayesian Networks (BN), which aims at identifying the
factors affecting the addressedKPI. TheBNforma class ofmultivariate statisticalmodels
that has become popular as an analytical framework in causal studies, where causal
relations are encoded by the structure of the network [12–14].How- ever, the construction
of the BN’s structure is itself based on the experts’ a priori knowledge. To cope with this,
several algorithms exist to learn the structure [15] (constraint based algorithms, and score
based algorithms), and to compute the structure’s associated conditional probabilities.
(ii) Prediction: in order to anticipate actions to be taken on the factors identified by
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the causal analysis, the KPI value should be predicted and, if any deviation is detected,
actions are engaged at the right time. In our case, this prediction is made possible by
means of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). ANN are used to solve complex problems
and enable learning and modeling nonlinear and complex relationships between inputs
and outputs. (iii) ANN parameters’ definition: in order to predict one given KPI, the
optimal structure of the ANN must be defined and must meet a reasonable computing
time with good prediction results. For our case, a multilayer perceptron ANN is used,
and for having a good compromise computing time/prediction accuracy, the authors
followed, for one single KPI, an experimental approach to adjust the ANN’s parameters
(e.g. number of layers, learning rate, etc.). Since many KPIs need to be predicted, an
optimal ANN structure needs to be defined for each KPI, thus, we need to provide
greater genericity to our proposal in order to avoid following the same long experimental
approach for each single KPI prediction ANN structure. For this, the authors suggest,
in this brick, to adjust the ANN parameters using an optimization algorithm, so that
optimal ANN for any KPI prediction can easily be generated.
(iv) Prioritization of the impacting factors: causal analysis provides us with the
existing causality links between the factors and the addressedKPI, andmutual influences
between the factors themselves so that we can go through the causality links until the root
cause. In case of deviation, it would be wise to prioritize the impacting factors identified
in (i). For this issue, weights of the used ANN are employed, since the weights represent
the strength of connections between units of the ANN, and highlight the degrees of
importance of the values of inputs [16]. (v) Decision support: given the outputs of
precedent steps, a decision support can be pro- vided in case of deviation to adjust the
implicated factors by priority order.
KPI to be invesgated
Fig. 1. SADT diagram representing the functions of the data analysis.
3 Use Case and Results
To implement the proposedmethodology of data analysis, the authors have constructed a
representative summary dataset to validate that the experiments are correct. This dataset
respects, in a very flexible way, a certain amount of causality rules that have been
previously defined to be compared with the resulting causality links.
The use case addresses one KPI: the production cycle time. The rest of the dataset
is made of variables that may affect, or not, the addressed KPI: the day of the week, the
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time slot, the month, the indoor temperature, the operator’s heart rate, his stress level,
the defaults number, and the training level. The goal is to identify, among this dataset,
variables that affect the production cycle time, and to prioritize them. To build a realistic
and more relevant use case, the authors have made sure that the dataset does not follow
these rules in an exclusive way. Basically, this KPI is calculated using two information:
the remaining time for production, and the number of produced units. Given this, if
deviation is detected, both information do not give answers neither to understand how
did this happen nor to trace back to root causes. The above-presented approach was
applied to this use case.
(i) Causality analysis: we used a constraint based algorithm (Peter and Clarck (PC)
algorithm) to define the structure of theBN thatwill allow identifying the causal links. PC
algorithm is a constrained based algorithm that begins with a complete undirected graph,
and removes the edges between pairs which are not statistically significantly related by
performing conditional independence (CI) tests, then it looks for the V-structures and
directs the edges using two other rules (see [17] for more information). This algorithm
was modified by adding one more constraint, in order to avoid having meaningless
causality links (e.g. defaults that may cause day change is a meaningless link). The
steps of this constraint verification are: (1) identify and define variables that can not
be changed (e.g. the current hour or day), and (2), remove the edges which go to the
nodes representing these variables. The final resulting graph corresponds to the starting
assumptions (Fig. 2.a), but does not show a causality link between temperature and
cycle time, even if the data was constructed assuming that (ii) Prediction and (iii)
ANN parameters’ definition: the KPI prediction was implemented using a multilayer
perceptron ANN, with a K-fold cross validation. The predicted value is either 1 or 0
according to whether or not the cycle time will deviate or not, the prediction is 92%
accurate (Fig. 2.b). The ANN that gave us these predictions is made up of 5 hidden
layers. This ANN’s parameters were found using an experimental approach, since the
parameters’ optimization algorithm is still being under development. Concerning (iv)
the impacting factors prioritization, ANN’s weights used for the prediction were
employed to give a ranking of all available factors, and the ranking corresponds to the
starting assumptions. Fig. 2.c shows that we obtain the same prioritization even if the
prediction models’ structures are different (conditioned on the fact that they have a
predictive power upper than 85% in our case). The figure shows three lists, all with the
same nodes ranking (4-0-3-1-2-5-6). To prove that this ranking is consistent, we have
created a new dataset with the same rules and assumptions as the first one. First, we
have used this dataset to test our prediction model; the resulting prediction accuracy was
89%. Then, we have replicated the same dataset five times, and each time, we changed
the values of one influencing variable individually (day (1), temperature (3), stress (4),
training (7), or defaults (6)), to evaluate the impact of each of these influencing variables.
Each time, we replaced one variable (e.g. stress) by random values in the same range of
variation as the initial values, letting the other variables as they were. Then, we predicted
our KPI with the new dataset, using the same model that we have previously built, then
we evaluated the prediction. We predicted five times, in addition to the first prediction,
in order to see the impact of each of the five influencing variables. Finally, we compared
the performances of each of the five predictions that have been run, by superimposing
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their receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, and we evaluated the performance
of each prediction by calculating the area under the curve (Fig. 3.a). We can see that the
curves reflect the ranking, and that the ranking of the areas under the curves corresponds
to the ranking of the variables in the obtained list. Fig. 3.b shows the results obtained by
repeating the same operation, but this time, instead of replacing the concerned variable
values by random values in their range of variation, the concerned variable was treated
as if its values were missing, and replaced the initial values with their mean, then we
predicted the KPI. We have repeated the same operation for the five variables. ROC
curves are obviously different from the ones in Fig. 3.a, but the ranking is the same.
To better see the gaps between the curves, we only represented the four curves that do
not intersect in Fig. 3.b, from where we can easily see the gaps between the prediction











Fig. 2. Results: (a) causal graph, (b) prediction results, (c) factors prioritization.
Fig. 3. Results: (a) ROC curves by replacing each time one variable by random values in its
variation range, (b) ROC curves by replacing each time one variable by its values’ mean.
4 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a causality learning approach for KPI supervision. The main
idea was to collect as much data as possible in order to conduct an exhaustive data
analysis. This analysis is based on BN structure learning, KPI prediction using ANN,
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and influencing factors prioritization. The proposal is actually in its early phases of
development and many aspects need to be addressed, like the test and benchmarking of
other algorithms and tools of learning BN structure. Moreover, we should enrich our
causality learning with results of decisions taken by considering the impacting factors
and their ranking proposed by the supervision system, to see if the KPI is evolving in
the right sense, and hence to validate the analysis robustness. Also, a complete use case
should be implemented using real industrial data to validate the proposed methodology
performance beyond the constructed use case.
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Abstract. The objective of this research is to set the ground for new research
to measure the impact of Industry 4.0, by combining two types of analysis, that
of the performance, and that of the human behaviors, using experiments with
digital instruments. A preliminary test, then a first experiment focusing on stan-
dardization of operational processes are presented showing promising results to
understand how operational and human performance are impacted by the Industry
4.0. This study serves as a first step to a larger research project about productivity
measurement of Industry 4.0 transformation.
Keywords: Industry 4.0 · Standardization · Behaviors · Productivity ·
Experiment
1 Introduction
Since the 1980s, the socio-technical and techno-economical environments have under-
gone profound transformations, leading enterprises to adopt numerous technological
and organizational innovations. Research founds that these transformations performed
successfully when they include the human dimension to the technical dimension associ-
ated with the chosen innovation. This human dimension is emphasized in all the studies
dealing with the current industrial revolution named “Industry 4.0” [1] as a key element
to positively influence the impact of these transformations on the enterprises’ operational
performance.
Study of technological innovations and its impact on performance have been a reg-
ular topic of interests. Thanks to fast improvements gathered by innovations, practices
are constantly renewed, reshaped and put into perspective by the evolution of theo-
retical analysis. Today, given the gap between the expected performance and the real
performance after the adoption of one of these innovations, it seems appropriate to study
closely the characteristics of the so-called innovation with a focus on human behaviors.
These behaviors studied throughout the utilization and appropriation of the innovation
represent our units to explain this performance gap.
© The Author(s) 2021
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The recent trend in research guide us in conducting experiments in an observational
platform, relatively similar to an industrial environment, gathering qualitative and quan-
titative data. The objective of this research is to set the ground for new research tomeasure
the impact of the current industrial revolution, by combining two types of analysis, that
of the performance, and that of the human behaviors, using digital instruments. The
first experiment based on a multidisciplinary approach focused on standardized work
transformation in operation processes.
2 State of the Art
Before embarking on experimentation, the literature review aims to define how Industry
4.0 influenced operations digitization and indirectly the human behaviors.
Hermann et al. [2] define Industry 4.0 as “a collective term for technologies and
concepts of value chain organization.” Industry 4.0 seems to develop more intelligent,
flexible, and dynamic factories by equipping manufacturing processes with sensors,
actors, and autonomous systems. In addition, manufacturing processes have the capac-
ity of fulfilling more complex and qualified standards and requirements of products,
making value-added integration occurs horizontally and vertically. Regarding the digiti-
zation of manufacturing process, Liao et al. [3] depicted research areas focusing onmore
human aspects: (1) Safety and Security: to ensure that production facilities and products
themselves do not pose a danger either to people or to the environment; (2) Work Orga-
nization and Design: to implement of a socio-technical approach for work organization
and design to offer workers the opportunity to enjoy greater responsibility and enhance
their personal development. In line with these recommendations, conducting research
on digitization of manufacturing processes require a socio-technical perspective.
Contrary to conventional belief, automation does not lead to less human interaction
or workerless production facilities; but the workers’ competencies requirements may
evolve. The evolution of workers’ role in their new industrial system is related to their
ability to take quick and efficient decision on production, orders… through intelligently
processed data. In this application, workers’ role in Industry 4.0 is the one of a decision
maker in production planning and control – with the help of a decision support assistance
system – or of a smart and enhancers operator [4]. Moreover, Liao et al. [3] recommen-
dations make it clear the relationship with the employee’s responsibility and autonomy.
This refers also to the work focusing on the relationship between Lean practices and
digitization of manufacturing processes [5]. Nevertheless, it exists few articles that dis-
cuss the adaptation of Jidoka principles, the one related to employee’s empowerment
[5] or its further benefits. So, the tension between the standardization of work and the
participation of employees in Industry 4.0 environment remains a crucial point in the
design of work organization.
In the current organizations, execution of the operational tasks is generally docu-
mented in a very descriptive and detailed way, thus forming a standardized work, the
first step to standardization. This standardized work enables processes to be consoli-
dated in a consistent, accurate and repeatable way, in order to reduce their variability
and simultaneously improve their performance. Maginnis [6] demonstrates that stan-
dardized work improves team productivity and team learning. Standardized work is not
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only a method of documentation, but it also allows the analysis of work situations. This
denotes the relationship between standardizedwork and problem solving that jointly pro-
motes incremental improvements. That is to say, looking at Industry 4.0, the interaction
between standardization, continuous improvement and technology enabling team learn-
ing and coordination needs to be explored. Research provides empirical evidence that
developing employee participation regarding their standardized work, fostering learn-
ing and knowledge sharing at an organization level can obtain greater benefits from
technologies adoption. According to this, our study focuses on human behaviors at an
operational level.
At the end of the literature review, the emergent questioning is formulated as follows:
when a technological or organizational innovation occurs, what is its impact from a
technical and behavioral point of view on the operational performance?
3 Methodology
The following methodology respects part of the research agenda proposed by Liao et al.
[3]. Previous research looking at the impact of innovations focused solely on perfor-
mance or solely on human behaviors. These same researches display either qualitative
or quantitativemethodological positioning but rarelymixed. This study, combining quan-
titative and qualitative data, is therefore built on an experiment including a series of trial /
error phases. The experimental environment is that of a learning factory, a dynamometer
lamp assembly line with a student audience to reduce bias related to the experiences of
professionals [6].
The observational platform is built on a training platform named DynEO, which
offers trainings in operations management. The experiment was built on the existing
environment while integrating new technologies and digital instruments to measure
industrial and human performance. Direct observations on operators’ behaviors helped
in the analysis of the influence of changing practices. The observational lab includes
non-invasive tools to reduce unwanted influence on behavior (biased observations). The
lab is also flexible, easily adaptable to various circumstances for testing a wide variety
of hypotheses. During the preliminary test, the following measurement equipment were
used: Tobii Eye Tracker, FaceReader, the Observer.
After the preliminary test, eye-tracking glasses were chosen because it helps study-
ing how people interact with their environment, what catches their attention, and what
influences decision making. This technology records gaze, saccades and fixation data of
workers, and thus enables insights about the thinking process. For the case study, sac-
cades represented an indicator for the visual search (stress level) and fixation represents
an indicator of cognitive processing (concentration level).
During the preliminary test, the efficiency between operators (experienced vs not-
experienced) in the assembly of a lamp was differentiated. Both workers wore the eye
tracking glasses, and their faces were filmed for real-time analysis of facial expressions.
A camera was placed in front of the face of the operator, whereas a first scene camera
recorded the global area of the workplace. A second scene camera integrated in the
portable eye tracker recorded in detail the direction of the gaze of the participant. It was
decided to manually code in The Observer the video from the Tobii glasses. Behaviors
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coded were ‘task’ (start, stop) and ‘Regions of Interest’ (main body, other components,
tools, elsewhere).
The preliminary test helped us design the first experiment (Fig. 1). The experimental
protocol was defined in conjunction with the performance and behavior factors to be
measured. In our study on the use of standardized work, the differentiation between
the handwritten standards (paper standard) used until now and the introduction of a
technological innovation is materialized by the use of an interactive tablet on which the
standard is available (digital standard). Experimentation related to the introduction of
this digital standard was initially carried out on reference groups and will be extended
over several test groups to ensure the validity and potential generalization of the results.
Fig. 1. Preliminary test and raw data.
4 Results
The preliminary test showed us that the students are using standardized work (SW)
during their training and are mostly looking at visual components: 96% of their time is
spend on looking at the visual/images included in the standard (Table 1). However, the
comparison between the measured value of emotions and the one verbalized by students
showed that measured value itself is not relevant. The variability of measured emotions
throughout the preliminary test can be related to the one verbalized. So, the emotion
variability can represent an indicator of work’s impact on the student. Emotions will not
be measured in the following experiment.
The results of the experimentation can be summarized as follows: in general, students
use the standard support (paper and digital) during the training phase and sporadically
during the second phase (quality). During the third phase (performance), students per-
form the task entirely from memory without consulting the support, which can have an
impact on the sequence followed and the resulting quality (Table 2). The observations
showed that students following the paper support come back to it when necessary and
produce better lamps in terms of quality requirements. Conversely, students following
the digital support have difficulty in delivering flawless lamps. The paper support seems
to help identify quickly quality issues.
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Table 1. Comparative results from the preliminary test.
Operator 1 Operator 2
Experimented Beginner
Short execution Long execution
Stable emotions
High concentration on the body
Stable Heart Rate
Variable Emotions
High concentration on components
Variable Heart Rate
Student’s perception was gathered throughout a survey: all consider that the tasks
require a strong and permanent concentration. Students prefer the paper standard which
gives them more flexibility. They showed less signs of incomprehension and seemed
more focused. Depending on the standard used, a variation in the perception of the
necessary time to achieve the task was noticeable (too short for those who use the digital
standard). Thosewho used the digital standard questioned the given autonomywhen they
identified a problem to solve. If they identify a situation not foreseen by the standard,
they find themselves stuck and call for outside help.
Table 2. Comparative data from paper standard and the digital standard utilization.








































In the end, these three phases enabled us to observe a real difference in training,
and therefore in performance according to the standards used. Because of its speed
constraints, the digital standard does not attract students’ attention during the key phases
of learning. Conversely, the paper standard ensures a quality training, but slower. Finally,
the paper standard is open to more criticisms or way to improve it which seems to
foster student creativity while improving knowledge of the tasks performed. A next step
would be to mix the utilization of digital and paper support according to the training and
executing phases.
This experiment had some limitations: the sample was homogenous but small (about
twenty students). Some of the data should be used with caution as some are based on
subjective judgments (video coding, perception evaluated by a survey), on the capacity
of each individual to follow a standard and the associated reactions (even if data were
triangulated to limit the subjectivity). The results can vary greatly from one individual
to another. It will be necessary to repeat the experiment on a larger sample. In addition,
the measurement of emotions through image processing software can provide a better
exhaustiveness of human behaviors interpretations.
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5 Conclusion
This study serves as a first step to a larger research project about productivity measure-
ment of Industry 4.0 transformation. The results showed promising data at the crossroad
between performance and human behaviors. There are currently not a lot of studies about
eye-tracking glasses technology applied in manufacturing environment, but the benefits
of this technology are becoming a stimulating topic for researchers. A question remains
unanswered: is the digital standardization about automate the management of work or
automate the work itself?
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Abstract. The level of industrial performance is a vital issue for any company
wishing to develop and acquire more market share. This article presents a novel
approach to integrate intelligent visual inspection into “MES” control systems in
order to gain performance. The idea is to adapt an intelligent image processing
system via in-situ cameras to monitor the production system. The images are thus
analyzed in real time via machine learning interpreting the visualized scene and
interacting with some features of the MES system, such as maintenance, quality
control, security, operations, etc. This novel technological brick, combined with
the flexibility of production, contributes to optimizing the system in terms of
autonomy and responsiveness to detect anomalies, already encountered, or even
new ones. This smart visual inspection system is considered as a Cyber Physical
SystemCPSbrick integrated to themanufacturing systemwhichwill be considered
an edge computing node in the final architecture of the platform. This smart CPS
represents the 1st level of calculation and analysis in real time due to embedded
intelligence. Cloud computingwill be a perspective for us, whichwill represent the
2nd level of computation, in deferred time, in order to analyze the new anomalies
encountered and identify potential solutions to integrate into MES. Ultimately,
this approach strengthens the robustness of the control systems and increases the
overall performance of industrial production.
Keywords: Artificial intelligence · Deep learning DL · Industry 4.0 ·Machine
learning ML · Smart Manufacturing · Automated Visual Inspection
1 Introduction
In the context of Industry 4.0, manufacturing systems are updated to an intelligent level.
Intelligent or smart manufacturing aims to convert data acquired across the product life-
cycle into manufacturing intelligence in order to yield positive impacts on all aspects of
manufacturing [1]. It enables all physical processes and information flows to be avail-
able when andwhere they are needed across holisticmanufacturing supply chains, multi-
ple industries, Small andMedium-sized Enterprises SMEs, and large companies. Intelli-
gentmanufacturing requires certain underpinning technologies in order to enable devices
or machines to vary their behaviors in response to different situations and requirements
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based on past experiences and learning capacities. These technologies enable direct com-
munication with manufacturing systems, thereby allowing problems to be solved and
adaptive decisions to be made in a timely fashion. Some technologies also have artificial
intelligence AI, which allows manufacturing systems to learn from experiences in order
to ultimately realize a connected, intelligent, and ubiquitous industrial practice [2].
More specifically, Industry 4.0 is a complex combination of innovative functionali-
ties such as Intelligence, Prediction, Interoperability, and Modularity, assured and well
implemented to the manufacturing systems through the integration of a bunch of differ-
ent new technologies and techniques offered by the 4.0 as CPS, Advanced Robotics, IoT,
and AI, in order to enhance the production performance, assure the security means of
workers and machines, improve product quality, and develop smart products. Therefore,
industrials must deal first with a big amount of data generated through the product life-
cycle including visual inspection images and quality control processing [3]. Secondly,
Manufacturing systems must be able to integrate such flexible and AI-Enabled modules
in as less as possible intrusive way.
In this article, we propose a novel approach which improves the MES system with
a visual inspection system having an intelligence property since it uses Artificial Intel-
ligence AI/Machine Learning ML in order to optimize the production process. The
new model proposed in this paper can be used as a reference for different applications
to enhance several functionalities of manufacturing processes, such as maintenance,
operations, Quality Control, and security.
2 State of the Art
It is widely accepted that Information and Communication Technologies ICT are essen-
tial to improve production systems. The successful integration of Industry 4.0 into the
existing production systems necessitates the deployment of the Industrial Automation
pyramid (including PLC, MES, ERP, and other key technologies) in production, or the
Product LifecycleManagement supported by advanced CAD/CAM tools [4]. Otherwise,
Industry 4.0 requires a new breed of MES that embraces the flexibility, agility, intelli-
gence, and connectivity of the Smart Factory. To meet these needs, the way an MES
operates needs to change to accept a comprehensive, decentralized way of operating
throughout the plant and beyond. This requires new levels of connectivity and new ways
of approaching how users interface with equipment [5]. The dynamics of shop-floor
operations with smart materials and smart products are probably one of the biggest chal-
lenges forMES systems. Flexibility is enabled in amanufacturing systemmainly through
the integration of flexible machines and the implementation of flexible and alternative
production routes [6]. In addition, this flexibility could not be achieved without having
a modular and advanced shop floor control system SFCS. Having such an advanced and
flexible manufacturing system, the opportunity to implement the intelligence aspects
into the system is hence possible.
Moreover, Industry 4.0 is a complex combination of innovative functionalities such as
Intelligence, Prediction, Interoperability and Modularity, assured and well implemented
to the manufacturing systems through the integration of a combination of different new
technologies offered by the 4.0 as CPS, Advanced Robotics, IoT, and AI, in order to
enhance the production performance, assure the securitymeans ofworkers andmachines,
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improve the product quality, and develop smart products [2]. According to [7], AI is a
cognitive science with rich research activities in the areas of image processing, natural
language processing, robotics, and machine learning. Robotic systems are playing an
interesting role in enabling Industry 4.0 implementation. Modern robots are character-
ized as systems offering autonomy, flexibility, cooperation, and reconfigurability [8]. A
layer of flexibility and intelligence is offered through the integration of machine learning
techniques to the image processing stage, and the interconnection between robots and
machines which extend the decentralization aspect, and assure several benefits such as
lower defect rate, higher quality and reliability [9, 10], and improved security.
3 Smart Visual Inspection System
The model given below in Fig. 1, presents the contribution of this work which figures in
the successful implementation of a Machine Learning ML algorithm into an industrial
production system, and the effectiveness of usingML to assure in real time visual inspec-
tion and rapid decision-making process. Thanks to the interoperability and modularity
assured by the MES and the system architecture, the intelligence and the self-adoption
of the manufacturing system is possible by adding smart CPSs and smart modules using
machine learning and deep learning algorithms and techniques. The ML system runs in
a specific machine and reports to the MES the processed data through the PLC using
snap7 communication protocol. The MES takes into consideration the received signals
and information and acts properly by modifying the initial program and upgrading it
as it should. This smart system could play a role in being an edge computing module,
which reports unexpected and untrained data to the cloud in order to train the model
Fig. 1. Smart visual inspection model
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for continuous data acquisition and analysis. This model can be used and developed in
our ongoing project for several data processing tasks, providing valuable information
regarding the predictive maintenance task, the quality control process, and the power
consumption optimization.
4 Use Case
Our research is tested on an industrial production platform 4.0 developed and installed
in the research laboratory Fig. 2. The aim of the platform 4.0 project is to create an
intelligent and flexible manufacturing process and digital twins by integrating several
technologies. Basically, this platform is built from different machines and robots: one
fixed Kuka robot, one mobile Kuka robot, a Cognex camera system for raw material
identification and classification, a lathe, a milling machine, and a laser cutting machine.
At the very beginning, the platform can manufacture, assemble and transfer components
with a closed and not-flexible automatic control, resulting in the production of a single
product. This mode of operation corresponds to the conventional mass production mode
and is subject to uncontrolled disturbances.
The development has focused on adding a flexible layer into this production line
by enabling it to produce several product and following different manufacturing cycle
in a rapid configuration. The platform is now operated through Wonderware System
Platform WSP – Schneider product [11]. The production cycle is not anymore limited
due to the high level of PLC intervention. The platform is controlled by the WSP, where
alarms, trends, and all data from machines and sensors are collected. The production
line, thanks to developing this flexible layer, is able to produce different personalized
products (in the limit of machines capacity) and to follow different manufacturing plan,
without the need of changing or modifying the manufacturing programs.
Fig. 2. Initial program running, no person detection
To test our model, we chose a security application, since we are using two robots
in our line Fig. 2, we should not have any human presence inside the production line
when it’s functioning to avoid any accidents. So, to ensure security, the platform has a
physical barrier and an access door that must be closed, preventing anyone from entering
the interior when it is operating. However, if the door is closed and a person was present
in the production facility or comes in through another unsecured access, no error is
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reported, and the person can be then in danger. To overcome this problem, we decided
to conduct a smart visual inspection system which will detect the presence of the human
within the production line using video streams. If a person is detected, the information
will then be forwarded to the MES which will pause or reduce the speed of the robots
and which will alert the operator who will be able to raise the alert after confirmation
that no one is present in the line. The video streams are then fed back to this algorithm
which will carry out the detection, and in case of detection of someone present will send
the information back to the MES which will pass the line in safety mode Fig. 3 and will
warn an operator who will have to raise this alert once the risk has passed.
Fig. 3. Program paused, person detection inside the platform
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novelmodel for a smart visual systemwell integrated into the
manufacturing execution system well implemented to improve the production system.
This model is a concrete contribution that can be used for several applications and cases
and assure the optimization of the production process and control. A visual inspection
system application was presented as a successful implementation module. This model
gives us wide opportunities to develop different parallel modules for data and image
processing and integrate them into the manufacturing system in order to enhance and
well optimize the whole production process.
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Abstract. [Context] In manufacturing industries, the design of a product needs to
comply with many design rules. These rules are essentials as they help industrial
designers to create high quality design in an efficient way. [Problem] However, the
management of an ever-increasing number of design rules becomes a real problem,
especially for new designers. Even if there exists some knowledge management
tools for design rules, their capabilities are still limited and many companies con-
tinue to store their design rules in unstructured documents. Nowadays, design rule
application is still a difficult task that needs a circular validation process between
many expert services in a manufacturing company. [Proposition] In this paper,
we will analyze the main existing approaches for design rules application from
which we will demonstrate the need of a new approach to improve the current
state-of-the-art practices. To minimize rule application impact on the design pro-
cess, we propose to develop a Context-Aware Design Assistant that will perform
design rule recommendation on the fly while designing using computer-aided
technologies. Our Design Assistant relies on the modelling of the design rules and
the design context in a single knowledge graph that can fuel a recommendation
engine. [Future Work] In future work, we will describe the technical structure of
the Context-Aware Design Assistant and develop it. The potential outcome of this
research are: a better workflow integration of design rules application, a proactive
verification of design solutions, a continuous learning of design rules, the detection
and automation of design routines.
Keywords: Design rule · Product design · Knowledge graph · Context
awareness · Cognitive assistant
1 Introduction
Designing a product is a knowledge-intensive activity. Thus, to prevent design errors,
i.e., choices that make certain designs “not allowed” or inappropriate for their intended
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use, design departments prescribe design rules. A design rule is a prescriptive statement –
often an unstructured blend of text and graphical objects (equation, sketch, etc.) – aiming
at assisting deployed designers for the achievement of a proof design, in compliance
with best practices, applicable regulations, and DfX constraints. Many factors like the
increasing complexity of design products or the number of norms per industrial domain
tend to increase the number of designer rules an industrial designer has to comply
with. The ever-increasing number of design rules leads to critical issues when industrial
companies want to use and manage such “Big Data”.
While a designer is working on a product, he or she often needs to check design
rules if he or she wants to provide a design free of errors. An expert designer may have
memorized all crucial rules of his domain. A non-expert designer does not have in mind
all applicable design rules. He/she has no other alternative than to spend a large amount
of time finding the subset of design rules that matches his design context by either
searching in design manuals or asking expert-colleagues to guide him/her. This task is
even more time consuming because design rules often come from different domains and
are stored in documents or databases that may not be correctly organized. Unstructured
documents are still common in the industry [1]. Many companies still store design rule
knowledge in unstructured documents – mainly PDF format – which are over tens or
hundreds of pages.
As we will see in the next sections, there already exists many industrial tools and
researchers’ proposals for managing design rules. For each approach, several researches
have been performed on Google Scholar [2] as well as ScienceDirect [3] between the
12/17/2019 and the 12/20/2019. From the obtained results, we selected two types of
contributions: Conceptual work to present a definition of the concept or approach, and
application work in the domain of industrial design to illustrate pros and cons of the
approach.
We will firstly present a design rule definition and classification (Sect. 2). Then,
we will review the existing tools supporting the application of design rules (Sect. 3).
Finally, we will focus on technologies that provide context awareness capabilities and
briefly discuss how our Context-Aware Design Assistant would contribute to the current
state-of-the-art solutions.
2 Design Rules
For this paper, design rule definition is based on the work of Fu et al. [4] who propose a
formal definition of a Prescriptive Design Principle:
It is stated in the grammatical imperative form.
It includes a prescriptive action for a designer to take.
It increases the likelihood of reaching a desirable consequence.
It is situated within a particular context and point in time.
In this paper, we will reduce the scale of this definition and consider a more technical
definition. Calkins et al. [5] in the field ofKnowledgeBased Engineering (KBE) consider
that design rules synthesize the knowledge of a company and indicate how it should be
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used to create a proven design. In our case, we also want to put the emphasis on how this
knowledge is stored in databases or in design books. After reviewing numerous design
manuals, we assume that a design rule is a prescriptive statement in natural language,
often associated with descriptive graphical objects (equation, table, chart, etc.) guiding
the work of the designer in a specific design context to improve design quality.
Authors previously cited both emphasis on the heterogeneous aspect of design rules.
Calkins et al. consider four different origins possible for design rules: Heuristic (rules
from companies’ best practices), Empirical (based on experimental data), Legislated
constraints (established by official norms), Physic (based on analytical or numerical
physical models). Design rules affect not only the design but also all the phase of a
product lifecycle, such as product recyclability [6] or maintainability [7].
We conclude that design rules have various origins and objectives and that each one
relates to a specific design context. They are essential for maintaining the quality level
of industrial products and their number is significantly increasing.
3 State of the Art of Design Rule Application Tools
Most industrial design rule checkers [8–10] adopt procedural approach. They have built
a set of rules for each possible rule origin. For example, a tool may have a set of a
few dozen rules to check on a part machined using a milling process. Each rule is an
algorithm that detects geometrical features in the CAD data that do not respect the rule.
Bo Huang et al. [11] give a good example of the work realized in this field. Such a rule
application strategy results in expert systems that have a pre-defined number of rules
focusing on a very specific problem. They are efficient in detecting CAD quality errors
and rules directly associated with a design issue like a manufacturing process. However,
this approach has some flaws:
• Rule editing requires the work of experts in order to modify or create algorithms.
As explained previously, a design rule is due to evolves with technology or even
company habits. It is not trivial to maintain or personalize the design rule set with this
technology.
• Design rule storage across multiple domain silos makes multi-domain rules applica-
tion complicated. Design is a multi-domain process and many design rules do not fit
in the pre-defined contexts fixed by those tools.
• Some rules represent unstructured knowledge that cannot be translated into algo-
rithms. Traditional rule checking tools cannot process these rules but the designer still
need to know and consider them for his design.
To improvedesign rule application, scientists exploreddeclarative approachof design
rule application. They use new technologies such as Semantic Networks (SN) to repre-
sent the knowledge associated with the product and the design rules. According to JF
Sowa [12]: “A semantic network or net is a graph structure for representing knowledge
in patterns of interconnected nodes and arcs.” They are primarily used to represent con-
ceptual knowledge as natural language expressions in a structured and unbiased way.
This process is not straightforward for design rules but many scientists work to improve
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design rules representation in SNs like S. Kang et al. [13]. Using a SN could allow us
to process all kind of design rules.
Various teams experimented SNs for design rule application in the manufacturing
industry [14–16]. Their strategy is to build a data model to represent the type of product
they focus on. Once this model is built, they implement a translation algorithm to auto-
matically generate a semantic representation from the digital mock-up. Then, they can
edit rules that will apply on the knowledge representation of the product. They are able
to identify design errors as well as automatically correct some of them. In this method,
design rules are not algorithms that will explore the geometry. They are descriptions of
what the semantic representation of the product should be. This makes design rules eas-
ier to implement. Some teams even develop their own high-level language to facilitate
new design rules editing.
However, this approach is not flawless. Each type of industrial product needs his
own semantic representation to perform well with this approach. These representations
are hard to develop and maintain [16] and are domain specific. Therefore, only spe-
cialized industrial domains can benefit from this approach. An industrial part often go
through multiples manufacturing processes, needs to comply with assembly rules and
has mechanical constraints. Creating the semantic representation of this part and the set
of associated rules would be extremely difficult with the previous approach.
4 Introducing a Context-Aware Cognitive Design Assistant
In [17], A. K. Dey describes the context of a software user as: “Any information that
can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or
object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application,
including the user and applications themselves.” In our case, any information describing
the design process, the digital mock-up or the team members in charge of the design, is
part of the design context.
A.K.Dey gives a definition of a Context-Aware System (CAS): “A system is context-
aware if it uses context to provide relevant information and/or services to the user,
where relevancy depends on the user’s task.” Therefore, a context-aware application for
rule application would have to provide rule information and design guidance when the
user needs it to progress without mistakes in his design task. As context knowledge is
multi-domain, such a tool would have a greater ability to process multi-domain design
rules.
CAS are by definition user centered. Each user will have a different context and
different needs in different times. The CAS will provide a suitable service for each
case. This is crucial in industrial context where team members need to coordinate their
work on a complex task. For example, M. A. Dhuieb et al. propose a context-aware
architecture to present manufacturing knowledge to workers in factories [18]. Design
context can be compared to this one as each designer has a specific task and level of
expertise, but need to work with his/her team. Therefore, we propose to use context
awareness in a rule application tool to improve multi-domain rules recommendation
as well as the designer’s productivity, which are the main flaws of state-of-the-art rule
application tools previously presented.
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On a practical aspect, context knowledge is represented in state-of-the-art CAS by a
Semantic Network. The context graph is complex and evolves dynamically. A structural
data model is essential to run context aware applications. J. Aguilar et al. propose a
general data model for context modeling [19]. In our domain of application, R. Pinquie
et al. [20] propose a data model to represent the user’s design context in a context
aware design assistant. This assistant would perform design rule recommendation on
the fly to improve user’s productivity. We propose to develop a proof of concept of such
an assistant to demonstrate the efficiency of context aware technology for design rule
application.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
The goal of this paper is to review the state-of-the-art of design rules and design rules
application to demonstrate the need for a context-aware design assistant.
First, we discussed about the concept of design rules in the manufacturing indus-
try. We demonstrated that the use of design rules is a crucial issue to improve design
efficiency.
Then, we reviewed existing tools for managing rules. Tools based on a semantic
network enable designers to better detect design flaws and ease the edition of rules.
We raised the issue that all these product-centered tools failed to process efficiently
multi-domain rules, which are very common in design activity. Moreover, semantic
representations of industrial products are fastidious to produce and limited to a single
domain.
Finally, we presented CAS and how they could be used to improve multi-domain
rule application as well as user specific rule recommendation. This is why we propose
in a future work to develop a Proof of Concept of this approach with an industrial set of
data.
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Abstract. The rise of new technologies has led to a growth in the number of 3D
models. They can come from various source, hence they are heterogeneous and
complex. The level of 3D data access is often a function of the user’s expertise
since the 3D data are often registered to different file formats. Some file formats
do not show the data tree, as IGES. For using information inside a 3D model, that
does not show a data tree, each company adopts his own system that will allow
him to access easily to 3D model in order to exploit the hidden knowledge within
the models. In this article, we are going to speak about technologies that helps user
to exploit and knowledge coming from different file formats. In addition, we are
going to present a system named VAQUERO that uses ontology to access, store
and share knowledge coming from 3D models.
Keywords: CAD · File format · Semantic representation · Ontology · PLM
1 Introduction
A digital continuity environment, as product data management (PDM) systems or prod-
uct lifecycle management (PLM) systems have been introduced in recent years to help
engineers manage the development of a product throughout its lifecycle, from the design
phase to recycling [1]. This environment integrates all the company’s departmental func-
tions, structures the produced data and organizes design activities. It allows to manage
3D models information such as geometry, topology, metadata, specifications, analysis
and simulation results, etc. [2].
Heterogeneity of 3D models: legacy formats (CATIA, CREO, NX, etc.) and neutral
formats (STEP, IGES, JT, DXF, etc.), and their complexities during the development
phases create an increasing need for knowledge and expertise derived from the 3D
models and their simulation results. Links and dependencies, which appear between
heterogeneous 3D models, become increasingly complex in the daily activities [3]. The
legacy nature of data, specific to CAD vendors, limits the possibility of open-ended
analysis of 3D model, sharing 3D data, modify or revise 3D model, sometimes the
retrieval of the 3D model or any information related to the design intent.
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One of the main problems faced by users of these systems is the lack of compatibility
between systems. As a result, 3D models created using a particular software package
may become inaccessible to its creators once that software is obsoleted. Incompatibil-
ities of all kinds and at all levels impede the sharing of information and prevent the
exchange of services between different systems. And developing interoperability means
developing knowledge and solutions to eliminate incompatibilities [3]. Hence, we pro-
pose a conceptual system named VAQUERO capable of ensuring a better coverage of
the product life cycle phases, by integrating additional information allowing improving
and upgrading the low-level file formats such as STL, IGES, etc. in which the data were
initially stored.
2 State of the Art: Management of 3D Data
Data and knowledge play an important role in the long-term sustainability and success
of organization. The need for processes that facilitate the creation, sharing and lever-
aging of individual and collective knowledge has emerged for this reason. Knowledge
Management has been introduced as one of the major activities for providing efficient
and intelligent digital support as well as decision makers, to access any data required,
across application borders [4].
2.1 Standards and Tools for Managing 3D Data
It is important for companies to provide one common standard for the integration and
sharing of product data between various computer systems. Using a single standard as
interoperability solution requires an effort by the users to understand the concepts and
the methods of implementation. Therefore, the standards must be adapted to all users in
a consensual manner, while, it is not impossible [5].
Fig. 1. a) Chronology of neutral file formats b) evolution and use of some formats.
In order to facilitate the flow of information in a heterogeneous digital continuity
environment, implementing from several publishers’ solutions, neutral file formats have
been developed. Figure 1 shows a chronology of some neutral file formats that exist.
While it is true that 3D models created in a specific CAD system can always be
accessed by the same system at different times, as far as data in neutral formats are
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concerned, this is still not the case. In a digital continuity environment, some user rec-
ommend file formats according to their needs and the CAD system they own. Thus, [6]
has produced a work focusing on standards to be used in a PLM system. They highlight
the choices to be made in order to determine which standard would be more appropriate
or adequate for exchanging and sharing information in different digital continuity sys-
tems in order to reuse the data. Hence, [7] thought of using XML to convey information
between different PLM systems. The standardization of conceptual and technical gate-
ways between EXPRESS-STEP and UML-XML allowing the generation of efficient
execution languages that specify the initial generic model and used in PLM systems.
Following the STEP, JT, XML, etc. which are cited by some authors [8], for the extrac-
tion of geometric and topological information, attributes or properties, some platforms
have been developed to manage the accumulation of data during the product design.
We can find 3DEXPERIENCE from Dassault Systèmes, WINDCHILL from PTC and
TEAM CENTER from Siemens that bring together some solutions from different com-
panies and enable stakeholders involved in a project to work together without breaking
the digital chain. These platforms offer to users intuitive applications to reuse existing
parts instead of recreating parts, as they allow users to retrieve 3D models based on a
reference part or keyword, make modifications, annotations and share them with other
users of the same platform without losing time.
We have noticed based on Fig. 1 above, that the neutral file formats used from year
2009 are quite rich. That is why inside the digital continuity environment, apart from the
legacy file format, most of the information needed were extracted from the rich neutral
file formats such as STEP AP242, JT. The others file formats such as IGES, DXF, STL,
etc. are not used (Fig. 1a). It seems that the data within the file formats produced before
year 2009 are not used anymore. While these data can still been useful for starting a new
project. It becomes necessary to find a way to use the data within these kind of low-level
file formats (Fig. 1b).
2.2 Evolution of the Low-Level File Format
Based on the observation made in the previous section, where the so-called low-level file
formats such as IGES or STL are no longer used in digital continuity environments, it
appears necessary to identify the entire expert and business information extracted from
rich files in order to upgrade and use the low-level files.
As a result, STEP AP 242 seems to be the most up-to-date and semantically rich file
format today, allowing us to know what important information to extract and integrate.
STEP AP 242 provides all the functionalities covered by the most commonly imple-
mented and used Aps [8]. It additionally defines new structures for 3D parametric and
geometric constraints design; geometric dimensioning and tolerance (GD&T); business
object model; tessellation; kinematics; etc. The intent of STEP AP 242 is to support
a manufacturing enterprise with a range of standardized information models that flow
through a long and wide digital thread that makes the manufacturing systems in the
enterprise smart.
Hence, the search for the granularity of the information to be integrated and the
definition of all the features of the STEP AP242 and to characterize them with those of
the low-level formats finally to carry out mappings and to make these files evolve.
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Knowing the information to be integrated and the granularity of its information, a
standardized ontology could be used to integrate all these information. We can quote
for example OntoSTEP or ONTO-PDM [9], which would make it possible to integrate
the information and to make evolve the low-level file formats into a STEP standard.
For instance, by using ONTO-PDM that is more design oriented, not only ontology can
evolve by increasing into other domains such as PMI (tolerance and annotation) etc., but
also the semantics of the product by the features of the standard.
3 Semantic Enrichment of 3D Model: Proposal Vaquero
The needs of users for 3D models make it necessary to access and use the information
contained within the file formats. However, as we have already said, the heterogeneity
of the file formats make it almost impossible to access to all the information we want.
The needs to have a rich file format that can contain the information related to geometry,
topology, PMI and GD&T could help to process easily some tasks in company. That
is why we propose a system named VAQUERO, which can help to integrate all the
necessary information related to a 3D model in order to upgrade the file format.
For enriching the 3D model, Vaquero needs to access to the requested low-level file
formats by using two types of queries. The queries are formulated based on a geometric
descriptor or a semantic descriptor.
The user makes a query based on the geometric descriptor of the part that he would
like to retrieve by using its shape. The geometrical descriptor could be one of those
quoted in the literature as it can be found in the works of [10]. Once the result of the
query is displayed like in Fig. 2a, the user selects the part to retrieve among the possible
parts contained in the low-level file format.
After selecting, the enrichment of the file format is characterized by the treatment
that the user will make. For instance, by identifying parts, surfaces and give names
to any element composing his part. In addition, by characterizing information related
to the component, being geometrical or topological information or simulation results.
Manufacturing or functional information related to a specific component of the product
can be expressed. The link between a PMI and the reference geometrical entity (axis,
plane, surface, etc.) of the 3D model can be represented, and the graphical presentation
of annotations and tolerance is returned to the user, thus facilitating comprehension (see
Fig. 2b).
All the above-mentioned information will be saved in a tree structure in the form of
an ontology that will be visible in another window of our system as we can see in Fig. 2b.
The used ontology is a standardized one as OntoSTEP or ONTO-PDM that will allow the
component to evolve. For example, if the 3D model is represented by IGES standard, by
describing it in OntoSTEP, it will use the STEP terminology and will evolve in the STEP
standard. The geometric and topological information as well as the graphical PMI will
be defined in the ontology in order to provide a structural and semantic definition of each
element. The semantic PMIs will allow access to all the information that characterizes
it (reference elements, parameters, etc.), and possibly to modify them.
The second input is based on a semantic descriptor. Once some information are stored
inside the ontology, he can directly query the system to retrieve a particular information
based on the concepts already registered within the ontology.
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Fig. 2. a) Visualization result of a query; b) semantic annotation of the part.
Ontology, being considered itself as a database and knowledge base, the semantic
definition and enrichment of the 3D model will allow an efficient and fast reutilization
of the information contained within the enriched file format. The use of the ontology
allows a quick annotation and modification of the information stored in the different
classes. The fact that the ontology can be written in XML helps the stored information
to be share.
4 Conclusion
The proposed system uses an ontology to store the information and semantically enrich
3D model coming from low-level file format such as IGES, STL, etc. with any kind of
information. Ontology allows the definition of a domain and serves as bridge between
different domains by identifying the different concepts that compose them and the links
between them, their properties as well as axioms and rules concerning them. The infor-
mation stored in a standardized ontology serves as a common and verified source of
knowledge, that is used and which will be exploited in downstream processes, such
as the realization of dimensional chains, dimensional control, etc. The granularity of
the integrated information ensures the continuity through tools and solutions: Sharing
information and services to maintain the semantic flow. It ensures the long-term sustain-
ability of the information. We are thinking of interviewing some firms in the automotive
industry to find out if there is still a need to look at this type of format in terms of its use.
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Abstract. Manufacturing industry data are distributed, heterogeneous andnumer-
ous, resulting in different challenges including the fast, exhaustive and relevant
querying of data. In order to provide an innovative answer to this challenge, the
authors consider an information retrieval system based on a graph database. In
this paper, the authors focus on determining the essential functions to consider
in this context. The authors define a three-step methodology using root causes
analysis and resolution. This methodology is then applied to a data set and queries
representative of an industrial use case. As a result, the authors list four major
issues to consider and discuss their potential resolutions.
Keywords: Manufacturing data · Information retrieval · Graph database · Query
system
1 Introduction
The volume of data generated by the manufacturing industry is large and increasing;
it represents 3.6 EB in 2018 and will increase by 30% for 2025 [1]. The organization
of companies in silos (justified by the need for specialization of the different business)
generates data that is both distributed and heterogeneous. A part of data is managed by
different information system (PDM, ERP, MES…) and generate structured data, while
the other data are unstructured data (text, image, 3D…). In addition, the data can be
explicitly linked to each other (like in the parent-child relations of a digital mock-up) or
implicitly linked (like between the 3D of a component and its user manual).
To perform their work, employees have to query the data in order to retrieve
the needed information. This task becomes complicated and time consuming due to
the increasing volume of data, which are heterogeneous and are saved in distributed
resources. To solve these issues, it is necessary to define a data querying system that
deliver exhaustive and relevant data as fast as possible.
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To address this challenge, the authors worked to draw up the list of bare minimum
issues to consider when defining the optimal framework. This paper is organized as
follows: Sect. 2 defines the main orientations chosen based on a state-of-the-art analysis.
Section 3 describes themethodology used to drawup the list of issues. Section 4 describes
the experimental conditions andpresents the results. Section 5 concludeswith discussion.
2 Graph Database Consideration
Querying information can be achieved through Information Retrieval Systems that need
to access to data in order to provide the most relevant one. This objective is reached by
managing the data in NoSQL databases rather than traditional relational databases, as
the former is faster, more efficient and flexible [2]. The main categories of NoSQL like
column database, key-value store and document-oriented database includes indexing
and quick access to the information but lack expressing of the relationships between
data in their schema. The graph databases answer to this issue and consequently are the
more suitable in our context.
To emphasize the benefit of the graph database, different researches have shown
the importance of analyzing data with strong relational nature as in [3], applied in
different manufacturing use cases as in [4]. Other works define a framework to allow
data querying by transforming structured data [5] and unstructured data [6] into a graph,
with enrichment by data linkage [6] with possible using ontologies for example in [7].
In this article, the authors aim to define the prerequisites for a manufacturing query-
data system by answering this question: “What are the minimum issues to be taken into
account for a querying manufacturing data system based on the graph database?”
3 Methodology
In order to define only the bare minimum issues to consider when defining the query
system, an iterative method has been implemented. This method is detailed below:
(1) Integration of data into a graph database. The data includes the minimum of
information at initialisation (only metadata without text content). Metadata means
all the properties carried by unstructured data and all metadata carried by structured
data. Thus, each data is transformed into a node and each metadata integrates the
properties of this node. On the other hand, the explicit relationships of relational
databases are translated into relations between nodes (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Data set transformation into the graph at initialization
(2) Application of queries to the graph database, here refers to the translation of the
user query adapted to the graph. Query transformation includes, in particular, the
path of relations between data (e.g.: query = employees related to ‘additive manu-
facturing’ become finds the nodes mentioning ‘additive manufacturing’ and linked
to nodes carrying employee information and return the employee information) and
the search for either a list of data (e.g.: query= battery) or a specific element within
a data (e.g.: query = price of battery). The notion of an element is translated by
the search for the associated property (value of the property ‘price’) and the sen-
tences identifying the element (“the price of battery is […]”). Natural Language
Processing (NLP) [8] tools will be used here to find the sentences.
(3) The evaluation of the proposal is conducted based on three requirements that are
the response time (between the submission of the query and the result display), the
completeness and the relevance of result (using precision1 and recall2 measures).
The latter are calculated based on the expected results that are manually defined.
When the results are below the accepted limits, the analysis of each error is then
made (excess or missing data and too long execution data) in order to detect the root
causes based on the Ishikawa diagram method3 [9]). A score is then established
by root cause according to its impact on the results (calculated with the number of
errors associated with this root cause over the total number of errors). Once, this
list of root causes is identified, it allows to define the main issues to be treated.
4 Experimentation Conditions and Results
The study was based on a dataset composed of 686 elements, representing data from
a drone manufacturing company, and distributed as following: 47% unstructured data
including spreadsheets, videos, photos and textual documents; 22% tree structure data;
1 The precision is the number of relevant documents found compared to the total number of
documents proposed in the result for a given request.
2 The recall is defined by the number of relevant documents found with regard to the number of
relevant documents in the database.
3 Method of analysis used to research and to represent the different possible causes of a problem.
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17% of data from relational databases and 15% of geometrical data. All these elements
represent the data necessary for the development of a mechanical system (from design
to prototyping through logistics, purchasing and project management). 19 queries have
been written in response to innovative use cases characterized by Capgemini4 (e.g.: a
designer is looking to identify the product requirements or the justification for a product,
a manager looking for identify an available team with the right skills, a salesperson
looking for a customer’s usage parameters, etc.). The expected performance thresholds
are less than 1 s for time; this was fixed according to study conclusions on the impact of
response latency in web search [10]. The tools used are Neo4J5 for storage and querying
in a graph database and Standford CoreNLP6 for the exploitation of natural language.
These tools are open source and relatively well documented.
After the first cycle of the methodology, the results are insufficient (see Table 1).
Analysis of the results of this first cycle has shown that more than half of the anomalies
are caused by the lack of textual content of the data in the graph database. For example,
the search for the battery reference does not give any result because the information is
carried by the content of an excel named “Bill of Materials”. In order to treat this issue,
a second cycle was therefore launched to integrate the text content of unstructured data.
The text content is extracted using Apache Tika7 as a parsing tool (to extract text from
a document) and Tesseract8 as an Optical Character Recognition Tool (to extract text
from an image). Then the extracted text is integrated into the graph by adding a property
named ‘content’ to each node.
The results of this second cycle are visible in Table 1 and the list of root causes is
listed in Table 2. It is possible to remove the cause (6), only cause of which at least one
element of the initial architecture is supposed to be resolved (an optimization of OCR
is necessary). The remaining root causes therefore provide the list of the bare minimum
issues to be resolved.
Table 1. First and second cycles results
Cycle 1 Cycle 2
Response time (ms) 5790 16978
Precision 0.50 0.44
Recall 0.01 0.31
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Table 2. Second cycle root causes
Root causes Anomalies distribution
(1) No highlighting performed on the most relevant result 26%
(2) The information carried by the table format is not used 24%
(3) Information is carried by a term close to the keyword 19%
(4) The property carrying the information is close to the keyword 13%
(5) Searching through the implicit relationships is impossible 9%
(6) The OCR algorithm didn’t extract the correct characters 7%
(7) Extracting bulleted lists extraction is not correct 2%
5 Discussion
At the end of the second experimental cycle, 7 root causes remain present. The authors
propose to classify them into 4 large families. Each one has a potential action plan in order
to enhance the response time, recall and precision. The authors propose to prioritise, at
first, the actions affecting both precision and recall:
(a) Extracting text without format is not enough. The cause (1) indicates that it
is necessary to translate the information carried by the table format (rows and
column) in order to use it in query. For example, to detect a reference contained in a
specific cell of a bill of materials. Cause (7) indicates that bulleted lists processing
is necessary for the performance of the chosen NLP tools. The table format and
bulleted lists must be transformed to be used.
(b) Searching for exact keyword or exact property is not enough. Causes (2) and
(4) indicate that reconciliation between different terms is necessary. For example,
if the term ‘reference’ is used in the query, the term ‘Part Number’ must also to be
searched. The use of a semantic network as an ontology could resolve part of the
errors [11].
(c) There is no order by relevance in the results. Cause (3) indicates that unexpected
results (but potentially relevant) are displayed in the same way as expected results.
For example, searching for the battery reference provides many results with the
terms “reference” and “battery” in the content, but these results are far from the
information being searched for. Pre-labelling of data or additional filtering can be
a solution.
(d) The implicit links between data must be exploitable. In some cases, related
elements such as an element’s functional reference and its supplier reference are
disjoined in the different enterprise systems. In order to resolve the cause (5), the
integration of the implicit relationships between data must be integrated into a
graph.
The defined actions have a direct impact on increasing the precision and recall
requirement and probably have a negative impact on the response time.
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In conclusion, the above action list allows considering the essential functions for a
query system construction, based on data graph and adapted to manufacturing data. This
list was obtained according to the methodology described in Sect. 3, with a heteroge-
neous, distributed and relational data set and by applying queries in response to expected
uses in the manufacturing industry.
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Abstract. The paper provides a method to acquire, process, and represent DfMA
rules to help designers and engineers in the development of mechanical products
compliantwithmanufacturing and assembly technology. This researchworkwants
to define a general method able to link DfMA design guidelines (knowledge engi-
neering) with geometrical product features that are available by the investigation
of the 3D model. Numerical parameters of design features are related to design
guidelines for the identification of manufacturing and assembly issues within the
analysis of the 3D model.
Keywords: DfMA · Design rules · Embodiment design · Knowledge
formalization · Mechanical products
1 Introduction
Product Development Process (PDP) is a consolidated engineering activity that takes a
product from conception to market. The steps in product development include drafting
the concept, creating the overall design, developing detail design, and prototyping [1, 2].
One of the most recurring disciplines in the engineering design contexts relates the solid
modelling and drawing (CAD - Computer-Aided Design). Nowadays, CAD tools couple
the initial capability for which they were conceived, with the potentialities deriving from
the integration of the multidisciplinary design methodologies (i.e., FEM, CAM) [3].
Design for X (DfX) is a target designmethodology that gives designers a thought process
and guidance for developing products oriented to a specific engineering challenge (i.e.,
manufacturability, assemblability, sustainability) [4]. For example, Design for Assembly
(DfA) is a systematic procedure aiming at the reduction of assembly time through the
reduction of the overall number of components in a given assembly [5]. At the same time,
Design for Manufacturing (DfM) is an engineering practice aiming at the simplification
of themanufacturing process for cost reduction of a given component [6]. DfMA (Design
for Manufacturing and Assembly) is considered a comprehensive engineering practice
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integrating manufacturing and assembly aspects. DfMA is a design methodology that
suffers a real integration with 3D CAD systems. In particular, DfMA principles are
currently applied downstream of the 3D modelling following available knowledge from
the literature and the company’s know-how (internal knowledge) [7]. Literature provides
several attempts with regards to DfMA knowledge formalization using ontologies [8, 9].
Within the design context, the need to create a conceptual framework for data exchange is
amplified by the nature of design information, which ranges from geometric descriptions
of the part itself to manufacturing information such as material and cost. Ontologies
overcome this limitation since their focus is not only on data or knowledge but also on
the information context that lets specific access to detailed information parts to a latter
phase [10]. However, the linkwith product analysis for geometrical featuresmodification
is still a grey area with possible potential for research activities. The goal of the paper
is to provide a method that helps designers in the collection of DfMA design rules
oriented to product manufacturing and assembly. In particular, this research work wants
to define a generalmethod able to linkDfMAdesign guidelines (knowledge engineering)
with geometrical product features that are available by investigating the 3D model. This
method is leading to the development of a knowledge-based management tool that is
accessible to designers for design updates. Numerical parameters of design features are
related to design guidelines for the identification of manufacturing and assembly issues
within the analysis of the 3D model. The novelty of this work is beyond the simple
collection of DfMA rules by using an ontology method. The paper allows creating a
list of design rules that can be integrated into a 3D system for the investigation of
manufacturing and assembly issues early in the design step. The paper is structured as
follows: after this introduction, Sect. 2 describes the knowledge-based system used for
the classification of the DfMA rules, and Sect. 3 reports a case study of DfMA rule
classification. Section 4 presents the concluding remarks and future perspectives on this
subject.
2 Materials and Methods
Aknowledge-based (KB) system is used for the classificationofDfMArules. Themethod
for the classification of DfMA rules is grounded on three main pillars: (i) knowledge
acquisition, (ii) knowledge processing, and (iii) knowledge representation. Knowledge
acquisition refers to the literature analysis and industry best practices investigation for
the collection of DfMA design rules. In particular, this phase is characterized by two
main tasks: (i) collection of design rules for different manufacturing and assembly tech-
nologies (text), and (ii) identification of geometrical entities and numerical parameters
involved in the design rules (numerical data). Knowledge processing refers to the link
between the DfMA design rules previously collected within the knowledge acquisition
phase and the geometrical features of a virtual 3D model. This phase is an essential task
to transform a checklist (DfMA rules list) into a systematic design review of the product
under development (3D model). Knowledge representation refers to the definition of a
structured repository for the collection and the elicitation of DfMA knowledge. This
phase encompasses the logical definition of DfMA design guideline (syntax) and all the
necessary information to store within the repository, including example about possible
changes to guarantee product manufacturability and assemblability.
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2.1 Knowledge Acquisition Phase
Knowledge acquisition phase startswith the analysis of the literature (e.g., book, research
papers, technical reports, master and Ph.D. thesis) related to the DfMA topic. In par-
ticular, in this research work, the following books were analyzed and reported in the
references section: (i) Boothroyd et al., [11], (ii) Bralla [12], (iii) Caimbrone [13], (iv)
Poli [14], and (v) ElWakil [15]. In some references, DfMA rules are available as a list of
actions. Designers should consider such rules during the design phase of a mechanical
component subjected to a given technology. On the other hand, for some other books,
the DfMA rules are not explicitly stated, and a deeper analysis is necessary to extract
design rules. Another important source for the acquisition of DfMA rules concerns the
use and access to the available documentation of commercial tools developed for DfMA
analysis. For example, DFMA® tool, and DFMPro® are two software tools developed
to help designers and engineers in developing assembly-compliant products. Besides,
several meetings in design departments of mechanical industries permitted the collection
of the best practices and rules dedicated to given manufacturing technologies.
2.2 Knowledge Processing Phase
The knowledge processing phase starts with the definition and classification of manufac-
turing technologies associated with a given DfMA rule. Classification of manufacturing
technologies requires the characterization of different clusters: (i) Manufacturing tech-
nology class (i.e., machining, sheet metal stamping, metal forming, metal casting, plastic
forming, welding, assembly), (ii)Manufacturing technology type – level I, and (iii)Man-
ufacturing technology type – level II. These three groups are necessary to classify DfMA
rules that are generic for a technology class or specific for a manufacturing type (oper-
ation). Indeed, a DfMA rule may be valid for a manufacturing technology class (i.e.,
machining) regardless of the specific operation (i.e., turning, milling, drilling). Con-
versely, a DfMA rule may be valid only for a specific operation (i.e., drilling) and cannot
be generalized for the manufacturing technology class that contains the operation (i.e.,
machining). The two levels of manufacturing technology type allow classifying DfMA
rules base on a list of operations (i.e., turning) or for a single operation (i.e., drilling,
external cylindrical turning, internal cylindrical turning). After the definition of manu-
facturing technologies, the authors established a new classification method based on the
material involved within the DfMA rule. Again, two different clusters have been defined:
(i) material class, and (ii) material type. These two clusters permit allocating a given
DfMA rule to a generic class of materials (i.e., stainless steel) or to a specific type (i.e.,
AISI 304). The last definition deals with 3D CAD features to recognize according to a
given DfMA rule. Three clusters are necessary: (i) 3D CAD features to recognize, (ii)
PMI – Product manufacturing Information to read, and (iii) Dimension/geometry. The
CAD feature can be identified through different methods such as the 3D Convolutional
Neural Networks proposed by Zhang et al. [16] allowing to learn machining features
from CAD models of mechanical parts (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Example of a 3D CAD feature recognition [16].
2.3 Knowledge Representation Phase
The knowledge representation phase starts with the definition of a structured form for a
DfMA rule. Indeed, a guideline syntax is necessary to keep consistency among different
guidelines and to provide the same level of details and information to a mechanical
designer. DfMA guideline syntax requires necessary information and optional informa-
tion. For example, necessary information provides the minimum set of information to
perform a design improvement. Necessary information consists of: (i) the design action
to do (verb), and (ii) the subject which requires modification (name). Optional infor-
mation provides additional data that allow clarifying the context of the required design
action. Optional information consists of: (i) the manufacturing process, (ii) the type of
feature involved, (iii) the type/family part, and (iv) the type of material.
3 Case Study: DfMA Rules Classification
This section provides an example of the application of the proposed method in the devel-
opment and classification of DfMA rules in machining technology. Figure 2 highlights
the knowledge processing phase,while Fig. 3 reports the knowledge representation phase
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Fig. 2. Example of DfMA rule collected for machining class (knowledge processing phase).
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Fig. 3. Example of DfMA rule syntax and picture (knowledge representation phase).
It is worth noting that the presented approach allows checking the possibility to
perform a given process for a specific technology. Thus, the validity of a rule is ensured
by checking the manufacturing technology and the material classes, as well as the CAD
feature recognition class. The rule model does not allow designers to verify possible
investment vs. Available machines and equipment.
4 Conclusions and Future Outlook
This paper investigates the possibility to gather and to classify DfMA rules to create
a list of design rules that can be integrated into a 3D system for the investigation of
manufacturing and assembly issues early in the design step. The method is applicable in
each context of manufacturing technology (i.e., machining, sheet metal stamping, metal
forming, metal casting, plastic forming, welding, assembly). Furthermore, it provides a
systematic approach to link product features (3DCADmodel features) withmanufactur-
ing and assembly concerns early in the embodiment design. In conclusion, the method
is an efficient way to collect manufacturing knowledge and to re-inject this knowledge
in the development of mechanical components. In this first step of the research activity,
a set of DfMA rules have been retrieved by analysing literature as well as by interview-
ing different manufacturing companies (internal knowledge). More rules can be defined
with an efficient interview campaign and the involvement of company suppliers. The
setting of further rules is the first outlook of this research work. Another significant
outlook relates to the possibility of developing a software system able to integrate the
retrieved DfMA design rules with a CAD tool for an efficient application of DfMA in
the embodiment design phase (CAD-integrated DfMA tool).
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Abstract. Since 2002, the University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU) has
supported several teaching experiences related to the so-called Life Cycle Think-
ing or Ecodesign in collaboration with local Institutions. The kick off was the
Ecodesign Learning Center aiming to promote environmental education at the
Faculty of Engineering in Bilbao. In this framework, the last effort has been the
implementation of a Master’s Degree entitled Circular Economy: Business Appli-
cation. This course has been successfully implemented in the 2019–2020 academic
year and has been specifically designed to provide training in circular economy
for people with backgrounds as varied as product manufacturing engineering,
environmental engineering or economics. These studies are aimed to become a
European reference in its goal of promoting circular economy, life cycle thinking,
ecodesign and sustainable development. This paper analyzes the learning issues
and characteristics of this Master’s degree placing a special emphasis on its novel
competencies and learning outcomes for our society. It can be concluded that
the Master’s degree is a pioneering teaching experience, being the forefront of
Circular Economy Education in Southwestern Europe.
Keywords: Environmental education · Life cycle thinking teaching experience ·
Circular economy · Life cycle assessment
1 Introduction
Besides the world health pandemic crisis we are enduring in spring 2020, our planet lives
in an environmental crisis, with alarming social and economic inequalities, increasing
rates of loss of natural and cultural biodiversity, and a senseless growing pressure on
natural resources and systems.
In this context, since the end of the decade of the 80s, aware of the necessity for a deep
change, the concept of sustainability has been strengthened. At the same time, it seems
to have become a multipurpose and valid term for any context, objective, argumentation
or ideological-political current [1].
Currently the United Nations’s Global Action Programme on Education for Sustain-
able Development (ESD) [2] aims to contribute substantially to the 2030 development
agenda, through two objectives:
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– Reorienting education and learning so that everyone has the opportunity to acquire the
knowledge, skills, values and attitudes that empower them to contribute to a sustainable
future.
– Strengthening education and learning in all agendas, programmes and activities that
promote sustainable development.
In parallel with this, the European Commission has proclaimed the European Green
Deal [3] which constitutes a new growth strategy aiming to transform the European
Union (EU) into a fair and prosperous society, with a modern, resource-efficient and
competitive economy with no net emissions of greenhouse gases by 2050 and where the
economic growth remains decoupled from resource use.
At regional level, the government of the Basque Autonomous Community strongly
supports EDS in higher education by means of the Agenda Euskadi - Basque Country
2030 [4]. The two main objectives of the program are to encourage the market to act in
the interest of the environment, and to promote ESD in higher education in coordination
with the United Nations’s Global Action Programme. In January 2020, the Basque
Government has made public the keys of the circular economy strategy 2030 [5], with
many strategic objectives and challenges, among others promoting degree studies and
research at university level.
Aligned with all these policies, the University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)
has supported different teaching experiences related to the so-called Life Cycle Thinking
or Ecodesign in collaboration with some local Institutions.
The kick off for these experiences was established in 2002 with the foundation
of the Ecodesign Learning Center at the Faculty of Engineering in Bilbao [6]. More
recently, these efforts have been focused on the implementation of a newMaster’sDegree
entitled Circular Economy: Business Application, which is going to be described in the
following chapters, with especial emphasis on the aspects related to ecodesign and life
cycle thinking [7].
2 Origin of the Master Degree in Circular Economy
The Basque Ecodesign Center [8] is a partnership framework between firms in the pri-
vate sector and the Basque Government. It aims to foster the design and execution of
innovative ecodesign projects. Ihobe [9] is a publicly-owned company under the aus-
pices of the Basque Government’s Ministry for the Environment, Territorial Planning
and Housing. Ihobe supports the Basque Government in the implementation of its envi-
ronmental policy and in the spreading of the environmental sustainability culture in the
Basque Autonomous Community.
Boosted by Ihobe, the Basque Ecodesign Center and the Sustainability directorate
of the University of the Basque Country, in October 2019 the university launched the
first edition of the postgraduate course entitled Circular Economy: Business Application
(consisting of 36 ECTS) and for the next academic year a new master degree with 60
ECTS is on its way.
The European studies that have inspired and served as a reference for the Master’s
Degree proposal have been the CIRCLE programme [10], which is an Erasmus Mundus
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International Master’s Programme on Circular Economy, with several labeled master
programmes certified by the EIT (European Institute of Innovation and Technology)
[11].
3 Facts of the Master Degree in Circular Economy
TheMaster’s Degree in Circular Economy is projected to begin teaching during Septem-
ber 2020 and to finish these lectures on June 2021 (Table 1). The Master’s Thesis to
complete the 60 ECTS necessary to obtain the degree, is expected to be defended on
September 2021.
The maximum number of students has been fixed to 25 and more than 35 lecturers
and professionals from the industrial sector will take part in it. Student candidates will
be sought among engineers and economists working in local industry, service companies
or public administration. Subjects will be taught at the Faculty of Engineering and the
Faculty of Economics and Business in Bilbao.
Table 1. Subjects of the Master Degree in Circular Economy for the 2020–2021 academic year.
Subject ECTS
1 Circular Economy: General Context 6
2 Eco-innovation as a Business Opportunity. Regulatory Framework and
Concept
3
3 Environmental Impacts Derived from the Production-consumption of
Products and Services
3
4 Environmental Management Tools in the Company 3
5 Ecodesign and Circular Economy 3
6 Life Cycle Thinking 1: Tools for Calculation and Communication 3
7 Life Cycle Thinking 2: Quantification of the Product Environmental Footprint 3
8 Circular Economy in the Company: From Ecodesign to Product
Commercialization
6
9 Circular Economy in the Company: Sustainable Entrepreneurship, Business
Models in Circular Economy
3
10 Circular Economy Initiatives. Business Cases 9
11 Practical Workshops on Circular Economy 6
12 Master’s Thesis 12
3.1 Life Cycle Thinking: Ecodesign and Life Cycle Assessment
The subjects closely related to Life Cycle Thinking make up 9 ECTS divided into
3 subjects consisting of 3 ECTS:
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Ecodesign and Circular Economy.
1. Introduction to the concept of ecodesign: basic principles and implications for the
design of products and services.
2. Standards in ecodesign.
3. Ecodesign methodology.
4. Ecodesign and companies: Integration of the Ecodesign in the enterprise
management systems. Product-service systems.
Life Cycle Thinking 1: Tools for Calculation and Communication.
1. Product life cycle: background and concepts. Life cycle and extended producer
responsibility. Implications for the product designer.
2.Methodological principles ofLifeCycleAnalysis based on international standards.
Life Cycle Assessment Software: Open LCA and SIMAPRO.
3. Communication and marketing with a Life Cycle approach.
Life Cycle Thinking 2: Quantification of the Product Environmental Footprint.
1. Social and environmental impacts.
2. Calculation of the environmental footprint of products and organizations. Com-
bination of Life Cycle Assessment tools and Input-Output sector tables. Global Multi
Regional Input-Output methodology (GMRIO).
3. Sustainable Product Design Tools. Product design cycle for a circular economy.
4. The R’s principles in Circular Economy. Reuse, Repair or Recycle+ Restructure,
Revalue, Relocate and Reconceptualize.
Overall, emphasis is made on how ecodesign serves to reduce the environmental
impacts associated with a product along its whole life cycle. The relevance of serviti-
zation as a more sustainable new business model is also shown. Within an ecodesign
framework, the methodology for LCA is thoroughly shown using different software.
To get further knowledge, the calculation of different footprints is also shown. All this
would enable the students to get a wide and deep overview on the Environmentally
Conscious Design concept.
4 Specific Learning Outcomes or Competencies
When drawing up the Master’s programme, the aim was to ensure that the students
become experts in the challenges that the new circular economy poses for local com-
panies. Consequently, the most relevant specific competencies (knowledge, skills, and
attitudes) that students must have acquired at the end of their Master’s studies are the
following:
• To define the concepts of Circular Economy, Sustainable Economy, Low Carbon
Economy and Eco-Innovation.
• To understand and explain the changes involved in the transition from a linear to a
circular type of economy, as well as to recognize the opportunity they represent.
• To identify the current applicable environmental regulations (air, water, waste and
soil) in order to carry out proper environmental management in the company.
• To define the concept of eco-design and to become aware of the environmental,
economic and social implications of product design.
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• To apply the ecodesign methodology and manage the tools available for ecodesign in
the industrial field
• To define the concept of life cycle and identify the phases of the life cycle of a product,
as well as list the regulations of the Life Cycle Analysis.
• To know and apply the evaluation methodologies and software tools for product life
cycle analysis.
• To formulate guidelines for communication and marketing with a life cycle approach.
• To define and understand corporate and competitive strategies to integrate the envi-
ronmental variable in the company and select the most appropriate strategy for each
particular case.
• To identify business opportunities in the field of the Circular Economy for different
sectors, stakeholders and design proposals.
These competencies are fully aligned with those proposed by some European univer-
sities that are considered to be at the leading edge in this area of knowledge and education
[12–14]. TheMaster’s degree covers the proposed seven circular economy competencies
for design to a greater or lesser extent: Circular ImpactAssessment, Design for Recovery,
Design for Multiple Use Cycles, Circular Business Models, Circular User Engagement,
Circular Economy Collaboration, and Circular Economy Communication.
5 Conclusions
It can be concluded that postgraduate studies in Circular Economy are an ongoing reality
at the University of the Basque Country.
Furthermore, these studies are ambitious and highly developed in the fields of Ecode-
sign and Life Cycle Thinking. It is thus expected that the graduated students will help
advancing towards a sustainable society as they are incorporated into academia or indus-
try. This would enable not only a more efficient integration of the circular economy
concepts into our community but also may allow enterprises to get ahead of the many
legislative changes that are expected to occur in the near future.
The initiative is pioneering in Southwestern Europe and in the near future alliances
will be sought with other European universities to offer a joint degree or at least to be
able to offer mobility to students so that they can experience other academic realities.
Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank Ihobe and the Basque Ecodesign Center
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Abstract. The economic environment demands companies to be able of inno-
vating and presenting new products and technologies. However, current industrial
environments are composed of big established companies, small or medium fam-
ily businesses and regional clusters. This business map does not comply with
the dynamism required for detecting needs and proposals in form of new prod-
ucts that meet the current customer requirements. The creation of start-ups in the
field of engineering is considered as a possibility to cover a growing market in
designing high technological products. However, despite the importance and eco-
nomic impact of the start-ups for less industrialized environments the courses in the
engineering field do not include activities that contextualize theoretical knowledge
and entrepreneurship. The paper presents the results of creating an entrepreneurial
environment focused on the student as entrepreneurial unit. In this context, a series
of new activities based on new design proposals have been developed on the basis
of new technical solutions for industrial companies. The new designs have been
presented as minimum viable products. The technical knowledge required for
making the new designs has been complemented with entrepreneurial training.
The results show an increase in students’ willingness to create small companies
based in new products as an employment option at the end of their studies.
Keywords: Industrial design · Entrepreneurship · CAD · Product development
1 Introduction
An entrepreneur in new product designmust have the skills of both an industrial designer
and a business manager [1]. Currently the field of entrepreneurship has taken importance
as a mean of self-employment in the field of new product development. Unfortunately,
academic education mainly focuses on the learning of CADmodelers and technical sub-
jects. Design learning has focused on preparing professionals according to this technical
profile. The four main components of NPD (New Product Development) are classified
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into: Research, Design (including engineering and industrial design) [2, 3], Marketing
[4] andManufacturing [5, 6]. These tasks are usually developed by specialists, especially
in big companies with large-scale projects. However, the demand for small-scale projects
increases every day, there being a great need for engineers with an adaptable profile and
flexible skills. The business professional in new product design demands a changing
mod-el of learning. This trend presents very different boundary conditions compared to
the past industrial landscape that created the field of product design. Currently there are
many more options available for engineers, in addition to working for big companies
or design consultancies. In business environments engineers must have skills related
to creativity, sustainability [7] and management of human resources. Industry requires
professionals with technical experience, and the ability to pro-vide new ideas generating
demand through innovation. At the moment students can produce and manufacture their
own designs or work with colleagues to create a start-up company.
The development of skills in entrepreneurship for engineering environments requires
a change of the educational process. However, and although university institutions are the
most important part of this process, actions for the development of entrepreneurship are
usually complemented by initiatives by other institutions outside the education system.
The entrepreneur engineer must be able to evaluate possible solutions, use software tools
adequately, learn to work in team, and use efficiently communication skills to work with
other people. In addition, the engineer must have the ability to conceptualize and turn the
concept into reality. The development of the entrepreneurship in engineering requires a
big change in the learning processes linking educational and research areas to enhance
creative processes and practices [8].
This paper presents the results of the activities carried out with the objective of devel-
oping business capacity in mechatronic engineering students through the introduction of
new activities related to entrepreneurship in the field of new product development. The
designs presented technical solutions to problems performed for industrial companies.
The design results have been presented in the form of prototypes complementing the
projects with product business models.
2 Methodology
A great quantity of engineering students wants to develop their work in big companies.
However, it is not always possible to find a qualified job in this area especially in less
industrialized environments. Additionally, engineering students usually do not have the
knowledge to create a new small company, mainly be-cause they have a technical profile.
In this line, a series of activities have been proposed, consisting of create and design
innovative products obtaining its business plan.
The objective of these activities has been to motivate and prepare engineering stu-
dents in using industrial design as a tool for self-employment. Several industrial compa-
nies have collaborated in the entrepreneurship activities. These companies presented to
the engineering student’s technical problems related to needs to design to solve Fig. 1.
As a complement to the student’s training in entrepreneurship issues several work-
shops related to business model methodologies were presented. These work-shops
were taught by lecturers of the area of business and industrial engineers experts in
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Fig. 1. Presentation of the technical problems
entrepreneurship. The objective was to help the students to understand that the product
concept is only one part of the process of creating a startup. The tool to propose the busi-
ness model based on product design was the Canvas methodology. The Canvas method
is a practical and simple tool that allows obtaining a global analysis of all the important
aspects that make up the business model, working on problems as a team. This method is
based on the analysis of the boundary conditions in which the company is going to work:
identifying the target client; how to reach customers and finally the means of payment.
The set of entrepreneurial activities were complemented with workshops taught by staff
experienced in entrepreneurship (Fig. 2), and several visits to entrepreneurs where stu-
dents were able to discuss their doubts with entrepreneurs with experience in creating a
startup.
Fig. 2. Workshops taught by staff experienced in entrepreneurship
Team students created different product proposals by using CAD tools and new
productsmethodology. Finally, the designs in formof aminimumviable product together
with the business plan were presented to the companies which assessed the students,
commenting on possible improvements in both product and business area. A total of 20
different proposals were presented by teams formed by five students. In Fig. 3 two of
the products presented to the companies are shown.
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Fig. 3. Presentation of the developed products by the students
3 Results
In order to evaluate the influence of the performed activities in the entrepreneurial skills
and the intention for creating a new start up, a survey was conducted on the ILIAS
platform for the students that had participated in these activities. ILIAS is an open-
source web-based learning management system (LMS) that supports learning content
management (including SCORM 2004compliance) and tools for collaboration, com-
munication, evaluation and assessment [9]. The inter-views were completed voluntarily
by all the students that have participated in the activities, being a total number of 15
participant students (13 males and 2 female) from different working design teams.
Fig. 4. Survey results
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Students were asked about considering creating a start up at the end of their studies.
66,6% of the students that participate in the activities wanted to create a new start up
after they finish their studies, with a 66,6% totally agreeing and 33,3% agreeing. The
results of the survey have been indicated in Fig. 4.
4 Conclusions
Develop entrepreneurial skills in engineering needs of a big change in training activities
in order to integrate educational and industries to generate new creative processes and
practices. The paper presents the results of creating an entrepreneurial environment
focused on the student as entrepreneurial unit. In this context, a series of new activities
based on new design proposals have been developed on the basis of new technical
solutions for industrial companies. The new designs have been presented as minimum
viable products. The technical knowledge required for making the new designs has been
complemented with entrepreneurial training. The results show an increase in students’
willingness to create small companies based in new products as an employment option
at the end of their studies. Students were asked about considering creating a start up at
the end of their studies. 66,6% of the students that participate in the activities would like
to create a new start up after they finish their studies.
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Abstract. Teaching product design is not a trivisal task. Considering the expe-
rience done along 20 years of teaching at master level class in mechanical engi-
neering it is possible to take stock. The model followed is Project-Based Learning
and this method can be licensed as the model that gives greater satisfaction to
all attendees. Students give high score to the survey organized by university at
the end of the course to assess didactic validity. Also, teachers have many stimuli
when discussing with students the activities proposed. The course is based on the
development of an industrial product that solves a problem, eventually posed by
industry or emerged by customers. Based on the course schedule, the different
phases of product development put in evidence the steps that require divergent
thinking and those where it is necessary to employ convergent thinking. A case
study allows explaining all the phases of product design.
Keywords: Project-Based Learning · Project-Based Pedagogy · Product design
and development · Integration of design methodologies
1 Introduction
Design education is an experiential path on which students should be engaged in having
the development of a product, as main task. After 20 years of teaching on such a matter,
present authors said explicitly that there is no other method for students to understand
the basis of design. As underlined by Dym, Agogino et al. [1] Project-Based Learning
is the most-favored pedagogic model for teaching design. Discussion on Project-Based
Learning (PBL) started on the basis of the Aalborg experiment, when the University
was established in 1974. Still now Aalborg University is organized on such a method
[2] and PBL is the pedagogical paradigm used in all courses organization. PBL’s main
assumption is the workgroup, as a means by which a set of people are involved in a
discussion on a problem and searching for solutions to that problem. To find solution to
problems is here focused on the engineering context, since the knowledge that students
learned along with their course of study converges towards engineering solutions. The
course in which students are asked to find a solution to a problem is placed in the second
year of the Master’s Degree in Mechanical Engineering and the name is Product Design
and Development. As already reported in the past [3], the course is focused on the
development of a product, considered as an engineering solution to a problem. After the
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definition of the problem to be solved, proposed by industry or emerged as a relevant
theme, perceived inside the class, a set of activities are scheduled along the semester on
which all the attendees are involved, working typically in a team. The paper describes the
general organization of the course and the underlying methodologies employed along
with some pedagogical considerations. Furthermore, a case study is briefly reported to
give an insight to the commitment requested to students, that in all course editions have
always positively rated it, by an anonymous survey at the end of semester.
2 Course Organization for Master Level
The course is proposed in the last semester of the Master’s Degree in Mechanical Engi-
neering. This allows students to employ all the subjects they have studied and learned
along with their course of study. The course of Product Design and Development is
one of the few offered at UNICAL (University of Calabria), that employs the teamwork
as condition to attend it. Only marginally this is due to avoid the terribly amount of
work, in term of deliverables, to be done by one person alone. The real motivation to
promote teamwork is emphasized by problem solving and decision making tasks, which
originates in all phases of the design work. Further it is important to push students
towards improving quality of communication and consciousness of their own potential-
ities. The articulation of the course provides a set of activities that are classified into
three learning-induced causes: instructor-directed learning; team-directed learning and
individual self-directed learning [4]. During the 14 weeks of the semester, every week
the activities are scheduled with two hours of lecture and two hours of teamwork in
classroom on different days and at least eight hours of homeworking (in team and/or
alone).
2.1 Questioning
At the basis of product design, or design in general, there is the need to understand the
actual questions that a design solutionwould try to solve. This phase cannot be performed
as individual activity. Students are not able to explore all the aspects visible and/or not
visible behind a problem. Surely, well-experienced designers are able to investigate
alone all the aspects often hidden behind a problem. A lot of heuristics is required to
identify the true factors, discarding all the things not required or confusing. The problem
clarification is generally performed by investigating on customer needs and functional
decomposition.
2.2 Divergent Thinking and Convergent Thinking
In the last decades, the design practice has been analyzed and codified tomake it an appli-
cable approach in various areas. An important variation is design thinking [5, 6]. This
may be summarized as a series of phases, which may seem chaotic at certain moments,
that is resolved naturally passing from divergent thinking to the convergent thinking.
Divergent thinking involves the typical creative phases in which alternatives are created,
sometimes in the presence of more or less planned stimuli. Convergent thinking covers
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the phases in which analyzes are carried out and choices are synthesized. In Divergent
steps, the previously assimilated knowledge represents the support layer. Therefore,
students move from problem framing and diagnosis [7] to a process of exploration of
needs and possible solutions starting from extensive questioning. Convergent steps, on
the other hand, allow making the right choices with the aid of engineering knowledge.
According to this scheme and working in team, sometimes supported by the teacher,
interesting results may be obtained in a product design process. In the timetable shown
in Table 1 it can be seen how in each phase of the design process, divergent and con-
vergent approaches are identified. In the Table these are marked there with the symbols
(<) or (>). The decades of experience in teaching product design has led the authors to
identify and continuously update the most suitable practices and tools, also referring to
the literature [8–13]. Lectures are delivered in order to illustrate methods and tools for
stimulating and fostering the divergent phases. Furthermore, teachers introduce the most
suitable methods to manage the convergent thinking in order to orient students towards
an acceptable design solution [14]. For this purpose, they encourage students to resume
those basics that they have acquired during their studies, sometimes integrating them.
2.3 Pedagogical Aspects of Teaching Design by PBL
At the early editions of the course, it was almost a gamble to organize a design activity
on something that was not already designed. In the beginning, the starting point was to
decide which kind of device one people would have been liked to design and a design
process would be started with few variations, i.e., in terms of dimension or operation
condition or productivity. Design activity consisted of an ordered sequence of steps,
with few feedbacks, to converge towards a defined solution. The change of paradigm
emerged when a problem was assigned instead.
A lot of discussion about the investigation around the problem would have required
the need of more people involved in the process because one person alone would have
been fruitless. During the course evolution over the years, according to the phases sum-
marized in Table 1, students’ aggregation in team came as a spontaneous requirement.
And the optimal number of the team, for this class, has been settled around three ele-
ments per group (minimum two and maximum four). It was recognized that, generally,
the workload during homework activity seems to be distributed equally among the team
members. At the end of the product development process, to attend the exam students
must write a mandatory essay in which all the steps followed are reported and discussed.
This part can be written collegially or as a collage of many parts each one assigned to a
team component. The exam is passed after a meeting in which all teams show their own
product. A certain time (typically 1/2 h) is assigned to each project and every student
talks about some topics. This part is necessary to verify either the level of agreement
among team members and the ability of each one. A second part is dedicated to an
individual exam in which each student must answer on the complementary topics he/she
did not treat previously. The project assessment is a sort of combination of the ranking
of the project discussion (2/3) and the individual skill (1/3). Basically the way in which
the problems have been faced and solved are assessed, instead of the product itself. Also
when the theme is proposed by firms, the pedagogical aspects are considered as more
relevant.
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Table 1. Timetable of the course lectures.
3 Case Study
The 2019 edition of the course proposed the theme “Transporting liquids for medium-
term excursions maintaining the temperature”. The final product proposed has been a
canteen. One of such products can be seen in Fig. 1, that has been also proposed by a
rapid prototyping process (FDM). The theme was decided by students after some time
on which many alternatives were arranged. The theme has been particularly relevant in
2019 considering that the movement “Friday for future” demanded the governments on
planet survival. “NOplanetB” [15] has been, and is still now, the slogan that explains
the crude reality for the battle against climatic changes. After a research on such matter,
Brainwriting [16] allowed students to generate an average of 10 ideas per team. The
employment of divergent thinking was applied by the student for the first time along
with their curriculum and the emotional trouble reported in the literature [17, 18] was
confirmed. A lot of works followed this first phase and a set of methods, employed for
selection, comparison, trade-off, optimization, and finally, the drafts, complete with the
checks on Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing, allows to give birth to the device.
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4 Discussion
Over the years, the experience matured by teachers convinced them of the opportunity
to emphasize the importance of teamwork. The team is considered the nucleus on which
all elaborations must be referred. The people involved in a course of product design
are many. Teacher, Students, Customer/s. The way in which they are related is at the
basis of the goal of such kind of course: Teach to Design and above all Learn to Design.
Indubitably a set of information must be transferred to students and a certain number of
lectures are required. Many are the approaches proposed worldwide and it can be said
that no one may solve completely all questions. It remains to teachers the selection of
the methodologies more appropriate for the solution of a defined problem. Concerning
Table 1, some topics could be treated only as information, considering that a particu-
lar problem probably does not require those methods. Immediately after each lecture,
teamwork is required to verify if the theoretic introduced have been matured and well
applied.
Fig. 1. First prototype of the canteen: a) 3D model; b) exploded draft; c) 3D printing prototype.
Discussions inside the design team allow students to clarify if their understanding is
well established. Teamwork is essential to search for alternative products already present
on the market, for consulting of patents and literature. It is fundamental for organizing
interviewswith potential customers of the proposed device. Conceptual design ismanda-
tory for the team, where brainwriting methodology is applied. In brief, many phases of
design must be done inside the team, because the amount of work must be shared among
pairs and performed with the same degree of consciousness. Individual work is also
natural along the semester because each team component continues to think all aspects
of the problem also when he/she remains alone. Each team member is involved in the
creative process and it is not clear when the bulb start lighting for him/her, as Wallas
described in the incubation phase of his model of the creative process [19]. Typically,
not only during workshops. A designer looks like a lover that thinks to his/her love
over and over again. Product design is a fascinating activity. Or one person is involved
in it, or NOT. A designer cannot be considered a cold lover. Project-based design is a
stimulating atmosphere that involves all attendees and produces a circulation of ideas.
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Teachers must also answer to subjects or solutions that they never thought and that can
reveal new ways of solution.
5 Conclusion
The program of the course of Product Design and Development held at the University
of Calabria can now be considered consistent and well arranged. Along the time new
experiments have been tried and constantly students answered positively to the organi-
zation. The course completes student skillfulness at the end of their curriculum because
the course is put in the second semester of the Master’s Degree. Anyway, the strength’s
point is the organization of the work in teams. The discussion, the questioning, the shar-
ing of tasks introduces a different way of solving problems, first of all, because all work
must be generated, conceived, organized, shared, assessed. Not only during Divergent
phases in which several points of viewmust be considered but also in Convergent phases
where the right criteria must be chosen in order to validate the promising ideas. The app-
roach Project-Based Learning is ideal for Product design teaching. Moreover, it has been
noticed over the years how this type of teaching engages students to such an extent that,
in general, all of them pass the exam on the first attempt and with a very high mark.
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Abstract. This paper presents the results of a survey carried out with students
enrolled in the first two years of the BS in Engineering at three Italian university
locations. The study is part of a wider range of methods, tools and aids for the
improvement of teaching and learning of technical drawing at university level
developed by the University of Brescia, Udine, and Cassino and Southern Lazio.
In particular, this work analyses the results of questionnaires related to the basic
technical drawing outcomes, taking inspiration from previous research work in
this field. What emerges is a positive picture that shows students’ interest in 3D
CADmodeling topics such as part or assembly construction, but also their interest
in more traditional subjects like sketching and dimensioning.
Keywords: Technical drawing · CAD · Engineering education · Students’
surveys
1 Introduction
This work is part of a research aimed at improving teaching and learning of technical
drawing (TD) for BS courses in Engineering. As mentioned in previous works [1–5], the
Universities of Brescia, Udine and Cassino and Southern Lazio have been collaborating
on these themes since 2014. In this paper, the authors analyze the results of questionnaires
proposed to first years students in Industrial or Mechanical Engineering during the
academic year 2016–2017. One of the goals of the survey is to clarify what students
think and what are their opinions on some outcomes related to TD.
After the background section summarizing the reasons for this survey and the sources
chosen as starting points, section two describes the survey contents and the working
methodology adopted. In section three the results are reported while in section four they
are analyzed and discussed. Finally, conclusions and possible future developments are
pointed out.
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2 Background
The starting point for structuring the questionnaire and for selecting the questions to use
was the work of Barr [6, 7], where he discusses the current state of engineering graphical
communication in Engineering Education in the US. In particular, Barr defined some
educational outcomes for technical drawing or engineering graphics (as this discipline
is called in USA). He chose fourteen potential outcomes and conducted a survey by
interviewing a few colleagues to assess their importance and to understand which one
could be introduced as part of an engineering graphics course. In particular, these fourteen
outcomes are related to traditional technical drawing, 2D and 3D CAD topics.
Table 1. Barr’s fourteen outcomes and the results of the 2004 and 2012 surveys [6, 7].




O1 Ability to sketch engineering objects in the free
hand mode
4,67 4,54
O2 Ability to create geometric construction with hand
tools
2,13 2,71
O3 Ability to create 2D computer geometry 4,21 4,08
O4 Ability to create 3D solid computer models 4,75 4,75
O5 Ability to visualize 3D solid computer models 4,46 4,54
O6 Ability to create 3D assemblies of computer models 4,29 4,54
O7 Ability to analyze 3D computer models 3,71 4,13
O8 Ability to ability to generate engineering drawings
from computer models
4,33 4,29
O9 Ability to create section views 4,13 4,33
O10 Ability to create dimensions 4,38 4,38
O11 Knowledge of manufacturing and Rapid
Prototyping methods
3,42 3,63
O12 Ability to solve traditional descriptive geometry
problems
2,29 2,75
O13 Ability to create presentations 3,42 3,46
O14 Ability to perform design projects 3,96 4,08
In his surveys, Barr proposed to evaluate their importance to twenty-four engineering
graphics faculty andmembers of theEngineeringDesignGraphicsDivision of theASEE,
(https://edgd.asee.org/), asking to rank each outcome using a numerical scale from 1 to
5, where 1 corresponds to “Not Important at all” and 5 to “Very Important”. The survey
was conducted twice, first in 2004 and again in 2012. The results of these surveys can
be summarized as follows. In addition to the predominance of CAD-related outcomes
in the results of the surveys, some traditional outcomes like sketching, dimensioning
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and sectioning, are also perceived as important by the interviewed people. Therefore, as
reported by Barr, there is still a perception of the need to teach graphic fundamentals
in Engineering Education [6]. Table 1 reports the fourteen outcomes and the average
scores obtained in the 2004 and in the 2012 surveys [6, 7].
3 The Survey
Thus, taking inspiration from the Barr’s outcomes, from the literature on latest techno-
logical and educational trends [8, 9] and from the experience of the authors as instructors
and researchers [10], a questionnaire has been developed to propose online to students
of the first years of Engineering courses in the three Universities involved. The question-
naire consisted of twenty-six questions. The first fourteen questions were related to the
Barr’s outcomes and the students were asked to evaluate them using the same one-to-five
scale. Ten questions were related to Industry 4.0 topics, to the use of educational support
tools such as smartphones, tablets, personal computers, learning management systems
and specific CAD software. In addition, there were two open questions to collect the
students’ opinion about their possible participation at design competitions and about the
TD course in general.
Table 2. Data relating to the sample of students interviewed.
Students Male (#; %) Female (#; %)
Brescia 97 88 90,7 9 9,3
Cassino 128 105 82,1 23 17,9
Udine 70 55 78,6 15 21,4
TOTAL 295 248 84,1 47 15,9
This paper focuses the analysis on the results obtained thanks to the fourteen ques-
tions concerning theBarr’s outcomes to put our recent results (academic year 2016–2017)
into relationship with the Barr’s recent ones (2012), although the former refers to stu-
dents and the latter to teachers. The questionnaire has been proposed to 295 students
during the first lessons of the TD courses at the three university locations during the
academic year 2016–2017. Table 2 shows the data relating to the sample of students
interviewed.
4 Results
Table 3 shows the results of the survey; they appear both divided by university and as
totals. The average scores for each single question have been calculated to get an easier
reasoning about these results and in order to make the comparison to the values obtained
by Barr feasible.
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Table 3. Results obtained for the 14 outcomes during the survey.
Outcome Average scores
Brescia Cassino Udine Total
O1 3,68 4,16 3,70 3,89
O2 3,87 3,96 3,70 3,87
O3 4,36 4,55 4,36 4,44
O4 4,52 4,54 4,29 4,47
O5 4,56 4,45 4,31 4,45
O6 4,19 4,06 3,84 4,05
O7 4,34 4,35 4,24 4,32
O8 4,03 4,05 3,81 3,99
O9 4,11 4,29 3,90 4,14
O10 4,42 4,55 4,20 4,42
O11 3,72 3,85 3,66 3,76
O12 3,70 4,06 3,56 3,82
O13 4,33 4,02 4,13 4,15
O14 3,76 4,38 4,10 4,11
5 Discussion
The results are analyzed both individually, for each of the three sites involved, and in an
aggregate way, reasoning on the total average scores and comparing themwith the values
of the 2012 survey conducted by Barr [7]. Considering each university, what emerges
from the analysis of the average scores obtained for the various outcomes is as follows.
The students at the University of Brescia considered O5, O4, and O10 as the most
important outcomes, while O1 was the least important. In Cassino, the outcomes consid-
ered as the most important were O3, O10, and O4, while O11 was the least important. In
Udine, the O3, O5, and O4 outcomes were considered the most interesting, while O12
was considered the least attractive. All of this highlights quite clearly the students’ inter-
est in 3D CADmodeling (O4), even if the dimensioning (O10) also represents one of the
most interesting topics in two out of the three locations. On the other hand, considering
the data in the aggregated way, the totals confirm O4, O5 and O3 as the most interesting
outcomes, followed by O10. Conversely, the least attractive are O11, O12 and O2. If
these data report the opinion of students at the time of their entry into university courses,
please consider now what can be said by comparing these data with those obtained by
Barr in 2012, referred to teachers’ opinions rather than students’ ones. Figure 1 reports
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the histogram comparing the average scores of the three Universities, the total average
scores and the Barr’s values, all of this for each of the fourteen outcomes.
Fig. 1. Average scores in the three Universities, as totals and from Barr’s 2012 survey [7].
Basically, there is a correspondence between the students and teachers’ opinions,
despite the difference in time. In fact, both show greater interest in 3D CAD topics in
general (modeling of parts, visualization, creation of assemblies), even if some more
traditional topics such as hand drawing (O1) and dimensioning (O10) are reputed as
interesting as well. Only O1, O2, O12 andO13 show discrepancies. O1 seems to bemore
interesting for teachers while the other three appear as more interesting for students. This
could be due to several factors; for example, the time distance between our investigation
and the one carried out by Barr, but above all the different level of experience with TD
related topics held by the students and the teaching staff.
6 Conclusion and Future Developments
The survey investigating students’ perception on TD topics proposed during the BS
courses had interesting results. It allowed getting an updated and wider picture of what
students think about TD, showing that they are aware of the different outcomes related
to it and that even if there is a clear interest in the most modern topics like 3D and 2D
CAD,more traditional and fundamental topics such as sketching and dimensioningmust
not be neglected.
These results pushed the authors to plan to propose the questionnaire every year
from now on and to make it available also to other interested Universities. The data
collected throughout will allow verifying the goodness of the questionnaire in terms of
completeness and robustness. Moreover, all of this will allow highlighting and dealing
with possible bias due to the design and selection of the questions.
Acknowledgments. The authorswould like to thank all the engineering studentswho participated
at the survey during the Academic Year 2016–17.
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Abstract. This paper presents a parametric cost model for estimating the raw
material cost of components realized employing the investment casting process.
The model is built using sensitivity analysis and regression methods on data gen-
erated by an analytic cost model previously developed and validated by the same
authors. This is the first attempt of developing a parametric cost model for invest-
ment casting based on activity-based costing. The proposed cost model accounts
component volume, material density and material price. The error in estimating
the raw material cost for components whose volume is within the common range
of investment casting is around 11%.
Keywords: Parametric cost modelling · Sensitivity analysis · Investment
casting · Cost estimating relationship · Cost estimation
1 Introduction and Literature Review
The lostwax casting technique is one of the oldest andmost advanced of themetallurgical
arts [1]. The precision casting process is capable of producing complex castings with
tight tolerances and good surface finish, and canmeet the highest performance standards,
such as those typical of turbojet engines. Other advantages of this process include the
ability to melt materials that are impossible to forge and difficult to process employing
other technologies. Wax casted components have weight ranging from few grams to a
couple of dozens of kg and dimensions ranging from 5 mm to 300 mm. The tolerance
ranges normally achievable in investment cast casting is±1% of the nominal size, with a
minimumof±0,10mmfor dimensions lower than 10mm[2],with aminimumroughness
of 3.2 μm [3].
The manufacturing cost is one of the most important design requirements, for many
kinds of products, which drives most of the technical and technological solutions [4].
© The Author(s) 2021
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For casting processes, different analytic cost models have been developed based on the
process’s peculiarities. Several researchers [5–7] have identified the major cost items
of a casting process, such as material, tooling, labour, energy and overheads. The DFM
ConcurrentCosting®software developedbyBoothroydDewhurst Inc. [8] has an analytic
and detailed investment casting cost estimation module aimed at product designers. It
considersmost phases of the process (pattern and coremanufacturing, pattern and cluster
assembly, cleaning and etching, investment operation, melting, sintering, break out, blast
cleaning and cut off).
However, analytical cost estimation methods and related cost models can be used
only during the embodiment and detailed design phases, when the product is almost
completely defined. For estimating manufacturing cost at the conceptual design phase,
parametric cost models seem more suitable for this aim. The parametric cost estimation
method involves formulating relations between product characteristics and its cost using
available data. The issues of using analytic cost models for estimating the investment
casting process during the design phase is even stronger for investment casting. This
manufacturing process consists of several manufacturing phases and product/process
cost drivers, which are too many for being managed by a design engineer.
Nowadays, industry 4.0, internet of things and data analytic are paradigms that foster
the popularity of parametric cost modelling and cost estimating relationship methods
[9]. Nonetheless, in literature, only few works presenting parametric cost models for
investment casting. Among them, the most significant is that one presented by Creese
[10], which considers the following product drivers: number of surface patches, number
of patterns, volume of the part, floor area, material density and price. The parametric
cost model is built according to historical data and this activity is also called activity-
based costing [11, 12]. However, it is not recognizable any scientific paper presenting a
parametric cost model for investment casting process, based on data got from an analytic
model. This is the novelty of the paper.
Based on a well-established cost estimating relationship approach [9], this paper
presents a parametric cost model for investment casting. The model is built using sensi-
tivity analysis and data regression methods on data generated by an analytic cost model
previously developed and validated by the same authors.
2 Cost Estimation Relationship Building Process
The estimation of the manufacturing cost for wax-casted products generally requires
complex cost estimation relationship, which need various inputs by the designer. Often,
the designer knows this data only at an advanced stage of part design. The purpose
of this section and in general of the study is to obtain a parametric relationship which
allows a cost estimation of the part using data already knows in the early stages of
component design. The cost estimating relationship (CER) is the distinguishing feature
of parametric cost estimation.ACER is amathematical expression that describes how the
values of, or changes in, a “dependent” variable are partially determined, or “driven,” by
the values of, or changes in, one or more “independent” variables [9]. The CER building
process described later is divided in three parts and it uses the method developed by the
International Society of Parametric Analysts [9].
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2.1 Data Collection
All parametric estimating techniques, including CERs and complex models, need credi-
ble data before they can be used effectively. Parametric techniques require the collection
of historical cost data and the associated non-cost information and factors that describe
and strongly influence those costs (technical non-cost data). Technical non-cost data
describes the physical, performance, and engineering characteristics of a system, sub-
system or individual item. Cost data are obtained using an analytical cost model for
investment casting, developed in a previous work, which is an improvement of that one
proposed by Boothroyd and Dewhurst [8] and taken as reference. The approach for this
improvement consists of four steps, hereunder summarized.
The first step consisted in collecting equations and data, available in Boothroyd and
Dewhurst [8], within an electronic spreadsheet in which investment casting process cost
has been divided in 13 phases: (i) core manufacturing, (ii) pattern manufacturing, (iii)
pattern assembly, (iv) cluster assembly, (v) dissolving core, (vi) cleaning and etching,
(vii) investing pattern cluster, (viii) melt out, (ix) sintering, (x) melting, (xi) break out,
(xii) blast cleaning and (xiii) cut off. The costs of each phase are composed by process
costs (manufacturing, setup and consumables costs) and raw material costs (the costs
related to the casted metal).
The second step consisted in organizing two workshops with foundries to improve
the cost model.
During the third step all the improvements to the investment casting cost model
proposed in DFM have been integrated in the electronic spreadsheet developed at step
1. In this manner, it was possible to draft the cost breakdown for investment casting
and detect the most cost expensive phases: (ii) pattern manufacturing (12 ÷ 20%), (iv)
cluster assembly (11 ÷ 12%), (vii) investing pattern cluster (14 ÷ 15%), (ix) sintering
(~11%) and (x) melting (32 ÷ 39%), which globally represents the 87 ÷ 90% of the
product cost.
In the fourth step the cost model has been evaluated by comparing the costs obtained
with the proposed model and the actual values of around twenty components provided
by the foundries. For all the components it can be noted a deviation lower than 10%.
Starting from the cost breakdown and taking into consideration the most cost expen-
sive phases, cost drivers are the following: batch size; part volume; part thickness; raw
material price; raw material density; labour cost. For each cost driver a reference value
was fixed. These reference values refer to a component of a food packaging machine
(weight: 2 kg, dimensions: 160× 172× 15 mm) realized in stainless steel AISI316 and
manufactured in Italy.
For having enough data for the parametric relationship development, each cost driver
indicated above was varied between a maximum and a minimum value and raw material
and process costs derived from the analytical model were collected. This sensitivity
analysis was carried out in two phases: in the first phase (a) only one cost driver at a
time was changed, keeping the others at reference value; instead in the second phase (b)
two cost drivers together were changed. The maximum, minimum and reference values
of each cost driver are indicated in Table 1.
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Table 1. Reference, maximum and minimum values of cost drivers
Cost driver [U.O.M.] Reference value Max value Min value
Batch size [ad] 1000 2000 10
Part volume [m3] 0.00026300 0.00063120 0.00001325
Part thickness [mm] 25 50 2
Raw material price [e/kg] 3.4 5.4 0.8
Raw material density [kg/m3] 7850 15000 2000
Labour cost [e/hour] 30 70 3
2.2 CER Development
The cost estimating relationship development follows the two-phases analysis indicated
above. With the data obtained in the first phase (a) it is possible to evaluate the relation-
ships among the process/raw material costs and the cost drivers. From this first phase
it can be concluded that volume and density are the only cost drivers that significantly
influence both the cost of the process and the cost of the raw material. The batch size,
part thickness, and labour cost affect only the process cost, while a change in thematerial
price only affects the raw material cost. This first step lets to understand the cost drivers
to use in the second step to obtain parametric cost relationships. In this study, the focus is
about the cost of raw material, which relationship with raw material price, part volume,
and density is shown in Fig. 1. For this figure it is possible to observe that raw material
cost linearly depends on its unitary price (the higher the unitary price the higher the cost).
Rawmaterial cost is related to part volume and density via a step function because, while
increasing the weight, pouring and handling systems may change discontinuously.
To build a parametric relationship function of these three cost drivers, it was firstly
calculated 26 linear least square regressions (one for each discrete levels of raw material
price) between raw material cost, the dependent variable, and part volume, the inde-
pendent variables. For each regression it was obtained 2 coefficients: the slope and the
intercept. Two other linear least square regressions were subsequently made between the
obtained coefficients, in this case the dependent variable, and the discrete raw material
price levels, the independent variable. By combining the data of the two regressions,
a parametric parabolic equation was obtained (1). To develop the previous equation,
material density was fixed to the reference value (ρ = 7850 kg/m3), allowing the raw
material cost calculation only for part which have the same material density of reference
value.
raw material cost (ρ = 7850) = 23760.18 · (part volume) · (raw material price)
−2056.62 · (part volume) + 0.96 · (raw material price) − 0.12 (1)
Therefore, in order to account the effects of using different materials (e.g. melting
temperature, gate volume, etc.) on the raw material cost, a density factor coefficient
(f ρ) it was introduced. Its value varies in function of material density and is equal to
1 for the reference material (AISI 316), less than 1 for materials with a density lower
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than the reference (0.31 for Aluminium 1100; 0.98 for G 1800 Gy cast iron; 0.99 for
42CrMo4), greater than 1 for material whit a density higher than the reference (1,01 for
39NiCrMo4). Then the cost of raw material can be calculated by Eq. (2).
raw material cost = fρ · raw material cost (ρ = 7850) (2)
Fig. 1. Sensitivity analysis of raw material density, price and part volume on raw material cost.
2.3 Validation
The cost estimating relationship must produce, to a given level of confidence, results
within an acceptable range of accuracy. The validation of the previous relationship
was carried out comparing its results with those deriving from analytical cost model
of investment casting. Table 2 presents the absolute cost deviation between estimated
values and the data obtained using the analytical model.
Table 2. Comparison between analytical model (reference) and parametric model (calculated)
Component Material Reference cost Calculated cost Absolute deviation
1 Aluminium 1100 e 3.77 e 4.40 17%
2 G 1800 grey cast
iron
e 2.53 e 2.44 4%
3 42CrMo4 e 5.85 e 6.48 11%
4 39NiCrMo4 e 8.29 e 9.44 14%
5 AISI 316 e 20.03 e 23.77 19%
Average absolute deviation 11%
Results show a low deviation between the raw material cost estimated using the
parametric model and the data obtained using the analytical model (the average abso-
lute deviation is approx. 11%). This result demonstrates the goodness of the proposed
parametric model.
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3 Conclusions
This paper presented a parametric cost model for investment casting, developed accord-
ing to the method presented in the parametric estimating handbook. The elementary data
used for developing the cost model was obtained from an analytic cost model developed
in a previous work and validated with the cooperation of two foundries. By employ-
ing sensitivity analysis and regressions methods, the paper presented a parametric cost
model for estimating the raw material cost of wax casted parts. The error in estimating
the raw material cost for components whose volume is within the common range of
investment casting is around 11%.
Future research, following the method used in this work, should aim to develop
parametric cost models for the estimating variable (i.e.: consumable, process and setup)
and fixed costs (i.e. tooling cost).
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Abstract. We propose that a systems engineering methodology may be applied
in an effective interactive design environment for lifecycle cost estimation and
value optimization in the context of a manufacturing enterprise. In order to opti-
mize a product design for value, engineering and manufacturing businesses need
to be able to estimate accurately product lifecycle costs during the early design
phases of its development, because this is when the majority of these costs are
determined. Systems engineering defines realizing value as meeting stakeholder
requirements and emphasizes formalizing these in order to link coherently the
individual estimated costs of a design to the needs it fulfils. Furthermore, formal-
ized requirement and design parameters are suitable for modelling and simulation,
and we envision a systems model implemented within existing knowledge-based
engineering tools embedded in a design environment. The results of this model
may support design decisions, as well as reinforce systems engineering analyses
in evaluating processes for value chain simulations.
Keywords: Design-to-cost · Design-to-value · Systems engineering ·
Knowledge based engineering · Design decision-making · Early design phase
1 Introduction
Businesses whose revenues derive from sales of engineered products of their own design
andmanufacture often suffer from a lack ofmeans to accurately estimate and allocate the
costs of product development during the initial design phases of its lifecycle. It is during
these early conceptual design phases that decisions are made that dictate the majority (at
least 70% [1]) of overall costs of the product. These costs are only fully revealed several
phases later however, when they are incurred to put the product into production. This
is summarised in a graph shown in Fig. 1, which illustrates how the cost incursion of a
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product lags the cost commitment across its lifecycle phases [2]. During later lifecycle
phases, a business has fewer opportunities to revise the product design and optimise for
cost. The result is that the final products may generate sub-optimal values to the business,
its customers and other stakeholders.
Fig. 1. Evolution of committed (engaged) and incurred costs (expenses) [2].
Despite the apparent importance of the design phase for controlling value, it is most
commonly only at later lifecycle phases, once the product has entered production, where
product value is closely scrutinised and metered by means of statistical process control
paradigms for quality management such as Taguchi methods, Six Sigma, and Lean
Manufacturing [3]. These focus on increasing value and reducing costs by reducing
manufacturing defects and non-value-added expenditures, rather than optimizing the
product design itself.
Industry standards on Value Engineering [4, 5], provide methods to formally take
account of cost to evaluate designs during design phases, however they do not provide
guidance on cost estimation. Value Engineering considers a technical definition of value
derived from the general relationship value = function/cost. It insists that value is rela-
tive and “viewed differently by different parties in differing situations” [4]. The task of
optimizing value is therefore achieved by balancing the extent to which needs are sat-
isfied against resource expenditure [4]. Systems engineering, the theory and practice of
realising and modelling systems—be they products, services, or organisations—to fulfil
a particular purpose, can apply to this task because it is centred on a multidisciplinary
interpretation of value as meeting needs, namely ‘stakeholder requirements’ [3], and
that cost may be understood as a member or subcategory of such needs. We therefore
propose to investigate how to apply systems engineering to a methodology of concept
evaluation and cost estimation. This proposal accordingly identifies three challenges to
meet:
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1. Implementing a means to estimate product cost and value from design concepts.
2. Integrating a means to display estimate results within the concept design workflow
in an interactive environment that responds to evolving product concept data, and
which can simulate alternative scenarios.
3. Integrating cost estimate information into design decision and concept selection
processes.
The following sections are dedicated to explaining the challenges as well as the
approaches, methods and tools that can be used in the first instance to address these
issues. Finally, the paper ends with a conclusion and some perspectives to explain how
this work will continue.
2 Cost Estimation—A Systems Engineering Approach
While a study from Saravi et al. [6] indicates that Taguchi methods can apply to cost
estimation in the concept design phases, the literature discusses several dedicated cost
estimation techniques for product and service designs. Elmakkaoui [7], and Datta and
Roy [8] review and classify these techniques in detail, while Farineau et al. [2] outline a
more concise classification summarised byTable 1with Fig. 2, comparing the approaches
of the techniques and indicating to which lifecycle phases they are suited.
Table 1. Fundamental cost estimation techniques.
Name Description Analysis methods
Analogical Estimation by comparison with similar
previously completed projects and
existing systems
Case based reasoning
Analytic Estimation by the classification of a
system’s lifecycle into evaluable
constituent processes
Business process modelling
Value stream mapping of similar
systems
Parametric Estimation by the classification of a
system into evaluable components,
features or functions which are used to
build a cost model supported by
statistically derived scaling formulae
Bill of Materials (BOM) analysis
Functional analysis
Regression
Two characteristics of cost estimation imply that it is well suited to a systems
engineering approach to value optimization:
1. Cost estimation techniques take account of all product lifecycle phases so the domain
of design engineering cannot solve the problem of cost estimation alone. This is
because manufacturing enterprises integrate multiple operations centres of various
disciplines, not just engineering but also project management, production, planning,
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Fig. 2. Recommended lifecycle phases for performing cost estimation techniques [2].
supply chain, marketing, finance, customer services etc., which each have different
degrees of responsibility over different lifecycle phases. They have complex interre-
lationships and the decisions and actions of one are liable to affect any of the others.
Systems engineering is the domain of engineering theory and practice that analyses
these relationships. Fundamentally it does not consider an engineered product and
its lifecycle to be the central object of value, but rather the system of interactions
between the product, its components, and the various organisational apparatus con-
structed for its development (thus acknowledging that the latter is itself ‘engineered’
concurrently with the former) [3]. Precisely, systems engineering is defined by the
International Council of Systems Engineering as “A transdisciplinary and integra-
tive approach to enable the successful realization, use, and retirement of engineered
systems, using systems principles and concepts, and scientific, technological, and
management methods.” [3].
2. In order to optimize for value, estimated costs must be representative of the costs of
meeting needs. Systems Engineering is advantageous because it focuses on realiz-
ing value as opposed to “value proxies” such as technical performance or efficiency,
which it achieveswhen stakeholder requirements aremet. Systems engineering there-
fore emphasizes formally integrating these requirements into the specification of a
product system design, in order to link them coherently to its estimated costs [3, 9].
Applied studies of systems-focused cost estimation are described in the literature
[10–12], of these, COSYSMO [12] is a parametric model deriving from cost modelling
theory applied to both product development and software projects. This model evaluates
a system by calculating the person-months required to develop it from ‘size drivers’
and ‘cost drivers’, coefficients that estimate the complexity of the system. This model
also features in the commercial systems engineering cost estimation tools SEER-H
and SEER-SYS from Galorath Inc. [13], assimilating with aforementioned product and
service cost models. A blind validation study comparing the former with a competing
tool found it had an average error of 23% estimating the cost of twelve NASA science
missions, comprising the project management, systems engineering, safety and mission
assurance, payload, spacecraft bus, and systems integration and test components [14].
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3 Cost Estimation in the Interactive Design Environment
Workflow—Knowledge-Based Engineering
Systems engineering methods are deployable in most engineering and manufacturing
organisations because of the availability of substantial volumes of enterprise records and
data. These may be processed and classified to model the product and enterprise systems
and simulate alternative scenarios. This is possible thanks to the ubiquity of IT systems
in engineering enterprises, which can augment their computing resources as needed by
scalable cloud services.
Knowledge-based engineering (KBE) software tools, reviewed by La Rocca et al.
[15] and Verhagen et al. [17] are a proven technology to organise, process, and generate
systems data for aiding the rapid generation of new designs. In some implementations,
these are embedded tools in computer-aided design (CAD) software environments and
thus directly integrate into a design workflow. Such tools may be used to structure and
classify costs data (among others) for an arbitrary set of system entities and processes, as
well as costs calculation rules for use in making estimations for new designs. Verhagen
et al. [18] and Zhao et al. [19] both present KBE implementations for cost estimations of
aerospace designs. These implementations demonstrate how a product cost model may
be constructed and executed. They may be extended and adapted to a systems model,
accommodating information flows from multiple functional units (operation centres
within the manufacturing business), and generating results for multiple measures of
value. Such a KBE implementation may have multiple interfaces embedded within the
workflows of the functional units as, for example, modular extensions to existing CAD
and enterprise resources planning (ERP) tools.
4 Cost Considerations in Design Decisions
Estimating cost during design phases allows it to be a factor in design decisions. The
literature describes several concept selection and design decision tools from the mature
Pugh concept selection [20] to more recent advances on multi-criteria decision aiding
methods [21], and joint probability distribution techniques [22]. Thesemethods compare
alternative product concepts over a number of selection phases by scoring them on
arbitrary sets of criteria relating to customer/stakeholder requirements. The methods
also provide guidance on the selection of criteria, how their relative values are weighted
and interact in scoring, and the rules of competition. Suchmodelsmay consider estimated
cost as a single criterion. For the systems engineering view, Bosch-Mauchand et al. [23]
present value-based decision support tools for manufacturing processes.
5 Conclusion
We propose that an effective methodology for cost and value estimation in the early
design of phases of engineered products should follow a systems engineering approach.
Systems engineering emphasizes formally defining stakeholder requirements before pro-
viding a value analysis of product components and functionality, while considering the
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costs of its supporting development, manufacturing and servicing apparatus to deter-
mine overall generated value. Individual dedicated models exist for product, service and
system cost/value estimation techniques. Integrating these may provide an extensive,
holistic, and more accurate, methodology or model of cost/value estimation.
A product designworkflowmay implement such amodel via established knowledge-
based engineering tools. These tools may query product and process cost and value data
to compute evaluations for new designs, and generate results to support design decisions
in concept selection by including costs and values as determining criteria. These results
may feedback and reinforce systems engineering analyses in evaluating processes for
value chain simulations.
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Abstract. Industry 4.0 is an ubiquitous term that suggests significant impacts on
the productivity and flexibility of production systems. But to what extent do the
various technologies associated with Industry 4.0 contribute to enhance autonomy
of operational teams by helping themmake better and faster decisions, particularly
in the context of Lean production system?This paper proposes amodel of different
types of autonomy in the decision-making process, depending on whether or not
the steps in the decision-making process are enhanced by technologies. Thismodel
will be tested afterwards in a use case implemented in a learning factory offering
Lean management training before being tested in a real production unit.
Keywords: Industry 4.0 · Decision-making · Decision types · Autonomous
production system
1 Introduction
Recent years have been marked by a growing interest in Industry 4.0 and related tech-
nologies by manufacturing companies of all sizes. This major technological shift has
been proposed to manufacturing companies under various names: L’Industrie du futur
in France, Smart Industry in the United States, Industrie 4.0 in Germany, Made in
China 2025 in China, etc. In all cases, greater agility and profitability could be achieved
through the inter-connectivity of products, machines, supply chains and customers, and
the growing decision-making capabilities of systems [1–3].
As there are multiple definitions of the concept of Industry 4.0, the associated tech-
nologies have not been definitively identified. TheBostonConsultingGroup [4] proposes
grouping them around nine pillars of Industry 4.0, i.e., autonomous robots, simulation,
horizontal and vertical integration of systems, the Internet of Things, cyber security,
cloud, additive manufacturing, augmented reality and big data analysis. Other authors
have presented different lists of technologies, including Moeuf et al. [3], CEFRIO [5],
Dombrowski et al. [6], Mayr et al. [7], Sanders et al. [8], and Wagner [9].
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However, companies are struggling to define the new forms of work organization
that will enable them to make the most of this technological shift. In particular, how can
they take advantage of these technologies to improve decision-making and to increase
the degree of autonomy of operators and machines at the operational level?
Highlighting the difficulty of industrial companies in establishing a strategic roadmap
in the jungle of different terminologies, ideas and concepts, Osterrieder et al. [10] pro-
posed a research model about the smart factory, structured around eight distinct the-
matic perspectives, including decision-making. They underlined the crosscutting nature
of the decision-making problems that also appear in the other thematics and affect an
extremely wide range of activities in manufacturing. Indeed, the use of Industry 4.0
technologies such as the Internet of Things, cobotics, augmented reality, massive data
analysis, machine learning and Artificial Intelligence, can increase the autonomy of pro-
duction systems, including operators and production equipment, by supporting problem-
solving and other decision-making processes. This plays a central role in the concept
of autonomous intelligent factories and it is not surprising to note a number of research
studies focuse on data-based decision-making in production over a very broad scope
covering design, scheduling, planning and process control [10]. But the proposed mod-
els do not put into perspective the different types of autonomy in the decision-making
process made possible by the use of all the technologies associated with Industry 4.0.
Fortunately, decision-making models have been proposed in other contexts. Simon
[11] was one of the first to propose a decision-making model, which is the most concise,
yet comprehensive, characterization of a rational decision-making approach [12]. Using
the ideas from Simon’s model and analysing 25 decisions from different companies,
Mintzberg [13] proposed a model for strategic decision-making in companies. This
model is non-sequential and allows for the possibility of bypassing certain routines and
interrupting the process or providing feedback.
In a similar approach, the Naturalistic Decision Making (NDM) stream [14] has
worked on describing the actual decision-making process in an operational context. In
this context, some authors have focused on the biases and limitations in human decision-
making in situations with strong temporal constraints [15] or crises [14].
In the literature related to the development of artificial intelligence and intelligent
agents, other ideal decision-making models have been proposed and are inspired by
human decision-making models. This is notably the case of the BDI (Beliefs-Desire-
Intention) models [16], which aim to design artificial decision-making systems. How-
ever, no model has been proposed yet to analyse or evaluate the impact of Industry 4.0
technologies on decision-making processes.
Recognizing the potential benefits of Industry 4.0 technologies on operational
decision-making, this paper proposes a generic model covering several types of
autonomies that can be adopted by management, depending on the decision-making
process steps that they want to reinforce in the use of technologies. The proposed
decision-making process and the different types of autonomies that can be achieved
are presented in Sect. 2. Section 3 discusses future research prospects and concludes this
article.
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2 Decision Making Model
Based on the Mintzberg model [13], an ideal decision-making process is proposed
(Fig. 1). It is adapted to a decision-making process that is required by the detec-
tion of a problem in the broad sense (problem or opportunity) in an operational-level
manufacturing production context.
Fig. 1. Decision making process in an operational context.
This process includes three phases, similar to Mintzberg [13]: Problem or oppor-
tunity validation, Solution validation and Implementation validation. The Problem or
opportunity validation phase includes the Capture-Measure and Gap recognition steps.
The Capture-Measure step consists of collecting information in real time in the produc-
tion system. The recognition of an abnormal situation (a problem), i.e. a discrepancy
between the current situation and the desired situation, takes place in the Gap recogni-
tion stage. The Solution Validation phase includes the Diagnosis, Search, Selection or
Design steps. The Diagnosis step corresponds to the analysis of the cause and effect
relations in the studied situation. Depending on whether or not solutions are known to
address the identified problem, the next step is to choose between the Search or Design
steps. If solutions are known, the Search step allows one to look for a set of possible
solutions by drawing upon the organization’s memory. The Selection step is then used
if the number of known solutions is too high, in order to eliminate a certain number of
them and thereby lighten the work to be carried out in the Evaluation step. If no solution
is known, the Design step aims to design a new solution for the problem or to modify
a known solution. The Evaluation step ensures that the solution chosen will solve the
situation, while respecting the constraints of the environment. The third phase includes
a single step, Authorize. Here, if necessary, an authorization is issued by a higher hier-
archical entity, such as a team leader, a manager or a centralized IT system. This step
can be bypassed if the work center itself (an operator or a machine) has the authority to
validate the implementation.
This decision-making process model can then be used to define different types of
autonomy and uses of Industry 4.0 technologies. Such technologies can help a work
centre, which include operators and/or machines, to enhance one or more steps in the
decision-making process.
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Inspired by the four capability areas of Porter and Heppelmann’s smart products [2],
we propose six types of autonomy in the decision-making process based on Industry
4.0 technologies for manufacturing systems: 1) Cyber Monitoring, 2) Cyber Search, 3)
Cyber Control, 4) Cyber Design, 5) Decision Support and 6) Cyber Autonomy (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. Model of types of autonomy: an Industry 4.0 decision-making support model.
These six types of autonomy are not incremental, in the sense that they are not
mutually inclusive and do not present a gradation in terms of intelligence or autonomy.
Rather, they respond to different needs for decision support, depending on whether or
not one is aware of a more or less limited set of possible solutions and the specific steps
reinforced or supported by the types of Technology 4.0 involved. The Cyber Monitoring
type corresponds to the reinforcement of the Capture and Measure and Gap recognition
steps facilitating the collection of production data and the analysis of this data to enable
the detection of an abnormal situation or an opportunity for improvement. The other
stages of the decision-making process are then carried out by men according to usual
practices.
The Cyber Search type corresponds to the reinforcement of theCapture and Measure
and Gap recognition steps by using 4.0 technologies but adding optional support for the
Diagnostic step to facilitate the identification and analysis of the reasons that underly
the observed gap. The Search step is also strengthened to find possible solutions that
may be applied from a set of known solutions.
The Cyber Control type is an extension of the Cyber Search type, where the final
stages of the decision-making process are also assisted, including the final stage of autho-
rizing the action. The Selection stage is reinforced if the number of possible solutions is
too large. The Evaluation and Authorize steps are also reinforced; a human can then be
assisted in all of the steps mobilized in this case.
The Cyber Design type is similar to the Cyber Search type but corresponds to a case
in which no possible solution is known for the situation. It is the Design stage that is
reinforced. In this case, the preferred 4.0 technologies must be able to assist in the design
of a new solution to reduce the observed gap.
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The Decision Support type is similar to the Cyber Design type, with the addition of
the reinforcement of the Evaluation step. Only the Authorization step remains entirely
performed by a human without any assistance.
Finally, the Cyber Autonomy type is based on the Decision Support type, with a
reinforcement in the Authorize step. As for the Cyber Control type, the human is likely
to be assisted in all of the stages of the decision process mobilized in this case.
3 Conclusion
In this article, we have proposed an operational decision-making process model describ-
ing several types of autonomy that can be achievedwith the adoption of Industry 4.0 tech-
nologies. This model is a part of a more global study aiming at studying the integration
of Industry 4.0 technologies in Lean production systems.
In this regard, a previous study investigating the links between Industry 4.0 and Lean
approaches showed that some Lean principles currently appear to be little or not at all
improved by Industry 4.0 technologies. These include principles related to employees
and teamwork, continuous improvement, stable and standardized processes, and the
Toyota philosophy [17].
In order to test the proposed model of different types of autonomy in the decision-
making process, a use case is being formalized. It is based on a learning factory and
existing Lean management training modules designed in partnership with several man-
ufacturers. A panel of Industry 4.0 technologies such as IoT, cloud, big data analysis,
machine learning, simulation, augmented reality and data vizualisation will be pro-
gressively deployed. Within this framework, the different types of enhancement of the
autonomy of operational teams in decision-making will be tested in order to manage
in real time the production problems encountered. This will constitute a first step in
validating our model before attempting its implementation within a real production unit.
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Abstract. The design of medical devices is challenging, due to strict geometry
specifications and criteria belonging to several disciplines. The aim of this paper
is to provide a design methodology which seems to lack in the literature of design
of biomedical devices. In particular, the case study proposed in this paper con-
cerns with the design of Bone-Biopsy (BB) needle devices. Following the design
process of Pahl and Beitz, a functional analysis is carried out, to point out the
interfaces between parts of existing BB needles. A morphology matrix is used to
generate alternatives for the cannula holder, the core part of the product. Gener-
ated alternatives have been ranked and scored by means of the Pugh’s Controlled
Convergence method according to the decision makers’ opinions. In this work, the
design peculiarities related to the BB needles which have been pointed out could
be extended for guiding the design of other biomedical devices.
Keywords: Bone-Biopsy needle ·Multicriteria decision making · Design of
biomedical devices · Conceptual design · Pugh’s Controlled Convergence
1 Introduction
The design of bone biopsy needles is challenging, due to several criteria which need to
be considered concurrently, as well as strict geometry specifications requested. Hence,
design methods should be adopted in order to satisfy constraints and select most suitable
alternatives, considering all the multiple criteria and actors involved. The case study of
this paper concerns the design of bone biopsy (BB) needle devices. Bone biopsy is a
diagnostic procedure consisting in taking a sample of bone tissue to be analysed in the
laboratory, by means of a device with a hollow cannula surrounding a stylet (Fig. 1).
The cannula and stylet are coaxially assembled and are used to penetrate through the
outer layer of the bone, (cortex), which is harder than the trabecular bone layer and the
marrow. Reliable devices are characterized by optimized shapes of the handle, needle
and cannula.
In the literature, papers related to the design of biopsy needles are mostly aimed at
enhancing the biopsy efficiency in relation to the geometry of the cannula and needle.
This is for enhancing the sample geometry [1–3], or the efficiency in taking it from the
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Fig. 1. Bone-Biopsy needles (Jamshidi type) and relative components
bone [4–6].More in general, the use ofMCDMmethods in the design of medical devices
has been proposed in the literature, as in [7–9]. At the authors’ best knowledge, no works
regard the application of design methods for generating and selecting new conceptual
designs. Hence, this work is aimed at describing the requirements related to the design
of bone biopsy needles, as well as the steps required for the generation and selection of
concepts. This is to enhance the state of the art on the design of medical devices, and
guide designers in the assessment of design of novel medical devices, by providing a
design methodology which seems to lack in the design of biomedical devices.
2 Method
The engineering design process adopted for the generation and selection of biomedi-
cal devices is based on the systematic approach proposed by Pahl and Beitz [10]. In
Fig. 2, the method followed is schematically depicted. Product specifications are identi-
fied within the involved disciplines, (medicine, engineering design, and manufacturing).
In the planning phase, a functional analysis is carried out, to identify interfaces between
product parts, and analyze them in terms of response to product requirements. To this
aim, a benchmark of the existing needles has been performed first, in order to find out
the common features among the existing BB-needles. Hence, a functional analysis is
carried out, for evaluating the core components of the needle assembly. Related concept
designs are generated considering the functions performed by each part of the device.
The parts have been collected within a morphology table, screened and scored by means
of the Pugh’s Controlled Convergence (PuCC) method, which is included in multicri-
teria decision making (MCDM) methods as described in [11]. PuCC method is used to
classify and rank design alternatives candidate solutions, considering the judgments of
the decision makers belonging to different technical backgrounds.
3 Results
The functional analysis of the BB-needle is schematically reported in (Fig. 3). The
handle 1 is made of components A1 (cap) and B1 (handle body) and is the interface
with the operator. In the handle, the interface between parts A1 and B1 requires for a
reliable tightening and ease of connection. Existing devices use locks as the bayonet
lock, snap fits, and cam-clamping. The interface between B1 and 2 is fundamental, as
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Fig. 2. Design process for a biomedical device
the central body is used to couple handle and cannula. The “2-to-3” interface regards
the connection of the cannula in the central body. The “3-to-4” interface between the
cannula and the needle requires strict coaxial tolerances, hence the dimensions of these
parts are constrained by regulations. The “5-to-patient” interface is fundamental as it
limits the depth penetration of the needle. The height is regulated by means of a thread
(“5 to 2” interface), to guarantee the sliding of the regulator. The interface between B1
and the cannula 3 is the cannula holder 6, which is the core of the product, as it holds the
cannula 3 during its penetration into the bone. This is also responsible for the stresses and
forces on the operator and patient during biopsy operations. Hence, the generation and
selection of novel design are dedicated to the cannula holder component 6. Functions
related to the cannula holder are connection with the syringe (6-1), connection with the
handle body (6-2), and connection with the depth regulator 5 (6-3). Conceptual designs
for the cannula holder are generated bymeans of amorphology table, taking into account
the interfaces with the coupled components as in the functional analysis (Fig. 4).
Fig. 3. Functional scheme of a bone biopsy needle (1 – Handle. (cover A1 – body B1); 2 – central
body; 3 – cannula; 4 – needle (stylet); 5 – depth regulator (guard), 6 – cannula holder: functions
6-1, 6-2, 6-3).
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In particular: the connection with a syringe is via a Luer Lock thread (1A) or one
contour thread (1B). The tightening on the handle is carried out by means of snap fits
of different geometries (2A, 2B and 2C, Fig. 4). The lower side clamping with the
regulator (3A, 3B and 3C in Fig. 4) is based on snap-fits. To avoid pairwise comparing
and analyzing all 18 generated combinations, a modified PuCC method is used. In
particular, concepts are screened according to the functions covered, namely function
1: connection to the syringe (concepts 1A, 1B); function 2: connection to the handle
body (concepts 2A, 2B, 2C); function 3: connection to the depth regulator (concepts
3A, 3B, 3C). Concept designs are screened by means of the PuCC method, (Table 1)
according to four criteria, namely: ease of manufacturing, easy geometry (presence of
undercuts), easy connection with the coupled component, reliable connection with the
coupled component. The reference product is the component 6 of Fig. 3. The judgments
given to the alternatives in the PuCC matrix derive from a former discussion among the
decision makers, namely the designer, the manufacturer, the surgeon and the business
manager of a SME in the northern of Italy, which is specialized in biopsy needles. They
provided judgments for each design alternative, depending on the specific function (1,
2, 3) and criterion that each part of the device must perform. According to the PuCC
method, the most suitable combination for the cannula holder geometry seems to be the
1B-2C-3C Fig. 5. Unlike the AHP method, the PuCC method does not involve analytic
calculations for ranking the alternatives. Nevertheless, it maintains the objectivity of the
judgments by means of a discussion among the decision makers [11].
1B-2A-3A 1B-2A-3B 1B-2A-3C 1B-2C-3A 1B-2C-3B 1B-2C-3C
1B-2B-3A 1B-2B-3B 1B-2B-3C
Fig. 4. Morphologic table for the inner connection device
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Table 1. Modified Pugh’s Controlled Convergence table for screening concepts according to the
functional analysis.
Reference product Function 1: connection
to the syringe
Function 2: connection to the
handle body
Function 3: connection to the
depth regulator
Criteria 6 1A 1B 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C
Ease of
manufacturing
0 − + 0 − 0 0 − +
Easy geometry
(no undercuts)









0 0 + 0 − + − + +
Sum of + 0 4 0 1 2 2 1 4
Sum of 0 3 0 4 0 2 1 0 0
Sum of − 1 0 1 3 2 1 3 0
SUM 1 4 −1 −2 0 1 −2 4
Fig. 5. The selected design for the cannula holder (left) and the layout of the entire Bone biopsy
needle (right).
4 Discussion and Conclusions
The conceptual design of medical devices is challenging, due to strict regulations and
criteria to be satisfied. In this paper, the systematic method of Pahl and Beitz [10] is used
for the functional analysis of the components in the assembly. Hence a modified PuCC
method [11] is adopted for screening and scoring the alternatives for the cannula holder
in a BB-needle. The proposed cannula holder seems to provide a better connection to the
coupled components, with respect to existing products. This work is aimed at enhancing
the state of the art on the design of medical devices, guiding designers in the design of
novel medical devices.
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Abstract. In recent years, many changes have been taking place within the con-
struction sector which is much more prone to innovate than in the past. New forms
of processes are emergingwith the introduction of digital technologies. This article
aims to shed light on recent scientific advances that link Industry 4.0 to this sector.
To this end, a review of articles published over the past 10 years reporting experi-
ences and gains from 4.0 technologies applied to construction was conducted. It
turns out that recent technological developments have brought new functionalities
and new perspectives to companies. Some of these were not initially claimed with
the sole deployment of a BIM approach. These new opportunities have ultimately
raised questions as to whether and how they could impact the speed at which a
digital transformation of the sector could take place.
Keywords: Building Information Modeling (BIM) · Industry 4.0 (Ind4.0) ·
Digital transformation · Construction industry
1 Context of the Study
The construction industry plays a key role in the global economy. Despite its importance,
it is still described as less productive and innovative than other sectors. However, this
situation seems to be changing and several actors have recognized the need to innovate to
ensure their competitiveness. New forms of work are emerging thanks to the introduction
of technologies linked to Industry 4.0 (Ind4.0). In France and Quebec, several large
companies have already adopted such technologies (BIM, virtual and augmented reality,
prefabrication, the Internet of Things (IoT), additive manufacturing, robotization, etc.),
but their implementation is still in its infancy, particularly among small businesses.
These solutions must be encouraged in order to create a true digital transformation of
construction. However, companies are still reluctant, not always knowing how to proceed
or prioritize and what these technologies can actually bring to them.
In order to help various partners (French and Canadian companies), we felt it neces-
sary to shed light on recent scientific advances that link Industry 4.0 and the construction
sector. Several questions emerged at the beginning of our study in June 2019. The one
we will try to answer here is, “What is the relationship between Industry 4.0 and BIM?
Do these concepts share the same objectives when applied to the construction sector?”
© The Author(s) 2021
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To answer this question, in the following section we will first present the strategy of the
systematic literature review conducted on these questions. A synthesis of the 58 selected
articles is then presented in part 3. Part 4 proposes then a deeper analysis of the con-
tent, and finally the conclusion sheds light on these recent functionalities and industrial
opportunities. Some of these have not been previously when it came to exploiting the
BIM model alone.
2 Research Methodology
To characterize the contributions of Ind4.0 in the construc tion sector, we first provide
a review of the studies on this subject published prior to June 2019. To do so, we
have analyzed the scientific publications using the SCOPUS database1 and post-2010
studies. The query focuses on title, abstract and author keywords on terms related to the
construction sector and Ind4.0 in the broadest sense. This initial work made it possible
to filter the available publications and to highlight 347 documents. In order to respond to
our issue, we chose to study in detail only the articles using “allow or target or objective
or aim or goal” in the title, abstract or keywords. This additional filter made it possible
to keep only articles that openly claimed an intention or purpose. The 68 articles that
responded to this new query and that could provide clarification to our partners are
detailed and analyzed in the following section.
3 Content of the Selected Papers
After an in-depth study of the selected articles, 10 turned out to be irrelevant. The
technologies tested and the experiments carried out ultimately led to many advances
presented in these articles and listed in Table 1 below2:
Numerous overlaps and convergences were thus revealed. For example, items in
bold in the table had an environmental intent. The following section therefore seeks
to define what might be the “major families” of advances brought about by Industry 4.0
technologies in the construction sector.
1 Query used: ((TITLE-ABS(“construct* indus*” OR “indus* construct*” OR “build* indus*”
OR “indus* build*” OR “innovat* construct*” OR “innovat* build*” OR “construct* site*”
OR “building system*” OR “construction sector*”) OR AUTHKEY(“construct* indus*” OR
“indus* construct*” OR “build* indus*” OR “indus* build*” OR “innovat* construct*” OR “in-
novat* build*” OR “construct* site*” OR “building system*” OR “construction sector*”) OR
(TITLE(“BIM”OR “building informationmodel*”) ORABS (“BIM”OR “building information
model*”) ORAUTHKEY(“BIM”OR "building informationmodel*”))) AND ((TITLE(“indus*
4.0” OR “build* 4.0” OR “techno* 4.0” OR “revolution* 4.0” OR “construct* 4.0”) OR
ABS(“indus* 4.0” OR “build* 4.0” OR “techno* 4.0” OR “revolution* 4.0” OR “construct*
4.0”) OR AUTHKEY (“indus* 4.0” OR “build* 4.0” OR “techno* 4.0” OR “revolution* 4.0”
OR “construct* 4.0”) OR TITLE (“digiti*” OR “digitali*” OR “digit* construct*” OR “digit*
build*”).
2 Upon request, the corresponding author can send all of the references that were selected for this
study.
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Table 1. List of recognized purposes and gains.
Improve management of resources and reduce
project duration and payment disputes
Monitoring of planning/creation of a
“knowledge/experience” database
Improve performance/increase collaboration Increase interoperability
Continuous and integrated information
exchange and sharing
Ease the transfer of architectural shapes into
reality
Improve real-time monitoring/discover
mismatch between the real discharging place






production to survive in the global market
Deliver greater value/addressing
sustainability/zero carbon and enhanced
resilience objectives
High performance mobile mapping enables a
paradigm shift in the way buildings are
designed, tested, built, maintained and
refurbished
(Precast concrete and 3D printing) increase
creativity and thermal characteristics
Enhance communication/increase ability to
manage communication
Accelerate (more accurate) data acquisition
(real time)/reduce time for data analysis
Reduce complexity and uncertainty/enhance
information exchange
Transform and facilitate construction
operations
More sustainable approach
Increase competitiveness thanks to BIM
implantation
Organize information, processes, people,
and/or firms
Mass-customisation/Modularisation Increase productivity
Reduction of conflicts/improve project
collaboration
Improve the management of complexity of
information flow
Achieve goals of construction projects Real-time construction progression
monitoring
Provide simulation and optimization to the
current processes
Ensure the efficient operation of the
workflow, project and financial management
systems
ICT creation of business value (not only
productivity enhancements but also,
competitive advantage, inventory reduction,







Ensures faster delivery of projects and services
to clients
More feedback/mass customized product
creation
Improve planning/creation of a
“knowledge/experience” database
Reduces information losses/helping to reduce
waste of time and resources
(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)
Reducing wastes of resources Drives internal and external innovation
Receive/send data in almost
real-time/Automated Construction/increase
ability to simulate, analyze, and optimize
production
Reduction of construction time and
production costs/development of
sustainable built environment
Reduce the amount of construction rework Reduction carbon emissions
Rapid data acquisition/progress control reduction of the direct or indirect costs
Improved performance Increase safety
Track concrete trucks with RFID technologies
and Building information modelling to reduce
quantity of cement and wastes
Support the improvement sustainability of
the construction sector, namely, in
environmental terms
Enhance the level of incorporation of 4,0
concepts to achieve sustainable development
Improvements and automatize design choices
in terms of construction issues
Increase cooperation Monitoring the ambient vibration
Energy use tracking Improve training
4 Analysis
All of the studies selected aimed to highlight the contributions of digital technologies
or approaches to the construction sector. They can be grouped and summarized in the
following table. The first one, Table 2, presents the main gains noted on at least six
occasions during our review and generally credited to the BIM approaches (as we had
noticed in a completely different study relative to the BIM Maturity Model [2]).









26 times 13 times 11 times 8 times 8 times 6 times
However, the summary in Table 3 reveals six of the most frequently achieved “orig-
inal” improvements to be credited to technologies such as IoT [3], drones [4], and 3D
printing [5], the latter facilitating, for example, prefabrication. Artificial Intelligence and
Cloud Computing are presented as solutions of interest in the improvement of feedback
or in the automation of choices [6, 7].
This final synthesismakes it possible to highlight new functions to open, in detail, new
perspectives for construction companies. Indeed, more and more real-time monitoring is
being studied and used. These follow-ups of objects and participants nowmake real-time
simulations and optimization possible (for example, for flows, time or resources) [8, 9].
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12 times 7 times 5 times 4 times 4 times 3 times
The monitoring of planning and the creation of a knowledge and experience database
are also being tested and could be generalized [10]. These elements are therefore likely
to provide new sources of interest or questioning of companies…Whereas BIM is only
occasionally used by less than one third of French companies [11].
Finally, this observation opens up new research perspectives, which are described in
more detail in the last part of this article.
5 Conclusions and Perspectives
This literature review first confirmed that 4.0 technologies, generally associated with the
manufacturing sector, are already benefiting from some precursors of the construction
industry. Among the hundreds of studies conducted by academics and companies in this
sector, the sixty or so analyzed here have confirmed that the reasons for the existence
of BIM (i.e., to improve productivity, communication, quality, or to reduce costs) is
reinforced by all of these complementary technologies. The latter, which is increasingly
robust and accessible due to their massive diffusion, also make it possible to obtain new
and promising functionalities or gains, such as real-time data acquisition to increase
reactivity or to optimize process and simulations. As we recall, this exceeded the expec-
tations that had initially been set during the deployment of BIM.However, the companies
we met and worked with are still hesitant and limited in terms of financial resources.
This analysis now needs to be continued, and for us to become even more proactive.
This is why, as with ongoing studies concerning the complementarity between LEAN
and Ind4.0 [12], we will attempt to answer the following nested research questions in
future collaborative work:
i. Do the skills acquired by companies in deploying and operating BIM provide easier
access to new “4.0” functionalities and gains summarized in Table 3?
ii. Conversely, will the acquisition and mastery of new “4.0” technologies facilitate
BIM implementation?
iii. Will the two approaches soon be inseparable, BIM becoming the equivalent of
the digital twin as defined by Grieves et al. for the construction sector (as already
suggested by many companies today [13]) [14]?
iv. …or will they remain without real mutual effects?
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In order to answer these questions, in early 2020, we have begun major studies and
support workwith one of France’s leading construction companies involved in numerous
rehabilitation and new construction programs in the area around Paris.
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Abstract. Smart tightening development is part of the Industry 4.0 transformation
with the introduction of smart tools, and preload in bolted assemblies is of major
interest in today’s aircraft manufacturing process. So far, it has been difficult to
estimate the importance of each parameter for tightening process quality, mainly
because of the large number of combinations and configurations that exist.
The present work aims at evaluating the effects and the interactions between
different parameters that have to be taken in consideration in future torquing
strategy. Many experimental tests have been conducted on an Automatica test
bench using a Taguchi strategy and an analysis of the first main results is now
presented, highlighting the complexity of the phenomena studied.
All these points will help us to better understand tightening, so as to improve
performance during installation, maintenance and repair.
Keywords: Smart tightening · Design of experiments · Taguchi · Bolted
assemblies
1 Introduction
With millions of fasteners needed to complete the A350, the challenge of mastering the
tightening of bolted connections cannot be overlooked.
The aim of this research work was to develop a predictive tool to better control tight-
ening behaviour through the torque/tension relationship, integrating strongly non-linear
local phenomena. Controlling the preload within the bolted assembly can be beneficial
for the integrity of the aircraft [1, 2] but this tool developed for an industry 4.0 which
is geolocated and able to feed a dynamic database can also be an advantage for quality
control and maintenance [3]. However, the preload is a very dispersive variable [4] and
is difficult to control in production with current clamping tools [5]. One of the objec-
tives is to optimize the tightening instructions that meet aeronautical requirements, in an
uncertain environment [6]. This initiative should minimize the cases of over-torque and
under-torque and lead to an assessment of the risks implied for the tightening efficiency. It
should also provide an understanding of the mechanical behaviour of fastening elements
impacted by faults. However, if we consider all the parameters of a bolted connection,
© The Author(s) 2021
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we obtain a total of approximately 7,050 combinations per diameter. Table 1 lists the
number of possible parameter solutions, without taking compatibility into account, when
we use a bolted assembly.
Table 1. Number of solutions for each parameter.
Fastener Technology Material Surface finish Lubrication Diameter
Bolt 64 4 6 4 26
Nut 65 5 7 6
Given the large number of possible combinations, the behaviour of bolted connec-
tions can only be understood by creating a large database, in particular using design of
experiments (DOE). Many research works have aimed to develop methods of construct-
ing designs of experiments that make it possible to obtain a maximum of information
with a minimum of known points, whilst remaining robust with respect to random and
approximation errors [7]. These include:
– Mixed level DOEs, with as many factors as desired, each factor taking the number of
levels necessary for proper execution of the study;
– Box-Behnken DOEs [8], which respect the rotational isovariance criterion;
– Rechtschaffner DOEs [9], simplified fractional DOEs which allow the effects of
factors and second order interactions to be determined;
– Taguchi DOEs, based on the most famous theory for quality, which allow the effects
of factors and interaction to be determined.
The most common way to implement an orthogonal multifactor DOE is to use Taguchi
tables [10] because results are simple to obtain and the effects of each factor can be better
isolated. However, the DOE should be usable in our study case, which means that none
of the parameters intervening in the behaviour of the bolted assemblies is allowed to
be chaotic. That is why the Taguchi fractional DOE is compared with a complete DOE
here. Moreover, this will enable us to highlight the interactions between the parameters,
which is not always possible with a multifactor design of experiments.
2 Experimental Campaign
To evaluate the behaviour of bolts, an Automatica® test bench [11] was used in the
experiments described here. It allows the tightening torque, the preload and the tightening
angle to be acquired in real time. The measurement protocol is to tighten the bolt at the
maximum speed of Airbus internal standards until the threads of the nut break. Thus,
the approach phase of the nut, the linear phase of tensioning the bolt and the non-linear
phase of failure can be observed.
This first experimental campaign was limited to EN6115 titanium screws, ASNA
aluminium nuts and diameter codes 3 (4.76 mm), 3A (5.56 mm) and 4 (6.35 mm). There
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are three different surface finishes for the screws and three types of nut, so the campaign
comprised a total of 27 combinations. Table 2 gives more details on these combinations.
In addition, for reasons of repeatability and reliability, 20 tests were carried out per
combination, giving a total of 540 tests.
Table 2. Summary table of screw and nut types.
EN6115 – Screws
Code Material Surface finish Lubrication Diameter range
T Titanium alloy















Code Material Surface finish Lubrication Diameter range
2528 Aluminium alloy Anodizing
as per MIL-A-8625
Cethyl alcohol 3(4.76 mm)
3A (5.56 mm)
4 (6.35 mm)2529 Anodizing as per
MIL-A-8625,
Type II, class 2







For each combination, an average maximum breaking torque is extracted, which
corresponds to the average of the torques for which there is loss of the preload in
each repeatability test. Also, using the same principle, the average maximum preload
is extracted and, as the torque/preload relationship is known to be very dispersive, the
standard deviation of the two previous data is also noted.
3 Taguchi Factorial Experiment Plan
A fractional DOE enables the number of trials to be reduced to what is strictly necessary
to conclude on the same trends as a complete design of experiments. To respect the
experimental campaign, three factors (coating of the screw, type of nut and diameter) at
three levels will be used. A Taguchi Table 3 is chosen, and this reduces the campaign to
180 tests, a third of the number needed for the complete experiment plan.
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Table 3. L9(33) Taguchi factorial experiment plan.
Tests Screw surface finish Type of nut Diameter
1 1 1 1
2 1 2 3
3 1 3 2
4 2 1 3
5 2 2 2
6 2 3 1
7 3 1 2
8 3 2 1
9 3 3 3
The factor columns are balanced and orthogonal. This means that, in each pair of
columns, all combinations of factors occur the same number of times. The orthogonal
plans will allow us to estimate the effect of each factor on the response, independently
of all the other factors. For the moment, no interaction is taken into account even though
the type of nut and the coating of the screw could be considered as one, since the coatings
of the nuts are not similar and thus can locally modify the coefficient of friction between
the thread of the screw and the thread of the nut.
4 Results
Fig. 1. Average maximum breaking torque for the 27 combinations
Thefirst results that can be extracted are directly linked to the data from the test bench:
tightening torque and preload. For example, thanks to the complete plan, the main trends
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in the behaviour of the bolted connection is observable in Fig. 1. The coating of the screw
has a small impact on the maximum average breaking torque; a classification is even
possible: V> T>K. In contrast, the type of nut has a marked influence on the response
and the diameter undeniably has an impact that is almost proportional to the tightening
torque.
Next, the results of Fig. 2 correspond to the differences between the fractional DOE
and the complete design of experiments. To detect this, we use an effect graph corre-
sponding to each factor. There is no difference for the diameter, possibly because of the
continuity of this parameter, and the effect of the parameter supports the previous obser-
vation. However, there is a big trend difference for the type of nut. It is likely that this
comes from the non-linearity of the parameter and the fact that the screw/nut interaction
is disregarded. However, when we look at the scale, we see that this effect is globally
negligible (<1.5%).
Fig. 2. Differences between fractional and complete DOE on the average maximal preload for
the nut and diameter factors expressed in percentages.
Fig. 3. Differences between multifactor experiments and complete design of experiments
expressed in percentage depending on parameters and responses.
Figure 3 summarizes all the differences between the two designs of experiments
as a percentage. The average maximum breaking torque and the average maximum
preload are rather stable, unlike the standard deviations. This is not surprising: the
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greater the number of tests completed, the greater the dispersion, in particular because
of interactions. The most unstable parameters preventing us from using a fractional
DOE are the T and V coatings and the ASNA2529 nut. The differences for the coating of
screw T and the diameter code 4 are exclusively negative. In other words, our multifactor
experiments are the “worst case” for these factors. Conversely, K and V coatings and
diameter code 3 show exclusively positive differences.
5 Conclusion
Finally, this study shows us that, on all points, the complexity of the behaviour of a bolted
connection does not allow us to approximate it with a fractional design of experiments
without taking the interactions of the parameters into account, and these interactions are
obtained only through analysis of a complete design of experiments. Now, the complete
design of experiments must be analysed in greater depth to highlight predominant points
of the behavior of the bolted assemblies. This will allow us to better target our objectives
for future experimental campaigns and for future digital models.
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Abstract. Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS) have gained impor-
tance in the current context of increasing high variety demand, Mass Customiza-
tion (MC) and market instability, due to their ability of being quickly modified to
adjust their production capacity to attain sudden fluctuations in market demands
as well as to accommodate operations of new products. RMS can be configured
at system and machine levels. Many papers have described the RMS configu-
ration as combinatorial optimization problems and proposed several techniques
to optimize them in terms of different responses of interest. This paper presents
a literature review that seeks to understand how RMS configuration has been
addressed in terms of configuration level, optimization problem modelling and
techniques applied to solve it. This work aims to assist researchers working on
RMS configuration to identify trends and new research opportunities.
Keywords: Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems · System configuration ·
Optimization · Layout design ·Machine selection ·Machine configuration
1 Introduction
Increased demand for high variety and mass-customized products forces companies to
increase their flexibility throughout their value chain, which can be achieved in manu-
facturing via Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS). RMS are designed to be
rapidly modified to adjust their production capacity and functionality, for responding to
abrupt variations on market demands [1]. To achieve that, RMS count with Computer
Numerically Controlled (CNC) machines, and Reconfigurable Machine Tools (RMT),
which are modular machines capable to be configured in different ways for performing
specific operations [2, 3].
RMS configuration can be divided into system andmachine levels [4].While system-
level configuration is related to the layout design, the machine-level corresponds to
change or adjust auxiliary machine-modules [5]. Both configuration levels require
supplementary costs during the production process that cannot be neglected [6, 7].
Many researchers have proposed different methods to optimize the RMS configuration,
considering system or machine-level independently or jointly.
© The Author(s) 2021
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However, as far as we know, there is still no paper focused on understanding opti-
mization issues of RMS configuration. To fill this gap, this paper presents a literature
review to investigate (1) How RMS configuration optimization problems are modelled,
(2) Which are the main methods used to solve them and (3) Which are the main focus
of papers when optimizing the RMS configuration in terms of: (a) configuration-level,
(b) objective function and (c) process/production planning.
This review was conducted in four databases: SCOPUS, Science Direct, ISI Web
of Science and Taylor & Francis with the keywords “Reconfigurable Manufacturing
System” AND “configuration”. The 924 papers found were screened in order to filter
only journal papers from 2009 to 2020, and to remove all duplicates and papers not
written in English or without the full text available. Finally, 54 papers were selected.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brings a broad overview of papers found
in literature and Sect. 3 presents the conclusion.
2 Overview of RMS Configuration Optimization Papers
2.1 Main Focus of Papers Optimizing the RMS Configuration
Table 1 presents the configuration levels addressed by papers optimizing the RMS con-
figuration, which are divided in three main types: (1) system and machine levels jointly
(68.5%), (2) system-level (26%) and (3) machine-level (5.5%).
Table 1. Configuration-level addressed by papers optimizing the RMS configuration.
Config. level Characteristics Authors
System and machine
level
System configuration is related to machine addition
or removal. Further, each machine can be





System configuration is based on machines selection
and their position in layout. Machine-configuration
is not addressed
[15–21]
- System configuration is based on the operations path
or on adding/removing machines from the system.
There is no reference to layout design issues
[8–14]
Machine configuration Configuration of a machine singly to produce a
specific product or product family
[53–55]
However, machine configuration as well as its layout placement could highly affect
manufacturing costs. Therefore, layout design and machine configuration must be con-
sidered together in the RMS configuration for process planning (PP) or production
planning (ProP). Few papers worked on the RMS configuration to improve their PP
(21.1%). PP is the translation of a single product design data into a method to manufac-
ture it, including machine and configuration selection and operations sequencing [29].
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This is why PP papers mainly worked with a single product [11, 16, 19, 43]. ProP was
the mainly focus of the most part of papers addressing the RMS configuration (78.9%).
ProP assigns operations defined by PP while respecting some constraints such as due
time, machine capacity etc. and generally includes the plan of multiple parts/products
simultaneously [3, 10]. In fact, ProP papers from this review mostly optimized the RMS
configuration for one or many product families and multiple product/parts simultane-
ously, by respecting machine capacity and specific demand rates in a time period [15,
24, 29, 40].
Since RMS is a relatively new type of production system, it is still hard to find com-
pletely reconfigurable systems in industries; hampering the implementation of real case
studies. Papers mainly conducted case studies through numerical illustration or simula-
tion (83%). They mainly used simple or generic parts (few features) and hypothetical
values for required parameters (e.g. machine allocation and configuration cost) [3, 6,
7, 44]. This not exactly represents the real life, since modular products can be much
more complex, especially in high variety context. Hence, more research with complex
products (many features) is still required.
Papers applying real case studies (17%) mostly used a work-piece provided by an
industrial partner to map required operations and, based on that, identify all machine-
configurations capable to execute these operations. Although their propositions were
focused on RMS, their case studies were usually applied in process composed by CNC
or dedicated machines, without including RMTs [17, 23, 24, 53]. Some researchers
conducted their case study in a reconfigurable assembly line of an automotive industry
[10, 25]; while others did not clearly present the machine types that made up their case
study [8, 11, 15].
2.2 Modelling and Optimizing the RMS Configuration
Optimization problems of RMS configuration found in literature were mainly multi-
variate and multi-objective. This confirms the complexity of optimizing RMS configu-
ration, since researchersmust considermanydecisionvariableswhilst optimizingvarious
responses of interest. Table 2 summarizes the techniques used to model and solve these
problems. They were mainly modelled with integer variables varying between nonlinear
and linear models, with the predominance of the latter.
Nonlinear problems were mostly solved by approximate or hybrid approaches using
GA singly [13, 17, 50, 52] or coupled with other methods, like Monte Carlo [30] and
dynamic programming [42]. Linear problemswere also solved by approximate methods,
but papers mostly tried to validate a new heuristic [43] or metaheuristic method [44, 54]
by comparing their solution with those obtained by the well-known NSGA-II. Since
commercial software, like LINGO, are capable to find a global optimum for ILP and
MILP problems, some papers compared their results with those obtained by approximate
[5, 53, 54] or hybrid methods [51] to verify the reliability of those methods. Others just
used these solvers singly [28, 47, 48]. Linear problems were also solved by different
exact approaches, like enumerative [2, 24] and iterative techniques [11, 41, 44].
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Some papers modelled their problems as Multi-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM)
ones, by comparing divergent criteria of multiple alternatives and ranking them accord-
ing to its suitability. MCDM problems mainly compared different system configura-
tions [21, 55], but comparison of resource [16] and scheduling [25] alternatives were
also found. They mainly addressed qualitative attributes (e.g. system reconfigurability,
convertibility) being mostly solved by heuristic [16, 21, 25] or enumerative methods
[34, 55].
Many papers from literature partially detailed their optimization problems, with-
out including all information about decision variables, constraints etc., while others
presented the whole model without classifying their problem [23, 38, 39, 45]. Not sur-
prisingly, they mostly used metaheuristics (50%), like GA and NSGA-II, which have
proven their effectiveness to solve optimization problems related to RMS configuration.
Metaheuristics are known to not being problem-specific, meaning that they can solve
several problems with few modifications in the algorithm [56]. Therefore, it allows peo-
ple solving complex problems, like RMS configuration, even if they do not totally know
how to model their optimization problems. Further, papers dealing with multi-objective
problems also hybridized multi-objective metaheuristics, like NSGA-II and AMOSA,
with TOPSIS, which attributes weights to each objective for ranking solutions in the
Pareto front [3, 6, 22].
Researchers tried to optimize many objectives, but cost stood out as the most
addressed, being minimized by 74.1% of works. The three main types of costs were:
(1) Capital cost: to attain new market demands [17, 23], to satisfy pre-fixed demand
scenarios [2, 27, 33], or to deal with stochastic demands [13, 14]. (2) Reconfiguration
cost: mainly related to machine allocation or configuration for reducing costs of chang-
ing product’s production within the same family [32, 36, 37]. (3) Production cost: of
single/multiple parts [3, 44, 53]. Most of the time, papers addressed the minimization
of these costs simultaneously [3, 5–7,36].
Due to the RMS ability to rapidly change their production capacity or to accommo-
date new operations required by new product launches, they are known as key enablers of
MC. Nevertheless, few papers (16,7%) have addressed MC, and those who have consid-
ered it mostly focused on optimizing the RMS for responding to given demand scenarios
and due times [5, 10, 21, 49, 50, 52]. One paper focused on increasing systemmodularity
to accommodate high variety in MC [6], while others cited MC without clearly explain
which were their scientific contribution to enableMC throughout the RMS configuration
optimization [19, 44].
The increasing attention to theworldwide environmental sustainability have reflected
the challenges faced by works optimizing the RMS configuration. Recent publications
have showed their interest in minimizing the energy consumption of RMS [18, 24, 44,
54]. However, these works represent only 7.4% of papers found, meaning that there are
opportunities to do more investigations in this domain.
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3 Conclusion
This paper presents a literature review of RMS configuration in terms of (1) configura-
tion level and (2) optimization techniques for modelling and solving problems related
to the RMS configuration as well as (3) the main focus of RMS configuration optimiza-
tion. This review highlights that although papers mostly work with system and machine
level configurations, there is still no work dealing with layout design and machine-
configuration issues simultaneously. Indeed, few papers were dedicated to the layout
design optimization. Very few papers conducted real case studies and those who have
done it did not address RMTs, evidencing that it is still very hard to find laboratories
or industries equipped with RMS or their prototypes. RMS configuration optimization
problems are mainly modelled with integer variables or no optimization model is avail-
able. In any case, metaheuristic methods highlight as the most used ones due to their
ability of solving complex optimization problems by providing optimal acceptable solu-
tions in relatively little time. Cost minimization is the main focus of papers optimizing
the RMS configuration; however, recent publications also show a tendency to focus on
sustainability and MC issues.
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